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INTONATIONAL PHRASES AND PHRASING 

In the preceding three chapters I have discussed various 

problems regarding the phonetics and phonology of Japanese word 

accent and tone. In this and the next chapter, I will explore 

the organization of Japanese prosody in a wider context by 

examining the intonational structure of the language. 

Previous research on Japanese intonation has centered around 

the issue of what is generally known as 'declination' or 

'downdrift', the phenomenon whereby pitch gradually declines 

during the course of utterances. Before discussing this issue 

in Chapter Five, I will discuss in this chapter various problems 

regarding intonational phrases and phrasing and, in so doing, 

consider the organization of Japanese prosody in further depth. 

Of special interest are such questions as the relation between 

syntax and prosody, the principle of rhythmic alternation and the 

role of word accent in intonational phenomena. 

To do this, I will first give a brief review of the previous 

work on intonational phrases and phrasing, with emphasis on 

questions that have been controversial in the literature (Section 

1). From section 2 through section 5, I will demonstrate several 

fallacies previously accepted as true concerning 'major phrase' 

and 'minor phrase, ' the two intonational phrases by which the 
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intonational structure of Japanese is believed to be 

<1> 
organized. 

In section 2,1 will show the inadequacy of some of the 

criteria whereby 'major phrase' has been defined, notably the 

inadequacy of defining the phrase on the surface configuration of 

FO contours. In section 3, I will refute the notion of 'minimal 

minor phrase, ' to claim that the intonational structure of 

Japanese is not constrained by the morphological structure as 

severely as has been thought. In section 4, I will argue against 

Poser's claim that total downstep (his 'total catathesis') does 

not occur in Japanese, and consider the implications and 

consequences of this new evidence for the modelling of Japanese 

intonation. This is followed by a discussion of initial lowering 

in section 5, where various factors influencing the surface 

realization of initial lowering are summarized. 

The last section of this chapter (section 6) deals with the 

prosodic process of 'minor phrase formation (MPF)' which, as 

already noted in Chapter Two, has the effect of combining two (or 

more) words or phrases into a single minor phrase. Various 

linguistic conditions on the prosodic process will be discussed, 

and the controversies that have been unsolved will be settled in 

the light of experimental evidence. 
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1. REVIEW OF PAST WORK 

1.1. Basic Assumptions 

The subject of Japanese intonation has aroused quite a few 

controversies some of which still remain unsettled. As a result 

of these controversies, there have emerged different conceptions 

as to the orgainzation of the intonational system of Japanese as 

well as the interpretation of some particular intonational 

phenomena. 

Despite the differences, previous work on Japanese 

intonation has several assumptions and features in common. One 

of the most basic of these will be the conception of intonational 

structure as a structure of intonational phrases or categories. 

That is, virtually all the intonational models that have been put 

forward in the past adopt the approach whereby the intonational 

system of the language can be described as a system of 

intonational phrases. Specifically, previous studies assume two 

distinct intonational phrases (or categories) which, following 

McCawley (1968) and Poser (1984), I call 'major phrase' and 

'minor phrase'. By integrating these two types of intonational 

phrases into one organic system in some way or other, it is 

believed that all the intonational phenomena can be defined in 

the system accurately and exhaustively. 

A second assumption apparently underlying the previous 

models of Japanese intonation concerns the position of the 

intonation component in the whole phonological system of the 

language. It was mentioned in Chapter One (section 1.1.2) that 
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the prosodic system of Japanese accent and tone involves three 

phases - accentual, tonal and phonetic - as illustrated in (1) 

below. 

(1) Organization of Japanese Tone and Intonation 

<Accent Component> 

Underlying Accent Representation 

[Accent Assignment Rules] 
1 

Surface Accent Representation 
1. - 

1. 

<Tonal Component> 

[Tone Assignment Rules] 

Tonal Representation 

4J' 

<Phonetic Component> 
It 10 

[Phonetic Realization Rules] 

(Phonetic Output= Surface FO Contour) 

Intonational processes are defined at two different levels 

in this rule system, some at the level where accentual 

representations are translated into tonal representations and 

the others at the level where the tonal representations are 

phonetically interpreted into actual FO contours. The former 

type of intonational processes consist of intonational phrasing 

processes whereby intonational structures are constructed for 

each utterance in terms of the two types of intonational phrases. 

1 
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Minor phrase formation (MPF), which will be discussed in section 

6 below, is a typical example of this type of intonational 

processes. Tone assignment rules apply to the output of this 

phrase, and yield tonal representations with minor phrase as the 

domain of their application. The tonal representations thus 

assigned to each minor phrase (and, hence, for each utterance) 

are to be translated into FO contours by phonetic realization 

rules (PRRs), and it is at this stage that the other type of 

intonational processes are defined. The intonational processes 

that apply at this stage include those of 'declination' (which I 

will characterize as 'downstep' in this thesis : cf. Chapter 

Five), 'accentual boost' and 'accentual fall' (which I discussed 

in Chapter Three, sections 2 and I respectively). 

1.2. Major Phrase 

Having seen the two basic assumptions underlying the 

previous intonational models of Japanese, let us first consider 

the nature of the two types of intonational phrases, "major 

(intonational) phrase" and "minor (intonational) phrase. " 

Different researchers use different terms for these two types of 

intonational phrases and, to make the matter worse, very few of 

them define the concepts in a sufficiently clear-cut manner. 

There is, however, one thing which has been commonly done by the 

previous researchers. That is, previous analyses attempt to 

identify the two types of intonational phrases primarily on the 

basis of the surface configuration of FO contours. 
<? -> TO 

illustrate this, let us suppose two hypothetical FO contours as 
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shown in (2) and (3) respectively. 

(2) 

(3) 

Both of these contours are characterized by a rise (initial 

lowering) at four different points each of which is followed by a 

rather sharp drop (accentual fall). Referring to each chunk of 

speech characterized by this initial pitch rise and a following 

pitch fall as a "minor phrase, " the FO contours in (2) and (3) 

can be defined as comprising four minor phrases. 

Although the two contours are made up of the same number of 

minor phrases, they cannot be said to represent the same FO 

pattern. The crucial difference between the two contours lies in 

the relative height of the third minor phrase. In (2), each 

minor phrase is realized at a lower level than the minor phrase 

which immediately precedes it, yielding a descending staircase as 

a whole. In (3), by contrast, the third minor phrase is realized 

at a higher level than the second minor phrase although the 

second and fourth minor phrases are lower than the minor phrases 

which immediately precede them respectively. The traditional 

analyses generally attribute this difference to a difference in 
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intonational phrasing. That is, the four minor phrases in (2) 

are seen to belong to a single larger intonational phrase whereas 

those in (3) are viewed as constituting two larger phrases with 

a major intonational boundary between the second and third minor 

phrases. If we call this larger size of intonational phrase 

"major phrase, " the difference between the two FO contours can be 

shown as in (4) and (5)"<3> ('MP' and 'mp' denote 'major phrase' 

and 'minor phrase' respectively. ) 

(4) (=(2)) (5) (=(3))<#> 

MP 
Z/\N 

MP TOP MP mP 

MP MP 

imp mp mp mp 

The type of intonational unit I call "major phrase" has 

been given different names by different people, as summarized in 

Table 1. However, none of these people proposes a clear-cut 

definition of the term, or shows how their definition differs 

from that of others. 
<5> 
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Table 1 Different Terms for 'Major Phrase' 

McCawley (1968) 

Shibatani (1972) 

Fujisaki 
& Sudo (1971) 

Miyara (1981) 

Poser (1984) 

Beckman & 
Pierrehumbert (1986) 

major phrase 

major phrase 

voicing unit 

1 intonational phrase 1 

major phrase 

major phrase (? ) 

Although the surface configuration of FO contours has been 

taken as a point of departure by the previous researchers, it is 

not the only criterion whereby the intonational phrase is 

defined. One finds two other criteria in the literature. One of 

them is what I call a 'syntactic criterion' (or 'morphosyntactic 

criterion') by which to define 'major phrase' in reference to 

some syntactic features of utterances. 
<6) 

Fujisaki states, for instance, that 'major phrase' (his 

'voicing unit') corresponds to the "interval between pauses, 

whether respiratory or non-respiratory, that interrupt phonation" 

and that the phonation is interrupted "for the purpose of marking 

major syntactic boundaries within a sentence" (Fujisaki & Sudo, 

1971: 76). <7> This line of definition is obviously based on the 

observation that FO contours tend to be 'renewed, ' as it were, at 

major syntactic boundaries of utterances. In other words, 

Fujisaki's analysis is based on his general observation that 
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major syntactic boundaries are often signalled by the 

interruption of a descending staircase as seen in the middle of 

the contour in (3). Although my observation supports Fujisaki's 

observation for the most part, his observation describes no more 

than a general 'tendency' and we cannot obviously establish a 

one-to-one correspondence between a 'major syntactic boundary' 

and a 'major phrase boundary. ' I will discuss this point in 

section 2. 

Poser (1984) defines morpho-syntactic criteria -a little 

more clearly. He states, for example, that the "topic phrase 

(marked by the particle wa) is generally set off from the rest of 

the sentence by a major phrase boundary" (p. 146). Just like 

Fujisaki's statement, this statement appears to be based on his 

own impressionistic observation that FO contours are 'renewed' by 

a remarkable pitch rise that takes place at the position 

immediately following the topic phrase. In other words, his 

observation is not based on any experimental evidence to the 

effect that the topic phrase exerts no effect on the material 

following it. <9> 

Besides the syntactic criteria that have been briefly 

sketched, one can find one more approach to the definition of the 

major phrase, which I call the "phonological definition. " This 

approach attempts to define the intonational phrase as the domain 

of some phonological process. The assumption most commonly held 

in the literature is that the major phrase is the domain of the 

downward trend of pitch generally known as 'declination' or 

'downstep'. For example, McCawley (1968: 176), who characterizes 
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this process as an accent reduction process, states that the 

major phrase is a "sequence of minor phrases of which the first 

has a primary accent and the rest secondary accent. " <-9 > Poser 

(1984) also defines the major phrase as the -domain of the 

downward pitch phenomenon although he interprets this phenomenon 

not as an accent reduction process but as a lowering of pitch 

range triggered by accent ('downstep'). (10> A similar 

definition is made by Fujisaki too, for whom the major phrase 

(his 'voicing unit') is the domain of 'declination. ' 

1.3. Minor Phrase 

Just like the major phrase, the smaller size of intonational 

phrase, which I call 'minor phrase' in this thesis, is named in 

various 
<11ý 

whys. Table 2 summarizes this. 

Table 2 

McCawley (1968) 

Shibatani (1972) 

Fuji saki 
& Sudo (1971) 

Kohno (1980) 

Poser (1984) 

Beckman & 
Pierrehumbert (1986)! 

minor phrase 

minor phrase 

accent phrase (accent unit) 

minor phonological phrase 

minor phrase 

accentual phrase 

In comparison with the major phrase, the minor phrase is 
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given a clearer definition in the literature. The traditional 

phonological assumption is that the minor phrase is the domain of 

tone assignment. 
<12> Since tone assignment rules assign one 

initial lowering (phrase-initial Low-High sequence) and at most 

one accent within its domain, it follows that the minor phrase is 

the domain in which one initial lowering and at most one word 

accent is realized. 
<13> Under this definition, the minor phrase 

refers to a chunk of speech which looks like (6a) or (6b) 

depending on whether it is accented or unaccented. 

(6) a) b) 

f 

Seen differently, this definition of the minor phrase 

presupposes that Japanese shows no instance of the FO contour as 

in (7), which involves two realized accents (accentual falls) in 

the domain where only one initial lowering is manifested. Poser 

refers to this intonational pattern as 'total catathesis 

(downstep)' and states very clearly that it does not occur in 

Japanese. <14> I will show in section 4 that this intonational 

pattern is actually observed in Japanese and consider its 

implications for the theory of Japanese intonation. 
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(7) Total Downstep 

In addition to the phonetic/phonological definition of the 

minor phrase, there is another line of approach in the 

literature, which I term 'morphosyntactic' definition. McCawley 

(1968) and Poser (1984), for instance, assume that certain 

sequences of morphemes 
<15) form a sort of basic intonational unit 

which is always realized in the same minor phrase. To be more 

specific, McCawley and Poser assume that any sequence of a 

lexical item (noun, verb, adjective, determiner or adverb) plus 

any particles which follow it<16) is never realized in two minor 

phrases but has only two choices in intonational phrasing (IP): 

(a) either they form a single minor phrase on their own, or (b) 

they form a unified minor phrase in combination with other 

similar sequences. (8) illustrates this with the sequence of a 

noun and a particle, the simplest form of phrase in Japanese. 

(6) "Minimal Minor Phrase" 

ka'nada-ma'de itta 

"Canada" "to" "went" 
= "(I) went to Canada" 

a) Input to IP ka'nada ma'de itta 

Output of IP % ka'nada made % itta 

Phonetic -Ra-Ina made 
Output 
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b) Input to IP ka'nada made itta 

Output of IP % ka'riada ma' de i tta 

i Phonetic nadamade itta 
Output 

This morphosyntactic definition of the minor phrase is 

based on the following three assumptions. First, it assumes two 

types of morphemes in Japanese, those which can form a minor 

phrase on their own (e. g. nouns, verbs, etc. ) and those which 

cannot (e. g. particles). It is assumed, in other words, that 

particles always form one minor phrase together with lexical 

items to which they are attached, and never constitute an 

independent minor phrase on their own. And second, the morpho- 

syntactic definition of the minor phrase classifies sequences of 

morphemes into two kinds, those constituting a single minimal 

minor phrase and those involving more than one such phrase. To 

be specific, the morphosyntactic definition treats amerika-trara 

"from America, " a typical sequence constituting a minimal minor 

phrase, in a different way from akai a "red flower, " which 

consists of two minimal minor phrases. And third, the 

morphosyntactic definition of the minor phrase assumes an 

intonational rule or process whereby two (or more) minimal minor 

phrases are realized in one unified minor phrase. This process, 

which will be outlined shortly, supposedly accounts for the 

variation in intonational phrasing such as those shown in (8a)- 

(8b) above. 
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1.4. Minor Phrase Formation 

1.4.1. Terms and Basic Assumptions 

Having sketched the two types of intonational phrases 

generally assumed to constitute the intonational system of Japanese, I 

will now address the process of minor phrase formation (MPF), 

another controversial topic in this area. As pointed out just 

above, Japanese shows a variation in intonational patterning as 

illustrated in (9). In careful speech, 
(17> Japanese speakers 

tend to choose the pronunciation in (9a) in which each component 

word or phrase is realized as an independent minor phrase. More 

often than not, however, they tend to combine two (or more) 

elements into a single minor phrase, as shown in (9b): 

(9) Intonational Variation 

akai hang "red flower" 

a) % akai % Nana % => a kai ham 

b) % akai hang % __> a kai Nana 

The traditional assumption on this kind of intonational 

variation is that the mono-phrasal pattern as in (9b) is derived 

from the bi-phrasal pattern as in (9a) by a certain phonological 

(intonational) rule. This rule has been termed in different 

ways by different people, reflecting the difference in the naming 

of 'minor phrase. ' 
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Table 3 

McCawley (1968) minor phrase boundary (%) deletion rule 

Fujisaki : accent phrase formation (APF) 
& Sudo (1971) 1 

Kohno (1980) 1 minor phonological phrase incorporation 
S 

Poser (1984) compression of minimal minor phrases 

Instead of all these terms, I will employ the term "minor 

phrase formation (MPF)" in this thesis. The reasons for 

rejecting the previous terms are the following. First, 

Fujisaki's "accent phrase formation" has to be abandoned because 

there is a process in Japanese phonology to which this term is 

perfectly suited. As discussed in detail in Chapter 2 (section 

2), the prosodic compound formation in Japanese has an effect of 

yielding one accentual unit out of the sequence of words which 

can potentially form individual accentual units, by way of 

modifying word accent patterns of the component words. Although 

this process is similar to the intonational process under 

consideration now (e. g. in terms of the various conditions on the 

rules), they produce different effects (the prosodic compound 

formation process defines the domain of the word accent 

assignment whereas the intonational process defines the domain of 

tone assignment) and must, therefore, be treated as independent 

processes in the phonological system of Japanese. If we use the 

term "accent phrase formation" in Japanese phonology at all, it 

should be used for the process which defines the domain of word 
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accent and not for the process whereby the domain of tonal melody 

is defined. 

Next, there are two reasons to reject the terms by Mc Cawley, 

Kohno and Poser. One reason I favor the term "MPF" in 

preference to the terms by McCawley and others is to keep the 

parallelism with the term "APF" which, as I said just above, 

shows behavior significantly similar to the intonational process 

we are discussing now. 

A second and more important reason I reject the terms by 

McCawley and others is that I deny the notion that MPF is a 

process unifying two minor phrases into one. All the three 

previous names were coined on the assumption that there is a 

prosodic unit called "minimal minor phrase" (or anything 

equivalent to it) which is defined by syntactic/morphological 

criteria, and that the sequences of this type of units are 

combined at a certain stage of phonological derivation to form 

one minor phrase. I deny this assumption for the reasons to be 

given in section 6.1, in favor of the assumption that MPF is a 

syntax-phonology mapping process whereby one minor phrase is 

yielded out of the sequence of two syntactic/morphological units 

each of which can potentially form an independent minor phrase on 

its own. 

Having justified the term "MPF", I will consider the basic 

assumptions underlying the previous analyses. In a word, the 

previous analyses commonly define the intonational process as an 

optional process of intonational phrasing by which "minimal minor 
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phrases are combined to form larger minor phrases" (Poser, 

p. 152). This definition is based on several independent 

assumptions. First, it assumes that the intonational process is 

an optional process. This is obviously based on the observation 

that one and the same sequence of syntactic words exhibit more 

than one intonational pattern, as illustrated in (9) above. 

A second assumption the traditional definition presupposes 

is that MPF is an intonational phrasing process. Since 

intonational phrasing processes are believed to apply between the 

accentual level and the level of tone assignment, it naturally 

follows that MPF is a process defined at this intermediate level. 

And thirdly, the traditional definition of MPF assumes that 

it is a process whereby two minor phrases are unified into one 

minor phrase. 
<19> As for the variation in (9), for example, it 

is generally assumed that the mono-phrasal intonational pattern 

in (9b) is derived from the 'underlying' pattern in (9a) under 

certain conditions. (10) and (11) illustrate this assumption 

('IP' and 'TA' stand for intonational phrasing and tone 

assignment respectively). 

(10) Traditional Account of MPF 

% akai % hana %= (MPF) __> % akai Nana $ 
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(11) Phonological Derivation Under (10) 

(9a) 

Input to IP akai Nana 

IP % akai % haha 

MPF 

TA %Lei%LI-I% 

(9b) 

akai hang 

akai % hang % 

% akai Nana % 

I1-U-M 

Output a kai hgf aa kai Nana 

1.4.2. Conditions on MPF 

Having outlined MPF, let me sketch the literature as to the 

conditions on this intonational process, or the factors 

influencing the choice of the intonational phrasing patterns. 

There are at least two types of conditions reported in the 

literature, accentual and syntactic, but opinions differ in the 

characterization of these individual conditions. 

1.4.2.1. Accentual Condition 

As for the accentual condition, previous accounts fall into 

two groups. Fujisaki & Sudo (1971) and Poser (1984) assume that 

MPF tends to be blocked between two elements if the first 

(left-hand) element is accented. That is, "other things being 

equal, an unaccented word is more likely to be attached to the 

word to its right than is an accented word" (Poser, p. 155), with 

the accentedness of the second (right-hand) word playing no role. 

While this first group assumes that the accentedness of the 

second element is irrelevant, McCawley (1968), Hayata (1969) and 

Kohno (1980) assume that the accentedness of the second element 
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as well that of the first element is relevant. According to this 

second view, sequences of two words tend to form one minor phrase 

"if either of them is unaccented" (McCawley, p. 177-178). 

These two views of the accentual condition on MPF make 

different predictions. Given the four accentual combinations in 

(12) below, the Fujisaki-Poser hypothesis assumes that (12c) 

forms a natural class with (12d) as opposed to (12a) and (12b), 

which forms another natural class. By contrast, the hypothesis 

by McCawley and others draws a line between (12b)-(12d) and 

(12a), thereby treating (12a) as a string to which MPF generally 

fails to apply. I will discuss this controversy in section 6.2 

below, where I provide experimental evidence to support the 

Fujisaki-Poser hypothesis. 

(12) a) [+A, +A] uma'i me'ron "tasty melon" 

b) [+A, -A] uma'i oimo "tasty potato" 

c) [ A, +A] amai me'ron "sweet melon" 

d) [-A, -Al amai oimo "sweet potato" 

1.4.2.2. Syntactic Condition 

Just as opinions are divided into two in the 

characterization of the accentual condition on MPF, the 

literature provides two competing hypotheses on the effect of 

syntactic structure on the phrasing process. Fujisaki & Sudo 

(1971) propose (though implicitly) what I term "Branching 

Constraint hypothesis" (henceforth "BC hypothesis"), which states 

that MPF is blocked between two elements where the right-hand 
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member branches. In the sequence of unaccented words as given in 

(13), for instance, this BC hypothesis assumes that MPF is 

generally blocked between the first and second elements in (13c) 

while it not blocked anywhere in (13a) and (13b) ('/' denotes a 

minor phrase boundary). 

(13) a) A 
AB 

AB 

b) 
/(\ 

__> ABC 
ABC 

C% 

A/BC 
ABC 

A quite different hypothesis concerning the syntactic effect 

on the intonational phrasing process is held by McCawley (1968) 

and Poser (1984). Their "proper syntactic analysis" hypothesis 

("PSA hypothesis" for short) states that MPF applies cyclically 

along the syntactic constituent structure of phrases and 

sentences, and that "the possible intonational phrases are a 

subset of the proper syntactic analysis" (Poser, p. 152). Under 

this hypothesis, the intonational phrasing patterns as 

illustrated in (14) are precluded, while those in (15) are 
<f9> 

permitted. 
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(14) Impossible Phrasing Patterns Under PSA Hypothesis 

a) 

/\ __> *A/BC 
ABC 

b) 

==> *AB/C 

ABC 

(15) Possible Phrasing Patterns Under PSA Hypothesis 

a) 

A ==> AB/C, ABC, A/B/C 
ABC 

b) 
A 

A/BC. ABC. A/B/C 
ABC 

The BC hypothesis and the PSA hypothesis differ crucially in 

two points. First, the BC hypothesis regards the right branching 

structure as a prosodically marked structure while the PSA 

hypothesis makes no such discrimination in markedness. Second, 

and more important, the PSA hypothesis assumes that MPF is 

blocked at a given domain if it fails to apply at a lower domain, 

whereas under the BC hypothesis, the phrasing rule is supposed to 

be free from such domain condition. These differences lead the 

two hypotheses to make different predictions as to the possible 

patterns of phrases. Take the construction in (16), for 
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example, where the first three elements form a syntactic 

constituent to the exclusion of the last element. The PSA 

hypothesis precludes the possibility of the pattern in (16a) but 

permits the pattern in (16b). The BC hypothesis, on the other 

hand, makes a reverse prediction by rejecting the pattern in 

(16b), but not the pattern in (16a). 

(16) 

M> 
ABCD 

a) A/BCD, b) ABCD 

In section 6.3 below, I will show that the BC hypothesis 

makes the correct prediction and consider the theoretical 

implications of this hypothesis. 

1.4.2.3. Other Conditions 

In addition to the two types of conditions sketched so far, 

Poser further remarks that the choice of intonational phrasing is 

influenced by the "size and number of the minor phrases within a 

parent constituent" and that "there is a tendency to avoid 

constructing excessively large minor phrases" (Poser, p. 155). <ZO> 

He does not show any evidence to substantiate this claim, and no 

other person I know ever remarked on this kind of condition. I 

will show some experimental evidence to support Poser's remark in 

section 6. Q. below, where I will claim that the tendency to avoid 

large minor phrases is attributable to the principle of rhythmic 

alternation. 
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2. On Major Intonational Phrases 

Having sketched the traditional accounts of the 

intonational phrases and phrasing in Japanese, I will demonstrate 

in this and the next three sections several fallacies concerning 

the traditional definitions of the two types of intonational 

phrases. In this section, to begin with, I will point out the 

problems inherent in the traditional definitions of 'major 

phrase, ' and argue that the several types of definition of the 

intonational phrase that have hitherto been given are not always 

compatible with each other. Specifically, I will present 

evidence to cast doubt on the validity of the phonetic definition 

whereby the intonational phrase is identified on the basis of the 

configuration of surface FO contours. 

In outlining the major phrase in section 1.2 above, I 

pointed out that there are three ways in the literature to define 

the major phrase. The most popular approach is to define the 

phrase in reference to the surface FO contours. Given the Fo 

contours as in (17) and (18) , for instance, this approach a 

priori assumes the intonational structures as in (19) and (20) 

respectively on the basis of the relative height of the 

component phrases. 

(17) (=(2)) 

'ý'ýý 
(18) (=(3)) 
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(19) 
MP 

ZAýýý up MP MP MP 

MP MP 

mpP MP MP 

A second approach to the definition of the major phrase, 

which I call the 'syntactic' approach or definition, relates the 

intonational structure with the syntactic structure of the 

utterance. On the assumption that intonational structures 

reflect syntactic structures in a rather straightforward manner, 

this approach views that major phrase boundaries roughly 

correspond to major syntactic boundaries, or in other words, that 

major syntactic boundaries are signalled by a big FO rise, as 

seen in the third minor phrase in (18), which marks the beginning 

of a new major intonational phrase. 

In addition to these two types of definition, there is a 

third approach which I termed the 'phonological' approach. This 

approach defines the major phrase as the domain of some 

phonological phenomena, specifically as that of the phenomenon 

whereby pitch gradually declines during the course of 

utterances. Given the FO contour in (18), for instance, this 

approach a priori sees that the downward pitch process is blocked 

between the second and third minor phrases, and assigns, 

accordingly, the intonational structure in (20). 
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2.1. Phonetic vs. Syntactic Definitions 

Dataset X includes the two phrases in (21) below, which both 

consist of four words (or simplex phrases). All the component 

words of these phrases are accented except the second word in 

(21b). 

(21) a) na'okono a'nino ao'i eri'maki 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's brother's blue muffler" 

b) na'okono aneno ao'i eri'maki 

"Naoko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 

In syntactic terms, these phrases obviously do not involve a 

'major syntactic boundary' at least in the ordinary sense of the 

term. The syntactic definition of the major phrase, therefore, 

predicts no major phrase boundary in the FO contours these 

phrases exhibit. In the actual phonetic realization, however, 

these phrases yield an FO pattern as illustrated in Figures 4.1 

and 4.2, where the third minor phrase is realized at a higher 

pitch level than the second minor phrases in both cases. 
(21> 

This is, in fact, essentially the same pitch pattern as described 

in (18) above, a pattern which will be analyzed as having the 

<22> intonational structure as in (20) by the phonetic definition. 

This clearly shows that what looks like a major phrase boundary 

at the phonetic level cannot always be related with a major 

syntactic boundary. 

In addition to this, there are cases where a major syntactic 

boundary is not realized as a major intonational phrase boundary. 
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The sentence in (22), for instance, may be said to involve some 

sort of 'major phrase boundary' between the two verbs totte and 

tabeta. According to my impressionistic observation, however, 

this sentences does not generally induce between the two verbs 

a major intonational boundary comparable to the one in (18). <23> 

(22) ta'rooga ta'koo to'tte ta'beta 

"Taro-Nom" "octopus-Acc" "caught" "ate" 
= "Taro caught an octopus and ate (it)" 

All in all, major intonational phrase boundaries and major 

syntactic boundaries cannot always be linked with each other, and 

this suggests that we cannot readily define the notion of 'major 

phrase' on the basis of such syntactic notions as 'major 

syntactic boundary. ' 

2.2. Phonetic vs. Phonological Definitions 

There are cases where the phonetic definition of the major 

phrase contradicts the phonological definition. As I mentioned 

above, it is generally agreed that the major phrase is the domain 

of the intonational phenomenon whereby pitch declines during the 

course of utterances. Given FO contours as in (18), it has 

been assumed a priori that they consist of two major phrases, as 

illustrated in (20) above, because the third minor phrase is 

realized at a higher pitch level than the second minor phrase. 

For the same reason, it has been assumed a priori that the 

downward phenomenon is blocked between the second and third minor 
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phrases. Although these a priori assumptions may seem to be 

reasonable, they cannot necessarily be empirically justified. 

Let me explain this with the downstep model proposed by 

Poser. As suggested in section 1.2, Poser defines the downward 

phenomenon as downstep, or an accent-induced downward shift of 

pitch range. This definition of the lowering phenomenon is based 

on his experimental evidence that words are realized at a 

significantly lower pitch level when they follow an accented word 

than when they follow an unaccented word. The two phrases in 

(23), for instance, show a significant difference in the height 

of the second word as well as in the height of the first word, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.4. That is, while the first word is 

realized at a significantly higher pitch level in (23a) than in 

(23b) due to the effect of accentual boost discussed in Chapter 

Three (section 2), the second word is given a lower pitch in 

(23a) than in (23b). 

(23) a) uma'i nomi'mono "tasty drink" 

b) amai nomi'mono "sweet drink" 
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Although this characterization of the downward pitch 

phenomenon is justifiable, as will be shown in Chapter Five 

(section 2), his definition of the major phrase as the domain of 

this intonational process can contradict the phonetic definition. 

As mentioned above, both the two phrases in (21) exhibit FO 

patterns in which the third minor phrase is given a higher pitch 

than the second minor phrase (cf. Figures 4.1-4.2). If the 

phonetic definition of the major phrase agrees with the 

phonological definition, it will be assumed that the downward FO 

process has not taken place between the two phrases in (21a). In 

actual fact, however, an intonational phenomenon characterizable 

as downstep has taken place between these two phrases. This can 

be seen from Figure 4.3 where the third minor phrase, ao'i 

"blue", is realizied at a substantially lower FO level in the 

phrase in (21a) than in (21b). The difference in the height of 

this minor phrase is statistically significant, as will be shown 

in Chapter Five (section 4). 

This experimental result clearly shows, contradicting the 

general belief, that what Poser characterizes as downstep 

('catathesis') has taken place between the second and third minor 

phrases in (21a) although the third phrase happens to be given a 

higher pitch than the second phrase which has triggered the 

lowering phenomenon. 
(24> In other words, the two lines of 

definitions of the major phrase - phonetic and phonological - 

do not agree with each other. If we adopt the phonetic 

definition of the major phrase, it follows that the FO pattern 

shown by the phrase in (21a) (i. e. Figure 4.1) involves two 
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major phrases as illustrated in (20). If we adopt the 

phonological definition, on the other hand, it follows that 

Figure 4.1 involves just one major phrase as illustrated in 

(19). 

Of these two compteting interpretations, I would support the 

phonological interpretation in preference to the phonetic 

interpretation for the following reasons. If we reject the 

phonological definition in favor of the phonetic definition, we 

automatically have to abandon the definition of the major phrase 

as the domain of the downward intonational phenomenon 

(downstep) for which we will have to postulate a larger 

intonational phrase instead. This yields two unfavorable 

consequences. First, it requires us to posit a third 

intonational phrase in addition to the two traditional phrases 

('major phrase' and 'minor phrase'), making intonational 

descriptions of Japanese excessively complicated. And second, 

the phonetic definition of the major phrase leads to a situation 

where the major phrase can be justified only by the surface FO 

pattern and nothing else. That is, if we abandon the conception 

of the major phrase as the domain of downstep we will have no 

independent motivation for the intonational phrase other than the 

configuration of surface pitch patterns. 

Meanwhile, if we choose the phonological interpretation, we 

will fall into no such difficulties. The only potential problem 

that faces us will be how we can account for the surface FO 

pattern in Figure 4.1, or the fact that a given minor phrase is 
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phonetically realizied at a higher FO level than its preceding 

phrase within the same major phrase. As I shall show in Chapter 

Five, there is an independent reason for this seemingly anomalous 

phonetic pattern. 

2.3. Summary 

The discussion so far can be summarized in the following two 

points. First, the syntactic definition of the major phrase does 

not always square with the phonetic definition. There are cases 

where major syntactic boundaries do not induce major intonational 

phrase boundaries and, conversely, cases where (what looks like) 

a major intonational phrase boundary results from the syntactic 

string which obviously involves no major syntactic boundary. 

This suggests that we cannot generalize surface FO patterns on 

the basis of the syntactic structure. It suggests, in other 

words, that intonational structure is not constrained by 

syntactic structure so severely as to permit us to draw a 

correspondence between a syntactic boundary and an intonational 

boundary. 

A second conclusion that emerges from the foregoing 

discussion is that the phonetic definition and the phonological 

definition of the major phrase can contradict each other. This 

has two implications. First, it suggests that it is wrong to 

identify the intonational structure of utterances on the sole 

basis of the surface phonetic patterns they exhibit. In the case 

of the major phrase, it is wrong to posit a major phrase boundary 

between two given minor phrases simply because the second of them 
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happens to be realized at a higher pitch level than the first. 

Similarly, the foregoing discussion casts doubt on 

approaches that identify the occurrence of intonational 

processes, including downstep, simply on the pitch pattern 

observable at the phonetic output. Surface pitch configurations 

result from the combination of more than one factor, and phonetic 

patterns cannot always be a reliable index of phonological 

processes. This point will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 

Five. 

3. On Minimal Minor Phrases 

As outlined in section 1.3, previous analyses of Japanese 

intonation such as McCawley (1968) and Poser (1984) adopt what I 

call the 'morpho-syntactic' definition of the minor phrase. 

They assume that certain sequences of morphemes form a basic 

intonational unit called 'minimal minor phrase, ' or a unit which 

"must form a single minor phrase" (Poser, p. 147), without 

breaking into more than one minor phrase. In this section, I 

will show evidence against the concept of 'minimal minor phrase' 

and challenge the hypothesis behind the concept. To do this, I 

will first present evidence that 'minimal minor phrase' can be 

realized in more than one minor phrase under certain conditions. 

In the second half of the section, I will consider the 

implications and consequences of this evidence for the modelling 

of Japanese intonation. 
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3.1. Evidence 

The classes of phrases which McCawley (1968) and Poser 

(1984) cite as forming a 'minimal minor phrase' can be classified 

into the following three types in terms of their morphological 

composition. (24a) represents phrases consisting of a noun and 

one (or more) particle(s) while (24b) represents verbal or 

adjectival phrases made up of a verb or an adjective plus an 

auxiliary verb (or the like). (24c) involves the compound-like 

sequence of a verb and a so-called hozvo-doosi (literally 

'auxiliary verb'). 
<25) 

(24) a) Noun + Particles 

e. g. na' oko-ga "Naoko-Nom" 
ro'ndon--ma'de "London-to" = "to London" 

b) Verbal/Adjectival Phrase: Verb + Auxiliary Verb 

e. g. mi'ru-daro'o "will see" 

c) Verbal Phrase: Verb + Verb 

e. g. yo'nde mi'ru "read-see" = "try reading" 
ka'ite iru "write-be" = "is writing" 

The literature agrees that phrases of the type (24a) form 

"the class of sequences of morphemes that must form a single 

minor phrase" (Poser, p. 147) while opinions differ as to whether 

(24b) and (24c) also form a minimal minor phrase. No matter 

where one draws a line between a single minimal minor phrase and 

the sequence of two minimal minor phrase, it is agreed that only 

one initial lowering and at most one accent (accentual fall) can 

be realized within a minor phrase at the phonetic output. In 

other words, the notion of 'minimal minor phrase' presupposes 
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that minimal minor phrases made up of two accented elements show 

only one phonetic pattern as shown in (25c), whereby the second 

element does not manifest its initial lowering or accent, and 

never show either of the two phonetic patterns in (25A) and 

(25b) in which the accent (and the initial lowering) of the 

second element is realized. 

(25) 
a) b) c) 

t 

Notwithstanding this assumption, however, all the three 

FO patterns in (25) are observed in my experimental data. Let us 

first consider the type of phrases in (24a). Dataset I and II 

contain eight sentences, some typical examples of which are 

illustrated in (26), in which the accented bimoraic particles 

made "to, as far as, until" and vo'ri "from, in preference to" 

are attached to accented nouns. In the experiment, ten 

utterances of each sentence were analyzed, producing eighty 

utterances in all. 
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(26) 

a) ro'oma-yo'ri mi'rano-e mukatta 

"Rome-from" "Mi lan-to" "headed" 
= "(she) headed for Milan from Rome" 

b) kono ra'nnaa-yo'ri-ono ano ra'nnaa-no ho'o-ga asi'-ga 

haya'i<26> 

"this" "runner-than" "that" "runner-Gen" "side-Nom" 
"leg-Nom" "fast" 

= "That runner runs faster than this runner" 

Not surprisingly, the FO pattern in (25c) was most commonly 

observed in the data obtained (cf. Figure 4.7). It is worth 

emphasizing, however, that the same phrases showed the patterns 

in (25a) and (25b) alongside this pattern, as illustrated in 

Figures 4.5-4.6). Table 4 gives the summary of the frequencies 

with which these FO patterns occurred. 

Table 4 FO Patterns and Frequencies 

1111 

FO Pattern I (25a) (25b) (25c) Total ! 
1 
11IS 

1 Frequency 177 66 1 80 1 
1 
I1 

Comparable observations can be made of the second type of 

phrases in (24). t taset I and II include four test sentences of 

this type, as shown in (27), which yielded forty utterances for 

analysis. Like the type of phrases in (24a), these phrases 

showed free variation between the three FO patterns in (25), as 
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illustrated in Figures 4.8-4.10. A detailed result is summaried 

in Table 5. 

(27) a) naomi-wa ayama' nrdaro' o 

"Naomi Topic" "apologize-will" 
= "Naomi will apologize" 

b) naomi-wa ie'-ni ka'eriryo'oda 

"Naomi Topic" "home-to" "return-look" 
= "Naomi appears to return home" 

Table 5 FO Patterns and Frequencies 

11 

FO Pattern (25a) (25b) 
0 

ii 

Frequency 97 

11 

(25c) ý Total 

24 0 40 
1 

The free variation between the three FO patterns can also be 

observed for the phrase type in (24c). Dataset I and II contain 

three phrases of this type (cf. (28)) which yielded thirty 

utterances in all. Table 6 summarizes the frequencies with 

which the three phonetic patterns actually occurred (cf. Figures 

4.11-4.13). 
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(28) a) ramune-o no'ode-mi'ru 

"lemonade-Acc" "drink-see" 

= "try drinking the lemonade" 

b) mayumi-ga no'nde-mi'rv-ma'de 

"Mayumi-Nom" "drink-see-till" 
= "until Mayumi tries drinking (it)" 

Table 6 FO Patterns and Frequencies 

FO Pattern 

Frequency 
I 

111 

1 (25a) (25b) (25c) Total 

18 661 30 

3.2. Summary and Theoretical Implications 

The evidence presented in section 3.1 clearly shows that 

what seems to be the simplest form of phrase in Japanese shows 

variation between more than one FO pattern. Whether one 

identifies the occurrence of a minor phrase by the realization of 

initial lowering or accentual fall, it is clear that more than 

one minor phrase actually result from the sequence of morphemes 

which have been characterized as 'minimal minor phrases. ' To be 

more specific, particles (and morphemes analogous to them) can 

form a minor phrase independently of the lexical items to which 

they are attached. This finding has several implications and 

consequences for the modelling of Japanese intonation. 
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It implies, in the first place, that it is wrong to posit 

such a prosodic unit as 'minimal minor phrase' in the 

intonational system of Japanese. The fact that two minor 

phrases can result from 'minimal minor phrases' suggests that 

the concept is not just unnecessary but unjustifiable. In more 

general terms, this means that it is basically wrong to assume a 

priori that such and such a sequence of morphemes invariably 

forms a certain type of intonational unit while other sequences 

of morphemes do not. In other words, it casts doubt on the very 

hypothesis behind the concept of minimal minor phrase, that 

intonational categories can be defined so rigidly by the 'text, ' 

or the syntactic and morphological structure of utterances. 

Intonational structure is not, after all, constrained by the 

text so severely as has been assumed. 

A second implication of the evidence presented above is that 

it is necessary to revise the notions developed on the concept 

'minimal minor phrase. ' This yields particularly significant 

consequences for the notion of 'minor phrase formation, ' which 

has been proposed on the assumption that 'minimal minor phrase' 

can be justified. 

For example, it is obvious now that minor phrase formation 

is not a process which unifies two minimal minor phrases into 

one minor phrase. Insofar as the concept of 'minimal minor 

phrase' has to be abandoned, the intonational phrasing process 

has to be redefined as a rule which yields one minor phrase out 

of the sequence of words and morphemes from which more than one 

minor phrase can potentially be yielded. In other words, minor 
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phrase formation is part of the text-to-phonology mapping process 

which yields an intonational structure by making reference to the 

syntactic and morphological structure of utterances. 

If this new definition of the intonational process is 

correct, it requires us to modify the intonational system of 

Japanese accordingly. In the traditional models of Japanese 

intonation, the intonational structure has been defined at two 

levels, before and after minor phrase formation takes place. 

That is, the strings of minimal minor phrases have been defined 

in an underlying intonational representation and the process of 

minor phrase formation has been assumed to derive a surface 

intonational representation by unifying two (or more) minimal 

minor phrases defined at this underlying level. Under the new 

definition of the phrasing process, we need not distinguish 

between these two levels of intonational representation any more, 

but it suffices to posit just one level, at the stage where minor 

phrase formation yields the string of minor phrases out of the 

string of words and morphemes. (29) compares these two different 

analyses in terms of the organization of the intonational system. 

(30) compares the same analyses in terms of the phonological 

derivation they assume for the intonational variation in (9). 
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(29) Intonational System 

a) Traditional Intonational System 

Underlying Intonational Representation 

I 
MPF 

Surface Intonational Representation 

b) Revised Intonational System 

Syntactic/Morphological Representation 

I 
MPF 
- 

I-Intonational Representation 

(30) Phonological Derivation 

a) Traditional Account (=(11)) 

(9a) 

Input to IP akai Nana 

IP akai % hang 

MPF 

TA um Lki 

(9b) 

akai hang 

% akai % Nana % 

% akai haha % 

at kai p na a kai haha 
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b) New Account 

Input to IP 

MPF 

TA 

(9a) 

akai hang 

akai % Nana 

%U1%LH% 

(9b) 

akai hang 

akai hana 

% LH-Il-Il1 % 

Output a kai bgiä a i jlu 

The evidence that 'minimal minor phrase' does not exist in 

Japanese provides another consequence for the process of minor 

phrase formation. Under the traditional accounts, it has been 

assumed that the phrasing process has an effect of unifying two 

(or more) minimal minor phrases while the unification of 

morphemes within minimal minor phrases has been treated as a 

different process. If there is no intonational unit comparable 

to the minimal minor phrase (HMP) in Japanese, we need not 

distinguish between these two processes, but it suffices to 

postulate just one phrasing process. To illustrate, the two 

processes shown in (31) - IP and MPF - can now be dealt with as 

a single process, as shown in (32). (amerika-trara "America- 

from" = "from America". ) 
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(31) <Within MKP> <Between MMPs> 

Input to IP amerika karg akai Nana 

IP % amerika karg % % akai % hang 

MPF % akai Nana % 

TA %U ll-m% %LH W% 

output a meri -ak ara aJ i aria 

(32) <Within MPP> <Between MPPs> 

Input to IP amerika trara akai haha 

MPF (=IP) % amerika kara %% akai Nana % 

TA % L}Il-I+I %%L -M % 

Output a Jmerika kara ak ii haha 

4. On Total Downstep 

I showed in the preceding section that the morpho- 

syntactically defined intonational unit called 'minimal minor 

phrase' cannot be empirically justified in Japanese. In this 

section, I will demonstrate another fallacy concerning the minor 

intonational phrase by showing that total downstep does occur in 

Japanese. As outlined in section 1 above, total downstep refers 

to an FO pattern as in (33b) in which initial lowering of the 

second minor phrase is totally eliminated in the sequence of two 

accented minor phrases. This FO pattern contrasts with the FO 
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pattern in (33a), which represents the ordinary downstep pattern 

with the second minor phrase realizing both initial lowering and 

accentual fall clearly. 

(33) 
a) (=(25a) b) (=(25b)) 

LL 

After showing evidence for total downstep, I will discuss 

the linguistic factors influencing the choice between the two FO 

patterns or, in other words, the factors contributing to the 

elimination of the initial lowering of the second minor phrase. 

I will also consider the implications of the experimental 

evidence for the modelling of Japanese intonation. 

4.1. Evidence 

Total downstep is observed in various, though linguistically 

definable, contexts. For reasons of descriptive convenience, I 

will classify these contexts into two groups, (a) in the simplest 

syntactic phrases consisting of a lexical item plus auxiliary 

items (e. g. particles, ho4o-doosi), and (b) in the sequence of 

more than one such phrase. As I shall show shortly, the same 

linguistic factors control the occurrence of initial lowering in 

these two types of sequences. 
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4.1.1. 

As mentioned in section 3 above, what appears to be the 

simplest form of syntactic phrases made up of two (or more) 

accented elements in Japanese show a variation between the three 

FO patterns in (25). While the FO pattern in (25b)(=(33b)) does 

not occur markedly often in comparison with the other two 

patterns, as summarized in Table 7, it is important to emphasize 

that it does actually occur in Japanese, contradicting the 

general belief. 

Table 7 FO Patterns and Frequencies 

FO Pattern 
Phrase Type I (25a) (25b) (25c) Total 

S I 
S S 

Noun + Particles 1 7 7 66 80 
S 

Verb + Aux. Verb 1 9 7 24 0 40 ! 

Verb + bozvo-doosi 18 6 6 1 30 1 

The foregoing discussion may have given the impression 

that the three FO patterns occur as free phonetic variation. 

This interpretation can be justified to a certain extent since 

one and the same speaker (subject) yields such a variation with 

one and the same sentence under apparently the same condition 

(cf. Figure 4.6 vs. Figures 4.5., 4.7; Figure 4.9 vs. Figures 

4.6,4.10; Figure 4.12 vs. Figures 4.11,4.13). While this 

phonetic interpretation is essentially justifiable, a careful 

examination of the data suggests that the variation is not 
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entirely arbitrary. The data reveal at least three linguistic 

factors underlying the variation. 

A first factor relates to the notion of 'PALM, ' or the 

number of Low-toned morae in the post-accentual position. 

Generally speaking, initial lowering tends to be realized more 

often when the sequence of two accented elements involves a 

greater number of post-accentual Low-toned morae between them. 

In the two phrases in (34), which represents the phrase type in 

(24b) above, for instance, the second accented element in (34a), 

vo'oda, realizes initial lowering in six instances out of ten 

while the word in the same position in (34b), vo'oni, realizes 

initial lowering in no instance out of ten. 

(34) a) PALM =2 morse 

(naomiwa utini) ka'eru-yo'oda 

"Naomi-Top" "home-to" "return-look" 
= "(Naomi) appears to return (home)" 

b) PALM =1 mora 

(mayumiga) yo'mu-yo'oni ... 

"Mayumi-Nom" "read-like" 
= "... as (Mayumi) reads" 

Tables 8 and 9 summarize the relation between the value of 

PALM and the occurrence of the initial lowering of the second 

element for the two types of phrases in (24a) and (24b) 

respectively. (27> 
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Table 8 PALM & IL: Phrase Type in (24a) 

1 1 ! 1! 

IL ! [+IL] ! [-IL] !! 
FO Pattern ! (25a) ! (25b) (25c) ! Total ! 

PALM (mora) ! a !! 
1 

! 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

! 1 ! 0 ! 0 20 20 
! ! !! 

! 2 0 ! 3 37 ! 40 ! 
! ! ! !! 
! 3 a 7 ! 49 ! 20 

1 0 1 1 

Table 9 PALM & IL: Phrase Type in (24b) 

! ! ! 

! IL ! [+ILI ! [-IL) !! 
FO Pattern ! (25a) ! (25b) (25c) ! Total 

! PALM (mors) ! ! !! 

! ! ! !! 
! 1! 0 ! 0 10 ! 10 
! ! ! !! 
! 2! 9 ! 7 14 ! 30 
! ! ! !! 

The apparent correlation between the value of PAIfl and the 

realization of initial lowering can be explained by the 

comibination of two independently motivated principles. As shown 

in Chapter Three (section 1), pitch generally tends to fall 

further as the value of PALM increases, that is, as the sequece 

involves a greater number of Low-toned morae at the post- 

accentual position. In addition to this, FO tends to rise at the 

onset of the second element in proportion to the degree of this 

preceding accentual fall (cf. Chapter Five, section 2.2 below). 

These two independent principles combined have an effect of 

decreasing the degree of initial lowering (initial FO rise) of 

the second element as the sequence involves a smaller number of 
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post-accentual Low-toned morae over the two elements. (35) 

illustrates this in a time-normalized schematic picture. 

(35) P1 - FO pattern in (33a) 
-- FO pattern in (33b) 

A second factor contributing to the intonational variation 

in (33) is one of morphological complexity outlined in Chapter 

Three (section 3). Generally speaking, the second element tends 

to manifest initial lowering more often if it is itself followed 

by another element. In the two phrases in (36), for example, the 

initial lowering of the second element is realized in (36a) in 

seven instances out of ten while it is realized only in two 

instances out of ten in the case of (36b). 

(36) a) Morphologically Complex Phrase 

(kono) ra'nnaa-yo'ri-mo ... 

"this" "runner-than-Null" 
= "... than (this) runner" 

b) Morphologically Simplex Phrase 

... o'oman-ma'de ... 

"Oman-to" = "to Oman" 

The correlation between the realization of initial lowering 

and the morphological complexity (MC) of the entire phrase is 

summarized in Tables 10 and 11 for the phrase types in (24a) and 

(24c) respectively. 
<29> 
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Table 10 MC & IL: Phrase Type in (24a) 

i 

IL 1 [+IL) " [-IL) 
FO Pattern (25a) (25b) (25c) I Total 

MC 

f t 
Simplex 0 5 55 60 

Complex I 7 I 2 11 20 

Table 11 MC & IL: Phrase Type in (24c) 

IL 1 [+ILI 1 [-ILI 
FO Pattern (25a) 1 (25b) (25c) Total 

MC 0 

simplex 0 0 I 55 10 

complex 18 I 11 ! 20 

In addition to 'PALM' and the morphological complexity of 

the phrase involved, there is a third factor that obviously 

contributes to the realization (or elimination, seen conversely) 

of initial loweing. A glance at the result in Table 7 suggests 

that the rate at which intial lowering is realized in the second 

elements varies markedly from one phrase type to another. That 

is, initial lowering appears to be realized more readily in 

auxiliary verbs than in the particles attached to nouns, and 

even more so in hozvo-doosi, or the second member of the 

compound-like verbal sequences. Seen from a semantic viewpoint, 
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the second element tends to realize initial lowering more readily 

as it is semantically more independent of the element to which it 

is attached. 

4.1.2 

The FO pattern characterizable as total downstep is observed 

between two syntactic phrases as well as within a single phrase. 

In my data, sequences of two accented syntactic phrases take 

either of the two FO patterns illustrated in (33), the patterns 

in which the accent of the second element is clearly manifested. 

Of these two patterns, (33a) (=(25a)) is by far the more common 

in my data. In fact, phrases consisting of only two accented 

component phrases invariably take this pattern, fully realizing 

both the initial lowering and accent of the second component. 

To be more specific, Dataset V and VI contain eleven phrases of 

this accent type (from which 121 utterances were available for 

analysis), which all result in the pattern in (33a) as opposed to 

(33b) (cf. Figure 4.14). 

Similarly, total downstep is not observed in right-branching 

phrases consisting solely of accented components. Phrases of 

this syntactic structure invariably yield an FO pattern, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.15, in which both the initial lowering 

and accent of each component are clearly manifested. 

Meanwhile, total downstep is observed only in left branching 

phrases, or better yet, between the first two accented components 

of this particular structure. In Dataset VII, for instance, the 

phrases in (38) yield the FO pattern schematized in (37b) instead 
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of the pattern in (37a) (cf. Figure 4.16). And essentially the 

same pattern is found in the left branching sentences in Dataset 

I, shown in (39) (cf. Figure 4.18). 

(37) a) b) 

(38) Drataset VII 

[[ kowa'i me'no ] oma'wari 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "policeman" 
= "a policeman with fearful eyes" 

[[ kuro'i ma'yuno I ira'nzin ] 

"black" "eyebrow-Gen" "Iranian" 
= "an Iranian with black eyebrows" 

(39) Dataset I 

[[ na'nio no'ndara ] i'idesuka ]<29> 

"what-Acc" "drink-if" "good-be-Q" 
= "What would it be best to drink? " 

[[ na'nio a'ndara ) i'idesuka ] 

"what Acc" "knit-if" "good-be-Q" 
= "What would it be best to knit? " 

Having said that total downstep is observed in left- 

branching phrases, I must hasten to add that not all left- 

branching phrases show the pattern in (37b). On the contrary, 

most of the left branching phrases in Dataset VII, including 
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those shown in (40), result in the pattern illustrated in (37a) 

(cf. Figure 4.17). Similarly, the test sentences in Uataset I 

more often yield the pattern in (37a) than in (37b) (cf. Figure 

4.19). Table 12 gives the frequencies with which the two 

patterns actually occurred in each case. 

(40) Dataset VII 

a) [[ na'mano u'nino ] nio'i ] 

"raw" "oyster-Gen" "smell" 

= "the smell of a raw oyster" 

b) [[ ao'i i'yaringuno ] onna'noko ] 

"blue" "earring-Gen" "girl" 

= "a girl wearing blue earrings" 

Table 12 FO Patterns and Frequencies 

1i1 

FO Pattern i (37a) (37b) Total 
1111 
11.1 

i Dataset VII i 15 3 18 

it taset I1 15 51 20 
iii 

The fact that total downstep is observed in the left- 

branching construction and, for that matter, between the first 

two components in this particular construction suggests the fact 

that the same kind of morphological factor as we saw in section 

4.1.1 (cf. Tables 10 and 11) influences the choice of the two 

intonational patterns in (37). That is, within a single 

syntactic phrase and between two syntactic phrases alike, the 
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second element tends to realize its own initial lowering more 

readily when it is itself followed by another element than when 

it is not. This is illustrated in (41). 

(41) 
a) 

AB 

b) 

4v% 
ABC 

A careful examination of the data suggests that the choice 

between the two FO patterns in (37) is governed by some other 

general principles too. In Dataset VII, for instance, total 

downstep occurs in left branching phrases whose first two 

components are tightly bound in meaning (e. g. (38)) while it is 

not observed in left branching phrases in which the first two 

components form a loosely-bound semantic relationship (e. g. 

(40a)) . 
<30> This suggests that the realization of initial 

lowering is partly determined by the semantic relation between 

the two accented elements as well as by the syntactic 

configuration of the entire phrase in which they appear. This 

finding can be compared with the last finding in the preceding 

section, that the realization of initial lowering depends partly 

on the type of the phrase involved. That is, both in the case 

we saw in section 4.1.1 (cf. Table 7) and the case we are 

discussing now, downstep tends to occur more often as the second 

element is semantically more dependent on the element to which 
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it is attached. 

A closer examination of the data from Uataset VII further 

suggests that the value of 'PALM' also contributes to the 

distribution of the two FO patterns in (37). That is, the second 

component phrase seems more likely to have its own initial 

lowering as the number of post-accentual Low-toned morae becomes 

greater (e. g. (40b) vs. (38)). The relation between 'PALM' and 

the realization of initial lowering can be illustrated as in 

(42). 

(42) (37a) 
-- (37b) 

While the data from Uataset VII suggest that total 

downstep occurs due to the raising of the intervening valley 

between the two components, a closer look at the data from 

Uataset I further suggests that there are also cases where total 

downstep occurs due to the raising of the peak of the first 

element. As mentioned above, the sentences in Dataset I show a 

variation between the two FO patterns. Figure 4.20 compares 

these two FO patterns on an actual pitch scale on the basis of 

the mean FO values of peaks and valleys. As shown in Table 13, 

the differences in the height of the first component, [Peaki], 

and in the intervening valley level, [Valley2], are both 
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statistically significant whereas the peak level of the second 

component, [Peak2], does not yield such a difference. 

Table 13 Comparison of Two FO Patterns in Dataset I 
(All 18 df) 

Parameter FO Pattern Mean(Hz) SD tP 

[Peakl] (37a) 187.7 6.55 2.182 <. 05 
(37b) 193.2 6.69 

[Valley2] (37a) 142.8 5.24 2.128 <. 05 
(37b) 146.6 2.61 

[Peak2] (37a) 147.3 4.40 0.430 >. 20 
(37b) 146.6 2.61 

The result in Table 13 suggests that total downstep occurs 

when the peak of the first component is somehow realized at a 

relatively high FO level. That is, if we take the pattern in 

(37a) as an unmarked pattern, total downstep can be attributed 

to the relatively higher value of the intervening valley, which 

in turn is attributable to the immediately preceding peak which 

has been raised for some reason (probably as a phonetic 

variation. ) <31> 

A comparison of the data from Dataset I and those from 

Dataset II provides another interesting insight into the 

mechanism of initial lowering and total downstep. Dataset II 

includes the sentence shown in (43), which is different from the 

sentences in Dataset I, that is, those in (39), in involving an 

emphatic adverb ittai which s erves to highlight the immediately 

preceding word o "what". 
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(43) ittai na'nio no'ndara i'idesuka 

"Emp" "what-Acc" "drink-if" "good-be-Q" 

= "What on earth would it be best to drink? " 

While the sentences in (39) tend to choose the pattern in 

(37a), the sentence in (43) is more often realizied in (37b) than 

in (37a), as can be seen from Table 14 (cf. Figures 4.21,4.22). 

This suggests that the presence of an emphasis on a given 

accented element has an effect of eliminating the initial loweing 

of the following element. 

Table 14 FO Patterns and Frequencies 

1 1 11 

FO Pat 
lern 

I 
11 

I (37a) (37b) I Total 
Sentence I ; 

4 

(43) 028 I 10 
11 

(39) ! 15 5 20 t 

The effect of a pragmatic emphasis on FO contours is shown 

rather clearly in Figure 4.23, where the averaged FO contour of 

the sentence in (43) is schematically compared with that of the 

sentences in (39). Table 15 summarizes the statistical 

comparison of the two averaged FO contours. 
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Table 15 Comparison of (39) and (43) 
(All 28 df ) 

Parameter Sentence Mean(Hz) SD t p 

[Peakl] (39) 187.6 7.23 5.370 <. 001 
(43) 199.2 4.54 

[Valley2] (39) 143.8 4.95 0.439 >. 20 
(43) 144.8 6.29 

[Peak2] (39) 147.1 3.97 0.959 >. 20 
(43) 145.0 6.32 

Table 15 clearly shows that the main difference between the 

two FO contours lies in the height of the first minor phrase. 

This suggests that the presence of pragmatic emphasis on a given 

accented phrase boosts its pitch, which in turn leads to the 

elimination of the initial lowering of the immediately following 

minor phrase. 

4.2. Summary and Theoretical Implications 

The foregoing discussion can be summarized in the following 

three points. First, the FO pattern characterizable as total 

downstep occurs in Japanese both within a single syntactic phrase 

and between two phrases. Second, the variation between total 

downstep and the ordinary configuration of downstep (that is, 

(33a)) can be viewed, at least in part, as a phonetic variation 

since the two FO patterns result from one and the same phrase 

produced by one and the same speaker under apparently the same 

condition. Third, while the variation between the two FO 

patterns can be seen as a phonetic variation to some extent, it 

is also controlled by linguistic faactors to a certain extent. 

Total downstep tends to occur (that is, the initial lowering of 
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the second element tends to eliminated) more often (i) as the 

number of post-accentual Low-toned morae (PALM) over the two 

elements gets smaller (Phonological Factor); (ii) when the second 

element is followed by another element within the same phrase 

(Morpho-syntactic Factor), and (iii) as the extent of the 

semantic fusion between the two elements becomes greater 

(Semantic Factor). In addition to these linguistic factors, the 

occurrence of total downstep appears to be caused by the presence 

of pragmatic emphasis on the first element (Pragmatic Factor). 

Although in my data total downstep is observed only when 

most of these conditions are met, this must not be taken as 

implying that they represent the absolute conditions for the 

total elimination of initial lowering. It will be perfectly 

possible that one and the same phrase or sentence should show a 

considerable variation in pitch patterns from one speaker to 

another, and even from one utterance to another within the same 

speaker depending on various linguistic and para-linguistic 

factors. It must be emphasized, however, that total downstep 

does actually occur in Japanese, and that its occurrence is 

conditioned by linguistic factors to a considerable extent. 

The fact that total downstep actually occurs in Japanese 

has two major implications for the modelling of Japanese 

intonation. First, the very fact that such FO pattern does exist 

in Japanese implies that the realization of initial lowering is 

independent of the realization of accent. That is, the 

generalization that every minor phrase involves one initial 

lowering and at most one realized accent is obviously misleading. 
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This requires us to reconsider the definition of 'minor 

phrase. ' If we define the intonational phrase as a unit which 

involves one and only one (realized) initial lowering, then we 

must admit the possibility of a minor phrase involving more than 

one realized accent. If, one the other hand, the phrase is 

defined as a unit in which at most one accent is realized, then 

we must admit the existence of a minor phrase with no initial 

lowering. (44) and (45) illustrate these two lines of 

definition. 

(44) a) (=(33a)) b) (=(33b)) 

MP MP nip 

(45) a) (=(33a)) b) (=(33b)) 

MP MP MP MP 

Of these two lines of definition, I am inclined to support 

the second definition for the following two reasons. One reason 

comes from the general belief that total downstep represents one 
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case of downstep, a case in which the initial lowering of the 

second element has been 'masked' or eliminated at the phonetic 

level by various factors (and as free phonetic variation). Since 

downstep itself is an interacting process between two minor 

phrases, total downstep must be defined between two minor 

phrases, not within a single minor phrase. The other reason I 

favor the definition in (45) comes from my observation that the 

phonetic realization of initial lowering is subject to various 

linguistic factors. As will be shown in the next section, the 

extent to which FO rises as the realization of initial lowering 

varies considerably due to many interacting linguistic factors. 

If so, it will not be unrealistic to suppose that initial 

lowering can be totally eliminated at the phonetic level under 

certain linguistically definable contexts. 
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5. On Initial Lowering 

In the preceding section I showed the evidence for total 

downstep and explored the linguistic factors contributing to the 

phonetic elimination of initial lowering. In this last section 

on the minor phrase, I will summarize the factors and principles 

that influence the extent to which FO rises when initial lowering 

is realized. 

Looking through my experimental data from the ten datasets, 

I can find at least four such factors. One of them is the effect 

of accent discussed in Chapter Three (section 2). That is, other 

things being equal, accented minor phrases show a greater degree 

of initial lowering than unaccented counterparts as a 

manifestation of accentual boost. To put it another way, this 

means that surface initial lowering involves two factors, one of 

true initial lowering and an effect of accentual boost. Figure 

4.24 illustrates this. 

A second linguistic factor influencing the degree of 

initial lowering at the surface phonetic level is the 

phonological structure of the entire phrase in which a given 

minor phrase is put. In the sequence of an accented minor phrase 

followed by another minor phrase, the extent to which FO rises at 

the onset of the second minor phrase varies greatly depending on 

the degree to which pitch drops as a realization of accent of the 

first phrase. As will be discussed in the next chapter (section 

2.2), these two phonetic parameters covary in such a way that a 

greater degree of accentual fall induces a greater degree of 
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initial lowering. Since the degree of accentual fall varies 

considerably according to the number of the post-accentual Low- 

toned morae (PALM) over the two minor phrases, it can be said 

that the surface initial lowering of a given minor phrase 

reflects the phonological structure of the entire phrase of which 

it forms a second component. In other words, the extent of the 

surface initial lowering of a given minor phrase is determined 

both by its phonological structure and that of the minor phrase 

which immediately precedes it. 

A third linguistic factor contributing to the increase of 

surface initial lowering of minor phrases is the syntactic 

configuration of the entire phrase in which they are put. As 

will be shown in the next chapter (sections 3 and 4), right- 

branching phrases differ significantly from left branching 

phrases in the height of the second minor phrase. That is, in 

the sequence of minor phrases in which the first is accented, the 

second minor phrase is realized at a substantially higher pitch 

level in right branching phrases than in left branching phrases. 

This extra boost in pitch, which I call "metrical boost, " has an 

effect of increasing the degree of initial lowering in the second 

minor phrase in the right-branching construction in comparison 

with the left branching counterpart. 

While the three factors that have been outlined all relate 

to accented minor phrases in some way or other, sequences of 

unaccented minor phrases are also subject to certain factors in 

regard to the realization of initial lowering. One factor that 
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is in evidence in my experimental data is the location of the 

minor phrase within the entire sentence of which it forms a 

component. Dataset IV includes the four phrases shown in (46) 

which are all made up of four unaccented words or simplex 

phrases. These four phrases involve different syntactic 

structures and, accordingly, yield different phrasing patterns, 

as illustrated in (47) (cf. Figures 4.25-4.28) 

(46) Dataset IV 

a) [[ naomino aneno ][ marui yunomi ] 

"Naomi-Gen" "sister-Gen" "round" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's sister's round teacup" 

b) [[ naomino [ ueno anno ]] yunomi I 
"Naomi-Gen" "upper-Gen" "sister-Gen" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's eldest sister's teacup" 

c) [ naomino [[ umeno iron ] yunomi ]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "plum-Gen" "color'-Gen" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's plum-colored teacup" 

d) [ naomino [ omoi [ mar-ui yunomi ]]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "heavy" "round" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's heavy round teacup" 

(47) a) na omino aneno ma Jrui yunomi 

b) na omino u eno anno yunomi 

c) na omino meno iron yunomi 

d) na omino o moi - rui yunomi 

Notwithstanding these differences in intonational phrasing, 

the surface realization of intial lowering is controlled by two 

principles which are independent of the phrasing patterns. 
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First, the degree of intitial lowering decreases during the 

course of utterances such that the second minor phrase shows a 

smaller degree of initial lowering than the first minor phrase, 

and the third minor phrase shows an even smaller degree of 

initial lowering. <32> This can be seen from the data in Table 

16, which summarizes the mean FO values of eleven utterances of 

each phrase, as well as from Figure 4.29, which schematizes the 

FO contour of the phrase in (46d). ([IL-n] denotes the surface 

initial lowering of the n-th minor phrase. Figures in brackets 

represent standard deviation). 

Table 16 Dataset IV: Degree of Initial Lowering (Hz) 

Phrase [IL 1] [IL 2] [IL 3] 

(46a) 23.9 12.9 
(5.05) (1.97) 

(46b) 22.8 12.0 
(4.92) (3.35) 

(46c) 23.2 11.0 
(5.36) (5.18) 

(46d) 26.6 11.5 6.1 
(4.03) (3.21) (2.91) 

Another principle contributing to the degree of initial 

lowering in the four phrases in (46) is that an n-th minor phrase 

shows a constant degree of initial lowering across different 

phrases, irrespective of the differences in intonational 

pharasing and the phonological length of the preceding minor 

phrases. As for the initial lowering of the first minor phrase, 

the greatest difference is observed between (46b) and (46d), but 
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it is not statistically significant: (P(t=1.979, df=20)>. 05). 

Similarly, the greatest difference in the initial lowering of the 

second minor phrase, which is found between (46a) and (46d), is 

not statistically significant either: (P(t=1.239, df=20)>. 20). 

To sum up, it can be concluded that the phonetic realization 

of initial lowering is influenced by many factors from the 

accentedness of the minor phrase concerned to the syntactic 

structure of the entire sentence in which the minor phrase is 

put. In other words, the surface initial lowering as observable 

at the phonetic output of speech is not an all-or-nothing 

phenomenon but an nary phenomenon to which many independent 

factors interactively contribute. 

6. On Minor Phrase Formation 

Having considered various problems regarding the two types 

of intonational phrases in Japanese, I will now address the 

process of minor phrase formation (MPF), another controversial 

topic in the research on Japanese intonation. In this section, 

I will first challenge the traditional definition of this intona- 

tional phrasing process. I will argue that MPF is part of 

the syntax-phonology mapping process which yields one 

intonational phrase out of the sequence of words which can 

potentially yield more than one intonational phrase. 

After justifying this new view of MPF, I will focus on the 

conditions on intonational phrasing, or the linguistic factors 

which influence the choice of intonational phrasing. 
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In sections 6.2 and 6.3, I will present experimental evidence to 

solve the traditional controversies concerning the accentual and 

syntactic conditions on the phrasing process (cf. section 1.4). 

As for the accentual condition, I will show that it is the 

Fujisaki-Poser hypothesis and not the hypothesis held by McCawley 

and others that makes the correct predictions. As for the 

syntactic condition, I will show that the branching condition 

which Fujisaki suggests accounts for the intonational phrasing 

patterns in Japanese while the 'proper syntactic analysis' as 

proposed by McCawley and Poser fails. 

In the last section (section 6.4), I will propose a third 

condition on MPF which I call the 'rhythmic condition. ' Since 

this condition, like the branching condition to be discussed in 

section 6.3, is essentially the same as the condition which 

constrains the process of accentual phrasing (cf. Chapter Two), I 

suggest that these conditions represent abstract principles that 

constrain the phonological processes in Japanese in general. 

6.1. MPF Redefined 

In section 1.4,1 analyzed the traditional definition of MPF 

into the following three assumptions: (i) that MPF is an optional 

process; (ii) that MPF is an intonational phrasing process; 

(iii) MPF is a process whereby two (minimal) minor phrases are 

combined to form one minor phrase. Of these three assumptions 

underlying the traditional definition of the intonational 

process, I support the first two assumptions, that is, the 
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hypothesis that MPF is an optional process of intonational 

phrasing. As for the third assumption, however, I refute it in 

favor of the interpretation of MPF as a kind of syntax-phonology 

mapping process whereby strings of syntactic/morphological units 

are organized into an intonational structure. To be more 

specific, I propose to redefine the intonational process as a 

process which yields a single minor phrase out of the string of 

syntactic/morphological units (i. e. morphemes and words) from 

which more than one minor phrase can potentially be yielded. (48) 

illustrates the phonological derivation under this definition. 

(48) (=(30b)) Derivation Under the New Definition 

(9a) (9b) 

Input to IP akai Nana akai hana 

MPF % akai haha %% akai % hana % 

TA %LHHF&i% %L1-lH %LH% 

Phonetic 
output a kai Nana a jTZ9i' ha na 

The reasons I prefer this new definition of MPF to the 

traditional definition are two-fold. First, the traditional 

definition of MPF introduces an unnecessary complexity into the 

system of phonological derivation in Japanese. Under the 

traditional analyses, the intonational representation is defined 

at two levels, linked by MPF (cf. (11), (30a)). That is, an 

underlying intonational representation is defined prior to MPF, 

and a surface intonational representation is defined at the 

output of MPF. Under the new definition I propose, MPF yields 

the string of minor phrases directly from the string of 
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syntactic/morphological units. There is no need, therefore, to 

differentiate two levels of intonational representation 

(intonational phrasing), but it suffices to define intonational 

representation at just one level, where the effects of MPF are 

defined. 

A second and more crucial reason I prefer the new definition 

to the traditional one is related to the claim I made before (cf. 

section 3 above and Chapter Three, section 3), that the notion of 

'minimal minor phrase' and the hypothesis underlying it cannot be 

emprically justified. As I pointed out just above, the 

traditional definition of MPF presupposes the existence of an 

underlying intonational representation, in which 'minimal minor 

phrase' forms a basic unit. As I have shown in section 3 above, 

however, it is empirically wrong to posit such a prosodic unit 

as 'minimal minor phrase', or to assume a priori that such and 

such sequences of morphemes must always form one minor phrase. 

Insofar as the notion of 'minimal minor phrase' is unjustified, 

the traditional definition of MPF loses its very basis. 

6.2. Accentual Condition on MPF 

We saw in section 1.4. above that the literature shows a 

striking disagreement on the role of word accent in intonational 

phrasing. Fujisaki & Sudo (1971) and Poser (1984), on the one 

hand, assume that sequences of two elements are bound to undergo 

MPF if the left-hand member is unaccented. McCawley (1968), 

Hayata (1969) and Kohno (1980), on the other hand, claim that MPF 
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takes place if either of the two elements is unaccented. To 

illustrate this with the four accentual combinations given in 

(49) below, Fujisaki & Sudo and Poser draw a line between the 

first two patterns and the last two patterns while McCawley, 

Hayata and Kohno group the last three patterns as a natural 

class, assuming that the sequence in (49b) is as likely to form 

one minor phrase as the sequence in (49c). 

(49) a) [+A, +A] uma'i me'ron "tasty melon" 

b) [+A, -A] uma'i oimo "tasty potato" 

c) [ A, +A] amai me'ron "sweet melon" 

d) [-A, -Al amai oimo "sweet potato" 

A careful examination of my experimental data reveals two 

lines of evidence for the Fujisaki-Poser assumption in preference 

to the hypothesis proposed by McCawley and others. The first 

piece of evidence concerns the frequency with which the second 

element exhibits initial lowering at the phonetic level in the 

sequence of two elements as in (49). Datasets V and VI consist 

of many phrases made up of two words or simplex phrases like 

those in (49). The data from these datasets show that sequences 

of the accent type in (49b) exhibit an FO rise at the onset of 

the second element far more often than sequences of the accent 

accent in (49c). In fact, all the 77 instances of the (49b)-type 

test phrases show a clear FO rise, with the average of 11.5 Hz, 

at the position in question (cf. Figure 4.30), whereas a 

majority of the instances of the (49c)-type phrases show no 

comparable FO rise (cf. Figure 4.31). This result is summarized 
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in Table 17, where [+IL2] and [-IL2] indicate whether or not the 

second element showed an initial rise respectively. 

Table 17 Dataset V& VI: Occurrence of Surface IL 

Accent type [+IL2] [-IL2] Total 
S 

(49a) [+A, +A] 121 0 ! 121 
!! 

! (49b) [+A, -A] ! 77 0 77 
! ! !! 
! (49c) [-A, +A] ! 25 30 55 
I I ! 
! (49d) [-A, -Al ! 17 27 44 

! !! 

Comparable observations can also be made about the data from 

Dataset VII, which consist of test phrases made up of three 

words or simplex phrases. As illustrated in Table 18, the 

second element invariably exhibits a clear initial FO rise when 

following an accented element whereas it does not always do so 

when following an unaccented element. 
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Table 18 Uataset VII: Occurrence of Surface IL 

11 1 

Accent type I [+IL2] [-IL2] Total 

<2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 1 18 0 1 18 

<2/3c> [+A, -A, +A] 1 21 0 21 

<2/3b> [-A, +A, +A] 1 11 12 1 23 1 

<2/3d. > [-A, -A, +A] 1 4 20 1 24 

The results summarized in Tables 17 and 18 clearly show that 

sequences of an accented element plus an unaccented element, i. e. 

(49b), form a natural class with sequences of two accented 

elements, i. e. (49a), whereas the other two accent types form 

another natural class on their own. 

As I claimed from Section 3 through section 5, the extent 

to which FO rises at the onset of a phrase varies considerably 

depending on a variety of factors, and it is not therefore 

precisely adequate to define the occurrence of minor phrases (and 

their boundaries) simply on the existence of an phrase-initial 
FO 

rise observable at the phonetic output. However, the fact that 

a marked difference results as to the occurrence of the phrase- 

initial FO rise under the same condition can be taken as 

evidence that words and phrases, accented and unaccented alike, 

tend to form an independent minor phrase when following an 

accented element, but not when following an unaccented element. 

The other line of evidence for the Flijisaki-Poser account of 
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the accentual influence on MPF comes from the process which I 

term "pre-accentual boost (PreAB). " I pointed out in Chapter 

Three (section 2) that accented words and phrases have higher 

pitch than unaccented counterparts. Although I concentrated 

there on the effect of accent-induced FO boost (Accentual Boost) 

within a given word or phrase, accent can exert its boosting 

effect onto the preceding word over what looks like a minor 

phrase boundary. 

Dataset VI includes the four phrases in (50) and has yielded 

eleven utterances for each of them. 

(50) a) uma'i nomi'mono "tasty drink" 

b) uma'i yamaimo "tasty yam" 

c) amai nomi'mono "sweet drink" 

d) amai yamaimo "sweet yam" 

Of these, nine tokens of (50c) and eight tokens of (50d) 

showed an FO rise ranging between 2 Hz and 12 Hz at the onset of 

the second component (cf. Figures 4.32 and 4.33). I compared the 

two phrases in regard to these utterances. As can be seen from 

Figure 4.36, these two phrases show a difference not only in 

[Valley2] and [Peak2] but in [Peaks] as well. And this 

difference is statistically significant, as shown in Table 19. 
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Table 19 Detaset VI (All 15 df) 

Parameter Accent Mean(Hz) SD t p 
type 

[Valleyl] (50c) 147.4 3.40 1.700 >. 10 
(50d) 144.0 4.66 

[Peakl] (50c) 155.9 2.80 2.381 <. 05 
(50d) 151.4 4.66 

[Valley2] (50c) 151.6 2.92 3.319 <. O1 
(50d) 143.9 5.94 

[Peak2] (50c) 159.0 3.12 5.758 <. 001 
(50d) 147.6 4.78 

Although the difference in [Valleyl] (that is, the onset 

value of the first component) is not statistically significant, 

it is clear that the accent in the second word exerts its 

boosting effect on [Peakl], or the peak of the preceding word. 

In other words, the effect of accentual boost spreads up to the 

high stretch of the preceding word over the apparent minor phrase 

boundary. 

While accent exerts a boosting effect on the preceding word 

if the word is unaccented, no comparable phenomenon is observed 

if it is accented. The two phrases in (50a) and (50b) differ 

from the pair in (50c) and (50d) in the accentedness of the first 

word. As I showed in Table 19 above, these phrases invariably 

yielded two minor phrases at the phonetic output with the second 

components showing an independent initial lowering rather clearly 

(cf. Figures 4.34 and 4.35). Like the two phrases in (50c)- 

(50d), this pair of phrases show a marked difference in the 

height of the second words, reflecting the presence or absence of 
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accentual boost (cf. Figure 4.37). Unlike (50c)-(50d), however, 

this pair do not show a significant difference in the height of 

the first words, as shown in Table 20. 

Table 20 Dataset VI (All 20 df) 

Parameter Accent Mean(Hz) SD t p 
type 

[Valleyl] (50a) 150.8 2.32 
(50b) 149.5 2.46 1.162 >. 20 

[Peakl] (50a) 162.3 2.10 
(50b) 160.9 3.81 1.069 >. 20 

[Valley2] (50a) 130.5 3.59 
(50b) 125.5 1.86 4.098 <. 001 

[Peak2] (50a) 146.5 4.41 
(50b) 138.5 2.54 5.195 <. 001 

A comparison of the results in Table 21 and Table 20 

suggests that the boosting effect of accent spreads to the 

preceding word if it is unaccented, but not if it is accented. 

That is, the accentedness of the preceding word determines the 

domain within which the effect of accentual boost spreads 

leftwards. (51) illustrates this. <33> 

(51) 
[-A] [+A] [+A] [+A] 

Supposing that the effect of pre-accentual boost is to be 

accounted for by the anticipatory scanning of phonetic 

realization rules just like the effect of accentual boost (cf. 

Chapter Three, section 2), the accentual condition on pre- 

accentual boost as illustrated in (51) will best be interpreted 
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as a condition on MPF, whereby two words or phrases are combined 

to form one minor phrase. 
<3+> Under this analysis, words and 

phrases are intonationally unified with the unaccented element 

that immediately precedes them whether or not they involve an FO 

rise (pseudo-initial lowering) at the phonetic output of speech. 

Seen conversely, the existence of accent in a given word prompts 

a minor phrase boundary to fall between the word and the word 

immediately following it. If this interpretation is correct, it 

follows that sequences of the accent type in (49c) and (50C) are 

subject to MPF whereas sequences of the accent type in (49b) and 

(50b) are not. This argument too speaks for the claim made by 

Fujisaki and Poser that the accentual prerequisite to the process 

of MPF consists in the lack of accent in the left-hand word, not 

in either of the two component words. 

6.3. Branching Condition on MPF 

As outlined in section 1.4.2 above, there are two competing 

hypotheses in the literature concerning the influence of syntax 

on intonational phrasing: Fuji saki & Sudo's (1971) ' branching 

constraint (BC) hypothesis, ' and the 'proper syntactic analysis 

(PSA) hypothesis proposed by McCawley (1968) and Poser (1984). 
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6.3.1. Evidence for the BC Hypothesis 

6.3.1.1. Uataset VII 

The data from my experiments provide at least three lines of 

evidence for the BC hypothesis. Two of them come from Dataset 

VII, of which one concerns the surface occurrence of initial 

lowering and the other concerning the domain of pre-accentual 

boost, or the leftward spreading of accent-induced FFO boost. 

Dataset VII consists of some 120 test phrases of which some 

forty are right-branching phrases and the rest left-branching 

phrases. Both of the two types of phrases fall into four groups 

in terms of the accentual structure (accentedness) of their 

components, as illustrated in (52) below. 

(52) a) [+A, +A, +A] b) [-A, +A, +A] 

c) [+A, -A, +A] d) [-A, -A, +A] 

Of these four groups of phrases, I first compared the two 

types of branching structures in regard to the phrases of (52d) 

type. <35> The dataset contains twelve right-branching phrases 

and thirty-three left-branching phrases of this accent type. In 

the experimental data, nine of the twelve right-branching phrases 

clearly showed an FO rise at the onset of the second word whereas 

left-branching phrases showed the opposite tendency with only two 

instances (out of thirty-three) showing a comparable FO rise 

(Table 21). This suggests that other things being equal, FO 

tends to rise at the beginning of the second element in the 
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right-branching construction but not in the same position of the 

left branching counterpart. 

Table 21 Dataset VII: Occurrence of Surface IL 

Phrase type 1 [+IL2] 

1. Right Branching'. 9 

Left-Branching 2 

3 

21 

11 

Total ! 

0 
12 

23 

A second piece of evidence for the BC hypothesis comes from 

the fact that the process of (pre-)accentual boost is sensitive 

to the constituent structure of phrases. I showed in section 

6.2 above that the leftward spreading of accentual boost is 

sensitive to the accentedness of the preceding word. In addition 

to this, the evidence from Dataset VII suggests that the leftward 

spreading of this FO boost is sensitive to the constituent relation 

between the the preceding word and the word which involves the 

trigger (accent) of the process. That is, if the preceding word 

forms a constituent with the word which contains the trigger, it 

undergoes the boosting effect (insofar as it is unaccented), 

whereas it is not subject to such a boosting effect if it does 

not form a constituent with the accented word itself. 

To show this, I first compared the two types of phrases in 

(52a) and (52c) for the right ranching and left-branching 

phrases respectively. Figure 38 compares the two types of 

phrases for the right branching construction on the basis of the 

[-IL2] 
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mean FO values of major parameters. Table 22 summarizes the 

data and statistical results of the comparison. 

Table 22 Right Branching Construction: (52a) vs (52c) 
(All 17 df) 

Parameter Accent Mean (Hz) SD t P 
type 

[Valleyl] (52a) 165.0 6.89 0.464 >. 20 
(52c) 166.4 5.64 

[Peakl] (52a) 181.5 6.65 1.358 >. 20 
(52c) 186.2 8.01 

[Valley2] (52a) 144.4 5.78 3.386 <. 01 
(52b) 135.8 5.02 

[Peak2] (52a) 168.3 7.07 3.433 <. 01 
(52b) 158.0 5.53 

These two types of phrases show a remarkable difference in the 

height of the second element because of the effect of accentual 

boost. As expected, however, the boosting effect of the accent 

of the second word is not observed in the first word, since the 

latter is accented. The left branching construction shows the 

same result, as summarized in Figure 39 and Table 23, where no 

significant difference is observed about the height of the first 

word. 
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Table 23 Left-Branching Construction: (52a) vs (52c) 
(All 37 df) 

Parameter Accent Mean (Hz) SD t p 
type 

[Valleyl] (52a) 166.7 6.34 1.186 >. 20 
(52b) 169.0 5.54 

[Peakl] (52a) 187.6 3.33 0.610 >. 20 
(52b) 188.4 4.79 

[Valley2] (52a) 147.8 8.93 5.022 <. 001 
(52b) 136.2 4.39 

[Peak2] (52a) 162.7 4.84 6.723 <. 001 (52b) 150.8 6.20 

While the two types of branching structures thus show no 

difference in the effect of accentual boost if their first word 

is accented, they show different behavior if the first word is 

unaccented. Figure 40 and Table 24 compare the FO values of 

the two sets of right branching phrases in (52b) and (52d). 

Figure 41 and Table 25 summarize the data for the left- 

branching phrases. 

Table 24 Right Branching Construction: (52b) vs (52d) 
(All 20 df ) 

Parameter Accent Mean (Hz) SD t p 
type 

[Valleyl] (52b) 158.4 4.75 0.000 >. 20 (52d) 158.4 5.04 

[Peaks] (52b) 176.2 4.37 0.726 >. 20 (52d) 174.9 5.32 

[Valley2] (52b) 172.9 7.31 3.083 <. 01 (52d) 164.3 5.41 

[Peak2] (52b) 178.9 5.19 5.142 < 001 (52d) 168.0 4.63 . 
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Table 25 Left-Branching Constriction: (52b) vs (52d) 
(All 44 df ) 

Parameter Accent Mean (Hz) SD t p 
type 

[Valleyl] (52b) 161.2 4.10 1.641 >. 10 
(52d) 159.0 4.87 

[Peakl] (52b) 177.2 3.64 3.288 <. 01 
(52d) 173.2 4.66 

[Valley2] (52b) 174.5 4.68 4.641 <. 001 
(52d) 167.4 5.66 

[Peak2] (52b) 178.4 3.87 7.794 <. 001 
(52d) 167.8 5.28 

In sum, the boosting effect of the accent in the second word 

spreads to the preceding unaccented word in the left brunching 

structure but not in the right branching structure, despite the 

fact that they both satisfy the condition on accentedness. This 

suggests that the effect of accentual boost does not spread to 

the preceding word if the two words involved do not form a 

constituent by themselves. In other words, the boosting effect 

of accent does not spread across a right-branching syntactic 

node, as illustrated in (53). This difference is best 

characterized as a difference in intonational phrasing: the 

right branching structure is bound to introduce a minor phrase 

boundary at the syntactic constituent boundary marking the 

right branching structure. 

(53) Branching Constraint on Accentual Boost 

[-A] [+A] [+A] [-A] [+A] [+A] 
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6.3.1.2. Dataset IV 

The data from Dataset IV provide a third and probably the 

most crucial evidence for Fujisaki & Sudo's hypothesis that MPF 

is blocked in the right branching structure. This dataset 

includes the four phrases shown in (54), which differ from each 

other in constituent structure. These phrases all consist of 

four unaccented words (or simplex phrases) and should, hence, be 

in no way subject to the accentual condition on the intonational 

process. 

(54) (=(46)) Dataset IV 

a) [[ naomino anno ][ marui yunomi ] 

"Naomi-Gen" "sister-Gen" "round" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's sister's round teacup" 

b) [[ naomino [ ueno aneno ]] yunomi I 
"Naomi-Gen" puppe . ten" "sister-Gen" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's eldest sister's teacup" 

c) [ naomino [[ umeno irono ] yunomi ]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "plum-Gen" "color-Gen" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's plum-colored teacup" 

d) [ naomino [ omoi [ marui yunomi ]]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "heavy" "round" "tecacup" 

= "Naomi's heavy round teacup" 

If there were no syntactic influence on the process of 

intonational phrasing, the four phrases should yield an identical 

intonational pattern or, at least, they should show no 

systematic difference in intonational phrasing. The fact is, 

however, that a sharp rise in pitch occurs at the beginning of 
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every word which does not form a constituent with its immediately 

preceding element (cf. Figures 4.25-4.28). (55) schematically 

illustrates this. 

(55) (=(47)) 

a) omino aneno ma rui yunomi 

b) na omino u feno anno yunomi 

c) na omino uJ meno irono yunomi 

d) na omino o moi ma rui yunomi 

These phrasing patterns are obviously governed by one and 

the same principle. That is, MPF is blocked wherever a right- 

branching structure is involved, but not where a left branching 

structure is involved. In other words, the right-branching 

structure shows a marked behavior by blocking the intonational 

phrasing process, whereas the left-branching counterpart show no 

such behavior. The asymmetry which the two types of branching 

structures show with respect to intonational phrasing is 

particularly in evidence in (55b) and (55c). In (55b), the first 

three elements constitute a right branching structure and, 

therefore, result in two intonational (minor) phrases with a 

phrase boundary between the first and second elements. The last 

three elements in (55c), by contrast, constitute a left- 

branching structure and are fused into one minor phrase. 
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6.3.1.3. Summary 

To summarize the discussion so far, I have given three lines 

of evidence to support the hypothesis that the right-branching 

structure is marked in intonational phrasing in Japanese. First, 

the right branching structure tends to show a phrase-initial FO 

rise characterizable as initial lowering at the beginning of the 

second element whereas the left branching structure shows no 

comparable tendency. Second, the effect of accentual boost does 

not spread over a right branching syntactic node. And third, 

sequences of unaccented elements exhibit initial lowering 

wherever the right-branching structure is involved. From these 

three lines of evidence, it can be concluded that the right- 

branching structure is marked in intonational phrasing in 

Japanese. Other things being equal, MPF is blocked between the 

sequences of elements where the right-hand element branches (cf. 

(56a)), but not where the left-hand element branches (cf. (56b)). 

(56) a) [A[BC ]] -> A/BC 

b) [[AB]C]->ABC 

It may be worth recalling in this regard that exactly the 

same branching constraint as this applies to the accentual 

phrasing process observed in compound formation (cf. Chapter Two, 

section 3.3). Since accentual phrasing and intonational 

phrasing represent two independent processes. it can be 

understood that the branching constraint as shown in (56) is a 

rather general constraint in Japanese phonology. It implies, in 
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other words, that the right branching structure represents a 

marked structure in the phonological system of the language in 

general. 

6.3.2. Evidence Against the PSA Hypothesis 

I claimed in the preceding section that intonational 

phrasing in Japanese shows an asymmetry whereby the right- 

branching structure shows its markedness by blocking the phrasing 

process. Since the PSA hypothesis inherently assumes no such 

asymmetry or discrimination in markedness, all the evidence 

presented so far constitutes potential evidence against the PSA 

hypothesis per se. However, this does not imply that the PSA 

hypothesis is totally incompatible with the finding that the 

right-branching structure shows marked behavior. Since the 

essence of this hypothesis lies in the concept of the cyclic 

application of intonational phrasing, it is theoretically 

possible to incorporate the branching constraint discussed above 

into the phonological system in which MPF applies in the manner 

defined by the PSA hypothesis. 

6.3.2.1. Dataset IV 

My experimental data provide, however, one piece of evidence 

against the PSA hypothesis. As shown in (55b), the phrase in 

(54b) yields an intonational pattern whereby the last three 

elements form a minor phrase to the exclusion of the first. 

What is striking in this intonational patterning is that MPF has 
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taken place between the last three elements despite the fact that 

the second two elements, 13 and Q, form a syntactic constituent 

with the first element, &, rather than with the last element, J. 

As a result of this, the phrase in (54b) is intonationally 

neutralized with the phrase in (54c), in which MPF is blocked 

between the first two elements because of the branching condition 

we saw above. 

(57) (=(54b), (55b)) 

-> A/BOD 

ABCD 

It must be emphasized in this regard that this kind of 

discrepancy between the syntactic and phonological (intonational 

phrasing) structure is not an isolated phenomenon but is observed 

rather generally in Japanese. Consider, for example, simple 

left-branching phrases where the first element is accented and 

the second element unaccented: 

(58) a) [[ mazusi'i kunino ] hito'bito ] 

. 'poor" �country-Gen" "people" 

= "people of poor countries" 

b) [[ siro'i iron I yunomi ] 

"white" "color-Gen" "teacup" 

= "a white teacup" 
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c) [[ na'okono anno ] namae ] 

"Naoko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "name" 
= "Naoko's sister's name" 

d) [[ ke'nediio korosita ] otoko' ] 

"Kennedy-Acc" "killed" "man" 
= "the man who killed Kennedy" 

The first two elements of these phrases do not generally 

form a unified minor phrase because MPF is blocked between them 

due to the accentual condition. According to my impressionistic 

observation, however, the second and third elements of these 

phrases usually undergo the phrasing process to yield one unified 

minor phrase. That is, even though MPF is blocked between the 

first two elements, it readily applies to the sequence of the 

second and third elements, that is, to the sequence which does 

not form a constituent syntactically. The syntax-phonology 

discrepancy can be illustrated as in (59). <36> 

(59) 

A/BC 
ABC 

Comparable discrepancies between the syntactic and 

phonological structure are observed in the accentual phrasing in 

compound formation. (60) summarizes the discrepancies I 

discussed in Chapter Two. 
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(60) Syntax-Phonology Discrepancies in Accentual Phrasing 

a) 

A/BC 
ABC 

b) 

/ ý\\ 
__> A/BCD, AB/CD, A/B/CD 

ABCD 

C) 

/ 
'\'\ 

==> A/BC'D 
ABCD 

The syntax-phonology discrepancies illustrated in (57), (59) 

and (60) are obviously governed by a single principle, which 

states that phrasing process, whether it is accentual phrasing or 

intonational phrasing, can unify two adjacent elements into a 

single prosodic phrase even if they do not form a constituent 

syntactically. 

6.3.2.2. Evidence Against Reanalysis 

Given this principle regarding the syntax-phonology 

discrepancies, it is obvious that it is not compatible with the 

PSA hypothesis, which states that MPF yields only those phrasing 

patterns that square with the constituent structure defined on 

the syntactic tree. The only way to account for it under the 
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PSA hypothesis is, in fact, to postulate a reanalysis of 

the syntactic tree, as illustrated in (61) below. <31> 

(61) Reanalysis (RA) 

a) (cf. (59)) 

RA 
=> A 

ABCABC 

b) (cf. (57)) 

RA 

==> 
IA\ 

ABCDABCD 

Under this analysis, all the discrepancies between the 

syntactic and phonological structure are attributed to the 

reanalysis of the syntactic tree which takes place in prior to 

MPF. Thus, the biphrasal intonational pattern in (57) and (59) 

is now seen to result due to the branching condition applying to 

the reanalyzed structures shown in (61). (62) illustrates the 

whole process of phonological derivation. 

(62) 
(59) 

Input [[ AB]C] 

RA [A[BC]] 

MPF A/BC 

(57) 

[[ A[ BC ]] D] 

[A[[BC]D1] 

A/BCD 

While the syntax-phonology discrepancies in question seem to 
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be reasonably accounted for by way of the additional machinery of 

reanalysis, there is experimental evidence which speaks against 

this line of analysis. As illustrated in (62), the account based 

on reanalysis assumes that the left branching phrases as in (58) 

are restructured into the right branching phrases as in (61a) in 

prior to the intonational phrasing. Since these two types of 

phrases are completely neutralized at this stage, they are 

supposed to be given one and the same intonational representation 

and, hence, to show one and the same pattern in intonational 

realization. This prediction can be shown to be untenable by 

the experimental data. 

As will be discussed in the next chapter in detail (sections 

3-4), two types of branching structures, right branching and 

left branching, show a systematic difference in regard to 

downstep, one of the intonational processes which apply at a 

later stage than MPF. Dataset VIII includes several pairs of 

phrases as given in (63), for example. These pairs of test 

phrases do not show identical downstep patterns but exhibit a 

significant difference in the height of the second elements. To 

be more specific, the right branching phrases show a higher 

pitch in the second element than the left branching counterparts 

(cf. Figure 4.42). 

I 
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(63) Uataset VIII 

a) [ o'okina [ omoi me'ron 11 

"a big heavy melon" 

b) [[ o'okina mimino ] o'okami ] 

"big" "ear-Gen" "wolf" 

= "a wolf with big ears" 

This kind of intonational differences, which reflect the 

difference in syntactic structure, are observed not just with a 

handful of examples but are found widely in the downstep 

phenomenon of Japanese. In fact, the distinction between the 

two types of branching structures is essential to proper 

understanding of the intonational phenomenon. 

The fact that the process of downstep requires information 

on constituent structure of the sentence indicates that the two 

types of branching structures are not neutralized at (or before) 

the stage of intonational phrasing. In other words, the 

information on syntactic hierarchy is somehow retained in the 

intonational representation to which downstep applies. Seen in 

this light, it is clear that the account based on the notion of 

reanalysis makes a wrong generalization and cannot, therefore, be 

empirically supported. 

6.3.2.3. Summary and Theoretical Implications 

The foregoing discussion has shown that the notion of 

'reanalysis' does not work to account for the syntax-phonology 

discrepancies observed in intonational phrasing. Given this, it 
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follows that the notion of cyclic application of phonological 

rules (MPF in our present discussion) does not work in Japanese. 

This consequence has a significant implication for the theory of 

Japanese phonology in general in the sense that there is a 

counterexample against the principle of cyclicity, which has been 

one of the most basic tacit assumptions in the theory of Japanese 

phonology since the advent of generative phonology. 

If the principle of cyclicity does not work, the only way 

we can account for the syntax-phonology discrepancies is to 

postulate the 'linear application, ' or a structure-independent 

application of phonological rules and processes, which I 

suggested in Chapter Two (section 3). Under this analysis, MPF 

takes place independently of the syntactic structure of the 

sentence, by applying either in a left-to-right fashion or in a 

right-to-left fashion. (64) illustrates these: /*/ denotes that 

the rule is blocked at the relevant stage of rule application due 

to the accentual or branching condition. 

(64) 'Linear' application of MPF 

a) Left-to-Right Application 

(59) (57) 

Input HABICI [[ A[ BC 11 D] 

<stepl> *A B *A B 
<step2> BCBC 
<step3> CD 

Output A/BC A/BCD 
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b) Right-to-Left Application 

(59) 

Input [[ ABIC] 

<stepl> BC 
<step2> *A B 
<step3> 

(57) 

]] D] [[ A[BC 

CD 
BC 

*A B 

Output A/BC A/BCD 

6.4. Rhythmic Condition on MPF 

Before concluding our discussion on linguistic factors 

influencing the choice of intonational phrasing, let us consider 

one more condition on the phrasing process. As cited above, 

Poser remarks that the choice of intonational phrasing is 

influenced by the "size and number of the minor phrases within a 

parent constituent" (p. 155). According to a careful examination 

of my experimental data as well as my intuition as a native 

speaker of Japanese, it is not the size of minor phrases but 

their number within a stretch of speech that is relevant in 

Japanese. 

The discussion in the preceding sections shows that the 

process of MPF is subject to two linguistic conditions, accentual 

and branching. Given these conditions, uniformly left branching 

constructions made up of unaccented words should represent an 

entirely unmarked case, and it is predicted that they undergo 

MPF entirely to yield one minor phrase irrespective of the number 

of elements involved, as shown in (65). 
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(65) MPF 

a) 

ABC 

ABC 
[-A][-A][-A] 

b) /\\ 

===> ADM 
ABCD 

[-A][-A][ A][-A] 

C) 

X<\\ 
--=> ABCDE 

ABCDE 
[-A][ A][ A][ A][ A] 

What actually happens, however, is that the intonational 

patterning in (65b) and (65c) rarely results while the patterning 

in (65a) is rather common. According to my observation, the 

concatenation of three unaccented words or phrases readily leads 

to one minor phrase, but that of four or more unaccented elements 

show a strong resistance to being phrased into a single 

intonational unit. This observation is supported by the evidence 

from Dataset IV. 

Dataset IV includes the phrase shown in (66), which consists 
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of four unaccented words or simplex phrases. This phrase was 

never phrased into one minor phrase in my data, but was realized 

in two or three minor phrases as shown in (67). Table 26 gives 

the summary of the frequencies with which these patterns actually 

occurred. 

(66) Dataset IV 

[[[ naomino oino ] yomeno ] yunomi ] 

"Naomi-Gem" "nephew-Gen" "wife-Gen" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's nephew's wife's teacup" 

(67) Intonational Realization 

a) AB/CD na amino oino o meno yunomi 

b) A/BCD na omino o ino yomeno yunomi 

c) A/B/CD na omino ii-n-o o meno yunomi 

Table 26 Dataset IV: Summary 

!!! 
Pattern (67a) (67b) (67c) ! 

!I 

Frequency 1632 

Apart from the tendency whereby long phrases break into more 

than one minor phrase, the result in Table 26 reveals two 

interesting facts to note. Note, first, that the three patterns 

that are actually manifested represent the patterns which are 

shown by phrases of other branching structures (cf. (55) above). 

In other words, of the logically possible phrasing patterns, the 
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left-branching phrase chose only those patterns that are 

syntactically permitted (cf. (68a)) in preference to those which 

are not syntactically permissible (cf. (68b)). This suggests 

that syntax severely constrains the phrasing patterns which 

uniformly left branching structures can possibly take, or the 

manner in which the structures in question can be intonationally 

split. 

(68) a) Syntactically Permissible Phrasing Patterns 

ABcD, AB/CD (_ (55a)), A/BCD (_ (55b, c )), 
A/B/CD (= (55d)) 

b) Syntactically Impermissible Phrasing Patterns 

ABC/D, AB/C/D, A/6C/D, A/B/CD 

The other important point to note about the choice of 

phrasing in Table 26 is the fact that the uniformly left- 

branching phrase in (66) takes the pattern in (67a) as the most 

preferred pattern and that the phrase is thereby intonationally 

neutralized with the symmetrically branching phrase given in 

(54a) above. It should be recalled in this regard that this 

phrasing pattern is also preferred in the process of accentual 

phrasing, where uniformly left branching compound nouns made up 

of four elements optionally split into two accentual phrases with 

an accentual phrase boundary placed between the second and third 

elements. As a result of this optional splitting, the uniformly 

left-branching compounds come to be accentually neutralized with 

symmetrically branching compounds, as shown in (69) below (cf. 

Chapter Two, Section 3.4). 
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(69) Accentual Phrasing 

a) [[[ toonan a'zia ] syo'koku I rengoo ] 

-> toonana'zia syokokure'ngoo 

"east-south" "Asian "nations" "union" 

_ "Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN)" 

b) [[ ke'izai taisaku ][ kakuryoo ka'igi ]] 

-> keizaita'isaku kakuryooka'igi 

"economy" "measures" "cabinet member" "meeting" 
= "a cabinet meeting on economic measures" 

Moreover, the grouping of four elements into two subgroups 

of two is also observed in the process of downstep where, again, 

uniformly left-branching phrases are neutralized with 

symmetrically branching phrases (cf. Chapter Five, section 5). 

(70) Downstep 

All", \ [+A] [+A] [+A] [+A] 

[+A] [+A] [+A] [+A] 

=' ýM 

On the basis of all these facts, I claimed in Chapter Two 

that the three prosodic process mentioned above - accentual 

phrasing, intonational phrasing and downstep - are all 

conditioned by one and the same factor, or the principle of 

rhythmic alternation. Under this account, the intonational 
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phrasing in (67a) is not an isolated phenomenon but is part of 

the larger phenomenon of rhythmic alternation whereby monotonous 

sequences of linguistic elements are converted into two subgroups 

so that the resultant patterns involve an alternation of some 

kind or other. 
<36> If this is the case, then uniformly left- 

branching phrases as in (66) are seen to be reanalyzed by this 

abstract condition on prosodic rules into the symmetrically 

branching construction. This is illustrated in (71) below. 

(71) 

Input [[[AB]C]D] 

Reanalysis [[ AB ][ CD ]] 

MPF AB/CD 

In sum, it can be concluded that the process of intonational 

phrasing is constrained not simply by the two factors outlined in 

the preceding sections - accentual and branching conditions - 

but also by the rhythmic factor, and that this third factor, like 

the branching condition, constrains the prosodic processes of 

Japanese as a rather general principle. 
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NOTES 70 CHAPTER FOUR 

1. Beckman & Pierrehumbert (1986) exceptionally assume a third 
intonational phrase which they call 'the intermediate phrase. ' 
According to them, this phrase "can be as short as a single 
accentual phrase (our 'minor phrase': 1-1K)" and "seldom contains 
more than three" minor phrases. They define it as "the domain of 
catathesis (downstep), " or the phonologically conditioned 
lowering of pitch. Their main motivation for this intonational 
phrase lies in their belief that there are two types of 
"modifier-noun sequences", one in which downstep takes place 
and the other in which it does not. 

In my experiments, I analyzed many phrases involving the 
same type of sequences, but no such discrimination could be made. 
That is, all the "modifier-noun sequences" I analyzed showed the 
effect of downstep if certain conditions are met, providing no 
evidence for the intermediate intonational phrase assumed by 
Beckman and Pierrehumbert. I must therefore say that the status 
of this third intonational phrase is still to be verified in the 
future. 

2. In explaining their technique of analysis, Fujisaki, Hirose & 
Ohta (1979: 167) state that "the number of voicing commands (our 
'major phrases': HK) and that of the accent commands (our 'minor 
phrases': HK) for the sample are determined by the preliminary 
observation of the extracted FO contour. " 

3. The 'major phrase' and 'minor phrase' as I use in this thesis 
correspond to the 'voicing unit' and 'accent unit' in Fujisaki's 
intonational model (cf. Fujisaki & Sudo, 1971). As will be 
outlined in section lof Chapter Five, these units form the basic 
descriptive units of the 'phrase component' and 'accent 
component' respectively. These two components yield independent 
FO contours which give rise to the surface FO contour when 
superimposed on each other. Under this analysis, the difference 
between the FO contours in (2) and (3) can be seen as a difference in the phrase component as shown in (2') and (3') 
below. 

(Z') phrase component 

accent component .L -L 
. 

SL JL 

(3') phrase component 

accent component J_ JL Jl Jl 

4. None of the earlier studies on Japanese intonation assumes an intonational phrase larger than the major phrase. That is, 
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earlier studies posit no intonational phrase governing the two 

major phrases in (5). 

5. As will be mentioned shortly, McCawley-Poser's "major 

phrase" and F'ujisaki's "voicing unit" are both defined as the 
domain of the intonational phonemenon whereby pitch tends to drop 
during the course of utterances. 

6. McCawley (1968) and Shibatani (1972) take the same approach. 
McCawley states that "at present I am unable to say much about 
how major phrase boundary is introduced syntactically, " 

suggesting that the placement of major phrase boundaries are 
determined by some syntactic criterion. Shibatani goes a step 
further than McCawley by saying that a major phrase refers to a 
"noun phrase or verb phrase with more than one noun or verb" (p. 
587). 

7. Similarly, Fujisaki & Ohta (1979: 167^8) state that "each 
voicing unit does not necessarily correspond to a breath group, 
but instead, closely relates with the syntactic structure of the 
sentence. " 

8. Poser states that the topic phrase "seems to have no effect 
on the following material" but he has shown no evidence to 
support this claim. According to my intuition and 
impressionistic observation, the topic phrase does affect the 
intonational realization of the following phrases. In the 
sentences given below, for instance, I have an impression that 
the word i'ranni is realized at a lower FO level in (a), that is, 
when following an accented topic phrase, than in (b), in which it 
follows an unaccented topic phrase. This is exactly what Poser 
calls 'catathesis' (downstep) which, according to Poser, takes 
place in the domain of the major phrase. Paradoxical situations 
of this sort will be discussed partly in section 2 below and in 
Chapter Five (section 4) in full depth. 

a) na'okowa i'ranni itta, 
"Naoko-Top" "Iran-to" "went" _ "Naoko went to Iran" 

b) naomiwa i'ranni itta 
"Naomi-Top" "Iran-to" "went" = "Naomi went to Iran" 

9. Shibatani (1971) adopts the same line of definition of the 
major phrase. See Chapter Five (sections 1 and 2) for a detailed 
discussion of Shibatani's account as well as McCawley's accent 
reduction model. 

10. See Chapter Five 
downstep model. 

11. The reason that I 
that we need this term 
phrase formation process 
as this prosodic process 
phrasing to be outlined 

(section 1) for a sketch of Poser's 

disfavor the term 'accent(ual) phrase' is 
i to describe a prosodic unit in accent 

involved in compound formation. As long 
differs from the process of intonational 

[in section 1.4 below, there seems to be 
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good reason to differentiate the two prosodic units, 'accentual 

unit' and 'minor intonational unit' (cf. Chapter Two). The term 

'minor phrase' used in this thesis should, accordingly, be taken 

as denoting the same intonational phrase as what Beckman & 

Pierrehumbert call 'accentual phrase'. 

12. Poser states that the minor phrase is "the smallest unit at 

which the shape of the F4 contour is determined, " or the unit 

which "receives a tonal melody" (p. 141). 

13. Poser (p. 141) makes this point very clearly by saying 
that "it is the minor phrase that is the domain of initial 

lowering and it is the minor phrase that has the property of 

containing at most one (realized) accent. " 

It must be noted, however, that opinions differ in the 

phonetic interpretation of initially-accented words and phrases. 
Fujisaki, Poser and Beckman & Pierrehumbert assume that 
initially-accented words and phrases involve an initial lowering 
(i. e. phrase-initial FO rise) just like words and phrases 
accented on other syllables. McCawley and Haraguchi (and many 
other traditional phonologists), on the other hand, hold that 
initially-accented words do not involve initial lowering at least 

at the phonological (tonal) level. Since a major task of this 
thesis is to refine Poser'a data and analysis, I will tentatively 
follow the first line. 

14. Poser states (p. 315) that "there is no reason to believe 
that under any circumstances total catathesis occurs in Japanese. " 

15. These morpho-syntactically defined sequences of morphemes 
correspond to what Hashimoto (1934) describes as 'bunsetsu, ' 
which is generally adopted as a relevant descriptive unit in 
Japanese syntax. 

16. McCawley and Poser shows a slight disagreement as to which 
what sequences of morphemes constitute 'minimal minor phrase. ' 
McCawley treats auxiliary verbs as a lexical item which can form 
a (minimal) minor phrase on their own whereas Poser seems to 
treat them as a kind of particles. 

17. As I suggested in Chapter Two (section 2), the intonational 
pattern in (9a) also seems to be preferred when pragmatic focus 
is placed on (part of) the phrase. 

18. Fujisaki states that "there also exists a systematic rule 
for the concatenation of these units (i. e. accent units: HK) into 
a phrase which in turn behaves as a single accent unit called 
'accent phrase"' (Fujisaki & Sudo, 1971: 76). Similarly, Poser 
(p. 152) states that "minimal minor phrases may be combined to 
form larger minor phrases. " 

19. Poser remarks that the pattern in (14a) does occur in 
Japanese under a certain condition. He attempts to account for 
this by positing a reanalysis of the syntactic tree in (14a) into 
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the right branching structure in (14b) in prior to the 

application of MPF. See Section 6.3.2 and Note 36 below. 

20. In addition to this, Poser further remarks on a semantic 
factor as a fourth factor influencing the choice in intonational 

phrasing. He states: "A focused constituent always forms a minor 
phrase of its own" (p. 155). 

21. This effect shows up more clearly in (21b) than in (21a). 
This reflects the difference in the accentedness of the second 
word, or the difference in the presence or absence of accentual 
boost. That is, every component phrase in (21a) is accented and 
is raised by the boosting effect of accent whereas the second 
component phrase in (21b) does not receive such a boost. 

22. Similar evidence is observed with other phrases in Dataset X 
as well as the phrases in Dataset IX (see Figures 5-51,5-53; 
Figures 5.42,5.44 in Chapter 5 respectively). 

23. According to my impressionistic observation, the sentence in 
(22) shows an FO pattern as the following in which the second 
minor phrase is realized at a higher pitch level than the first. 

This sentence compares with the sentence below, which is 
generally realized in two major phrases with a phrase boundary 
placed between takoo and naokoga although we cannot readily say 
that there is a major syntactic boundary between the two phrases. 

tp' to' tta ta'Roo na' okoga ta' t 

"Tara-Nom" "caught" "octopus-Acc" "Naoko-Nom" "ate" 
= "Naoko ate the octopus (which) Taro caught" 

24.1 will propose an account of this seemingly paradoxical 
situation in Chapter Five, section 4. 

25. hozyo-doosi differs from ordinary auxiliary verbs in that 
they can be used independently. In terms of the syntactic, 
semantic and morphological structure, this class of morphemes 
form a compound verb with the verb to which they are attached. 
In prosodic terms, however, they do not form a unified accentual 
phrase with the preceding verb. In other words, the sequence of 
a verb and a hozvo-doosi represent the kind of compounds which do 
not form a compound prosodically (cf. Chapter Two). 
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26. mo is originally an emphatic particle which highlights the 

elements to which it is attached. In many contexts, including 

the one quoted here, however, this particle can lose its emphatic 
function and become semantically null. 

27. The three test phrases of the phrase type (24c) (=28)) 

happened to involve no difference in the value of PALM. 

28. The four test phrases of the type in (24b) (=(27)) happened 
to be all morphologically simplex. 

29. ßc3_, in i'idesuka is a particle denoting an interrogative 

sentence. It is symbolized by 'Q' here. 

30. The two sentences in Uataset I, i. e. those in (39), can be 

said to involve a tightly-bound sequence in this position since 
they become nearly nonsense sentences if the first phrase is 

omitted: no'ndara i'idesuka "would it be best to drink? " For the 

precise definition of 'tightly-bound' and 'loosely-bound, ' see 
Appendix I. 

31. It may be possible to define the cause and effect the other 
way round, that is, to suppose that the peak of the first minor 
phrase becomes higher as a result of total downstep. I do not 
favor this interpretation since it assumes that total downstep 
represents a different intonational structure from the ordinary 
case of downstep. 

32. The same is probably true of the sequences of accented minor 
phrases. That is, other things being equal, the second minor 
phrase seems to involve a smaller degree of initial lowering that 
the first minor phrase, with the third minor phrase involving a 
even smaller degree of initial lowering. 

33. In Chapter Five (section 2.2), I will provide further 
evidence that the phonological structure of a given minor phrase 
does not affect the FO characteristics of its preceding minor 
phrase, or in other words, that the scanning of PRRs does not 
take place across a minor phrase boundary. 

34. Alternatively, it will be possible to interpret this 
accentual condition on pre-accentual boost as a condition on 
phonetic realization rules (PRRs). Under this interpretation, 
PRRs are supposed to look ahead in the tonal representation of a 
following minor phrase only when it interprets an unaccented 
minor phrase. 71, c h tº, is interpretation can apparently provide a 
descriptively adequate account for the accentual condition on the 
process of pre accentual boost, it cannot explain why PRRs look 
ahead only if the left-hand element is unaccented. 
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35. Typical examples are the following: 

a) [ kiiroi [ momenno ori'mono ]] 

"yellow" "cotton-Gen" "fabric" 

_ "yellow cotton fabric" 

b) [[ kiiroi yaneno ] ie'ie ] 

"yellow" "roof-Gen" "houses" 
= "yellow-roofed houses" 

36. In discussing intonational phrasing, Poser remarks that 
this kind of discrepancy is observed only in relative clause 
constructions, in which "the verb and the following head noun 
frequently form a single minor phrase which, however, does not 
include the remainder of the relative clause" (p. 153). 
According to my impressionistic observation, a discrepancy of 
this kind is not restricted to the relative clause constructions 
(e. g. (10d)), but is observed in left-branching phrases in 

general. 

37. Two points should be noted with this analysis. 
First, 'reanalysis' defined in this way is a rather general 
process. This is so not just because the syntax-phonology 
discrepancies handled by this notion are widely observed in 
the process of intonational phrasing, but because the kinds of 
discrepancies observed in intonational phrasing are also found in 
accentual phrasing. In other words, the kind of reanalysis 
illustrated in (12) must be seen as a general process that 
takes place at more than one level of phonological derivation in 
Japanese. The other point worth emphasizing about the reanalysis 
under consideration is that this process requires information as 
to the accentual and syntactic structures of phrases. That is, 
since reanalysis takes place only when MPF is bound to be blocked 
(by the accentual or branching condition), the process must make 
reference to the accentual and syntactic information of phrases 
and sentences. 

38. This point will be discussed in more depth in Chapter Five 
(section 5). 
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Figures 4.1-4.2. Typical FO contours of the two phrases in 
Dataset X. 

Figure 4.1. na'okono a'nino ao'i eri'maki 
"Naoko' s brother's blue muffler" 

Figure 4.2. na'okono aneno a 'i eri'makii 
"Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 

Figure 4.3. Schematic comparison of the two contours in Figures 
4.1 (solid line) and 4.2 (dotted line). 

Figure 4.4. Illustration of the typical configuration of 
downsteo (solid line) compared with the configuration of 
the sequence in which downstep has not taken place (dotted 
line). Dataset VI 

uma'i nomi'mono "tasty drink" (solid line) 
amat nomi'mono "sweet drink" (dotted line). 

Figures 4.5-4.7. Three typical FO patterns shown by the 
sequences of an accented noun plus an accented particle(s): 
Dataset I& II. 

Figure 4.5. The accented particle manifests both initial 
lowering and accentual fall. 

or ra' nnaa-, vo'ri-mo ano ra' nnaano ho'o%za as i' %za 
"That runner runs faster than this runner. " 

Figure 4.6. The accented particle manifests accentual fall, 
but not initial lowering (total downstep) 

(a) the same sentence as in Figure 4.5. 
(b) ro'oma-vo'ri mi'ranoe mu _ta "(She) headed for Milan from Rome" 

Figure 4.7. The accented particle manifests neither initial 
lowering nor accentual fall (intonational merger) in the 
same sentence as in Figure 4.6 (b). 

Figures 4.8-4.10. Three typical FO patterns shown by the 
sequence of an accented verb and an accented auxiliary verb. 

naomiwa avama'rurdaro' o 
"Naomi will apologize" 

Figure 4.8. The accented auxiliary verb manifests both 
initial lowering and accentual fall. 

Figure 4.9. The accented auxiliary verb manifests accentual 
fall, but not initial lowering (total downstep) 

Figure 4.10. The accented auxiliary verb manifests neither 
initial lowering nor accentual fall. 
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Figures 4.11-4.13. Three typical FO patterns shown by the 
sequence of an accented verb plus an accented hozvo-doosi 

Figure 4.11. The accented hozvo-doosi, mi'ru, manifests both 
initial lowering and accentual fall: 

mavumigxa no'nde-mi'ru-ma'de 
"until Mayumi tries drinking (it). " 

Figure 4.12. The accented hozvo-doosi manifests accentual 
fall but not initial lowering (total downstep): 

ranmineo no'nde-mmi'ru "(she) tries drinking lemonade" 

Figure 4.13. The accented hozvo-doosi manifests neither 
initial lowering nor accentual fall in the same sentence as 
in Figure 4.12. 

Figure 4.14. Typical FO contour shown by the sequence of two 
accented words (or simplex phrases): uma'i nomi'mono 
"tasty drink" (Iätaset VI). 

Figure 4.15. Typical FO contour shown by right branching phrases 
made up of three accented words (or simplex phrases): 

o '' me' no va'mai "fearful eye disease" (Dataset VII) 

Figures 4.16-4.17. Two typical FO contours of left-branching 
phrases made up of three accented words (or simplex 
phrases): Dataset VII. 

Figure 4.16. The second accented element shows accentual fall 
but not initial lowering (total downstep): 
kowa'i up-'no oma'wari 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "policeman" 
= "a policeman with fearful eyes" 

Figure 4.17. The second accented element shows both initial 
lowering and accentual fall: 
na'ma-no a'vu-no nio'i 

"raw-Gen" " (fish)-Gen" "smell" = "smell of raw ayu" 

Figures 4.18-4.19. Two typical FO patterns of the sentence 
na'nino no'ndara i'idesuka "What would it be best to 
drink? ": Drataset I. 

Figure 4.18. The second phrase no'ndara manifests accentual 
fall but not initial lowering (total downstep). 

Figure 4.19. The second phrase no'ndara manifests both 
initial lowering and accentual fall. 

Figure 4.20. Schematic comparison of the two types of FO 
patterns in Figures 1.16 (solid line) and 1.19 (dotted 
line). 
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Figures 4.21-4.22. Two typical FO patterns shown by the sentence 
ittai na'nio no'ndara i'idesuka "What on earth would it 
be best to drink? ": Dataset II. 

Figure 4.21. The second accented phrase no'ndara manifests 
accentual fall but not initial lowering (total downstep). 

Figure 4.22. The second accented phrase no'ndara manifests 
both initial lowering and accentual fall. 

Figure 4.23. Schamatic comparison of the averaged FO contours 
shown by the two sentences illustrated in Figures 4.18-19 
and Figure 4.21-4.22. 

Dotted line: na'nio no'ndara i'idesuka 
"What would it be best to drink? " 

Solid line: it tai na'nio no'ndara i"idesuka 
"What on earth would it be best to drink? " 

Figure 4.24. Illustration of the effect of accentual boost on 
surface initial lowering. 

Figures 4.25-4.28. Typical FO contours of four phrases all 
consisting of four unaccented words (or simplex phrases): 
Uataset IX. 

Figure 4.25. H naomino aneno ][ marui yunomi ]] 
"Naomi's sister's round teacup" 

Figure 4.26. [[ naomino [ ueno aneno ]] yunomi ] 
"Naomi's eldest sister's teacup" 

Figure 4.27. [ naomino [[ umeno irono ] yunomi ]] 
"Naomi's plum-colored teacup" 

Figure 4.28 [ naomino [ omoi [ marui yumomo ]]] 
"Naomi's heavy round teacup" 

Figure 4.29. Schematized FO pattern of the phrase in Figure 
4.28. 

Figure 4.30. Typical FO contour of the phrase uma'i oimo "tasty 
potato" : IUataset V. 

Figure 4.31. Typical FO contour of the phrase ampi me'ron 
"tasty melon": Detaset V. 
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Figures 4.32-4.35. Typical FO contours of the four phrases from 
Dataset VI: 

Figure 4.32. amai nomi'mono "sweet drink" 

Figure 4.33. amal vamaimo "sweet yam" 

Figure 4.34. uma'i nomi'mono "tasty drink" 

Figure 4.35. uma'i vamaimo "tasty yam" 

Figure 4.36. Schematic comparison of the FO contours in Figures 
4.32 (solid line) and 4.33 (dotted line). 

Figure 4.37. Schematic comparison of the FO contours in Figures 
4.34 (solid line) and 4.35 (dotted line). 

Figures 4.36-4.41. Illustration of the effects of pre-accentual 
boost: Dataset VII. 

Figure 4.38. Right branching phrases: 
[+A, +A, +A] (solid line) vs. [+A, -A, +A] (dotted line) 

Figure 4.39. Left-branching phrases: 
[+A, +A, +A] (solid line) vs. [+A, A, +A] (dotted line) 

Figure 4.40. Right branching phrases: 
[ A, +A, +A] (solid line) vs. [ A, -A, +A] (dotted line) 

Figure 4.41. Left branching phrases: 
[-A, +A, +A] (solid line) vs. [-A, -A, +A] (dotted line) 

Figure 4.42. Schematic comparison of the two-types of branching 
structures in Dataset VIII: 

The right-branching phrase o'okina omoi me'ron 
"a big heavy melon" (solid line) 

vs. the left branching phrase Wokina mimino o'oMmi 
"a wolf with big ears" (dotted line) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DYNAMICS OF INDONATION: DOWNTREND 

Having considered various problems regarding the 

intonational phrases and phrasing in the preceding chapter, I 

will now address the tendency of FO contours to decline during 

the course utterances, one of the most controversial issues in 

the research of intonation in Japanese as well as in other 

languages. <1> What I intend to do in this chapter is to present 

my own experimental evidence and propose a new view of the 

intonational phenomenon in Japanese. Specifically, I will show 

the following four points. 

First, I will demonstrate that Poser (1984)'s downstep 

(catathesis) <2> 
model is a largely adequate model of the 

downward trend in Japanese (Section 2). This means not only that 

the tendency of FO contours to decline during the course of time 

should be defined primarily as a phonologically conditioned 

process, but also that Poser's phonological accounts of the 

trigger and effects of the process are largely justifiable by 

experimental evidence. 

The second and most important goal of this chapter is to 

show that the process of Japanese downstep involves not only the 

tonal aspect, which Poser has successfully explored, but two 

other aspects as well. In Sections 3 and 4, I will show that 

the ups and downs of FO contours in Japanese are heavily 
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constrained by the syntactic configuration of the phrase or 

sentence, much more so than has previously been thought 

('metrical' aspect of downstep). This casts doubt on the 

traditional assumption that the syntactic information can be 

exhaustively 'encoded' onto intonational representation by way of 

the linear (or pseudo-hierarchical) intonational phrasing of 

utterances into intonational categories. Instead, I propose that 

the intonational structure of Japanese involves a highly 

hierarchical organization, reflecting the syntactic hierarchy of 

sentences in a more direct manner than has previously been 

postulated. I will employ the notion of 'metrical boost' to 

account for the systematic effect of syntax on the configuration 

of downstep, and show that this notion provides a plausible 

account of the intonational differences which syntactically 

complex phrases generally show in Japanese (sections 3.3 and 4). 

As a third goal of this chapter, I will discuss the 

'rhythmic' aspect of downstep in Section 5. I will claim that 

the downstep curves are modified by the principle of rhythmic 

alternation as well as by the principle of metrical boost. 

And last, but not least, I will confirm another claim by 

Poser that FO contours in Japanese exhibit a mechanical 

declination (the tendency of FO to decline as a function of time) 

alongside the phonologically conditioned process of downstep 

(Section 6). I will show that pitch tends to decline in 

utterances in which downstep does not take place, although its 

effect on FO contours is not as significant as the effect exerted 
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by the phonologically conditioned lowering process. 

While showing the three major points just mentioned, I will 

also consider some theoretical problems in passing which relate 

to the main arguments I have been trying to develop in this 

thesis. These include (i) the relation between syntax and 

phonology, (ii) the rhythmic organization of Japanese prosody, 

and (iii) the nature of phonetic realization rules. 

1. REVIEW OF PAST '*K K 

I. I. Overview 

Before presenting my own experimental data, I will briefly 

review the past work on this topic. Many researchers of Japanese 

intonation have reported or remarked on the downward trend of 

pitch contours during the course of utterances: e. g. McCawley 

(1968); Fujisaki & Sudo (1971); Haraguchi (1977); Shimizu & 

Dantsuji (1981); Higurashi (1983); Poser (1984); Beckman & 

Pierrehumbert (1986). These studies fall into two groups 

according to their view of the mechanism underlying the downward 

trend. 

Some people, including Fujisaki & Sudo (1971), Shimizu & 

Dantsuji (1981) and Higurashi (1983), believe that the downward 

trend of pitch in Japanese is a purely phonetic or mechanical 

phenomenon which takes place essentially as a function of time. 

Under this hypothesis, the declining effect is defined 

independently of the phonological and other linguistic structures 

of utterances such as their tonal and syntactic structures. 
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While this first group of investigators characterize the 

downward FO trend as a purely phonetic phenomenon caused possibly 

by (pseudo-)universal physiological factors, the second group 

assume that the FO trend is for the most part linguistically 

controlled. According to this group of investigators, which 

includes McCawley (1968), Poser (1983)<> and Beckman & 

Pierrehumbert (1986), the intonational phenomenon is triggered by 

a certain configuration of the phonological (accentual or tonal) 

structure of the utterance. Some of this latter group (e. g. 

McCawley) further assume that not only the cause but also the 

effect of the downward trend can be defined phonologically, that 

is, in the phonological representation of the utterance, while 

others (e. g. Poser) propose to define the effect of this FO trend 

at the phonetic level while defining its cause at the 

phonological level of speech. 

1.2. Fujisaki's Contour Interaction Model 

While there are thus two seemingly competing interpretations 

as to the nature of the downward trend of FO contours, there is 

comparatively little experimental work in the literature which 

systematically corroborates one interpretation, or successfully 

refutes the other. In fact, it is not an overstatement to say 

that there was no systematic experimental work on the downward 

trend in Japanese until quite recently (cf. Poser, 1984). 

Flijisaki, for example, proposed his intonation model on the 

phonetic interpretation (e. g. Fujisaki & Sudo, 1971; Fujisaki & 
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Hirose, 1982), which is accepted by many Japanese linguists 

today (e. g. Inoue ed. 1983). However, Fujisaki himself has shown 

very little experimental evidence to support the phonetic 

hypothesis or his theoretical model constructed upon it. There 

are of course some phoneticians who claim to have demonstrated 

the mechanical nature of the downward trend, but experimental 

evidence they provide is either fragmentary or just 

incomplete. <4> 

Deferring the discussion of the experimental evidence for 

the phonetic interpretation of downward trend of pitch, I will 

sketch here the intonation model proposed by Fujisaki and his 

colleagues (e. g. Fujisaki & Sudo, 1971; Fujisaki & Hirose, 1982) 

which, as far as I know, is the only theoretical intonation 

model put forward on the phonetic interpretation. Fujisaki's 

intonation model, which Ladd (1983) aptly calls "contour 

interaction model, " assumes that FO contours of Japanese 

utterances can be described as an interaction of two independent 

contours, termed 'phrase component' and 'accent component. 1<5> 

Of these two components, the phrase component embodies the 

tendency whereby FO contours decline during the course of 

utterances. Each utterance is supposed to involve one or more 

phrase components which decay exponentially in the course of 

time. (1) illustrates the typical FO contour which this 

component depicts. 
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(1) 

While the phrase component embodies the overall downward 

trend of pitch, the accent component is defined as a contour in 

which pitch features relating to word accent are realized. This 

component consists of one or more accent units (or 'accent 

phrases' - see Chapter 4, section 1), each of which is 

characterized by an initial FO rise, which corresponds to initial 

lowering, and a sudden FO drop caused by accent (i. e. accentual 

fall). (2) illustrates the typical FO contours of this component. 

(3) illustrates, with the actual sentence F'ujisaki uses (Fujisaki 

& Sudo, 1971: 80), the way they interacts with the FO contours 

generated in the phrase components to yield the surface FO 

contour of utterances. 

(2) 

-n- 
j-L- 

-r-- i notiga ko ko roga o toko ga ne zumiga 

i'notiga koko'roga otoko'ga nezumiga 
"life-Nom" "heart-Nom" "man-Nom" "mouse-Nom" 
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(3) 

Phrase 
component 

Accent 
component _! 

a no a kai toriwa u tino ya neni ku ru 

ano akai toriwa utino ya'neni ku'ru 

"that" "red" "bird-Top" "my home-Gen" "roof-at" "come" 
= "that red bird comes to the roof of my home" 

As mentioned above, Fujisaki provides little evidence to 

corroborate his theory. <6> Viewing his model as a whole, 

however, it is not difficult to see some assumptions on which it 

is based. One such assumption is that accent units do not 

interact with each other, or to be more specific, the 

phonological structure of a given accent unit does not exert any 

influence on that of its neighboring accent units. Thus, an 

accent unit is assumed to have the same FO features whether it 

follows an accented unit or an unaccented unit. (4) illustrates 

this point by showing how Fujisaki describes the two phrases, 

ao'i me'nno eri'maki "blue cotton muffler" and me'nno 

eri'maki "red cotton muffler" (Note Fujisaki assumes that ao'i is 

given a higher FO than jai because of accent, i. e. accentual 

boost, and that MPF is generally blocked between akaai and ºr&nno 

because of the branching constraint discussed in Chapter Four). 
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(4) Accent Component 

J-L IL 

-n- aoi me nno e ri maki -J-JL _n_ a kai me nno e ri maki 

Another point worth emphasizing about Fujisaki's model is 

the tacit assumption that the syntactic information of utterances 

can be exhausitively encoded onto intonational structure at the 

stage of intonational phrasing, that is, where utterances are 

decomposed into the two types of components. Thus, the right- 

branching and leftnching phrases in (5) should show 

essentially the same FO shape, as illustrated in (6). <> 

(5) a) [ kowa'i [ me'no ya'mai ]] 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "disease" 
= "fearful eye disease" 

(b) 

b) [[ kowa'i me'no ] oma'wari ] 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "policeman" 
= "policeman with fearful eyes" 

a) 
Phrase 

component 

Accent 
component 

1L IL 

ko wa i me no ya mai 

b) 
Phrase 

component 

Acompo fL... JL component -fl ko wa i me no o ma wari 
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In sections 2 and 3 below, I will show that the predictions 

as illustrated in (4) and (6) are false. 

1.3. Phonological Interpretations of Downtrend 

While the phonetic interpretation of declination describes 

the downward trend of pitch as a mechanical process independent 

of the phonological and other linguistic structures of 

utterances, phonology-oriented scholars tend to seek the cause of 

the intonational process in a certain configuration of 

phonological representation. I will sketch here two major 

models proposed along this line, McCawley's accent reduction 

model and Poser's downstep model. Other phonological analyses of 

declination are either incomplete as compared with these two 

models (e. g. Haraguchi, 1977)<8> or significantly resemble 

either of these two models in the basic assumptions (e. g. Rata, 

1969; Shibatani, 1972; Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986). <9> I 

will therefore consider these other analyses only in connection 

with the two models. 

1.3.1. Accent Reduction Model 

McCawley (1968) attempts to account for the downward trend 

of Japanese contours by two phonological rules which he terms 

"accent reduction rule (APR)" and "pitch assignment rules 

(PARs). " Of these two types of rules, the accent reduction 

rule is crucially similar to the English stress assignment rules 

as proposed by Chomsky & Halle (1968). This rule "applies in a 
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cycle, first operating on smaller constituents and then on larger 

constituents, reducing all accents except the first each time it 

applies (p. 173). " The effects of this rule are illustrated in 

(7) below where it is shown how the relative strength, as it 

were, of accents is determined both within and between minor 

phrases. 

(7) a) % kabu'tte % mi'ta'ra $ 

"If (I) were to try putting on (a hat)" 

Input to ARR: % kabu'tte % mi' ta'ra % 

111 
1st cycle: 12 
2nd cycle: 123 

Output 123 

b) % do'o % itta'ra % i'idesuka % 

"Where would it be best to go" 

Input to ARR: % do'o % itta'ra % i'idesuka Z 

111 
1st cycle: 12 
2nd cycle: 132 

Output 132 

The output of this accent reduction rule does not manifest 

itself as such at the phonetic output, but is modified by the 

effect of pitch assignment rules. <10> Pitch assignment rules 

serve, as their name might suggest, to convert the accent 

representation into the strings of surface pitches. McCawley's 
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phonetic observations of surface pitches consist of the 

following three points. First, within minor phrases, it is 

generally the leftmost accent that is manifested at the surface. 

Since the leftmost accent is generally the primary accent within 

a minor phrase, it follows that it is the primary accent of that 

minor phrase that surfaces while secondary and tertiary accents 

are "not pronounced. " Second, in the sequence of more than one 

minor phrase within the same major phrase, the leftmost minor 

phrase is realized higher in pitch than the other minor phrases 

with non-leftmost minor phrases showing no difference in pitch 

height. 

On the basis of these observations, McCawley put forward the 

following ordered set of pitch assignment rules (p. 174): 

(8) Pitch Assignment Rules 

a) Everything in a minor phrase becomes high or mid 
pitched, depending on whether the strongest accent 
in the phrase is primary or non-primary. 

b) Everything after the first mora of the strongest 
syllable becomes low pitched. 

c) The first mora of the phrase becomes low-pitched 
if the second is not low-pitched. 

Applying to the output of the accent reduction rule in (7). 

these pitch assignment rules yield the following pitch 

patterns. 
<ll> 
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(9) a) % kabu'tte % mi' ta'ra 

Output of ARR 1 23 

PARs (2a) % h&IH % HMK % 
(2b) % HHLL. % MLL % 
(2c) % LHLL % 

output % U-ILL % MLL % 

b) % do'o % itta'ra % i'idesuka %(12) 

Output of ARR 132 

PARs (2a) % I-I-i % MM M% }IMMM °I % 
(2b) %HL%MNIl'II. %MILT % 
(2c) %-% LmlL % 

output % HL % ußü. % r¢. LLL 

Having seen the outline of McCawley's accent reduction 

theory, it will be understood that he seeks to define the cause 

of the downward trend of pitch in terms of the phonological 

structure of utterances. That is, judging from the fact that he 

attempts to account for the lowering phenomenon by the accent 

reduction rule, it is clear that he attributes the cause of the 

declination to the accent of minor phrases. 

Given this, one may naturally wonder what happens to 

unaccented words and phrases of which Japanese has many. 

McCawley only analyzes phrases and sentences consisting of 

accented words and does not say anything explicitly about this 

question. However, since the accent reduction rule should, by 

definition, in no way affect unaccented words, it is clear that 

unaccented words do not trigger the lowering process. For the 
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same reason, it can be assumed that the lowering process does not 

apply to unaccented words. 

There are three more points to note about McCawley's accent 

reduction model. One of them is that not only the cause but also 

the effect of the lowering process is defined in the phonological 

representation. That is, the lowering effect is described by 

way of the Mid pitches assigned to the relative high portion of 

the non-leftmost minor phrases as opposed to the High pitches 

assigned to the same portion of the leftmost minor phrase. Seen 

from a different viewpoint, this also means that it is only the 

relatively high-pitched portion of minor phrases that are subject 

to the lowering effect, and not their relatively low-pitched 

portion. 

Another point worth emphasizing about McCawley's accent 

reduction model is that accent reduction takes place only between 

the first minor phrase and the rest. It is true that the accent 

reduction rule assigns different degrees of accent strength to 

the (accented) minor phrases within the same major phrase, but 

this effect is partly undone by the pitch assignment rules which 

subsequently apply to the output of the accent reduction rule. 

Thus, the second and third minor phrases in (9b) are given the 

same pitch height. 

And lastly, it must be noted that syntactic differences 

all neutralized in McCawley's accent reduction model. Since the 

accent reduction rule applies cyclically from a smaller 
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constituent to a larger constituent, the two types of branching 

structures, left-branching and right branching, are supposed to 

yield the following difference at the output of the rule. 

ýioý APJZ 
a) Left Branching Phrase (=(5a)) 

[[[ kowa'i It me'no ]] [ oma'wari ]] 

Input 111 
Ist cycle 12 
2nd cycle 132 

output 132 

b) Right Branching Phrase (=(5b)) 

[[ ko'wai ] [[ me'no ][ ya'mai ]]) 

Input 111 
1st cycle 12 
2nd cycle 123 

Output 123 

However, at the stage where the pitch assignment rules apply 

to the output of the accent reduction rule, the effect of the 

latter rule is undone, as it were, with the the second and third 

minor phrases realized at the same pitch level in both of the 

two types of branching structures. That the two types of 

branching structures are thus neutralized at the output of the 

pitch assignment rules is illustrated in (11) below. 
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(11) 
a) (=(10a)) Left-Branching Phrase 

% LHL ML ML % 

b) (=(10b)) Right-Branching Phrase 

% LliL % HL % MLL % 

All in all, McCawley's model is based on the assumption 

that different syntactic structures are all neutralized at the 

stage where the pitch assignment rules interpret the output of 

the accent reduction rule. This idea will be challenged in 

section 3. 

1.3.2. Catathesis Model 

While phonological interpretations of the downward FO trend 

in Japanese tend to be advocated by phonologists essentially on 

their impressionistic observations, Poser's work (Poser, 1984) 

is what can be called one of experimental phonology, well 

balanced between phonetic verification and phonological 

considerations. In fact, his work is the first theoretical work 

that is based on ample data from instrumental experiments or, in 

other words, the first phonetic work well based on theoretical 

considerations. Although based on the speech of just one 

subject, his computer-aided experiments have provided fairly 

systematic and comprehensive data on the downward FO trend in 

Japanese. 

The superiority of Poser's work over most of the work 
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previously reported can also be found in his experimental design. 

He takes into account such phonological factors as the accent 

(accentedness) and phonological length of test phrases, and 

moreover, succeeds in controlling for such experimental variables 

as segmental effects which could otherwise affect the FO features 

of utterances. In addition, he makes a sound statistical 

interpretation of the experimental data obtained, which had not 

always been done by his predecessors. 

The experimental data thus obtained can be largely 

reproducible, as I will show in sections 2 and 6 below, and his 

claims on the mechanism of the downward FO trend can accordingly 

be supported in most part. Poser's claims on the intonational 

phenomenon consist in the following four points. 

First, what has been described as the downward trend of FO 

contours in Japanese should not be attributed to a single 

mechanism but to the combination of two independent mechanisms. 

The primary and more important source of the downward trend is 

what he calls "local phonologically conditioned FO modification 

(LPCFM), " or more simply "catathesis" (downstep). The second 

and less important source of the downward trend is what I call 

mechanical declination in this thesis, which he simply calls 

"declination. " 

Poser's second and third claims on the downward trend in 

Japanese concern downstep, the phonologically conditioned 

lowering process. Downstep can be defined as an effect of one 

part of the phonological represention in the realization of 
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another. To be more specific, downstep is a downward shift of 

<13> i. e. by the sequence of pitch range triggered by accent, 

High-Low tones in accented words and phrases. This Poser 

verifies by demonstrating that minor phrases are realized at a 

significantly lower FO level when they follow an accented phrase 

than when they follow an unaccented phrase. Thus, the peaks of 

nomi'mono "drink" and mirin "sweet sake" are significantly lower 

when following the accented word uma'i "tasty" than when they 

follow amai "sweet". Table 1 gives the actual FO values and 

statistical results Poser reports (pp. 280; 284-5). 

Table 1 Summary of Data & Statistics 
Peak FO values (All 16 df ) 

Phrase Pair Mean (Hz) TP 

uma'i nomi'mono 143.1 
6.63 <. 0001 

amai nomi'mono 157.0 

uma'i mirin 122.7 18.14 <. 0001 
amai mirin 151.2 

Since downstep is a shift of pitch range, minor phrases are 

subject to lowering not just in their relatively high-pitched 

portion but in their low-pitched portion as well. Poser 

corroborates this by demonstrating that the Low tone of an 

accented nonsense word is lower in pitch when preceded by an 

accented nonsense word than when preceded by an unaccented 

nonsense word. 

A third claim Poser makes concerns the 'chaining' of 

downstep. He compared the peak FO value of the word nomi'mono 
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"drink" in the phrase nuru'i uma'i nomi'mono "lukewarm tasty 

drink" with that of the same word which appeared in nuru'i QVQ! 

nomi'mono "lukewarm sweet drink. " The result was that the same 

word showed a significantly lower pitch peak in the former 

context than in the latter, that is, when following the sequence 

of two accented words than when following the sequence of an 

accented and unaccented word (Table 2). On the basis of this 

result and other similar results obtained from experiments in 

which nonsense words were used, Poser concludes that downstep 

'chains, ' or applies iteratively so long as its structural 

description is met within the same major (intonational) phrase. 

Table 2 Summary of Data & Statistics 
Peak FO value (df=16) 

Phrase Pair Mean (Hz) TP 

nuru'i uma'i nomi'mono 144.1 
2.38 <. 02 nuru'i amai nomi'mono 138.8 

While Poser attributes the downward trend of FO contours to 

the phonologically conditioned downward shift of pitch range in 

most part, he further claims that Japanese involves a mechanical 

declination as well. He makes this claim on the basis of the 

observation that FO descends even in the sequences of unaccented 

words in which downstep does not, by definition, apply. Although 

the rate of FO descending is not as great as in downstep, he 

found that the peaks of the minor phrases decline substantially 

as the utterance progresses, as illustrated in (12). 
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(12) 

LHHHH.. %LHHH .. %LHHH ... 

Poser's experimental results on the downward trend of pitch 

in Japanese (on downstep and declination) have been shown to be 

reproducible by Pierrehumbert and Beckman's experiments 

(Pierrehumbert & Beckman, forthcoming) in which more than one 

subject was involved. (10 Although the validity of Poser's 

claims has also been shown by the evidence from my own 

experiments, his work on downstep (and the work by Pierrehumbert 

and Beckman (forthcoming) as well) cannot be said to be complete. 

The major reason for this is that he does not consider the 

possibility that differences in syntactic structures of 

utterances might cause certain effects on the configuration of 

downstep. In fact, he apparently puts this possibility beyond 

the scope of his research and analyzes phrases whose syntactic 

structures are not varied in a systematic fashion. <15> TO put 

this point more critically, he falsely assumes that differences 

in syntactic structure are exhaustively reflected on the pseudo- 

hierarchical representation of intonational phrasing, as 

illustrated in (13) below ('MP' and 'mp' stand for a major and 

minor intonational phrase respectively): 

(13) 

MP MP 

mp.. mp.. mp mp .. mp .. mp 
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As I show in section 3 below, the configuration of 

downstep (and the configuration of FO contours in Japanese in 

general, for that matter) varies in a systematic way depending on 

the syntactic structure of the utterances, and this understanding 

is the key to the correct and full understanding of the FO 

contours which syntactically complex prhases and sentences show 

in Japanese. 

Another point in which Poser fails in the treatment of 

downstep is in his approach to identifying the occurrence of 

downstep on the basis of the FD contours that surface at the 

phonetic output. 
<16> Given the FO contours as in (14) below, for 

instance, he judges a priori that downstep has not applied 

between the second and third minor phrases, which he assigns to 

different major phrases (cf. (15)). 

(14) 

(15) ýNN 
MP MP 

AA mp UP MP mp 

This analysis may seem to be justifiable in view of the fact 

that the third minor phrase in (14) is apparently higher in pitch 

than the second minor phrase. As I suggested in Chapter Four, 

however, this assumption is wrong since downstep as defined by 

Poser can have applied between the two minor phrases. That is, 
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as I shall show in section 4, the third minor phrase in the long 

phrase in (16a), aoi, is realized at a significantly lower FO 

level than the same word in (16b), which differs from (16a) in 

the accentedness of the second word (cf. Dataset X; Figures 5.48 

and 5.52). 

(16) a) na'okono a'nino ao'i eri'maki 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko' s brother's blue muffler" 

b) na'okono aneno ao'i eri'maki 

"Naoko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 

That a given minor phrase is realized significantly lower in 

pitch when following an accented minor phrase than when following 

an unaccented phrase is precisely what Poser calls 'catathesis' 

(downstep) and nothing else, and this gives rise to a paradoxical 

situation in which a given minor phrase has undergone downstep 

owing to the accent of its immediately preceding minor phrase but 

is somehow realized higher than the minor phrase which has 

triggered the lowering process. Paradoxical situations of this 

sort can be accounted for only if we consider the effects of 

syntactic structures on the configuration of downstep and on FO 

contours in Japanese in general. This point will be discussed in 

full depth in section 4 below. 
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2. TONAL ASPECT OF DOWNSTEP 

In the preceding section I sketched the phonetic and 

phonological interpretations of downtrend, the two seemingly 

competing hypotheses on the tendency of FO slope to decline 

during the course of utterances,, as well as several different 

models proposed on them. With these different hypotheses and 

models in mind, I conducted a series of experiments (Uatasets IV- 

X) on the intonational phenomenon. The results of these 

experiments have shown that downtrend in Japanese involves both 

of the two mechanisms, one which is conditioned by phonological 

factors and the other which is attributable purely to phonetic or 

mechanic factors. In what follows, I will call the two 

mechanisms 'downstep' and 'mechanical declination' while using 

'downtrend' as a neutral, generic term. 

To begin with, I will consider the experimental data in 

regard to the tonal aspect of downstep. I will first show that 

Poser's claims on the relation between accent (tone) and downstep 

are largely justifiable (section 2.1). I will then discuss the 

interaction between accent location and downstep with a view to 

exploring the extent to which the phonologically conditioned 

process is affected by the differences in the accent location and 

phonological length of the phrases concerned (section 2.2). 

2.1. Accent and Downstep 

Poser's claims on downstep can be summarized in the 

following three points. 
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(i) Downstep is triggered by accent. That is, 
the rate of FO declination is significantly 
greater when following accented phrases than 

when following unaccented phrases. 

(ii) Downstep is a register shift whereby a whole 
minor phrase following an accented phrase is 
lowered. That is, not only the relatively 
high portion (peak) of the following minor 
phrase but also its low portion (valley) 

undergoes downstep. Similarly, downstep 

affects not only accented minor phrases but 

unaccented phrases as well. 

(iii) Downstep chains in the sense that every 
accented phrase lowers the following phrase 
irrespective of its position in the phrase or 
of how many accented words there are. 

2.1.1. Trigger and Effect of Downstep 

2.1.1.1. 

Datasets V and VI contain the pairs of phrases given in 

(17). The two members of these pairs differ in the accentedness 

of the first component phrase, with the second phrase accented in 

both cases. (Again, [+A] and [-A] denote an accented and 

unaccented phrase respectively): 

(17) 

a) [+A, +A] uma'i me'ron 'tasty melon' 
[-A, +A] amai me'ron 'sweet melon' 

b) [+A, +A] uma'i nomi'mono 'tasty drink' 
[-A, +A] amai nomi'mono 'sweet drink' 

c) [+A, +A] na'okono o'obaa 'Naoko's overcoat' 
[ A, +A] naomino o'obaa 'Naomi's overcoat' 

d) [+A, +A] na'okono eri'maki 'Naoko's muffler' 
[-A, +A] naomino eri'maki 'Naomi's muffler' 
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The two types of phrases in (17) exhibit FO contours as 

illustrated in Figures 5.1-5.2. The differences they show are 

illustrated in Figure 5.3, where the time-normalized schematic FO 

contours of the pair in (17b) are illustrated on the basis of the 

averaged peak and valley values. 

The first minor phrase ([Valleyl] and [Peakl]) show a higher 

FO value in the sequences consisting of two accented component 

phrases than in those made up of an unaccented phrase plus an 

accented phrase. These differences are due to the effect of 

accentual boost discussed in Chapter Three (section 2). 

While accented elements are thus given higher FO than 

unaccented elements in the phrase-initial position, accented 

elements are realized at a lower FO level when they follow an 

accented element than when they follow an unaccented element. 

That is, the three parameters representing the onset, peak and 

terminal of second elements - [V(alley)2], (P(eak)2] and 

[V(alley)3] respectively -all show lower FO values when 

following an accented phrase than when following un accented 

phrase. These differences are statistically significant as shown 

in Tables 3-5. <17> 
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Table 3 Effect of Accent on [Valley2]: (all 20 df) 

Pair Accent Mean SD t p 

(17a) [+A, +A] 132.1 3.96 10.870 <. 001 
[-A, +A] 149.6 3.59 

(17b) [+A, +A] 130.5 3.59 15.662 <. 001 
[-A, +A] 151.8 2.71 

(17c) [+A, +A] 123.3 4.61 17.292 <. 001 
[ A, +A] 156.5 4.37 

(17d) [+A, +A] 124.1 4.16 21.419 <. 001 [ A, +A] 155.8 2.64 

Table 4 Effect of Accent on [ Peak2 ]: (All 20df ) 

Pair Accent Mean SD t p 

(17a) [+A, +A] 141.5 4.39 6.391 <. 001 [ A, +A] 152.3 3.50 

(17b) [+A, +A] 146.5 4.41 
[-A, +A] 158.1 3.56 6.785 <. 001 

(17c) [+A, +A] 145.3 5.02 7.231 <. 001 [ A, +A] 159.4 4.06 

(17d) [+A, +A] 143.0 3.79 
[ A, +A] 160.5 3.96 10.542 <. 001 

Table 5 Effects of Accent on [Valley3]: (All 20 df) 

Pair Accent Mean SD t p 

(17a) [+A, +A] 108.1 4.66 2.135 < 05 [-A, +A] 112.2 4.33 . 

(17b) [+A, +A] 122.7 5.22 
[ A, +A] 133.1 4.35 5.073 <. 001 

(17c) [+A, +A] 107.2 3.09 2.826 <. 02 [ A, +A] 111.1 3.36 

(17d) [+A, +A] 122.3 3.35 6.494 < 001 (A, +A] 133.6 4.70 . 
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The results in Tables 3-5 confirm Poser's claim that the 

accent in first elements exerts a lowering effect on the 

following elements. In descriptive terms, this lowering effect 

is attributable to the combination of two PO changes, the big FO 

drop induced by accent (accentual fall) and a relatively small 

FO rise at the onset of the next phrase. This point is shown 

clearly by the statistical results in Tables 6-9. Table 6 

demonstrates with the pair in (17b) that the FO drop over the two 

component phrases (i. e. [Peakl-Valley2]) is greater when the 

first component is accented than when it is unaccented. Table 7 

shows with the same pair that the FO rise at the onset of the 

second component phrase is greater when following an accented 

phrase than when following an unaccented phrase. However, since 

the extent of the PO drop ([Peak1 Valley21) is much greater than 

that of the following ED rise ([Peak2 Valley2)) in the sequence 

of two accented phrases as compared with the sequence of an 

anaccented phrase plus an accented phrase, the overall downward 

shift occurs in the former sequence, but not in the latter (cf. 

Tables $-9). 

Table 6 FO Fall: [Peakl-Valley2] (df=20) 

Accent type Mean SD tp 

(17b) [+A, +A] 31.73 3.61 22.764 <. 001 [-A, +A] 3.73 1.92 

Table 7 Initial Lowering: [Peak2-Valley2] (df=20) 

Accent type Mean SD tp 

(17b) [+A, +A] 
[ A, +A] 

15.91 3.24 
6.27 3.13 7.088 <. 001 
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Table 8 Inter-Peak Difference: [Peakl-Peak2] 
(df=20 ) 

Accent type Mean SD tP 

(17b) [+A, +A] 15.80 3.76 13.297 <. 001 
[-A, +A] -2.55 2.58 

Table 9 Inter-Valley Difference: [Valleyl Valley2] 
(df=20) 

Accent type Mean SD tp 

(17b) [+A, +A] 20.10 3.81 16.588 <. 001 [ A, +A] -4.45 3.11 

2.1.1.2. 

Downstep affects not only accented phrases but also 

unaccented phrases, as correctly claimed by Poser. Datasets V 

and VI contain three pairs of phrases to show this. 

(18) 

a) [+A, A] 
[-A, -Al 

b) [+A, A] 
[-A, -Al 

c) [+A, -A] 
[-A, -Al 

uma'i oimo 'tasty potato' 
amai oimo 'sweet potato' 

uma'i yamaimo 'tasty yam' 
amai yamaimo 'sweet yam' 

na'okono omamori 'Naoko's amulet' 
naomino omamori 'Naomi's amulet' 

The two types of phrases in (18) show FO contours as 

illustrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The differences in the FO 

contours they exhibit are schematized in Figure 5.6. Here, 

again, the differences in FO value within the first component 

phrase is due to the presence or absence of accentual boost we 

saw before. As for the second component phrase, not only the 
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peak value but also the phrase-initial and phrase-final valley 

values are markedly lower when following an accented phrase than 

when following an unaccented phrase. 
(18> These differences are 

statistically significant as shown in Tables 10 and 11, which 

confirms that unaccented phrases are equally subject to downstep 

when following an accented phrase. 

Table 10 Effect of Accent on [Valley2]: (All 20 df) 

Pair Accent Mean SD tP 

(18a) [+A, A] 125.6 2.91 
[ A, A] 144.5 13.897 <. 001 3.47 

(18b) [+A, A] 125.5 1.86 
[-A, -Al 145.0 10.773 <. 001 5.71 

(16c) [+A, A] 119.2 4.40 
[A, A] 150.4 19.379 <. 001 3.04 

Table 11 Effect of Accent on [ Peak2 ]: (All 20 df) 

Pair Accent Mean SD t p 

(18a) [+A, A] 130.5 3.14 
[-A, -Al 144.5 3.47 9.929 <. 001 

(18b) [+A, A] 138.5 2.54 
[ A, A] 147.7 4.50 5.897 <. 001 

(18c) [+A, A] 134.5 2.25 
[-A, -Al 150.9 2.84 15.046 <. 001 

Table 12 Effect of Accent on (Val ley3 ]: (All 20 df ) 

Pair Accent Mean SD t p 

(18a) [+A, A] 128.5 3.24 
[-A, -Al 138.0 3.32 6.786 <. 001 

(18b) [+A, A] 133.9 2.81 
[-A, -Al 142.3 3.72 5.957 <. 001 

(18c) [+A, A] 127.8 3.60 
[ A, A] 140.5 3.24 8.699 <. 001 
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Again, the phonologically (accentually) conditioned downward 

shift of pitch can be analyzed as resulting from the combinatory 

effect of the big FO drop induced by accent and a following FO 

rise which does not exceed the extent of the accentual FO fall. 

Correspondingly, both the inter-peak and inter-valley FO 

differences become greater when the first element is accented 

than when it is unaccented. Tables 13-16 show with the pair in 

(18b) that these differences are statistically significant. 

Table 13 Accentual FO Fall: [Peakl Valley2] 
(df=20 ) 

Accent type Mean (Hz) SD tp 

(18b) [+A, -A] 35.4 3.35 23.583 <. 001 [-A, -Al 7.1 2.12 

Table 14 Initial Lowering: [Peak2 Valley2] 
(df=20) 

Accent type Mean (Hz) SD tp 

(18b) [+A, A] 13.0 2.63 9.810 <. 001 [-A, -Al 2.7 2.28 

Table 15 Inter-Peak Difference: [Peekl-Peak2] 
(df=20 ) 

Accent type Mean (Hz) SD tp 

(18b) [+A, -A] 22.4 3.50 13.846 <. 001 [-A, -A) 4.4 2.50 

Table 16 Inter-Valley Difference: [Valleyl Valley2] 

Accent type Mean (Hz) SD tp 
(df=20) 

(18b) [+A, -A] 23.0 2.10 23.673 <. 001 [-A, -Al -0.2 2.48 
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To summarize the evidence presented so far, it can be said 

that downstep is triggered by the accent of a given minor phrase 

and causes the lowering of pitch range in which following minor 

phrases, accented and unaccented alike, are realized. If we 

consider this finding together with the finding in Chapters Three 

and Four, it can be concluded that accent exerts its effect in 

two ways in the intonational realization of utterances. On the 

one hand, it exerts its effect leftwards, raising the phrase 

which bears it (accentual and preaccentual boost). It also 

exerts its effect in the rightward direction, on the other hand, 

triggering downstep, or a downward shift of pitch range where 

following phrases are realized. 

2.1.2. Chaining of Downstep 

Having confirmed that Poser's claims on the trigger and 

effect of downstep can be justified, let us next consider his 

third claim, that the lowering process chains. The data from my 

experiments provide evidence that downstep chains not only in 

the right branching construction, which Poser successfully shows, 

but also in the left branching construction, which he failed to 

consider. 

2.1.2.1. Right-Branching Phrases 

Poser's claim that downstep chains can be substantiated by 

the evidence from Dataset VII. This dataset includes some forty 

right branching phrases consisting of three words or simplex 

phrases, which vary in the accentedness of the first two 
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components as shown in (19). Figures 5.7-5.10 illustrate the 

typical FO contours shown by these four groups of right-branching 

noun phrases. 

(19) Dataset VII: Right-Branching Phrases 

<la> [+A, +A, +A] 

<lb> [-A, +A, +A] 

<lc> [+A, -A, +A] 

<ld> [ A, -A, +A] 

Let us first compare the two pairs of phrases <la> and <lb>, 

which differ in the accentedness of the first component. These 

pairs show FO differences as schematized in Figure 5.11 whereby 

these two types of phrases are compared in regard to their mean 

peak and valley values. The fact that the first component 

phrases have substantially higher FO values in <1a> than in <lb> 

is again due to the effect of accentual boost. <19> 

While the first component phrases are given higher FO in 

<la> than in <lb>, the second component phrases are realized at a 

much lower level in <la> than in <lb>. This difference is 

statistically significant, as shown in Table 17 below, suggesting 

that the second component phrases have undergone downstep in <la> 

but not in <lb>. 
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Table 17 Comparison of Two Accent Types: <la> vs. <lb> 
Of =20) 

(I) Onset of the Second Component: [Valley2] 

Accent type Mean SD t P 

<la> [+A, +A, +A] 144.4 5.78 9.223 <. 001 
<lb> [ A, +A, +A] 172.9 7.31 

(II) Peak of the Second Component: [Peak2] 

Accent type Mean SD t P 

<la> [+A, +A, +A] 168.3 7.07 3.545 <. O1 
<ib> [-A, +A, +A] 178.9 5.19 

Having confirmed that downstep occurs over the first two 

elements of the phrases, let us see if the lowering process takes 

place over the second and third elements of the same set of 

phrases. The first and third types of phrases in (19) differ in 

the accentedness of the second component phrases. These two 

types of phrases exhibit FO contours as in Figures 5.7 and 5.9. 

A comparison of these two types of phrases is summarized in 

Figure 5.12, from which it can be seen that the third component 

phrases have lower FO values in <1a> than in <lc> although the 

reverse is true in regard to the second component phrases 

(because of the effects of the boost induced by accent). 
<20> 

Table 18 shows that the FO differences in the third component 

phrases are all statistically significant. This confirms that 

the third component phrases are downstepped with respect to the 

preceding words in <la> but not in <lc>. 
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Table 18 Comparison of Two Accent Types: <la> vs. <lc> 
(df=20 ) 

(I) Onset of the Third Component: [Valley3I 

Accent type Mean SD tP 

<1a) [+A, +A, +A] 133.8 5.52 7.863 <. 001 
<lc> [+A, -A, +A] 154.4 5.78 

(II) Peak of the Third Component: [Peak3] 

Accent type Mean SD tP 

<la> [+A, +A, +A] 151.1 6.24 4.512 <. 001 
<lc> [+A, -A, +A] 162.2 3.63 

A comparison of the differences between <la> and <lb>, as 

schematized in Figure 5.11, on one hand, and the differences 

between <la> and <lc>, schematized in Figure 5.12, on the other, 

shows that downstep has taken place twice in <la>, first between 

the first and second components and then between the second and 

third components. 
<21> 

2.1.2.2. Left-Branching Phrases 

The chaining effect of downstep is observed in the left- 

branching construction just as in the right branching construc- 

tion. Uataset VII includes some eighty left branching phrases 

made up of three words (or simplex phrases) which, like the 

right branching phrases in the same dataset (cf. (20)), fall into 

four groups depending on the accentedness of the first two 

components. (<2> and <3> represent the two types of left- 

branching structures - see the discussion in section 3.1.2 below 

as well as the account given in Appendix I. ) 
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(20) Dataset VII: Left Branching Phrases 

<2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 

<2/3b> [-A, +A, +A] 

<2/3c> [+A, A, +A] 

<2/3d> [-A, -A, +A] 

Figures 5.13-5.16 illustrate the typical FO patterns shown 

by these four types of noun phrases. Figure 5.17, which 

schematically compares the first two types of phrases on the 

basis of the mean peak and valley values, suggests that the 

second component phrases are higher in pitch in the sequences of 

three accented phrases than in the sequences of an unaccented 

phrase followed by two accented phrases. 
<22> The differences in 

the onset and peak are statistically significant, as shown in 

Table 19, and this indicates that the second component phrases 

have undergone downstep when following an accented phrase but not 

when following an unaccented phrase. 

Table 19 Comparison of Two Accent Types <23> 

<2/3a> vs. <2/3b> (df = 39) 

(I) Onset of the Second Component: [Valley2] 

Accent type Mean 

<2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 147.8 
<2/3b> [ A, +A, +A] 174.5 

SD tP 

8.93 11.509 <. 001 4.68 

(II) Peak of the Second Component: [Peak2] 

Accent type Mean SD tp 

<2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 162.7 
<2/3b> [ A, +A, +A] 178.4 

4.84 11.214 <. 001 3.87 
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Meanwhile, the first and third types of phrases in (20) 

(cf. Figure 5.13 and 5.15) exhibit substantial differences in the 

third component words, as is seen from the schematic figure in 

Figure 5.18. < 4> These differences are statistically signifi- 

cant, as shown in Table 20 below. 

Table 20 Comparison of Two Accent Types: <2/3a> vs. <2/3c> 
(df=37 ) 

(I) Onset of the Third Component: [Valley3] 

Accent type Mean SD tP 

<2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 125.9 3.56 13.813 <. 001 <2/3c> [+A, A, +A] 147.8 6.24 

(II) Peak of the Third Component: [Peak3] 

Accent type Mean SD tp 

<2/3a) [+A, +A, +A] 148.2 4.33 7.357 <. 001 <2/3c> [+A, A, +A] 158.5 4.41 

From the comparison of the statistical results in Table 19 

and Table 20, it can be said that left -branching phrases 

consisting of three accented elements undergo downstep twice, 

between the first and second elements and between the second and 

third elements. 
<25> Considering this result together with the 

result discussed just above in section 2.1.2.1, it can be 

concluded that downstep chains both in right branching and lef t- 

branching constructions, regardless of the syntactic 

configuration of the phrase involved. (I will show in sections 3 

and 4 below that the two types branching structures show 

systematic differences in downstep patterns. ) 
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2.1.3. Representation of Downstep 

The discussion so far has shown clearly the cause and 

effects of what I call downstep here. In brief, downstep is 

triggered by the presence of an accent in a given minor phrase 

and manifests itself as a shift of pitch range within which the 

following phrases are intonationally realized. If we adopt both 

the idea that intonational structures of Japanese utterances are 

represented tonally rather than accentually (cf. Chapter Four, 

section 1) and the assumption that the conventional tonal repre- 

sentation of abstract accents is correct, then it can be said 

that downstep is triggered by the sequence of High-Low tones (or, 

more simply, by a Low tone following a High tone) within a given 

minor phrase. (21) illustrates this. 

(21) Downstep 

Accent Rep. uma'i nomi'mono uma'i yamaimo 

Tonal Rep. ML % LHLL LI-IL % [H-H 

I. 
ýf L`1 

It must be noted in this regard that the sequence of a High 

tone followed by a Low tone does not trigger downstep if a minor 

phrase boundary intervenes between the two tones (cf. (22)). 

What this means is that the process of downstep is sensitive to 

the minor phrase boundary, which, in turn, suggests that phrase 

boundaries form an integral part of the intonational structure of 

Japanese. (26) 
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(22) Accent Rep. amai nomi'mono amai yamaimo 

Tonal Rep. LH-1 %L HLL LH-I%LEH 

While the cause of downstep can thus be readily represented 

in tonal terms, its effect cannot be adequately expressed in 

tonal representation. Since downstep involves the lowering of a 

whole minor phrase, and this lowering effect can take place more 

than once within a given stretch of speech, tonal interpretation 

of the process would require more than two kinds of both High and 

Low tones, as illustrated in (23) below. 

(23) Tonal Representation of Downstep (DS) 

Accent Rep. ao'i o'okina me'ron "blue big melon" 

Tonal Rep. LHL % HLLL % HLL 
(Input to DS) 

Output of DS LHL % H'L'L'L' % H"L"L" 

The only way 'to solve this difficulty will be to define 

downstep at the stage where phonetic realization rules (PRRs) 

interpret tonal representation into FO contours at the phonetic 

output. Under this analysis, downstep is defined as a phenomenon 

whereby PRRs lower the pitch register by making reference to the 

accent related HL sequence in the tonal representation. 

2.1.4. Where Previous Models Fail 

The data presented in sections 2.1.1 - 2.1.2 provide 

evidence against the various intonational models outlined in 

section 1 and in favor of Poser's downstep model. 
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Fujisaki's contour interaction model, for example, fails to 

account for the basic fact that the downward trend of pitch in 

Japanese utterances is largely conditioned by phonological 

factors. To be more specific, Fujisaki's model cannot handle the 

fact that the rate of FO declination is significantly greater 

when following accented words than following unaccented words. 

Since his model does not allow for the interaction between two 

successive minor phrases (except for the process of minor phrase 

formation, that is, his 'accent phrase formation'), it falsely 

predicts that a word following an accented word has the same FO 

height as a word following an unaccented word. This flaw results 

from Fujisaki's belief that FO declination takes place as a 

function of time, quite independently of the phonological 

structure of the sentence. It must be emphasized, however, that 

this flaw does not totally invalidate the basic notion underlying 

his model, that contours of different kinds are integrated to 

yield output intonational contours. As will be discussed in 

section 6 below, Japanese exhibits what can be described as a 

mechanical declination, in addition to the phonologically 

conditioned downstep. If this mechanical declination is to be 

defined as a function of time, all Fujisaki needs to do will be 

to refine the organization of his accent component in such a way 

that minor phrases interact with each other in some way or other. 

While Fujisaki's error lies in his mistaken belief that the 

downward trend of pitch in Japanese is a purely phonetic 

phenomenon, models proposed on the phonological hypothesis are 

justifiable in their orientation. However, these models fail to 
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characterize downstep correctly in one way or another. 

McCawley's accent reduction theory, for example, falsely predicts 

that only accented minor phrases are subject to downstep, 

although it makes a correct prediction as to what triggers the 

intonational process. 

McCawley's accent reduction model involves two more flaws. 

First, it falsely predicts that lowering takes place only in the 

high-pitched portion. As we saw above, it is not simply the 

high-pitched portion but the whole word or phrase that undergoes 

lowering when preceded by an accented word. Second, McCawley 

falsely assumes that in a sequence of three accented minor 

phrases, the second and third phrases are equal to each other in 

pitch height with the first phrase being higher than the other 

phrases. Since downstep chains, this assumption is obviously 

unjustified. 

These two flaws of McCawley's model stem from its conception 

of the phonologically conditioned declination as a process to be 

wholly definable at the tonal level of phonological derivation. 

It is not essentially wrong to attribute the trigger of the 

process to a certain configuration of tonal representation, but 

it is misleading to assume that its effects can also be tonally 

represented. As pointed out above, tonal characterization of the 

intonational process inevitably requires us to postulate many 

degrees of High and Low tones, thereby increasing the complexity 

of the otherwise simple tonal system. 
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2.2. Other Tonal Effects on Downstep 

The experimental data discussed in section 2.1 have shown 

(i) that declination in Japanese is primarily a phonologically 

conditioned phenomenon, and (ii) that Poser's experimental data 

are largely reproducible. While Poser is correct in his 

understanding of the trigger and effects of downstep, he did not 

go so far as to examine the extent to which the intonational 

process is affected by other phonological factors than 

accentedness. In this section, I will discuss how downstep 

interacts with two other phonological features characterizing 

minor phrases, accent location and phonological length. It will 

be shown that the two phonological features affect the two major 

features constituting downstep contours - accentual fall and the 

immediately following initial lowering. It will also be shown 

that the configuration of downstep nevertheless tends to be 

unaffected by the two phonological features because of the 

conspiratorial changes shown by accentual fall and initial 

lowering. 

2.2.1. Two Competing Hypotheses 

In Chapter Three (section 1), 1 explored the mechanism 

underlying accent-induced FO fall. The discussion developed 

there can be summarized in the following three points. It was 

shown, first of all, that FO drops continuously in the post- 

accentual position. Second, FO tends to drop with the number of 

post-accentual Low-toned morae ('PALM') such that a greater PALM 

tends to induce a greater degree of accentual fall. And third, 
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the generalization based on the notion of 'PALM' holds true with 

the sequences in which the accented phrase is followed by an 

unaccented phrase as well as with the sequences in which it is 

followed by an accented phrase. 

Given this characterization of accentual fall, one can think 

of two phonetic pictures for the interaction between downstep and 

accentual fall. (24) illustrates these two pictures by 

describing the downstep configuration as time-normalized 

schematic FO contours. 

(24) 

(a) 

(Peakl) 
H 

(Peak2) 
H 

\ ,o 
L 

(Valley2) 

(b) 

(Peakl ) 
H 

(Peak2) 
H 

L 
(Valley2) 

The picture in (24a) assumes that FO rises at a constant 

rate at the onset of the second phrase irrespective of the extent 

to which FO drops as accentual fall. As for the configuration 

of downstep, it assumes that the inter-peak FO difference becomes 

greater in proportion to the extent of the accentual fall. 
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While (24a) assumes that downstep is affected by the 

differences in the tonal structure of component phrases, the 

(24b) postulates that downstep is essentially unaffected by such 

phonological factors as the accent location and phonological 

length of component phrases. Under this interpretation, the peak 

of the second minor phrase is supposed to have a 'target' FO 

value and, consequently, the inter-peak FO difference remains 

basically constant irrespective of the differences in the 

phonological structures of component phrases. In descriptive 

terms, this means that the further FO declines as a realization 

of accentual fall, the further FO rises at the onset of the next 

minor phrase as if to minimize the effects which phonological 

differences exert on the configuration of downstep. In what 

follows of this section (sections 2.2.2-2.2.3), I will show that 

(24b) represents the true picture of what actually happens. 

2.2.2. Data 

Uataset V provides the three subsets of test phrases given 

in (25)-(27). 

(25) Accentual Rep. Tonal Rep. 

a) uma' i me' ron LHL % l-ILL 

b) na'mano u'ni Eü. L % 1-ü, 

c) o'okina me'ron HLLL % HLL 

d) yo'nmaino o'obaa HLLLL % HLLL 

e) o'nosanno i'rui HLUUL % FILL 

Gloss 

'tasty melon' 

'uncooked sea-urchin' 

'big melon' 

'four overcoats' 

'Mr Ohno's clothes' 
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(26) Accentual Rep. Tonal Rep. 

a) uma' i me'ron I-ILL % HLL 

b) uma' i nomi 'mono H LL % LHLL 

C) nau' i i romo' yoo f% ýHLL 

d) uma'i maamare'edo ML % L-ILL 

(27) Accentual Rep. 

a) uma'i oimo 

b) na'mano oimo 

c) o'okina oimo 

d) yo'nmaino nurie 

e) o'onosanno namae 

Tonal Rep. 

U-IL. % U-ß-1 

HLL % I1-fl-i 

HLLL%LH-I 

HULL %1 PH 

I LLL L% UI-I 

Gloss 

'tasty melon' 

'tasty drink' 

'fashionable design' 

'tasty marmalade' 

Gloss 

'tasty potato' 

'uncooked potato' 

'big potato' 

'four drawings' 

'Mr Ohno's name' 

As outlined in Chapter Three (section 1), the test phrases 

in (25) all consist of initially accented words and phrases with 

an exception of (25a) which involve a medially accented word in 

the phrase-initial position. In tonal terms, these phrases 

involve a different number of Low-toned morae in the post- 

accentual position ("PALM(-within")). The test phrases in (26), 

by contrast, involve the same tonal string in the initial 

component words and differ from one another in the tonal 

structures of the second component words. To be more specific, 

(26a) differs from (26b)-(26d) in containing a smaller number of 

Low-toned morae in the post-accentual position (PALM) although 

all the four phrases do not differ in the number of Low-toned 

morae within the first component (i. e. PALM-within). The test 

phrases in (27) are unaccented counterparts of (25): They all 

involve an unaccented word preceded by an accented word. In 
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tonal terms, they differ from one another in the number of Low- 

toned morae within the first component, while involving the same 

tonal string in the second component. 

(28)-(30) summarizes the tonal structure of the phrases in 

(25)-(27) respectively, in regard to PALM and PALM-within (within 

the first component). 

(28) 
Phrase PALM PALM-within 

(25a) 1 1 
(25b) 2 2 
(25c) 3 3 
(25d) 4 4 
(25e) 5 5 

(29) 

Phrase PALM PALM-within 

(26a) 11 
(26b) 21 
(26c) 21 
(26d) 21 

(30) 

Phrase PALM PAth-within 

(27a) 2 1 
(27b) 3 2 
(27c) 4 3 
(27d) 5 4 
(27e) 6 5 

The three subsets of test phrases show FO contours as 

illustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.4. Tables 21-23 give the mean 

FO values of eleven tokens for the various parameters 

characterizing the FO contours. [P(eak)1 V(alley)2] represents 

the FO fall triggered by the accent of the first minor phrase 
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whereas [P(eak)2 V(alley)2] and [P(eak)1-P(eak)2] denote, 

respectively, the degree of initial lowering in the second minor 

phrase and the inter-peak difference of downstep contours. 

(Figures in brackets represent standard deviation (SD)). 

Table 21 Summary of Mean Values and SD 

Phr-ase Peakl Valley2 Peak2 P1 V2 P2 V2 P1-P2 

(25a) 158.0 132.1 141.5 25.9 9.4 16.5 
(4.45) (3.96) (4.39) (3.56) (3.78) (2.81) 

(25b) 160.4 123.6 137.4 36.7 13.8 23.0 
(3.67) (2.80) (2.80) (3.66) (3.77) (4.94) 

(25c) 162.6 119.7 137.3 42.9 17.6 25.3 
(3.72) (3.00) (3.35) (3.70) (2.50) (3.07) 

(25d) 163.1 115.5 139.7 47.6 24.2 23.4 
(4.18) (1.97) (2.41) (4.23) (2.04) (3.44) 

(25e) 162.0 116.0 135.0 46.0 19.0 27.0 
(3.74) (2.65) (2.86) (4.07) (2.76) (4.17) 

Table 22 Summary of FO Values & SD 

Phrase Peakl Valley2 Peak2 P1 V2 P2-V2 P1-P2 

(26a) 158.0 132.1 141.5 25.9 9.4 16.5 
(4.45) (3.96) (4.39) (3.56) (3.78) (2.81) 

(26b) 157.4 124.5 142.0 32.9 17.5 15.4 
(3.23) (5.61) (5.27) (3.70) (3.78) (4.78) 

(26c) 159.2 124.2 142.1 35.0 17.9 17.1 
(4.81) (2.36) (2.26) (4.17) (1.76) (4.13) 

(26d) 156.0 126.6 140.6 29.4 14.0 15.4 
(3.82) (4.10) (4.08) (2.06) (3.19) (3.23) 
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Table 23 Summary of Mean Values & SD 

Phrase Peakl Valley2 Peak2 P1 V2 P2-V2 P1-P2 

(27a) 158.0 125.6 130.5 32.4 4.9 27.5 
(5.37) (2.91) (3.14) (3.78) (2.63) (4.23) 

(27b) 161.0 121.7 129.1 39.3 7.4 31.9 
(4.56) (1.40) (2.95) (3.80) (2.50) (3.94) 

(27c) 162.1 120.1 129.1 42.0 9.0 33.0 
(4.32) (4.25) (3.78) (2.45) (2.41) (2.27) 

(27d) 160.4 110.5 129.2 49.9 18.7 31.2 
(4.15) (2.91) (4.21) (3.28) (3.56) (2.27) 

(27e) 162.6 112.5 124.5 50.1 12.0 38.1 
(3.29) (2.30) (2.77) (2.64) (2.24) (2.60) 

2.2.3. Discussion 

2.2.3.1. Inter-Peak Difference 

Let us first focus onto the peak and initial lowering of 

the second minor phrase, that is, [Peak2] and [Peak2 Valley2]. A 

glance at the FO values given in Tables 21-23 above suggests that 

the peak of the second minor phrase tends to remain more or less 

constant (varying within the range of 7 Hz or so) while the 

initial lowering of the same phrase seems to vary considerably 

from one test phrase to another (the variation range being nearly 

15 Hz). 

In Table 22, for instance, [Peak2] shows almost the same FO 

value for all the test phrases in spite of the considerable 

differences in the preceding valley, i. e. [Valley2]. The 

greatest difference in [Peak2] is observed between (26c) and 

(26d) but it is not statistically significant: 
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(p(T=1.069, df=20)>. 20). What this suggests is that [Peak2] has a 

certain target value regardless of the FO differences in its 

preceding parameters. To be more exact, initial lowering, 

[Peak2 Valley2], varies to compensate for the differences in 

[Valley2] to keep the value of [Peak2] constant. This 

interpretation can be supported by the high degree of correlation 

(negative correlation) between [Valley2] and [Peak2 Valley2], as 

shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. <Z7> 

Since [Valley2] is also highly correlated with [Peakl- 

Valley2], as was shown clearly in Chapter Three (section 1), it 

can be anticipated that the degree of initial lowering (IL) 

should show a high degree of correlation with the degree of 

accentual fall (AF) that immediately precedes it. That this 

prediction is correct can be seen from Figures a gores 5.21 and 5.22. 

The fact that PO tends to rise at the onset of the second 

minor phrase in proportion to the immediately preceding FO drop 

caused by accentual fall suggests that accentual fall and initial 

lowering conspire to keep constant the following peak and, 

consequently, the inter-peak FO difference of downstep contours. 

To put it differently, this means that the FO drop due to 

accentual fall and the FO rise due to initial lowering covary 

with each other as if to minimize tonal effects on the 

configuration of downstep. 
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2.2.3.2. Peak Levels 

We have concentrated so far on the effects which tonal 

structures of component minor phrases excert on the overall 

configuration of downstep contours. Before concluding our 

discussion on the tonal aspect of downstep, let us consider how 

peak FO levels of minor phrases are influenced by their tonal 

structures as well as by those of their neighboring minor 

phrases. 

A glance at the data in Tables 21-23 suggests that there may 

be a target value both for [Peakl] and [Peak2]. This observation 

is correct in the sense that the peak values do not vary so 

markedly as other parameters. A closer examination of the data 

suggests, however, that the peak FO values may actually vary 
<29> 

in a rather systematic way depending on the tonal structures of 

component minor phrases. 

The data in Tables 21 and 23, for instance, suggest that 

[Peakl] tends to rise with the number of Low-toned morae that are 

involved in the post-accentual position (cf. Figure 5.23). The 

fact that no such tendency is found in Table 22 where the tonal 

structure of the first component words (and hence the value of 

PALM-within) was kept constant<30> suggests that [Peakl] cor- 

relates not with 'PALM' but with 'PALM-within, ' or the number of 

post-accentual Low-toned morae within a given minor phrase. 

The fact that [Peakl] correlates with 'PAIN-within' and not 

with 'PALM' suggests that the peak FO value of an accented minor 

phrase is influenced by its own tonal structure but not by the 
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tonal structure of the following minor phrase. Stated 

conversely, the tonal structure of a given minor phrase does not 

affect the FO characteristics of the (accented) minor phrase that 

precedes it over a minor phrase (up) boundary. This is 

illustrated in (31) below: 

(31) mp mp 
't-7 

-4-j 

Just as [Peakl] varies slightly from one test phrase to 

another, [Peak2] shows a slight but noteworthy variation. 
(31> 

The data in Tables 21 and 23 suggest that the value of [Peak2] 

tends, by and large, to decrease as the value of 'PALM-within' 

increases (Figures 5.24 and 5.25). (32> Interestingly, Table 22 

does not show a comparable tendency, which suggests that [Peak2] 

as well as [Peakl] varies depending on the number of post- 

accentual Low-toned morae defined within the first minor phrase 

(PALM-within), and not over the two minor phrases. Considered 

together with the finding duscussed just above, this means that 

the tonal structure of a given accented minor phrase ('PAUl- 

within' in our present discussion) affects not only its own peak 

(i. e. [Peakl]) but also the peak of the following minor phrase 

(i. e. [Peak2]). In more general terms, this implies that the 

tonal structure of a given minor phrase affects the FO 

characteristics of the following minor phrase as well as those of 

its own. 

The fact that the tonal structure of a given minor phrase 

influences the FO characteristics of the phrase that follows it 
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apparently over the minor phrase boundary compares with the 

finding mentioned above, that the FO characteristics of a given 

minor phrase is free from the effects of the tonal structure of 

the phrase that follows it. (32) schematizes this asymmetry. 

(32) 

minor phrase % minor phrase % minor phrase 

lT 

ok 

3. METRICAL ASPECT OF DOWNSTEP 

We saw in section 1 above that Poser's model of Japanese 

intonation assumes that syntactic information of sentences is 

exhaustively mapped onto phonological representation at the stage 

where sentences are phrased into the two kinds of intonational 

categories, major phrase and minor phrase, to form intonational 

representation. What this position implies is that two 

constructions of different syntactic structures should ceteris 

carious show the same behavior as to downstep unless they yield 

different phrasing patterns. 

Take the two types of phrases in (33), for example, which 

differ in branching structure. The conventional models of 

Japanese intonation as proposed by McCawley, Fujisaki and Poser 

predict that these two types of branching strctures should either 

show a difference in intonational phrasing or exhibit identical 

patterns of declination. (33> 
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(33) 
a) [[ kowa'i ][[ me'no ][ ya'mai ]]] 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "disease" 

= "fearful eye disease" 

b) [[[ kowa'i ][ me'no ]] [ oma'wari]] 

"f earful" "eye-Gen" "policeman" 

= "policeman with fearful eyes" 

As has been mentioned in passing (cf. Chapter Three, 

section 2; section 2 of this chapter), phrases as in (33) 

generally yield three minor phrases in my data, with the second 

and third component words downstepped with respect to their 

respective preceding components (cf. Figures 5.7 and 5.13). 

Given that the two types of phrases thus yield one and the same 

pattern in intonational phrasing as in (34), the conventional 

models of Japanese intonation predict that they exhibit the same 

configuration of downstep contour. According to my own 

impressionistic observation, however, the two types of branching 

structures seem to show some systematic difference other than in 

intonational phrasing. 

(34) MAJOR PHRASE 

minor phrase minor prhase minor phrase 

Prompted by this impression, I conducted a series of 

experiments as summarized in Datasets VII-X with a view to 

exploring the metrical aspect of downstep, or the effects of the 

syntactic structure of sentences on the configuration of 

downstep. In this section, I will first present the results of 
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these experiments and show that the intonational phenomenon 

yields different configurations depending on the syntactic 

structure of the sentence. I will propose the notion of 

'metrical boost' to account for this syntactic effect on 

downstep. In the latter half of the section, I will further show 

that this notion plays a key role in generalizing the relation 

between syntactic structure and intonational structure in 

Japanese. This I take as evidence (i) that the intonational 

structure of Japanese is conditioned by the 'text' much more 

severely than has hitherto been assumed, and (ii) that the 

intonational representation (possibly the intonational phrasing 

structure) of Japanese is hierarchically organized just like 

syntactic representation. 

3.1. Evidence 

3.1.1. Uataset VIII 

By way of introduction, let us first consider the syntactic 

effect on downstep with noun phrases consisting of three accented 

component words or phrases. Uataset VIII includes the four 

pairs of test phrases given in (35)-(38) which differ in the 

overall syntactic structure: (a) the right-branching structure 

and (b) the left-branching structure. The four pairs of phrases 

differ from one another in the accentedness of the component 

words: The pair in (35) involove the sequences of three accented 

words; the pairs in (36) and (37) involve an unaccented element 

flanked by accented words; and the pair in (38) consist of an 

accented element followed by two unaccented elements. 
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(35) a) [ ao'i [ o'okina me'ron ]] 

IHL % HI LL % I-1LL 

"blue" "big" "melon" 
= "an unripe big melon" 

b) [[ ao'i re'monno ] nio'i] 

I1-1 L% ULLL % LHL $ 

"blue" "lemon-Gen" "smell" 
= "smell of a unripe lemon" 

(36) a) [ o'okina [ omoi me'ron ]] 

HLLL % I1-Ili % HLL 

"big" "heavy" "melon" 
= "a big heavy melon" 

b) [[ o'okina mimino ] o'okami ] 

%HLLL%U-ß-1%HLL% 

"big" "ear-Gen" "wolf" = "a big-eared wolf" 

(37) a) [ na'rano [ yuumeina ryo'ori ]] 

% HLL % Its-Q-$-1 % fLL % 

"Nara-Gen" "famous" "dishes" 
= "famous dishes of Nara" 

b) [[ na'rano omiyano ] eha'gaki ] 

%FLL%L}H-1%LHLL% 

"Nara-Gen" "shrine-Gen" "picture card" 
= "a picture card of a shrine in Nara" 

(38) a) [ na'rano [ yuumeina omiya ]] 

%ULL%U-IM%LJH% 
"Nara-Gen" "famous" "shrine" 

= "a famous shrine in Nara" 

b) [[ na'rano omiyano ] omamori ] 

%FLL%LHM %LH-H% 

"Nara-Gen" "shrine-Gen" "amulet" 
= "amulet of a shrine in Nara" 
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In tonal terms, the two phrases of each pair involve little 

or no difference at least as far as the first two components are 

concerned. Since the phonological (tonal) structure of a given 

minor phrase does not affect the FO characteristics of its 

preceding minor phrases, as we saw in section 2.2 above, it can 

be assumed that the two phrases of each pair have one and the 

same phonological structure with respect to the first two 

component words. If the two phrases show any substantial FO 

differences with these components, then it will follow that the 

differences result from the difference in branching structure. 

3.1.1.1 

Let us first compare the two phrases in (35). These phrases 

exhibit FO contours as illustrated in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. 

Figure 5.28 schematizes the FO contours of these two phrases on 

the basis of the averaged FO values of major parameters. The 

results of t-test are given in Table 24. 
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Table 24 Dataset VIII: (35a) vs (35b) 
(All 20 df ) 

Parameter (35a/b) Mean SD t p 

[Valleyl] (35a) 154.3 2.69 0.741 >. 20 (35b) 153.5 2.34 

[Peakl] (35a) 169.7 1.95 1.801 > 05 (35b) 171.8 3.34 . 

[Valley2] (35a) 143.9 3.51 
(35b) 138.3 4.76 3.146 <. 01 

[Peak2] (35a) 158.9 4.35 
(35b) 142.6 3.32 9.883 <. 001 

[Valley3] (35a) 120.9 2.30 
(35b) 110.1 2.51 10.693 <. 001 

[Peak3] (35a) 138.2 4.92 
(35b) 128.8 3.03 5.400 <. 001 

[P1 V2] (35a) 25.8 4.77 
(35b) 33.5 4.20 4.010 <. 001 

[P2 V2] (35a) 15.0 4.45 
(35b) 4.4 3.98 5.944 <. 001 

[P1-P2] (35a) 10.8 4.24 
(35b) 29.2 4.33 10.083 <. 001 

[P2 V3] (35a) 38.0 4.34 
(35b) 32.5 2.30 3.716 <. 01 

[P3-V3] (35a) 17.3 4.71 
(35b) 18.7 2.28 0.886 >. 20 

[P2-P3] (35a) 20.7 5.82 
(35b) 13.8 3.16 3.459 <. 001 

As for the first two minor phrases, the left branching 

phrase (35b) exhibits a steeper inter peak downstep slope than 

the right branching counterpart (cf. Figure 5.29). Given that 

the two phrases do not show a significant difference in (Peakl], 

it can be said that this difference results from the difference 

the phrases show in the height of the second minor phrase, or 
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viewed differently, from the difference in the degree of initial 

lowering the two constructions show at the onset of the second 

minor phrase, i. e. [P(eak)2-V(alley)2]. 

Besides the differences in the first minor phrase, the two 

phrases in (35) show a substantial difference in the parameters 

relating to the third minor phrase such as [Valley3], [Peak3] and 

[P(eak)2-P(eak)3]. Given that the two phrases do not 

significantly differ in the degree of initial lowering at the 

onset of the third minor phrase, i. e. [P(eak)3-V(alley)3], it can 

be presumed that these differences stem from the differences in 

the second minor phrase, or more crucially, from the difference 

in [P(eak)2 V(alley)2]. If this interpretation is correct, it 

will follow that the difference in branching structure causes a 

change in pitch range in the second minor phrase, either by 

raising the right branching phrase or, seen conversely, by 

lowering the left-branching phrase in that particular position. 

In other words, it follows that the pitch boost (or slump) in the 

second minor phrase involves the raising (or lowering) of the 

overall pitch range, not the local raising (or lowering) of the 

affected minor phrase alone. 

3.1.1.2. 

Although we have concentrated so far on the sequences of 

three accented minor phrases, it is important to point out that 

essentially the same kind of syntactic influnece on the shape of 

downstep is observed in the sequences of three minor phrases in 

which the lowering process takes place only once. The three 
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pairs of phrases in (36)-(38) show FO contours as illustrated in 

Figures 5.30-5.35. The FO differences these contours exhibit are 

schematically shown in Figures 5.36-5.38 respectively. Tables 

25-27 give the statistical comparison of the two types of 

branching structures in regard to the averaged FO values of major 

parameters. 

Table 25 Dataset VIII: (36a) vs (36b) 
(All 20 df) 

Parameter (36a/b) Mean SD t p 

[Peaki] (36a) 171.9 3.18 
(36b) 172.7 4.61 0.474 >. 20 

[Valley2] (36a) 122.9 1.92 
(36b) 121.2 4.05 1.257 >. 20 

[Peak2] (36a) 141.2 2.27 
(36b) 136.4 4.30 3, Z74 <. 02 

[Valley3] (36a) 139.7 2.57 
(36b) 136.4 4.30 2.185 <"05 

[Peak3] (36a) 148.7 2.94 
(36b) 144.8 3.28 2.931 <. 01 

[P1 V2] (36a) 49.0 3.32 
(36b) 51.5 2.98 1852 ' >. 05 

[P2-V2] (36a) 18.3 3.35 
(36b) 15.2 3.19 2.214 <. 05 

[P1-P2] (36a) 30.7 3.47 
(36b) 36.4 3.41 3830 ' <. 01 
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Table 26 Dataset VIII: Comparison of (37a) and (37b) 
(All 20 df) 

Parameter (37a/b ) Mean SD t P 

[Peakl] (37a) 171.8 3.06 0.065 >. 20 (37b) 171.9 4.09 

[Valley2] (37a) 126.4 2.84 0.168 >. 20 (37b) 126.6 2.73 

[Peak2] (37a) 145.4 2.66 8.798 <. 001 (37b) 134.1 3.33 

[Valley3] (37a) 139.4 4.37 4.899 <. 001 (37b) 131.5 3.08 

[Peak3] (37a) 147.1 4.32 
(37b) 143.5 4.39 1.938 >. 05 

[P1 V2] (37a) 45.4 3.83 
(37b) 45.3 3.93 0.061 >. 20 

[P2 V2] (37a) 19.0 2.14 
(37b) 7.5 2.73 10.952 <. 001 

[P1-P2] (37a) 26.4 4.08 
(37b) 37.8 3.34 7.170 <. 001 

Table 27 Dataset VIII: Comparison of ( 38a) and (38b) 
(All 20 df) 

Parameter (38a/b) Mean SD t P 

(Peakl] (38a) 173.5 3.33 
(38b) 173.4 1.57 0.090 >. 20 

[Valley2] (38a) 127.9 2.26 
(38b) 125.2 2.27 2.800 <. 02 

[Peak2] (38a) 144.1 2.26 
(38b) 134.7 1.56 11.399 <. 001 

[Valley3] (38a) 136.2 2.04 
(38b) 130.3 2.00 6.813 <. 001 

[Peak3] (38a) 136.9 2.39 
(38b) 134.5 1.75 2.683 <. 02 

[P1 V2] (38a) 45.6 2.91 
(38b) 48.2 1.99 0.069 >. 20 

[P2 V2] (38a) 16.2 2.18 
(38b) 9.5 2.88 6.147 <. 001 
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[P1-P2] (38a) 29.4 2.07 10.690 <. 001 (38b) 38.7 2.01 

Like the pair of phrases in (35) - Table 24 - The two 

pairs of phrases in (36)-(38) show significant differences in 

regard to [Peak2 Valley2] and [Peak2], which lead to the 

differences in other parameters such as [Peakl-Peak2], [Valley3], 

[Peak3]. That is, the second minor phrase is relatively raised 

in the right branching phrases as compared with the left- 

branching counterparts. Providing that the FO contours of the 

left branching phrases represent an unmarked configuration of 

downstep, it can be said that pitch register is relatively 

raised in the second minor phrase of the right-branching phrases 

as compared with the left-branching counterparts. 

3.1.2. Drataset VII 

3.1.2.1. 

While Detaset VIII involves the analysis of many utterances 

(repetitions) of only a few phrases, Dataset VII compares the two 

types of branching structures by computing the average of many 

test phrases. As outlined in Appendix I, the latter dataset 

includes twenty-six noun phrases consisting of three accented 

component words or phrases. Of these test phrases, eight phrases 

have a right-branching structure like (33a), whilst the 

remaining 18 phrases involve a left-branching structure like 

(33b). The left branching phrases fall into two types, loosely- 

bound or tightly-bound, depending on the degree of semantic 
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relatedness between the first two elements. (See Appendix I for 

a detailed account). For the sake of description, I have labeled 

the right-branching phrases as <la> while labeling the two types 

of left branching phrases as <2a> and <3a> respectively. (Some 

typical examples of these are given in (39) below. ) These test 

phrases vary in tonal structure but, when averaged, the two sets 

of phrases - left-branching and right-branching - are not so 

different from each other with respect to such variables as 

'PALM' and 'PALM-within' which might affect the phonetic 

parameters characterizing downstep contours. 

(39) Dataset VII: Typical Examples 

<la> [ kowa'i [ me'no ya'mai]] 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "disease" 
= "fearful eye-disease" 

<2a> [[ ma'mino eri'makino ] iromo'yoo ] 

"Mami-Gen" "muffler-Gen" "design" 
= "design of Nazi's muffler" 

<3a> [[ a'warena mi'narino ] o'yako ] 

"poor" "appearance-Gen" "parent and child" 
= "poorly-dressed family" 

The two types of branching structures in Dataset VII (<la> 

vs. <2/3a>) typically exhibit FO contours as given in Figures 5.7 

and 5.13, in which each accented component forms an independent 

minor phrase. 
<30 Figure 5.39 schematically campares these 

contours on the basis of the mean FO values obtained. Table 28 

summarizes the results of t-test, a statistical comparison of the 

right branching and left branching structures. ('R' and 'L' stand 
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for right-branching and left-branching respectively. ) 

Table 28 DATASET VII: <la> vs <2/3a> 
(All 24 df ) 

Parameter R/L Mean SD t P 

[Valleyl] R 165.0 6.89 0.595 > 20 L 166.7 6.34 . 

[Peakl] R 181.5 6.65 2.460 < 05 L 187.6 3.30 . 

[Valley2] R 144.4 5.78 1.159 >. 20 L 147.8 8.93 

[Peak2] R 168.3 7.07 
L 162.7 4.84 2.038 >. 05 

[Valley3] R 133.8 5.52 
L 125.9 3.56 3.724 <. 01 

[Peak3] R 152.9 4.18 
L 148.2 4.33 1.193 >. 20 

[P1 V2] R 37.1 9.55 
L 39.8 9.87 0.659 >. 20 

[P2 V2] R 23.9 8.03 
L 14.9 10.67 2.375 <. 05 

[P1-P2] R 13.3 6.30 
L 24.9 5.17 4.590 <. 01 

[P2 V3] R 34.5 9.20 0.625 >. 20 
L 36.8 7.33 

[P3-V3] R 17.3 5.78 2.203 <. 05 
L 22.3 4.21 

[P2-P3] R 17.2 10.84 0.673 >. 20 
L 14.4 6.88 
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As in the case of the two phrases in (35), a crucial 

difference between the two sets of phrases apparently is found in 

the degree of initial lowering in the second minor phrase: the 

right-branching phrases a significantly greater degree of FO rise 

than the left branching counterparts. 
<35> Unlike the two 

phrases in (35), however, the two sets of phrases do not show a 

significant difference in [Peak2] while showing a significant 

difference in [Peakl]. Although it is unclear why they differ in 

[Peakl] but not in [Peak2], the fact remains that the right- 

branching phrases involve a comparatively greater degree of FO 

rise in the second minor phrase than the left-branching 

counterparts. And this difference leads to the significant 

differences in the degree of inter-peak downstep slope ([P(eak)1- 

P(eak)2]) as well as in [Valley3]. 

Before confirming these points with the other sets of test 

phrases from the same dataset (Dataset VII), let us briefly 

consider if there is any semantic effect on the configuration of 

downstep. Table 29 and Figure 5.40 compare the two types of 

left-branching phrases, <2a> loosely-bound phrases and <3a> 

tightly-bound phrases, in terms of the mean FO values of major 

parameters. 
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Table 29 Dataset VII: <2a) vs <3a> 
(All 16 df) 

Parameter <2/3a> Mean SD t p 

[Valleyl] <2a> 168.3 1.04 0.359 >. 20 
<3a> 167.6 5.73 

[Peakl] <2a> 187.5 3.21 0.062 >. 20 
<3a> 187.6 3.60 

[Valley2] <2a> 140.9 5.51 4.162 <. 001 
<3a> 153.3 7.13 

[Peak2] <2a> 164.6 3.29 
<3a> 161.1 5.45 1.683 >. 10 

[Valley3] <2a> 124.9 1.89 
<3a> 126.8 4.39 1.234 >. 20 

[Peak3] <2a> 147.3 4.62 
<3a> 149.0 4.16 0.810 >. 20 

[P1 V2] <2a> 46.6 6.37 
<3a> 34.3 8.79 3.436 <. 01 

[P2 V2] <2a> 23.8 6.27 
<3a> 7.8 7.66 4.878 <. 001 

[P1-P2] <2a> 22.9 3.72 
<3a> 26.5 5.76 1.600 >. 10 

[P2-P3] <2a> 13.4 4.96 
<3a> 12.1 7.52 0.439 >. 20 

The two types of left-branching structures show an 

essentially identical configuration of downstep, involving no 

significant differences in peak values or in the degree of 

inter-peak downstep slopes (i. e. [P(eak)l-P(eak)2], [P(eak)2- 

P(eak)3]). It may be claimed against this interpretation that 

they differ in the degree of the second initial lowering, 

[P(eak)2-V(alley)2] as well as in the degree of accentual fall 

between the first two minor phrases, [P(eak)2-V(alley)2], and in 

[Valley2]. These differences, however, can be related with 
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tonal differences between the two types of constructions. That 

is, as Table 30 shows, the value of 'PALM' over the first two 

minor phrases ('PACHT) is substantially greater in <2a> than in 

<3a>, which is expected to increase the accentual fall in the 

second minor phrase, [P(eak)l-V(alley)2], in <2a>. Since the 

degree of initial lowering is highly correlated with the degree 

of accentual fall which immediately precedes it, as was shown in 

section 2.2 above, it can be safely assumed that the value of the 

initial lowering in the second minor phrase, [P(eak)2 V(alley)2], 

is significantly greater in <2a> than in <3a>. This 

interpretation can be supported by the fact that <2a> and <3a> do 

not show a substantial difference in the value of 'PALM' over the 

second and third minor phrases ('PALM2'), and yield no 

significant differences in any of the parameters relating the 

last two minor phrases. 

Table 30 Tonal Differences Between <2a> and <3a> 

' PALMl' ' PAIR' 

<2a> 2.85 3.5 
<3a> 1.50 3.7 

3.1.2.2. 

Returning to the main line of argument, Dataset VII contain 

not only the noun phrases consisting of three accented elements 

but also noun phrases as shown in (40) which have the same 

accentual structure as (37) and (38). These phrases fall into 

two groups, right branching and left-branching phrases, which I 

have labeled as <lc> and <2/3c> respectively (cf. Figures 5.9 and 
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5.15). 

(40) <lc> Right Branching Phrases 

e. g. [ ao'i [ momenno ori'mono ]] 

"blue" "cotton-Gen" "fabrics" 
= "blue cotton fabrics" 

<2/3c> Left Branching Phrases 

e. g. [[ nau'i moyoono ] eri'maki ] 

"trendy" "design-Gen" "muffler" 
= "a muffler with a trendy design" 

These two types of noun phrases show FO differences as 

schematized in Figure 5.41. Table 31 summarizes the statistical 

result of the comparison. 

Table 31 Dataset VII: <lc> vs <2/3c> 
(All df 30) 

Parameter Phrase Mean(Hz) SD t P 
type 

[Valleyl] <lc> 166.4 5.64 
<2/3c> 169.0 5.54 1.198 >. 20 

[Peakl] <lc> 186.2 8.01 
<2/3c> 188.4 4.79 0.803 >. 20 

[Valley2] <lc> 135.8 5.02 
<2/3c> 136.2 4.39 0.223 >. 20 

[Peak2] (lc> 158.0 5.53 
<2/3c> 150.8 6.20 3.353 <. 01 

[Valley3] <lc> 154.4 5.78 
<2/3c> 147.8 6.24 2.986 <. 01 

[Peak3] <1c> 162.2 3.63 
<2/3c> 158.5 4.41 2.535 <. 02 

[P1 V2] <1c> 49.6 9.87 
<2/3c> 52.2 6.41 0.760 >. 20 

[P2 V2] <10 22.2 4.56 
<2/3c> 14.6 6.73 3.767 <. 001 
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[P1-P2] <lc> 28.0 8.76 2.992 <. 01 
<2/3c> 37.6 6.79 

Like the test phrases considered so far, the two types of 

branching structures show a significant difference in the degree 

of initial lowering in the second element, [P(eak)2-V(alley)2], 

which leads to the differences in [Peak2] and the downstep slope, 

[P(eak)l-P(eak)2]. Differences in the other parameters may also 

be attributable to the difference in the initial lowering in the 

second element. 

3.2. Arguments for Metrical Boost 

The experimental data presented so far can be summarized in 

the following four points. First, the two types of syntactic 

structures, right-branching and left-branching, exhibit different 

behavior in regard to downstep in a systematic way. Second, the 

difference can be reduced to the difference in the degree of FO 

rise at the onset of the minor phrase which contributes the 

difference in syntactic structure. That is, in the sequences of 

three minor phrases in which the second phrase is downstepped 

in relative to the first phrase, the second phrase is ceteris 

naribisi realized at a higher FO level in the right-branching 

structure than in the left branching structure. 'Third, this 

difference in the height of the second minor phrase leads the 

(inter-peak) downstep slope to be steeper in the left-branching 

structure than in the right-branching counterpart. And fourth, 

the two types of branching structures show FO differences in the 

subsequent minor phrase (in the third minor phrase in our present 
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discussion), such as in the level of the inter-phrase valley 

([Valley3]) and the peak of the third phrase ([Peak3]). 

With these findings in mind, let us next consider how we can 

incorporate the syntax-related difference into the intonational 

theory of Japanese. Two solutions spring to mind. One solution 

will be to postulate that the left branching structure induces a 

slump in pitch range in the second phrase in comparison with the 

right branching structure. Alternatively, it will be equally 

possible to assume that the right-branching structure induces a 

boost of pitch range in the position in question. These two 

accounts, which I call theories of 'metrical slump' and 

'metrical boost' respectively, can be illustrated as in (41) 

below: 

(41) 
(a) Analysis as 'Metrical Slump' 

right-branching structure 
-- left-branching structure 

(b) Analysis as 'Metrical Boost' 

right-branching structure 
-- left branching structure 

T 
., 

,ýý; 
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Of these two models of the syntactic effect on downstep, I 

favor the analysis in (41b) for the following two reasons. It 

should be recalled, first of all, that the right-branching 

structure represents a marked structure in Japanese in general. 

This means not only that the language is a "left branching 

language" (Kuno, 1973: 6), but it also means that the right- 

branching structure shows marked prosodic behavior in Japanese in 

general by blocking such prosodic processes as accent phrase 

formation (APF; cf. Chapter Two), e ku (sequential voicing 

process; cf. Chapter Two), minor phrase formation (MPF; cf. 

Chapter Four) and preaccentual boost (cf. Chapter Four). Given 

that the right-branching structure is a marked structure in the 

language in general, it will be more than natural to mark it in 

characterizing downstep while defining the left branching 

structure as the unmarked structure. 

A second line of evidence for the theory of metrical boost 

comes from the evidence to be discussed in section 4 below. In 

my data, such phrases as in (42) are realized as illustrated in 

Figures 5.48 and 5.52 with each component word constituting an 

independent minor phrase. 

(42) (=(16)) Uataset X 

a) [[ na'okono a'nino ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

"Naoko's brother's blue muffler" 

b) [[ na'okono anno ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

"Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 
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Given the contours as in Figures 5.48 and 5.52, the 

traditional intonational models of Japanese generally postulate 

that downstep has not applied between the second and third minor 

phrases in (42a) because the latter phrase is realized apparently 

at a higher FO level than the former phrase. As we shall see 

in section 4, however, the intonational process has actually 

applied between the two minor phrases in the sense defined in 

section 2 above. That is, in comparison with the phrase in 

(42b), which differs from (42a) only in the accentedness of the 

second element, the phrase in (42a) realizes its third minor 

phrase at a relatively lower FO level than the phrase in (42b). 

The only way to account for this seeming paradoxical 

phenomenon in the current theory of Japanese intonation 

(including my own) will be to assume that the third minor phrase 

has been raised by the principle of metrical boost to such a 

extent that it is now realized higher than the second minor 

phrase which has triggered downstep. The effect of metrical 

boost (MB) in this case is illustrated in (43) below. 

(43) 
basic downstep contour 

-- surface FO contour 
t ýý (MB added) 

If, on the other hand, we apply the principle of metrical 

slump in this case, we can in no way account for the fact that 
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the third minor phrase in (42a) is higher in pitch than the second 

minor phrase but is still downstepped with respect to it 

according to the tonal definition of the process. 

I have given two reasons to justify the analysis on the 

notion of 'metrical boost. ' Before presenting more evidence for 

the syntactic effect on downstep and the notion of metrical 

boost, let us briefly consider the implications of the foregoing 

discussion for the modelling of Japanese intonation. 

The simplest implication that emerges will be that the 

process of downstep involves two aspects, tonal and metrical. In 

the analysis I have proposed, the tonal aspect of downstep 

represents the more basic aspect of the intonational process by 

which the unmarked FO contour is determined. The metrical aspect 

of downstep, by contrast, plays the role of modifying this 

contour by adding (superimposing) an extra F4 boost on the basic 

configuration of downstep in the marked right-branching 

structure. 

Another implication we can get from the foregoing discussion 

concerns the fact that downstep requires information on the 

hierarchy of the syntactic structure. What this implies is that 

the intonational structure itself is hierarchically organized 

just like the syntactic structure. To be more specific, the 

syntactic effect on downstep cannot be adequately described by 

the pseudo-hierarchical intonational model as proposed by 

McCawley (1968) and Poser (1984), illustrated in (15) above 

(repeated below): 
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(15) 
/ 

/ý 

` 

MP MP mP TOP 

What we need instead is a model as illustrated in (44) 

below, whereby the intonational representation contains in some 

way or other the information on the hierarchy of syntactic 

structures. Metrical boost then is defined at the phonetic level 

of speech where phonetic realization rules add an extra FO boost 

wherever a right-branching structure is involved by reference to 

the hierarchy of the intonational representation. This 

implication will be discussed in a wider context later in this 

chapter. 
<36> 

(44) Hierarchical Representation of Intonation 

a) Left -branching structure 

minor phrase % minor phrase % minor phrase 

or 

[[[ nºpl 3[ Bm2 33[ ßm3 33 

b) Right branching structure 

minor phrase % minor phrase % minor phrase 

or 

[[mpl][[MP23[MP3]]] 
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3.3. Further Evidence for Metrical Boost 

In Section 3.1.1 showed that the two types of branching 

structures exhibit a systematic difference with respect to 

downstep configuration, and put forward the notion of metrical 

boost to account for this difference. Althouth our discussion so 

far has concentrated on sequences of phrases involving up to 

three minor phrases, comparable observations can also be made 

about longer stretches of speech. In this section, I will 

present the data from Dataset IX and X to show that the 

phenomenon of metrical boost is widely observable in Japanese. 

3.3.1. Uataset IX 

Let us first consider the evidence from Detaset IX. This 

dataset contains m any noun phrases of the two constituent 

types given in (45) below. All these phrases consist of four 

accented words and yield four minor phrases as illustrated in 

Figures 5.42-5.4.3. 

(45) Uataset IX 

a) [[A B][C D]] 

e. g. [[a'ikono ne'esanno] [u'uruno eri'maki]] 

"Aiko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "wool-Gen" "muffler" 
= "Aiko's sister's woolen muffler" 

b) [A [B [C D]]] 

e. g. [[yu'mino [ao'i [yuni'ikuna eri'maki]]] 

"Yumi-Gen" "blue" "unique" "muffler" 
"Yumi's blue unique muffler" 
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The two types of phrases differ in the constituent structure 

of the second word: it forms a constituent with the first word in 

(45a) and with the words that follow it in (45b). If the 

concept of metrical boost is justifiable, then it is predicted 

that the two constructions should show a significant difference 

in the height of the second word in such a way that the word is 

subject to metrical boost in the uniformly right-branching 

structure in (45b) but not in the other type of construction in 

(45a). In other words, the second minor phrase should be 

realized at a higher FO level in (45b) than in (45a). (46) 

schematically shows this prediction: 

(46) a) [[A B][C D]] b) [A [B [C D]]] 

III 
MB MB MB 

This prediction is largely borne out by the data obtained. 

(Figures 5.45 and 5.46 schematize the averaged FO contours shown 

by the two types of constituent structures respectively. Figure 

5.47 compares the two FO contours in a single picture. ) As is 

seen from the statistical results given in Table 32, phrases of 

(45b) type show a significantly greater degree of initial 

lowering at the onset of the second minor phrase, i. e. [Peak2- 

Valley2], and a greater value for its peak, i. e. [Peak2], than 

the phrases of (45a) type. These differences give rise to the 

differences in other parameters such as the inter-peak slopes 

([Peakl-Peak2], [Peak2-Peak3]) and the level of the immediately 

following valley ([Valley3]). 
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Table 32 Comparison of (45a) vs (45b) 
(All 21 df) 

Parameter (45a/b) Mean(Hz) SD t P 

[Valleyl] (45a) 177.1 12.65 0.000 >. 20 (45b) 177.1 14.80 

[Peakl] (45a) 195.4 7.15 1.472 > 20 (45b) 191.5 5.33 . 

[Valley2] (45a) 134.1 5.15 
(45b) 129.8 9.56 1.356 >. 20 

[Peak2] (45a) 155.9 8.20 
(45b) 165.2 8.72 2.636 <. 02 

[Valley3] (45a) 119.3 6.44 
(45b) 127.1 10.61 2.149 <. 05 

[Peak3] (45a) 158.4 7.38 
(45b) 158.4 5.81 0.000 >. 20 

[Valley4] (45a) 117.9 4.93 
(45b) 121.8 10.73 1.134 >. 20 

[Peak4] (45a) 138.7 3.90 
(45b) 140.9 5.95 1.057 >. 20 

[P2 V2] (45a) 21.8 7.35 
(45b) 35.3 8.50 4.079 <. 001 

[P1-P2] (45a) 35.9 12.78 
(45b) 26.3 7.51 2.986 <. 01 

[P3-V3] (45a) 39.1 10.30 
(45b) 31.3 9.34 1.698 >. 05 

[P2-P3] (45a) -2.5 10.46 
(45b) 6.8 9.21 2.257 <. 05 

[P3-P4] (45a) 19.7 6.33 
(45b) 17.5 6.90 0.797 >. 20 
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3.3.2. Uataset X 

The notion of metrical boost is further borne out by the 

evidence from Dataset X, which includes the four phrases shown 

in (47). These four phrases vary slightly in the tonal structure 

of component elements (especially with the third element), but do 

not differ in accentedness with all the elements accented. As in 

the phrases in Dataset IX, these phrases are invariably realized 

in four minor phrases in the data obtained, with each word 

showing an independent initial lowering and accentual fall (cf. 

Figures 5.48-5.51). 

(47) Dataset X, (37> 

a) [[ na'okono a'nino ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

%HILL %HLL. %IHL%UiLL% 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's brother's blue muffler" 

b) [ ma'rikono [ o'okina [ ao'i eri'maki ]]] 

%HLLL%HILL%WL%IML% 

"Mariko-Gen" "big" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Mariko's big blue muffler" 

c) [[ a'yakono [ me'nno eri'makino ]] iromo'yoo ] 

% HLLL % HLL. % Ll-ILL .% WILL % 

"Ayakcr-Gen" "cotton-Gen" "muff l er-Gen" "design" 
= "design of Ayako's cotton muffler" 

d) [ ao'i [[yu'mikoga a'nda ] eri'maki ]] 

%I1iL%iü. L%HL. L%IIELL% 

"blue" "Yumiko-Nom" "knit (past)" "muffler" 
= "the blue muffler Yumiko knit" 
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If the notion of metrical boost is correct, these phrases 

should receive an extra FO boost at the positions marked in (48), 

that is, where a right branching structure (a phrase-internal 

opening bracket, in bracket notation) is involved. To be more 

specific, a significant difference is expected to show up in the 

second and third minor phrases such that (48a) shows 

significantly lower FO values than (48b)-(48d) in the second 

minor phrase and (48b) shows higher values than (48c) and (48d) 

in the third minor phrase. 

(48) a) [[A B][C D]] b) [A [B [C D]]] 

T Tr I MB MB 
c) [[A [B C]] D] d) [A [[B Cl D]] 

TT 
MB MB 

In addition to this, the four types of phrases in (47) can 

give another interesting insight into the relation between 

syntactic structure and intonational structure. The two types of 

phrases in (47c) and (47d) both involve a right-branching 

structure between the first element and the following elements 

and are, therefore, subject to metrical boost in the second 

element. If metrical boost is defined in reference to the 

distinction between left-branching and right-branching structures 

and nothing else, then it will be that (47c) and (47d) should be 

intonationally neutralized and show one and the same behavior in 

regard to metrical boost (and downstep). If, however, the 

principle of metrical boost is more sensitive to the hierarchical 
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organization of the syntactic trees, then it can be that the two 

types of phrases should show some difference in downstep 

configuration. To be more specific, if metrical boost is to be 

defined in reference to the overall syntactic structure of the 

phrases, it can be predicted that the effect of metrical boost 

should show up on a larger scale in the second element of (47d), 

which involves a double opening bracket, than in the same 

position of (47c), where a single opening bracket is involved. 

If this latter prediction is correct, the effect of metrical 

boost will show up as illustrated in (49) as opposed to (48). 

(49) a) [[A B][C D]] b) [A [B [C D]]] 
T It T 

MB NB MB 

c) [[A [B C]] D] d) [A ([B Cl D]) 
I da 
MB MB 

Let us examine the experimental data with these different 

predictions in mind. Tab le 33 li sts the mean FO values of major 

parameters for each phrase type. Figures in brackets represent 

standard deviation. 

Table 33 Summary of Data: Dataset X<38> 

Phrase type Peakl P2 V2 Peak2 P3-V3 Peak3 Peak4 

(47a) 190.8 21.0 153.6 37.9 156.8 134.5 
(4.24) (3.46) (4.36) (3.23) (3.66) (3.00) 

(47b) 194.3 37.0 168.8 33.1 154.8 139.4 
(5.26) (7.60) (6.85) (5.30) (3.24) (4.42) 

(47c) 193.6 35.9 167.4 31.5 156.2 137.8 
(5.16) (8.05) (8.53) (2.32) (4.39) (3.49) 

(47d) 183.8 48.2 192.1 28.0 150.7 136.2 
(5.26) (11.50) (3.87) (3.38) (3.58) (2.89) 
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Let us begin with the two parameters relating to the second 

minor phrase, that is, [Peak2] and [P(eak)2-V(alley)2], which 

denote the peak and initial lowering of the phrase respectively. 

As readily predicted by our theory of metrical boost, the phrase 

type (47a) shows substantial FO differences from the rest for 

this minor phrase, differences which are statistically 

significant as shown in Tables 34 and 35 below (cf. Figure 5.54). 

Table 34 Statistical Comparison (t-test) 
[Peak2]: (All 22 df) 

Phrases tp 

(47a) vs (47b) 6.487 <. 001 
vs (47c) 4.272 <. 001 
vs (47d) 22.889 <. 001 

Table 35 Statistical Comparison (t-test) 
[ Peak2 Val l ey2 ]: (All 22 df) 

Phrases tP 

(47a) vs (47b) 6.639 (. 001 
(47c) 5.889 <. 001 
(47d) 7.839 <. 001 

While these statistical results confirm that the phrases in 

(47b)-(47d) are subject to metrical boost in the second minor 

phrase, it is worth noting that the phrase in (47d) shows 

substantially higher FO values for the same minor phrase than 

(47b) and (47c) (cf. Figure 5.55). These differences too are 

statistically significant as shown in Tables 36 and 37 below. 
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Table 36 Statistical Comparison (t-test) 
[Peak2]: (All 22 df) 

Phrases tP 

(47d) vs (47b) 10.255 <. 001 
(47d) vs (47c) 9.114 <. 001 

cf. (47b) vs (47c) 0.443 ). 20 

Table 37 Statistical Comparison (t-test) 
[Peak2-Valley2]: (All 22 df) 

Phrases tp 

(47d) vs (47b) 2.814 <. 02 
(47d) vs (47c) 3.037 <. 01 

cf. (47b) vs (47c) 0.958 >. 20 

The fact that (47d) shows a greater degree of metrical boost 

than (47b) and (47c) suggests that metrical boost is not an all- 

or-none phenomenon but something which requires an nary 

interpretation. (39> 
rpretation. That is, the degree to which right branching 

structures are subject to metrical boost is not uniform but 

varies depending on the overall constituent structure of the 

whole phrase. This compares with the findings about the two 

types of phrasing processes in Japanese prosody, Accent Phrase 

Formation (APF) and Minor Phrase Formation (MPF). As we saw in 

Chapter Two and Chapter Four respectively, these phrasing 

processes fail to apply where a right-branching structure is 

involved but do not differentiate between the two types of 

branching structures in (47c) and (47d). The difference between 

the phenomenon of metrical boost and these two types of phrasing 

processes lies in that the former is an nary phenomenon and the 

latter a binary phenomenon. In other words, while APF and MPF 
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requires the syntactic information of where a right-branching 

structure is involved, metrical boost further requires 

information as to how the prosodically marked structure is 

involved. This observation further substantiates the view I 

developed above that intonational structure involves a 

hierarchical organization just as syntactic structures do. 

Having confirmed that our theory of metrical boost makes 

correct predictions as to the relative height of the second minor 

phrase, let us next consider the effect of the extra FO boost on 

the third minor phrase. The model of metrical boost schematized 

in (49) predicts that the third minor phrase should be higher in 

(47b) (=(49b)) than in (47c) (=(49c)) because (47b) is subject to 

the FO boost in this position while (47c) is not. Similarly, the 

third minor phrase is expected to have a higher FO level in (47d) 

(=(49d)) than (47c) (=(49c)) since metrical boost is claimed to 

raise not just one minor phrase concerned but the whole pitch 

range in which subsequent minor phrases are also realized. 

The data in Table 33, however, do not accord with these 

predictions. There is no significant difference, for instance, 

between (47b) and (47c) in the height of the third minor phrase 

(cf. Table 38). Similarly, the third minor phrase in (47d) is 

realized at a lower FO level than the third minor phrase in (47c) 

(cf. Table 39). 
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Table 38 Comparison of (47b) and (47c) 
(df=22) 

Parameter tP 

[Peak3] 0.889 >. 20 

[P3-V3] 0.958 >. 20 

Table 39 Comparison of (47c) and (47d) 
(df=22 ) 

Parameter tP 

[Peak3] 3.374 <. 01 

[P3-V3] 2.966 <. 01 

This disagreement may be attributable to the tonal 

difference between the two phrases. The two phrases in (47b) and 

(47c), for example, show a substantial difference in the tonal 

structure of the third minor phrase, with the former containing 

only one post-accentual Low-toned mora within the phrase ('PALM- 

within') while the latter involves three morae. 
<40> Since the 

peak FG value of a given accented minor phrase tends to increase 

as its value of 'PALM-within' increases (cf. Section 2.2), the 

phrase in (47c) should, if other conditions were equal, have a 

higher peak for the third minor phrase than the phrase in (47b). 

For the same reason, the phrase in (47c) Is expected to have a 

higher peak for the third minor phrase than those of the tonal 

structure in (47d). Given these tonal differences and the 

expected FO differences they can possibly yield, it will not be 

so unrealistic to postulate that the differences in tonal 

structure have masked, as it were, the effects of metrical boost 

at the phonetic output. 
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While more detailed inquiries will be required into the 

interaction between the tonal effects and metrical effects on FO 

contours, the fact remains that the notion of metrical boost can 

account reasonably well for the FO differences shown by the four 

different syntactic structures in (47) which would otherwise 

remain unexplained. Seen from the viewpoint of intonational 

representation, it can be said that the four phrases in (47) have 

the intonational representation as in (50) and that an extra FO 

boost is added onto the basic downstep contour wherever a right- 

branching structure is involved, as illustrated in (49) above. 

(50) a) (=(47a)) 

[[% HIL % HLL %] [% % LHLL %]] 

b) (=(47b) ) 

[%HLL % [%I-ILLL% [%Llü. %U-IL%]]] 

c) (=(47c)) 

[ [% H LL % [% HGL % LI-ILLL %] l% I]-d-ILL %] 

d) (=(47d)) 

[%UL% [[%HU. L% HU, %] %URL%)] 

4. TONAL AND METRICAL INTERACTION 

In section 2 we have confirmed the validity of Poser's claim 

that downstep is a shift in pitch range triggered by accent, or 

by the sequence of High-Low tones involving no minor phrase 

boundary in between, in tonal terms. We have then seen in 

section 3 that the ups and downs of the FO contours are also 

influenced metrically, that is, by the syntactic configuration of 
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the sentence. Having understood that downstep in Japanese 

involves the two aspects, tonal and metrical, let us next consider 

the way the two aspects of the intonational process interact with 

each other and see if there is any further evidence for metrical 

boost. 

4.1. Evidence 

It was pointed out in section 1 that the previous 

intonational analyses of Japanese including those proposed by 

McCawley, Fujisaki and Poser tend to define the intonational 

category of major phrase and the process of downstep primarily on 

the basis of surface FO contours. Given the FO contour as in 

(51) below, for example, it has been generally thought that the 

contour comprises two major phrases with the two minor phrases 

belonging to different major phrases (cf . (52)), and that downstep 

has not applied between the two minor phrases because it is 

blocked by a major phrase boundary. 

(51) 

(52) 
MP MP 

mp 
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While the previous intonational models generally assume that 

the two minor phrases in (51) belong to different major phrases 

between which no downstep has applied, our theory of downstep 

does not define either downstep or major phrase on the basis of 

the surface FO configuration of the sentence. Under the 

analysis I have proposed, downstep involves not only the tonal 

aspect but also the metrical aspect. What this analysis implies 

is that a downstepped minor phrase can be realized at a higher FO 

level than its preceding minor phrase which has triggered the 

downstep if it is subject to metrical boost. If we tentatively 

adopt the definition of 'major phrase' as the domain of downstep, 

as many researchers actually do, it will follow that surface FO 

contours cannot be taken as a reliable index in defining 'major 

phrase' (and its boundaries) and, in more general terms, the 

intonational representation of utterances. (53) illustrates the 

intonational analysis of the contour in (51) under this 

interpretation. 

(53) Analysis as Metrical Boost (MB) 

MP 

MP mp 

Basic FO contour 
--- Surface FO contour 

(TIB added) 

.. % 
ý MB 

Uataset X contains two phrases which can give an interesting 

hint as to this question. The two phrases in (54) below are 

identical with each other both syntactically and tonally, except 
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for the accentedness of the second words: a'nino "brother's" and 

no "sister's". 

(54) (=(16), (42)) Detaset X 

a) [[ na'okono a'nino ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

%HLL%[-ü. L%L L%L}1L, % 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "blue" "muffler 
= "Naoko' s brother's blue muffler" 

b) [[ na'okono aneno ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

%HLLL%LE %HLL%UILLx 

"Naoko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 

Figures 5.48 and 5.52 show typical FO contours of these 

phrases. As is seen clearly from these figures, the third minor 

phrase is realized at a higher FO level than the second minor 

phrase in both of the phrases. The traditional models of 

Japanese intonation assume for these contours the intonational 

representation as in (55) below whereby the second and third 

minor phrase belong to different major phrases. 

(55) 

MP MP 

mp - mp mp mp 

As for the second minor phrase, it is predicted that the 

accented phrase in (54a) should be higher than the unaccented 

phrase in (54b) because of the effect of accentual boost as 
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discussed in Chapter Three (section 2). As for the third minor 

phrase, however, the traditional models predict no significant 

FO difference between (54a) and (54b) since downstep (or any 

other relevant intonational process) fails to apply over a major 

phrase boundary. 

While the traditional models assume a major phrase boundary 

between the second and third minor phrases in (54a) (Figure 5.48) 

and (54b) (Figure 5.52), our downstep theory assumes that 

downstep has applied between the second and third minor phrases 

in (54a). Under this theory, the fact that the third minor 

phrase is realized at a higher FO level than the second phrase 

in (54a) and (54b) is attributed to the syntactic configuration 

of the phrases, that is, to the effect of metrical boost which 

applies to the third minor phrase, thereby raising the pitch 

range in which the minor phrase (and possibly the fourth minor 

phrase as well) is realized. If this interpretation is tenable, 

it can be predicted that the the third minor phrase ao'i is lower 

in (54a) than in (54b). 

With these competing predictions in mind, let us see the 

experimental data. Figure 5.56 compares the two contours on 

the basis of the averaged FO values at peaks and valleys. As is 

seen from this figure, (54a) manifests its second minor phrase 

at a higher FO level than (54b) as a realization of accentual 

boost. This difference is statistically significant as 

illustrated in Table 40. 
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Table 40 Summary of Data: (54a) vs (54b) 
(All 22 df ) 

Parameter (54a/b) Mean(Hz) SD tP 

[Valley2] (54a) 132.6 2.68 5.433 <. 001 (54b) 125.7 3.47 

[Peak2] (54a) 153.6 4.36 7.329 < 001 (54b) 141.8 3.46 . 

While the second minor phrase is higher in (54a) than in 

(54b), Figure 5.56 shows that the third word ao'i is 

substantially higher in (54b) than in (54a). That this 

difference is statistically signif icant is shown in Table 41. 

Table 41 Summary of Data: (54a) vs (54b) 
(All 22 df) 

Parameter (54a/b) Mean(Hz) SD t p 

[Valley3] (54a) 118.9 3.34 
(54b) 136.8 3.14 13.561 <. 001 

[Peak3] (54a) 156.8 3.66 
(54b) 163.7 4.25 4.259 <. 001 

[Valley4] (54a) 120.5 3.12 
(54b) 123.5 3.32 3.125 <. 01 

4.2. Discussion 

To summarize the results in Table 40 and Table 41, it can be 

said that the second minor phrase is higher in (54a) than in 

(54b) while the third minor phrase is higher in (54b) than in 

(54a). As one may recall, this is exactly the same situation as 

we saw in defining the tonal aspect of downstep in section 2.1 

(cf. Figure 5.3). Namely, (54a) has a higher value for [Valley2] 

and [Peak2] than (54b) due to the effect of accentual boost, 

whereas (54a) has a lower value for [Valley3] and [Peak3] (and 
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also for [Valley4]) than (54b) because of the effect of downstep. 

In fact, the only difference between the various cases we saw in 

section 2.1 and the case under consideration now is simply that 

in the latter the downstepped minor phrase is given a higher 

pitch than the minor phrase which has triggered the intonational 

process. In other words, (54a) involves the lowering of pitch 

range between the second and third minor phrases although the 

latter minor phrase is realized at a higher FO level than the 

former phrase. These experimental results clearly show that it 

is our theory of downstep and not the traditional models as 

envisaged in (55) that makes a correct prediction as to the 

intonational structure of the contours given in Figures 5.48 and 

5.52. 

In addition to this, the seemingly paradoxical situation 

that has emerged gives several important implications for the 

nature of downstep and the intonational category of Japanese. 

First, it casts doubt on the approach whereby intonational 

processes are defined solely on the basis of the surface 

configuration of FO contours. In the discussion of downstep it 

is wrong to judge a priori that the lowering process has not 

taken place between two minor phrases simply because the second 

of the two minor phrases is realized higher than the first phrase 

(cf (51)). As the data have shown, downstepped minor phrases 

can be realized higher in pitch than their preceding minor phrase 

which triggered the intonational process. 

Second, and more important, the experimental evidence given 

substantiates the claim I made in the foregoing section, that 
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downstep involves not only tonal but also metrical aspect, and 

that this metrical aspect can be generalized by the notion of 

metrical boost. To put it in general terms, the possible range of 

FO patterns which a given sentence or phrase can take is 

determined not only by its tonal structure but also by its 

metrical (syntactic) structure. To be specific, the FO contour 

of the phrase in (54a), as shown in Figure 5.48, is constructed 

by the superimposition of the metrically induced FO boost (i. e. 

metrical boost) onto the basic downstep FO contour which was 

determined by the tonal structure of the phrase. 

(56) [[ na'okono a'nino ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

%HLLL%HLL %LHL%LHLL% 

a) Tonally Determined Basic Downstep Contour 

__> b) Metrical Boost Added 

The experimental evidence gives an interesting implication 

for the definition of major phrase too. It implies that just as 

the surface shapes of FO contours cannot be taken as a reliable 

index of downstep, we cannot rely on the surface FO patterns in 

defining the intonational category. As long as we define 'major 

phrase' as the domain of downstep, the fact that the 

intonational process can be defined between the second and third 
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minor phrases in (54a) - (56) - constitutes evidence that the 

two minor phrases belong to one and the same major phrase. What 

apprears to be the division of major phrases is, in fact, no more 

than a gesture of metrical boost added onto the basic downstep 

contours defined by the tonal structure of the phrase. 

Seen in this light, one may rightly ask if boundary 

phenomena (or 'juncture' phenomena) which have been attributed to 

the gesture of a major phrase (or analogous) boundary (cf . 

Han, 1962: Uyeno et al., 1979; 1980; 1981) can be all handled by 

the notion of metrical boost. In the absence of relevant 

experimental data, I cannot substantiate this speculation any 

further at the moment. However, in view of the fact that 

intonational structures of utterances (of which 'major phrase' 

putatively forms an integral part) have been identified a priori 

on the basis of the surface configuration of FO contours, it 

must be admitted that there is a good chance of this 

speculation being verified. If this can be shown, it will follow 

that 'major phrase' can be totally dispensed with in the 

intonational theory of Japanese. If so, it will follow that 

'minor phrase' is the only relevant intonational category and 

that all we need to explore in the description of Japanese 

intonation is the way minor phrases interact with each other 

to constitute the hierarchical structure of intonational 

representation. 
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5. RHY11tIIC ASPECT OF DOWNSTEP 

The foregoing discussion has fully shown that two 

independent principles - tonal and metrical - underly the 

process of downstep in Japanese. In addition to these two 

principles, Japanese downstep involves another aspect which I 

term the 'rhythmic principle. ' This principle is observed in 

uniformly left-branching phrases consisting of four (or more) 

accented words, to which the principle of metrical boost is not, 

by definition, applicable. 

Given that left-branching phrases consisting of three 

accented elements generally yield an FO contour as shown in (57) 

(cf. Figures 5.13 and 5.27), it can be assumed that uniformly 

left branching phrases made up of four accented words yield an FO 

contour as in (58) with each minor phrase realized lower than the 

minor phrase immediately preceding it. 

(57) 

(58) 
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What actually happens in my data, however, is that the third 

minor phrase is realized as high as (or even higher than) the 

second minor phrase, making the phrases intonationally indis- 

tinguishable as a whole from the symmetrically branching 

structure given in (59b) below. 

(59) a) Uniformly Left-Branching Structure 

[[[ AB]C]D] 

b) Symmetrically Branching Structure 

[[ AB ][ CD ]] 

In this last section on downstep, I will first present 

experimental evidence to show this phenomenon, and then claim 

that it is the principle of rhythmic alternation discussed in 

Chapter Two (section 3.4) and Chapter Four (section 6.4-) that 

underlies this phenomenon. 

5.1. Evidence for Rhythmic Boost 

5.1.1. Uataset IX 

Dataset IX contains the two types of phrases as given in 

(60) which differ from each other primarily in syntactic 
<41> 

structure. 
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(60) a) Uniformly Left-Branching Phrases 

e. g. [[ ma'rikoga no'nda ][ wa'inno nio'i ]] 

"Mariko-Nom" "drank" "wine-Gen" "smell" 

= "the smell of the wine which Mariko drank" 

b) Symmetrically Branching Phrases 

e. g. [[ a'ikono ne'esanno ][ u'uruno eri'maki ]] 

"Aiko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "wool-Gen" "muffler" 
= "Aiko's sister's woolen muffler" 

The type of the phrase in (60b) is subject to metrical boost 

in the third element which, as we saw in section 4 above, is 

realized higher than the element immediately preceding it. By 

contrast, the phrase type in (60a) does not involve a right- 

branching structure and is, therefore, free from the effect of 

the syntactically induced FO boost. As mentioned above, if 

Japanese downstep involves the tonal and metrical aspects and 

nothing else, it can be predicted that the uniformly left- 

branching phrases should manifest the unmarked basic downstep 

contour intact, with the FO level gradually descending from the 

first minor phrase to the last (cf. (58)). 

As seen from Figure 5.44, however, the actual FO contours 

shown by this type of phrases exhibit a boost in the third minor 

phrase which is quite similar to the effect of metrical boost in 

evidence in Figure 5.42. As a result of this FO boost, the two 

types of phrases in (60) come to show a very similar FO contour 

to each other (cf. Figure 5.57). 

That these two types of phrases exhibit essentially the same 
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configuration of downstep is clearly seen from the statistical 

results given in Table 42. 

Table 42 Summary of Statistics: Dataset IX 
(All 19 df ) 

Parameter Phrase Mean (Hz) SD t p 
type 

[Peaks] (60a) 191.8 6.18 1.263 >. 20 (60b) 195.4 7.15 

[Peak2] (60a) 153.0 6.36 0.928 >. 20 (60b) 155.9 8.20 

[Peak3] (60a) 153.8 6.59 
(60b) 158.4 7.38 1.544 >. 10 

[Peak4] (60a) 135.4 5.89 
(60b) 138.7 3.90 1.549 >. 10 

[P1-P2] (60a) 38.8 6.87 
(60b) 35.5 12.78 0.160 >. 20 

[P2-P3] (60a) -0.8 8.68 
(60b) -2.5 10.46 0.415 >. 20 

[P3-P4] (60a) 18.4 7.47 
(60b) 19.7 6.33 0.441 >. 20 

5.1.2. Detaset X 

The observation that the uniformly left-branching structure 

is intonationally neutralized with the symmetrically branching 

structure is further supported by the evidence from Detaset X. 

This dataset includes the two phrases given in (61) which are 

comparable to the two types of phrases in (60). 
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(61) 

a) [[[ a'ikoga a'nda ] eri'makino ] iromo'yoo ] 

%HLLL%HLL%LHLLL%LHHLL% 

"Aiko-Nom" "knit" "muffler" "design" 
= "the design of the muffler which Aiko knit" 

b) [[ na'okono a'nino ][ ao'i eri'maki ]] 

%HLLL%HLL%LH L%LHLL% 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
_ "Naoko' s brother's blue muffler" 

These phrases exhibit FO contours as illustrated in Figures 

5.53 and 5.48, in both of which the third minor phrase is raised 

to such an extent that it is higher than the second minor phrase. 

A statistical comparison of the two contours is given in Table 43 

(cf. Figure 5.58). 

Table 43 Summary of Statistics: Detaset X 
(All 22 df ) 

Parameter Phrase Mean (Hz) SD t P 
type 

[Peakl] (61a) 192.8 6.09 
(61b) 190.8 1.50 0.935 >. 20 

[Peak2] (61a) 153.6 3.37 
(61b) 153.6 1.58 0.000 >. 20 

[Peak3] (61a) 158.9 5.30 1.129 > 10 (61b) 156.8 3.66 . 

[Peak4] (61a) 137.7 2.99 
(61b) 134.5 3.00 2.623 <. 05 

[P1-P2] (61a) 39.2 4.51 
(61b) 37.2 1.71 1.439 >. 10 

[P2-P3] (61a) -5.3 3.75 
(61b) -3.2 4.81 1.193 >. 10 

[P3-P4] (61a) 21.2 5.24 
(61b) 22.3 4.36 0.558 >. 20 
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While the two constituent structures somehow show a 

significant difference in the height of the fourth minor phrase, 

[Peak4], <42> they nevertheless exhibit essentially identical FO 

pattern in regard to downstep. That is, the third minor phrase 

in the test phrase (61a) is realizied higher than expected as if 

to break up a long chain of gradually descending downstepped 

minor phrases into two parts. 

5.2. Arguments for Rhythmic Boost 

Having seen that uniformly left branching phrases are 

subject to an FO boost of some sort in the third minor phrase and 

are consequently neutralized with symmetrically branching phrases 

as in (60b) and (61b), let us consider the nature of this FO 

boost. 

A comparison of the FO contours in (57) and (58) might 

suggest that the extra boost in (58) is due to an articulatory or 

analogous constraint on excessively long declining contours. 

This explanation appears to be descriptively adequate in view of 

the fact that such an unexplicable boost is observed only in 

uniformly left branching phrases, which are not subject to 

metrical boost and are, accordingly, expected to yield a 

gradually declining sequence of minor phrases. However, there 

are at least three pieces of evidence to think that the extra FO 

boost observed in uniformly left-branching phrases should be 

attributed to a more abstract condition on speech. 
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The first line of evidence concerns the fact that left- 

branching phrases are not subject to such a boost if they are 

made up of three minor phrases. According to my preliminary 

observation, this holds true no matter how long the component 

minor phrases may be, that is, no matter how long the whole 

phrases may become. In fact, what is relevent is the number of 

the minor phrases the whole FO contour involves, and not the 

total phonetic length of the Ft) contour. Given this, one must 

ask himself why then there is a crucial boundary between left- 

branching phrases involving three minor phrases and those made up 

of four minor phrases. 

A second fact to note in characterizing the peculiar FO 

boost in question is that the boost is added to the third minor 

phrase and not to the second or fourth minor phrases. If the 

boost is added just to break up an excessively long chain of 

gradually descending minor phrases, it will be possible, if not 

necessary, that the boost applies to the minor phrases other than 

the third, as illustrated in (62) below. The fact that such FO 

contours do not generally surface suggests that the peculiar FO 

boost is not due to an articulatory constraint or any other 

constraint which conditions FO contours at a final stage of 

speech production. 
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(62) Other Possible Patterns Under Articulatory Constraint 

a) 

T, 
b) 

t 

And last, and most important, it must be remembered that it 

is not just the process of downstep that shows the neutralization 

of the uniformly left branching structure with the symmetrically 

branching structure. We saw in Chapter Two that uniformly left- 

branching compound nouns consisting of four words tend to result 

in two accentual phrases with a accent phrase boundary between 

the second and third component words. Moreover, the 

experimental data discussed in Chapter Four have shown that 

uniformly left-branching phrases consisting of four unaccented 

elements break themselves into two intonational (minor) phrases, 

with an intonational boundary between the second and third 

elements, among others. What is common among these three 

prosodic processes in Japanese is (a) that such a modification 

occurs only in left branching structures, or structures which are 

totally unmarked in the prosodic system of the language, (b) that 

no comparable phenomenon is observable in left-branching 

structures consisting of three elements, (c) the resultant 

prosodic pattern is one of symmetrical structure, with the four 

component elements grouped into two subgroups of two, and (d) 

the uniformly left-branching structure is prosodically 
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neutralized with the symmetrically-branching structure in each 

case. 

Taking all these facts into consideration, I proposed in 

Chapter Two (section 3.4) that uniformly left-branching 

structures are subject to the principle of rhythmic alternation 

(PRA) whereby 'monotonous' sequences of linguistic elements are 

reorganized into two (or more) groups, yielding a fully 

alternating pattern in some way or other. Under this proposal, 

the FO boost observed in the uniformly left-branching phrases can 

be defined as a 'rhythmic boost (RB)' which has the effect of 

converting the monotonously descending downstep contour in (63) 

into a more rhythmic, alternating pattern in (b), with a 

secondary 'beat' added on the third element: 

(63) a) Basic Downstep Contour 

=> b) RB Added 

Supposing that this characterization of the boost in 

question is tenable, the next question that emerges is one of how 

we can describe this principle in the intonational theory of 

Japanese. One straightforward answer that springs to by mind is 

that the PRA triggers a structural reanalysis as illustrated in 
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(64) below at the stage where syntactic structures are mapped 

onto phonological (intonational) structures. 

(64) Structural Reanalysis 

[[[A B] CI D] ==> [[A B] [C D]] 

Under this analysis, the fact that uniformly left-branching 

phrases show the same FO pattern as symmetrically branching 

phrases can be accounted for in a straightforward way. That is, 

since the uniformly left branching structure is given one and the 

same intonational structure as the symmetrically branching 

structure, phonetic realization rules (PRRs) yield identical FO 

patterns for the two structures, with the third minor phrase 

equally raised by the principle of metrical boost. Moreover, 

by defining the reanalysis in (64) as a rule that applies rather 

generally at the syntax-phonology mapping stage, this analysis is 

capable of providing a plausible account of the fact that the 

uniformly left branching structure is neutralized with the 

symmetrically branching structure in accentual and intonational 

phrasing processes as well as in the process of downstep. 

If the analysis in terms of prosodic restructuring is fully 

justifiable, it then follows that 'rhythmic boost' is not 

rhythmic boost but is merely 'metrical boost' applied to a 

restructured prosodic tree. 
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6. MECHANICAL DECLINATION 

From the discussion in the foregoing few sections, it will 

be understood that the tendency of FO to decline during the 

course of utterances in Japanese can be defined primarily as a 

process which is conditioned by phonological factors and affected 

by metrical (syntactic) and rhythmic factors. While there seems 

to be no room for doubt about this claim, it must be noted that 

this does not preclude the possibility of Japanese involving 

mechanical declination as well, a declination which should be 

attributed to some purely phonetic factor. In this last section 

on Japanese intonation, I would like to show that Poser's claim 

on this kind of FO declination can be largely supported. 

Dataset IV contains the following four phrases which all 

consist of four unaccented words or simplex phrases. 

(65) a) [[ naomino aneno ][ marui yunomi ] 

"Naomi-Gen" "Sister-Gen" "round" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's sister's round teacup" 

b) [[ naomino [ ueno aneno ]] yunomi ] 

"Naomi-Gen" "upper -Gen" "sister-Gen" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's eldest sister's teacup" 

c) [ naomono [[ umeno iron ] yunomi ]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "plum-Gen" "color-Gen" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's plum-colored teacup" 

d) [ naomino [ omoi [ mar-ui yunomi ]]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "heavy" "round" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's heavy round teacup" 
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In terms of mora structure, these test phrases all consist 

of thirteen morse. Since they do not involve an accented word 

or phrase, they are not subject to downstep in any way. As 

mentioned in Chapter Four (section 6.3), these phrases are 

generally manifested in two or three minor phrases with a phrase 

boundary introduced where a right branching structure is involved 

(cf. Figures 5.59-5.62). In tonal terms, in other words, these 

phrases yield the following structures. 

(66) a) % LEHHHH I%I IHM % 

b) % UHU % LHHI-HiH +L % 

c) % U+ll-l % U-141-H-Il-I-I % 

d) %L +II % Lt$-1 % Ui-HM 

If there is no phenomenon as characterizable as mechanical 

declination in Japanese, it can be predicted that the sequences 

of High tones should show a relatively flat FO contour in which 

no noticeable downward shift in pitch is observable. To be more 

specific, it will be predicted that the High tones of the second 

(and third) minor phrases should have essentially the same FO 

level as the High tones of the first minor phrases. (67) shows 

this schematically with the phrase in (65d). 

(67) 

HHH HH HHHHH 
LLL 
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The actual data from my experiment, however, do not accord 

with these predictions at all. A glance at the FO contours 

illustrated in Figures 5.59-5.62 suggests, for example, that the 

High-toned portion of the test phrases do not necessarily stay 

constant in pitch but gradually declines as the utterances 

progress. This is particularly in evidence in the final (second 

or third) minor phrase of each test phrase which declines 

gradually and steadily despite the fact that it is followed by no 

Low-toned morae. 

That the High-toned morae gradually fall in pitch during 

the course of utterances can be seen more clearly by the 

comparison of the peak FO values of neighboring minor phrases. 

Table 44 gives the mean peak FO values of eleven tokens for each 

phrase type. ([Peak 'n'] means the peak of the n-th minor 

phrase. Figures in the brackets represent standard deviation). 

Table 44 Summary of Data: Detaset IV 

Phrase type [Peak1] [Peak2] [Peak3] 

(65a) 165.7 148.6 
(4.73) (4.43) 

(65b) 159.7 153.9 
(2.65) (3.88) 

(65c) 163.2 156.7 
(3.68) (5.12) 

(65d) 163.0 153.8 147.3 
(3.44) (2.79) (2.10) 

Table 45 gives the result of t-test, which shows that the 

peak FO differences between two successive minor phrases in Table 

44 are all statistically significant. 
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Table 45 Summary of Statistics (All 20 df) 

Phrase type Peaks compared t P 

(65a) [Peakl]-[Peak2] 8.724 <. 001 

(65b) [Peak1]-[Peak2] 4.065 <. 001 

(65c) [Peakl]-[Peak2] 3.421 <. 01 

(65d) [Peakl]-[Peak2] 6.917 <. 001 
[Peak2]-[Peak3] 6.190 <. 001 

To summarize these experimental results, it can be said that 

Japanese exhibits mechanical declination by which sequences of 

High-toned morae gradually fall in pitch. Considered in 

conjunction with the discussion in the foregoing sections, it can 

be concluded that there are (at least) <1 > two factors that 

contribute to the tendency of FO to decline gradually during the 

course of utterances in Japanese: (a) phonologically conditioned 

downstep and (b) mechanical declination which can be defined as a 

totally phonetic phenomenon. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE 

1. The tendency of FO contours to decline during the course of 
utterances is reported on other languages too: cf. Cooper & 
Sorensen (1981) for English; Cohen & 't }cart (1967) for Dutch ; 
Hombert (1974) for African languages - for a brief summary of 
these reports see Vaissiera (1983) and Ladd (1984). It is 

admittedly desirable to discuss any experimental data about 
Japanese in comparison with the data from these languages. In 
this thesis, however, I shall chiefly discuss Japanese data in 
relation to the organization of Japanese prosody (intonational 
system). I shall discuss the cross-linguistic implications of 
the data in another paper. 

2. Poser (1984) and Beckman & Pierrehumbert (1986) employ the 
term 'catathesis' for what I call 'downstep' in this thesis. 
As I suggested in Introduction, what lies behind their choice of 
the terminology is the implicit claim that this intonational 
phenomenon in Japanese may not be equivalent to the arguably 
lexical phenomenon in many African languages. I will tentatively 
use the traditional term 'downstep' here, assuming that the two 
phenomena can probably be handled in the same way. 

3. As I will explain shortly, Poser (1984) and Pierrehumbert & 
Beckman (forthcoming) both assume that the downward trend in 
Japanese should be attributed to more than one factor. Here, 
however, I tentatively classify them into the second group since 
they attribute the main source of the downward trend to a 
phonological factor, or what they call 'catathesis' (downstep). 

4. Shimizu & Dantsuji (1981), for example, do not address the 
question of whether Japanese shows mechanical declination in 
natural speech. They conducted a listening experiment using 
synthesized nonsense stimuli to claim that native speakers of 
Japanese do not perceive the pitch difference putatively 
resulting from declination. Higurashi (1983)'s experiment 
analyzes very short stretches of speech in which segmental 
effects on pitch are not well controlled for. Moreover, her 
observation that pitch gradually declines in Japanese, which she 
refers to as 'phonetic fade, ' is nothing but the phenomenon I 
termed 'accentual fall' in Chapter Three (section 1), or the 
phenomenon whereby pitch falls at a constant rate in the post- 
accentual position of utterances. 

5. See Chapter Four (section 1) for other terms Fujisaki 
employs in the same sense as these. 

6. Poser is correct in pointing out that Fujisaki's model "is 
based upon observation of FO contours of a small number of 
sentences (approximately ten) whose contents have not been varied 
in a systematic fashion (p. 303). " 
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7. Since the phrases do not involve a 'major syntactic 
boundary, ' the three accent units they yield are supposed to be 

realized within a single phrase component (voicing unit) in 
Fujisaki's theory (cf. Chapter Four, section 1). 

8. For a critical sketch of Haraguchi (1977), see Note 13 below. 

9. See Notes 10 and 11 below for the analyses proposed by Hayata 

and Shibatani respectively. 

10. f-layata (1969) assumes the same accent reduction rule as 
McCawley. Unlike McCawley, however, Hayata does not postulate 
the pitch assignment rules, but assumes that pitch contours of 
Japanese are determined in a straightforward way by the 
relative strength of the phrases as defined by the accent 
reduction rule. This assumption is empirically unjustifiable as 
can be seen from the evidence in section 3 below. Left nching 
and right branching phrases consisting of three accented minor 
phrases, for example, are assigned, by way of the accent 
reduction rule, the accent patterns as in (10), which are then 
intonationally interpreted into the FO contours as shown below. 

Hayata's Accent Reduction Model 

[[A B] Cl [A [B C]] 

Input to ARR 111111 
1st cycle 1212 
2nd cycle 132123 

Phonetic 
output 

Of these two contours, the contour of the right-branching 
phrases is correct (cf. Figures 5.7 and 5.26) but that of the 
left-branching phrases is not, as can be seen from Figures 5.13 
and 5.27). In other words, the phonologically conditioned 
lowering process chains in left branching phrases as well as in 
right branching phrases with the third minor phrase equally 
downstepped with respect to the second phrase in both of the two 
types of branching structures. 

I must hasten to emphasize, however, that this defect does 
not lead to the argument that syntactic structure of phrases and 
sentences are irrelevant in characterizing downstep in Japanese. 
On the contrary, information on syntactic hierarchy is essential 
for an adequate characterization of the process as will be shown 
in sections 3 and 4 below. Where Hayata's model fails, then, is 
in the manner in which intonational structures (and hence surface 
FO contours into which they are realized) are related with the 
syntactic structures of sentences. To be more specific, the 
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crucial flaw of Hayata's model lies in his assumption that 
surface intonational configurations are constrained by syntactic 
structure ('text') so heavily as to reflect the syntactic 
hierarchy as such. 

11. Having seen the outline of McCawley's accent reduction 
theory, one may notice that the pitch assignment rules have a 
sort of 'side effect' of undoing the effect of the accent 
reduction rule. That is, the nary representation of the accent 
strength is converted by the pitch assignment rules into the 
three-level contrasts of tones (High, Mid and Low), or into the 
binary representation of High and Mid tones if one focuses onto 
the relative high-pitched portion of minor phrases. Seen in 
this light, it seems that the accent reduction rule can be 
totally dispensed with in McCawley's model. What one needs to do 
then will be to modify the first rule of his pitch assignment 
rules as in the following: "Everything in a minor phrase becomes 
high-pitched if it is the leftmost minor phrase in the major 
phrase. If it is not the leftmost minor phrase, everything in it 
becomes mid-pitched. " Shibatani (1972) proposes his version of 
accent reduction model along this line. 

12. Since this is an interrogative sentence, the question marker 
j in the last minor phrase i'idesuka is given a high (rising) 
pitch at the phonetic output of speech. In this tonal (pitch) 
representation, I tentatively ignore this effect. 

13. Haraguchi (1977) gives a similar account although he shows 
no experimental evidece. Haraguchi's account of downstep (his 
'downdrift') correctly predicts that downstep is triggered by 
accent and that downstep affects the whole minor phrase following 
the accented phrase. Moreover, it correctly assumes that the 
effect of the intonational process should be defined at the stage 
where phonetic realizations rules implement the tonal 
representation. However, Haraguchi's account falls into two 
difficulties. First, it fails to state explicitly that 
unaccented words and phrases are subject to downstep just like 
accented words and phrases. Second, it falsely assumes that the 
minor phrase following an accented phrase undergoes 'total 
downstep' (or 'total catathesis' in Poser's terminology) whereby its initial lowering is totally eliminated. As was shown in 
Chapter Four (section ¢), this type of downstep can occur in 
Japanese under certain conditions, but it is not as common as Haraguchi assumes. In fact, my data have shown not a single 
example of total downstep in some 200 utterances consisting of 
two minor phrases. 

14. Pierrehumbert & Beckman (forthcoming) suggest that there is 
a third source, which they call 'final lowering, ' that 
contributes to the downward trend of pitch in Japanese. In the 
absence of sufficient experimental evidence, I cannot give a 
proper comment on this claim and will not discuss this issue in 
this thesis. 
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15. Poser analyzes what I characterize as right-branching 
phrases in this thesis: e. g. the two phrases in Table 2. 
Failure to analyze left branching phrases, the more common phrase 
type than the right-branching counterpart in Japanese, leads 
Poser to claim mistakenly that total downstep does not occur in 
Japanese (cf. Chapter Four). 

16. As suggested in Chapter 4 (section 1), this criticism 
applies not only to Poser but to most other researchers on 
Japanese declination, including McCawley (1968), Fujisaki and 
Pierrehumbert & Beckman. 

17. As I suggested in Chapter Four (section 6), sequences of two 
words and phrases can be combined to form one minor phrase 
(cf. Figure 5.63). In such cases, the FO level at the boundary 
between the two components was tentatively identified as the 
onset of the second component (that is, [VAlley2]), and the highest 
point within the second component was interpreted as its peak. 

18. When the first component is unaccented, it is often 
intonationally amalgamated with the second component (cf. Figure 
5.64). In such cases, the boundary between the two component 
words, which is generally the highest point of the second 
component, was tentatively identified as the onset (that is 
[Valley2]) and peak (that is, [Peak2]). 

19. The effect of accentual boost on the first minor phrase is 
(more or less) statistically significant as shown in the 
following table (df=16): 

! Parameter Accent type Mean (Hz) SD TP 

! [Valley! ] <la> [+A, +A, +A] 165.0 6.89 ! 
<1b> [-A, +A, +A] 158.4 4.75 2.230 <. 05 ! 

! [Peakl] <la> [+A, +A, +A] 181.5 6.65 ! 
! <lb> [ A, +A, +A] 176.2 4.37 1.941 <. 10 ! 

20. The effect of accentual boost is statistically significant 
(df=17) : 

! Parameter 
s 

Accent type Mean (Hz) SD TP 

s I(Valley2] <la> [+A, +A, +A] 144.4 5.78 I 
<lc> [+A, A, +A] 135.8 5.02 3.386 <"O1 = 

i[Peak2] <la> [+A, +A, +A] 168.3 7.07 = 
<lc> [+A, -A, +A] 158.0 5.53 3.433 <. O1 
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21. It may be necessary to add in regard to <la> that the effect 
of the first downstep may be obscured as the utterance 
progresses. This is seen from Figure 5.11, where one finds that 
[Peak3] of <la>, the peak of its second downstepped minor phrase, 
is just as high as [Peak3] of <lb>, in which downstep has taken 

place only once. A similar observation can be made about left- 
branching phrases of the same accentual structure, as can be seen 
from Figure 5.17. 

22. Figure 5.17 shows that the first component has a higher 
pitch when it is accented (i. e. in (2/3a>) than when it is 
unaccented (i. e. in <2/3b>). This effect of accentual boost is 
statistically significant (df=39): 

! Parameter Accent type Mean(Hz) SD TP 

1 [Valleyl] <2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 166.7 6.34 ! 
<2/3b> [ A, +A, +A] 161.2 4.10 3.179 <. 01 

! [Peak! ] <2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] 187.6 3.33 
<2/3a> [ A, +A, +A] 177.2 3.64 9.455 <. 001 

23. Just as in the sequences of two words or phrase (see Note 17 
above), the first two component words of these three-component 
test phrases were often fused to form what looks like a single 
minor phrase (cf. Chapter Four, section 6). In such cases, the 
FO level at the boundary between the two components was measured 
as the onset FO value of the second component, that is, [Valley2], 
while the highest level within the second component was measured 
as its peak value ([Peak2]). 

24. Again, the effect of accentual boost realizes the second 
component word higher when it is accented (i. e. in (2/3a>) than 
when it is unaccented (i. e. in <2/3c>). This difference is 
statistically significant (df=37); 

! Parameter 
! 

Accent type Mean(Hz) SD TP 
! 

! [Valley2] <2/3a>[+A, +A, +A] 147.8 8.93 
! <2/3c>[+A, -A, +A] 136.2 5.002 <. 001 4.39 

! 
! 
! [Peak2] <2/3a>[+A, +A, +A] 162.7 4.84 
! <2/3c>[+A, A, +A] 150.8 6.723 <. 001 6.20 
! ! 

25. See Note 21 above. 
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26. This compares with the fact that the intonational process of 
accentual fall is not sensitive to a minor phrase boundary (cf. 
Chapter Three, section j). This suggests that there are two 
types of intonational phenomena in Japanese, those which are 
defined in reference to a minor phrase boundary (e. g. downstep 

and accentual and pre-accentual boost) and those for which such 
boundary information is irrelevant (e. g. accentual fall). 

27. The differece shown by the two types of phrases in regard to 
[Peak2-Valley2] is due to the effect of accentual boost. That is, 
the second minor phrase shows a greater degree of FO rise at 
its onset if it is accented than if it is unaccented. 

28. See Note V. 

29. The greatest difference with respect to [Peakl] is found 
between (25a) and (25d) in Table 21 and between (27a) and (27e) 
in Table 23. In both cases the difference is statistically 
significant: 

(25a) vs. (25d): (p(T=2.772, df=20) <. 05) 
(27a) vs. (27e): (p(T=2.421, df=20) <. 05) 

30. In contrast to Table 21 and Table 23, [Peakl] remains more 
or less constant in Table 22. The greatest difference observed 
is that bewteen (26c) and (26d) but it is not statistically 
significant: (p(T=1.728, df=20)>. 05). 

31. Here, again, a substantial difference is observed both in 
Table 21 and Table 23. The greatest difference in Table 21 is 
observed between (25d) and (25e) and is significant: 
(p(T=4.159, df=20)<. 001). The greatest difference in Table 23 is 
found between (27a) and (27e) and is also significant 
(p(T=4.762, df=20)<. 001). In Table 22, by contrast, no 
significant difference is observed -The greatest difference is 
observed between (26c) and (26d) but is not significant: 
(p(T=1.069, df=20)>. 20). This is because the four test phrases in 
Table 22 do not differ from each other in the tonal structure of 
the first component and is hence free from the effect which 
tonal differences in the first component could otherwise exert on 
the following component. 

32. (25d) does not seem to conform to the general tendency I am 
suggesting, by showing a higher [Peak2] than expected. This is 
probably due to the tonal effect on the peak level. That is, 
(25d) involves three post-accentual Low-toned morae in its second 
component while other test phrases involve one or two Low-toned 
morae in the same position. As minor phrases generally have 
a higher peak level as they involve more-Low-toned morae in the 
post-accentual position, it can be assumed that this tonal 
difference leads the second minor phrase in (25d) to have a 
higher peak level than expected. 
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33. There are many more pseuso-minimal pairs of phrases like 
this. E. g. 

(i) [ na'okono [ me'nno eri'maki 11 

"Naoko-Gen" "cotton-Gen" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's cotton muffler" 

[[ na'okono me'ino ] eri'maki I 

"Naoko-Gen" "niece-Gen" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's niece's muffler" 

(ii) [ mazusi'i [ nangokuno hito'bito ]] 

"poor" "south country-Geri" "people" 
= "poor people in tropical countries" 

[[ mazusi'i kunino ] hito'bito ] 

"poor" "country-Gen" "people" 
= "people in poor countries" 

(iii) [ o'okina [ nookonno o'obaa ]] 

"big" "dark-blue-Gen" "overcoat" 
= "a big dark blue overcoat" 

[[ o'okina nooenno ] o'onaa ] 

"big" "farm-Gen" "owner'' 
= "owner of a big farm" 

34. The only possible exception to this is those FO contours 
showing total downstep, whereby initial lowering is totally 
eliminated in a downstepped minor phrase (cf. Chapter Four, 
section 4). 

35. Having seen in section 2.2 above that tonal differences of 
component words can cause a slight but statistically significant 
effect on the configuration of downstep, one may suspect, quite 
naturally, that the differences in Table 28 may be due to a 
differnce in the tonal structure of the component words 
constituting the two types of phrases. As illustrated in the 
table below, the two types of constructions analyzed show slight 
differences in the values of 'PALM' and 'PALM-within' with 
respect to the first two component words. 
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Table 2 Tonal Differences Between <la> and <2/3a> 

PALM PALM-within 

<la> 2.00 1.75 
<2/3a> 2.11 1.78 

However, these tonal differences cannot reasonably be 

related with the outcome in Table 28. The tonal differences are 
not accompanied by differences in [Valley2] or [P(eak)1- 
V(alley)2]. Since the difference in the value of PALM shows 
itself most clearly in the degree of accentual fall and the 
resultant valley level, the lack of a significant difference 
between the two branching structures in these two parameters 
provides evidence against the tonal explanation. 

36. In addition to the two implications discussed here, the 
notion of metrical boost implies that phrase-initial FO rise 
characterizable as the initial lowering of the phrase is partly 
attributable to the effect of metrical boost. Refer back to 
Chapter Four (section 5) for a detailed discussion. 

37. These four test phrases slightly differ in tonal structure. 
The following table illustrates this difference in regard to 
'PALM-within' for each component. 

Phrase 1st comp. 2nd comp. 3rd comp. 4th comp. 

(47a) 3 (morae) 2 1 2 
(47b) 3 3 1 2 
(47c) 3 2 3 2 
(47d) 1 3 2 2 

38. Table 33 shows that (47d) has a strikingly lower peak for 
the first minor phrase than the others, with the difference being 
statistically significant, as can be seen from the following 
table (All 22 df): 

! 1 

! Phrases compered T p 

! 
! (47d) vs. (47a) 3.591 <. 01 
! (47b) 4.896 <. 001 

(47c) 4.600 <. 001 ! 
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The significantly lower [Peak1] in (47d) may be attributed 
to the tonal difference between (47d) and the other four test 

phrases. As the tonal representation in (47) show (cf. Note 37), 
(47d) has only one post-accentual Low-toned mora in the first 

minor phrase whereas (47a)-(47c) have three morae in this 

position. Since the peak of minor phrases tend to rise as they 

contain a larger number of post-accentual Low-toned morse 
('PATl'), the tonal difference between (47a)-(47c) and (47d) may 
well lead to the former three phrases to have a higher [Peakl] 
than (47d). This account is supported, at least in part, by the 
fact that (47d) shows a markedly smaller value than the other 
test phrases for the degree of accentual fall, which generally 
reflect tonal differences in a straightforward way (cf. Chapter 
Three, section 1). 

[Accentual Fall: Peakl Valley] 

! 
Phrase Mean(Hz) 

! 
SD 

! ! 
(47a) 58.2 3.28 
(47b) 62.4 5.28 ! 
(47c) 62.1 4.10 1 

! (47d) 39.9 6.27 ! 

Phrases compared T P 

! (47d) vs (47a) 6.703 <. 001 ! 
(47b) 7.550 <. 001 ! 
(47c) 7.669 <. 001 ! 

39. The data obtained for (47d) may admit of another 
interpretation. Since [Peak2] in (47d) is the same as [Peakl] in 
the other three phrases, as can be seen from Table 33, it may be 
possible to suppose that this particular kind of hierarchical 
configuration undergoes a kind of restructuring whereby [Peakl ] 
and [Peak2] are turned into a kind of 'prehead' and the starting 
point of downstep respectively. I do not prefer this 
interpretation since, according to my intuition, downstep is 
applicable to the first two minor phrases in (47d) even though 
the second phrase may be realized at a higher level than the 
first at the phonetic output. That is, the second phrase, 
yM'mLikoRa, appears to receive a lower pitch (i. e. undergoes 
downstep) when following the accented phrase ao'i than when 
following an unaccented phrase (e. g. ). See the discussion 
in section 4 below for the evidence that a downstepped minor 
phrase can be phonetically realized at a lower level than the 
phrase which has triggered the lowering. 
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40. See Note 37 above. 

41. Besides the test phrases given in (60), Drataset IX includes 
the following uniformly left-branching phrases: 

[[[ na'okono ni'isanno ] eri'makino ] iromo'yoo ] 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "muffler-Gen" "design" 
= "design of Naoko's brother's muffler" 

[[[ nau'i mi'nnrino ] onna'nokono ] i'yaringu ] 

"fashionable" "appearence-Gen" "girl-Gen" "earring" 
= "the earring worn by the trendy-dressed girl" 

42. I can provide no satisfactory reason for this difference. 
One possibility may be that the segmental effect of [r] on the 
FO of the neighboring vowels, i. e. a , local FO dip (erjmaki). I 
leave this an open question. 

43. See Note 14 above. 
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LIST OF FIGURES 

Figure 5.1. Typical FO contour of the phrase uma'i nomi'mono 
"tasty drink, " which consists of two accented words. 

Figure 5.2. Typical FO contour of the phrase amai nomi'mono 
"sweet drink, " which consists of an unaccented word and an 
accented word. 

Figure 5.3. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
phrases illustrated in Figures 5.1 (solid line) and 5.2 
(dotted line). 

Figure 5.4. Typical FO contour of the phrase uma'i vajnimo 
"tasty yam (potato), " which involves the sequence of an 
accented word followed by an unaccented word. 

Figure 5.5. Typical FO contour of the phrase amai vamalmo "sweet 
yam, " which consists of two unaccented words. 

Figure 5.6. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
phrases illustrated in Figures 5.4 (solid line) and 5.5 
(dotted line). 

Figures 5.7-5.10 Typical FO contours of right branching phrases 
consisting of three words (or simplex phrases): Dataset VII 

Figure 5.7. <la> [+A, +A, +A] kowa'i me'no ya 'maj 
"fearful eye disease" 

Figure 5.8. <1b> [ A, +A, +A] kilroi me'nno ori'mono 
"yellow cotten fabrics" 

Figure 5.9. <ic> [+A, -A, +A] ao'i momenno ori'mono 
"blue cotten fabrics" 

Figure 5.10. <ld> [ A, A, +A] ga, marin me'ron 
"sweet round melon" 

Figure 5.11 Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
types of phrases as illustrated in Figures 5.7 (solid line) 
and 5.8 (dotted line). 

Figure 5.12 Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
types of phrases as illustrated in Figures 5.7 (solid line) 
and 5.9 (dotted line). 
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Figures 5.13-5.16. Typical FO contours of left-branching phrases 
consisting of three words (or simplex phrases): Uataset VII 

Figure 5.13. <2/3a> [+A, +A, +A] a'warena ini'narin4 o'vako 
"poorly dressed family" 

Figure 5.14. <2/3b> [ A, +A, +A] na'okono ne'esanno i'varinsxu 
"Naoko's sister's earring" 

Figure 5.15. <2/3c> [+A, A, +A] nau'i movoono ri'm ki 
"a muffler with a trendy design" 

Figure 5.16. <2/3d> [ A, A, +A] amai neirono o' u 
"sweet-tuned music" 

Figure 5.17. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
types of phrases as illustrated in Figures 5.13 (solid line) 
and 5.14 (dotted line). 

Figure 5.18. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two types of phrases as illustrated in Figures 5.13 (solid 
line) and 5.15 (dotted line). 

Figures 5.19-5.20. Relation between the terminal FO point of 
accentual fall, plotted on the x--axis, and the degree of the 
immediately following FO rise (initial lowering), plotted on 
the y-axis: Dataset V. 

Figure 5.19. In the sequence of two accented minor phrases 

Figure 5.20. In the sequence of an accented minor phrase 
followed by an unaccented phrase. 

Figures 5.21-5.22. Relation between the degree of accentual 
fall, plotted on the x-axis, and the degree of the 
immediately following FO rise (initial lowering), plotted on 
the y-axis : Drataset V. 

Figure 5.21. In the sequence of two accented minor phrases. 

Figure 5.22. In the sequence of an accented phrase followed 
by an unaccented phrase. 

Figure 5.23. Effect of the tonal structure of a minor phrase on 
its peak: i. e. Relation between the number of post-accentual 
Low-toned morae within a minor phrase ('PALM-within'), 
plotted on the x-axis, and the FO peak of the phrase, 
plotted on the y-axis: Dataset V. 
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Figures 5.24-5.25. Effect of the tonal structure of a minor 
phrase on the peak of the next minor phrase: i. e. Relation 
between the number of post-accentual Low-toned morae within 
a minor phrase ('PALM-within'), plotted on the x-axis, and 
the peak of the following minor phrase, plotted on the y- 
axis: Uataset V. 

Figure 5.24. In the sequence of two accented minor phrases. 

Figure 5.25. In the sequence of one accented minor phrase 
followed by an unaccented phrase. 

Figures 5.26-5.27. Typical FO contours of the two types of 
phrases from Detaset VIII: [+A, +A, +A] 

Figure 5.26. The right-branching phrase eo'i o'okina me'ron 
"an unripe big melon" 

Figure 5.27. The left-branching phrase go'i me'ronno nigli 
"smell of an unripe melon" 

Figure 5.28. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
phrases illustrated in Figures 5.26 (solid line) and 5.27 
(dotted line). 

Figure 5.29. Comparison of the two types of phrases illustrated 
in Figures 5.26 (circles) and 5.27 (triangles) : Value of FO 
peak of the second minor phrase as a function of the value 
of FO peak of the first minor phrase. 

Figures 5.30-5.31. Typical FO contours of the two types of 
syntactic phrases from Detaset VIII: [+A, A, +A] 

Figure 5.30. The right branching phrase o'okina omoi me'ro n 
"a big heavy melon" 

Figure 5.31. The left branching phrase Wokina miming WoMmt 
"a wolf with big ears" 

Figures 5.32-5.33. Typical FO contours of the two types of 
syntactic phrases from Dataset VIII: [+A, -A, +A] 

Figure 5.32. The right-branching phrase na'rano vuumeina 
rvo'ori "famous dishes of Nara. " 

Figure 5.33. The left branching phrase t 'rann omlyano 
eha'caki "the picture-card of a shrine in Nara. " 
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Figures 5.34-5.35. Typical FO contour of the two types of 
syntactic phrases from Dataset VIII: [+A, -A, -A1 

Figure 5.34. The right-branching phrase na'rano mit 
Qmiya "a famous shrine in Nara. " 

Figure 5.35. The left branching phrase na'rano Qmivano 
omamori "the amulet of a shrine in Nara. " 

Figure 5.36. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
phrases illustrated in Figures 5.30 and 5.31: solid and 
dotted lines represent the contours of the right branching 
and left-branching phrases respectively. 

Figure 5.37. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
phrases illustrated in Figures 5.32 and 5.33: solid and 
dotted lines represent the contours of the right branching 
and left branching phrases respectively. 

Figure 5.38. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
phrases illustrated in Figures 5.34 and 5.35: solid and 
dotted lines represent the contours of the right-branching 
and left branching phrases respectively. 

Figure 5.39. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two types of phrases as illustrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.13 
(Uataset VII): solid and dotted lines represent the FO 
contours of the right branching and left-branching phrases 
respectively, on the basis of the mean peak and valley FO 
values. 

Figure 5.40. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two types of left inching phrases in Uataset VII: solid 
and dotted lines represent the FO contours of the loosely- 
bound and tightly-bound left-branching phrases respectively, 
on the basis of the mean peak and valley FO values. 

Figure 5.41. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two types of phrases as illustrated in Figures 5.9 and 5.15 
(Uataset VII): solid and dotted lines represent the FO 
contours of the right-branching and left branching phrases 
respectively, on the basis of the mean peak and valley FO 
values. 

Figures 5.42-5.44. Typical FO contours of the three types of 
phrases in Uataset IX, all consisting of four accented words 
(or simplex phrases). 

Figure 5.42. [[A B] [C DI I na' okosxa a'nda u'uruno erilmaki 
"the woolen muffler Naoko knit" 

Figure 5.43. [A [B [C D]]] yu'mikono o'okina ao'i eri'miki 
"Yumiko's big blue muffler" 
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Figure 5.44. [[[A B] C] D] ma'rikoga o'n wa'inno nio'i 
"the smell of the wine Manko drank" 

Figure 5.45. Schematized FO contour of the phrase type as 
illustrated in Figure 5.42, on the basis of the averaged 
peak and valley FO values. 

Figure 5.46. Schematized FO contour of the phrase type as 
illustrated in Figure 5.43, on the basis of the averaged 
peak and valley FO values. 

Figure 5.47. Comparison of the schematized FO contours in 
Figures 5.45 (solid line) and 5.46 (dotted line). 

Figures 5.48-5.53 Typical FO contours of the six phases in 
t faset X. 

Figure 5.48. [[na'okono a'nino][ ao'i eri'maki]] 
"Naoko's brother's blue muffler" 

Figure 5.49. [ma'rikono [o'okina [ao'i eri'maki]]] 
"Mariko's big blue muffler" 

Figure 5.50. [[a'yakono [me'nno eri'makino]] iromo'yoo] 
"design of Ayako's cotton muffler" 

Figure 5.51. [ao'i [[yu'mikoga a'rila] eri'maki]] 
"blue muffler which Yumiko knit" 

Figure 5.52. [[na'okono aneno][ao'i eri'maki]] 
"Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 

Figure 5.53 [[[a'ikoga a'nda ] eri'makino ] iromo'yoo] 
"design of the muffler Aiko knit" 

Figure 5.54. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two phrases illustrated in Figure 5.48 (solid line) and 
Figure 5.49 (dotted line). 

Figure 5.55. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two phrases illustrated in Figure 5.50 (solid line) and 
Figure 5.51 (dotted line). 

Figure 5.56. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two phrases illustrated in Figure 5.48 (solid line) and 
Figure 5.52 (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.57. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the two 
types of phrases from Dataset IX, as illustrated in Figure 
5.42 (solid line) and Figure 5.44 (dotted line). 

Figure 5.58. Comparison of the schematized FO contours of the 
two phrases from Dataset X, illustrated in Figure 5.48 
(solid line) and Figure 5.53 (dotted line). 

Figures 5.59-5.62. Typical FO contours of the four phrases from 
Dataset IV, all consisting of four unaccented words (or 
simplex phras es). 

Figure 5.59. [[ naomino aneno ][ marui yunomi ]] 
"Naomi's sister's round teacup" 

Figure 5.60. [[ naomino [ ueno aneno ]] yunomi ] 
"Naomi's eldest sister's teacup" 

Figure 5.61. [ naomino [[ umeno irono ] yunomi ]] 
"Naomi's plum-colored teacup" 

Figure 5.62 [ naomino [ omoi [ marui yumomo ]]] 
"Naomi's heavy round teacup" 

Figure 5.63. Typical FO contour of the phrase amai me'ron "sweet 
melon" where two components are intonationally fused into a 
single minor phrase. 

Figure 5.64. Typical FO contour of the phrase amai oimo "sweet 
potato" where two components are intonationally fused into 
a single minor phrase. 
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APPENDIX I: DATASEfS 

To simplify description, the following abbreviations and 

notations are used: 

/'/ : word accent 
'Acc' : the accusative particle g 
'Nom' : the nominative particle ga 
'Sub' : the subjunctive form of verbs 
'Top' : the topic particle wa 
'Null': a semantically null particle mo 
'Neg' :a negative particle 
'Emp' : an emphatic adverb 

Dataset I 

Uataset I consists of the following seven sentences written 

in one set of cards. The cards were put in the frame 

naomi }3 ... to itta "Naomi said that ... " and was read a total 

of ten times in separate blocks. Since the primary purpose of 

this experiment was not to measure FO values but to examine the 

overall shapes of the FO contours, the cards were not reshuffled 

between the repetitions. For the same reason, all the ten blocks 

were subsequently analyzed without the first block discarded. 

1. na'ni-o no'ndara i'i-desu-ka 

"What-Acc" "drink(Sub)" "good--be-Q' 
= "What would it be best to drink? " 

2. o'oman-made aru'ita 

"Oman-to" "walked" = "(she) walked to Oman. " 

3. i'ran-yori i'raku-ga suki'-da 

"Iran-than" "Iraq-Nom" "like" 
= "(she) likes Iraq better than Iran. " 

4. na'ni-o yo'rvdara i' i-desu-ka 
"what-Acc" "read(Sub)" "good-be-Q" 

= "What would it be best to read? " 
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5. muro'rarrmade aru' ita 

"Muroran (placename)-to" "walked" 
= "(she) walked to Muroran" 

6. ro'oma yori mi'rano-e mukatta 

"Rome-from" "Milan-to" "headed" 
= "(she) headed for Milan from Rome" 

7. ramune-o no'nde-mi'ru 

"lemonade-Ace" "drink-see" 
= "(she) tries drinking lemonade" 

Uataset II 

This dataset contains the ten test sentences listed below. 

Like the sentences in Dataset I, these sentences were written in 

one set of cards and were read ten times in separate blocks in 

the phrase sentence naomi-wa ... to itta "Naomi said that .... " 

All the ten repetitions were subsequently analyzed. 

1. mayumi-ga ka'eru-ma'de ie'-ni iru 

"Kayumi-Vom" "return-till" "home-at" "be" 
= "(she) will be at home until Mayumi returns" 

2. noruwe'e-yo'ri mo ruumania-no ho'o-ga suki'da 

"Norway-than-Null" "Romania-Gen" "side-Acc" "like" 
= "(she) likes Romania better than Norway" 

3. mayumi-ga no'nde-mi'ru-ma'de no'mu-na 

"Mayumi-Nom" "drink-see-till" "drink-Neg" 
= "Do not drink (it) until Mayumi tries drinking (it)" 

4. mayumi-wa ie'-ni iru-yo'oda 

"Mayumi Top" "home-at" "be-look" 
= "It looks Mayumi is at home" 

5. mayumi-wa ayama'ru-daro'o 

"Mayumi-Top" "aplogize-will" 
= "Mayumi will apologize" 
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6. ruumania yo'ri noruwe'e-ma'de aru' ita 

"Romania-from" "Norway-to" "walked" 
= "(she) walked from Romania to Norway" 

7. kono ra'nnaa yori-mo ano ra'nnaa-no ho'o-ga 
"this" "runner-thanNul1" "that" "runner-Gen" "side-Nom" 

asi'-ga haya'i 
"leg Nom" "fast" 

= "that runner runs faster than this runner" 

8. tegami-o yo' nde-mi 'r u-no' de moo sukosi matte kudasa'i 

"letter-Acc" "read-see-as" "more" "bit" "wait" "please" 
"please wait for a little more as I will try reading 
the letter" 

9. asu'-wa hare'ru-daro'o 

"tomorrow-Top" "clear up-will" 
= "It will be a nice day tomorrow" 

10. mayumi-ga yo'mu-yo'o ni yomi-nasa'i 

"Mayumi Nom" "read-manner-in" "read-do" 
= "read in the manner Mayumi reads" 

Dataset III 

This dataset consists of only two sentences given below. The 

first of the two sentences is an interrogative sentence to which 

the second sentence answers. The nucleus of the first sentence 

differs from the first test sentence in Dataset I in that it 

involves an emphatic adverb ittai which plays the role of 

emphasizing the word immediately following it, that is, na'ni-o 

"what. " These two sentences were repeated ten times, yielding 

ten blocks in all. All the recordings were subsequently 

analyzed. 
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1. naomi-wa ittai na'ni-o no'ndara i'i-desu-ka to kiita 

"Naomi Top" "Emp" "what Acc" "drink(Sub)" "good-be-Q" "asked" 
= "Naomi asked, what on earth will it be best to drink? " 

2. mayumi-wa wa'in-o no'ndara 1'1 to kota'eta 

"Mayumi-Top" "wine-Acc" "drink(Sub)" "good" "that" "answered" 

= "Mayumi answered that it would be best to drink wine. " 

Dataset IV 

This dataset consists of the five phrases given below, which 

all involve the same number of morae (thirteen morae). These 

phrases are all made up of four unaccented words or phrases. but 

differ in the syntactic structure they form. In recording, 

these phrases were written in two sets of cards which were read 

in the frame ka reaw ... Jo itta "He said .... " The two sets 

of cards were read in turn six times each, yielding a total of 

twelve repetitions. All the repetitions but the first one were 

analyzed with the first one discarded as a practice session. 

1. CC naomi-no ane-no ][ marui yunomi ]] 

"Naomi-Gen" ""sister-Gen" "round" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's sister's round teacup" 

2. [[ naomi-no Cue-no ane-no ]] yunomi ] 
"Naomi-Gen" "upper-Gen" "Sister-Gen" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's eldest sister's teacup" 

3. [ naomi-no [[ ume-no iro-no ] yunomi ]] 

"Naomi-Gen" "plum-Gen" "Color"( n" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's plum-colored teacup" 

4. [ naomi-no [ omoi [ mar-ui yunomi 

"Naomi-Gen" "heavy" "round" "teacup" 
= "Naomi's heavy round teacup" 
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5. [[[ naomi-no of-no ] yome-no ] yunomi ] 

"Naomi-Gen" "nephew-Gen" "wife-Gen" "teacup" 

= "Naomi's nephew's wife's teacup" 

Detaset V 

The fifteen phrases listed below all consist of two 

component phrases: a noun preceded by an adjective or by the 

sequence of a noun plus the genitive particle go. These test 

phrases vary in the accentedness, accent location and 

phonological length of the components. In accentual terms, they 

fall into four groups: the first eight phrases consist of two 

accented components; the next five phrases are made up of an 

accented component plus an unaccented one; and the last two 

phrases involve the sequence of an unaccented word followed by an 

accented and unaccented word respectively. 

These test phrases were put into the frame sorewa ... desu 

"It is ..., " and were written on one set of cards in pseudo- 

random order. In arranging the cards, special care was taken to 

avoid arranging any two phrases consecutively which share one of 

the component phrases so that no contrastive emphasis would be 

placed on any item. The cards were read a total of twelve times 

in separate blocks. Measurements were made of the second 

through twelve blocks recorded, with the first block discarded as 

a practice block. 
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1. uma'i me'ron "tasty melon" 
2. na'ma no uni "uncooked sea-urchin" 
3. o'okina me'ron "big melon" 
4. yo'nmai-no o'obaa "four overcoats" 
5. o'onosanno i'rui "Mr Ohno's clothes" 
6. uma'i nomi'mono "tasty drink" 
7. nau'i iromo'yoo "fashionable design" 
6. uma'i maamare'edo "tasty marmalade" 
9. uma'i oimo "tasty potato" 

10. na'mano oimo "uncooked potato" 
11. o'okina oimo "big potato" 
12. yo'nmai-no nurie "four drawings" 
13. o'onosan-no namae "Mr Ohno's (given) name" 
14. amai me'ron "sweet melon" 
15. amai oimo "sweet potato" 

fl taset VI 

This dataset consists of six pairs of phrases which differ 

in the accentedness of the first or second component. As in 

Dataset V, all the test phrases in this dataset consist of two 

component words or phrases, and were recorded in the sentence 

frame sorewa ... desu "It is .... " Unlike Dataset V, the 

sentences were copied onto five sets of cards, but they were 

arranged in a pseuso-random order as in Dataset V. Twelve 

recordings of each sentence were made, with some sets of cards 

read twice, others three times. The first recordings were 

discarded, leaving eleven tokens of each sentence for subsequent 

analysis. 

1. uma'i nomi'mono 
2. uma'i yamaimo 
3. amai nomi'mono 
4. amai yamaimo 
5. na'oko-no o'obaa 
6. naomi-no o'obaa 
7. na'oko-no eri'maki 
8. naomi-no eri'maki 
9. na'oko-no omamori 

10. naomi-no omamori 
11. omoi ya' mai 
12. omoi yoroi 

"tasty drink" 
"tasty yam (potato)" 
"sweet drink" 
"sweet yam" 
"Naoko's overcoat" 
"Naomi's overcoat" 
"Naoko's muffler" 
"Naomi's muffler" 
"Naoko's amulet (charm)" 
"Naomi's amulet" 
"grave disease" 
"grave armor" 
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Dataset VII 

This dataset comprises 120 test phrases each of which 

consist of three component words or phrases. The first two of 

these components are adjectives or adjectival phrases (i. e. a 

noun plus the genitive gg) while the last component is a noun. 

These test phrases fall into two types in syntactic terms: one- 

third of them involve a right branching structure, just like the 

English phrase John's three daughters while the remaining two- 

thirds involve a left-branching structure, just like John's 

daughter's book. Left branching phrases are further divided into 

two groups depending on the degree of the semantic relatedness 

between the two components in the inner constituent: 'loosely- 

bound' phrases, in which the two components are semantically 

rather independent so that the second component can form a 

meaningful phrase without the first one (e. g. John's daughter's 

book, daughter's book), and 'tightly-bound' phrases, in which 

those two components form such a close-knit unit that the 

omission of the first word simply leaves a nonsense phrase (e. g. 

two-tailed dog, *tailed dog). 

In accentual terms, there are eight accentual patterns which 

phrases consisting of three components can potentially take. If 

we denote accented and unaccented components by [+A] and [-A] 

respectively, these eight accentual combinations can be expressed 

as follows: 
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(1) 
[+A, +A, +A], [ A, +A, +A], [+A, A, +A], [ A, A, +A] 

[+A, +A, A], [ A, +A, A], (+A, -A, -A], [-A, -A, -Al 

The 120 test phrases all involve an accented word as the 

third component and, hence, take one of the first four accentual 

patterns in (1). In combination with the tripartite 

classification mentioned above, this accentual classification 

divides the whole set of test phrases into twelve groups, each 

consisting of eight to twelve phrases. The following list 

illustrates this with some typical examples from the set. 

1. Right-Branching Phrases 

a) [+A, +A, +A]: [kowa'i [me'no ya'mai]] 

"fearful" "eye-Gen" "disease" 
_ "fearful eye disease" 

b) [-A, +A, +A]: [kiiroi [me'nno ori'mono]] 

"yellow" "cotton 'Gen" "fabric" 

= "yellow cotton fabric" 

c) [+A, A, +A]: [ao'i [momenno ori'mono]] 

"blue" "cotton-Gen" "fabric" 
= "blue cotton fabric" 

d) [-A, A, +A]: [amai [marui me'ron]] 

"sweet round melon" 
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2. Loosely-Bound Left-Branching Phrases 

a) [+A, +A, +A]: [[na'mano a'yuno] nio'i] 

"raw" "ayu (fish)-Gen" "smell" 
= "smell of raw ayu" 

b) [-A, +A, +A]: [[naomino ne'esanno] i'yaringu] 

"Naomi-Gen" "sister-Gen" "earring" 

= "Naomi's sister's earring" 

c) [+A, -A, +A]: [[na'mano yamaimono] nio'i] 

"raw" "yam (potato)-Gen" "smell" 
= "smell of raw yam" 

d) [-A, -A, +A]: [naomino aneno] eri'maki] 

"Naomi-Gen" "sister-Gen" "muffler" 
= "Naomi's sister's muffler" 

3. Tightly-Bound Left Branching Phrases 

a) [+A, +A, +A]: [['warena mi'narino] o'yako] 
"poor" vappeaYanc` n" "parent & child" 

= "a poorly dressed family" 

b) [ A, +A, +A]: [[kiiroi ya'neno] ie'ie] 

"yellow" "roof-Gen" "houses" 
= "houses with a yellow roof" 

c) [+A, A, +A]: [[nau'i moyoono] eri'maki] 

"trendy" "design-Gen', "muffler" 
_ "a muffler of a trendy design" 

d) [ A, A, +A]: [[amai neirono] o'ngaku] 

"sweet" "tune-Con" "music" 

= "sweet-tuned music" 

The 120 test phrases were written on one set of cards. 

These cams were arranged in a pseudo-random order with special 

care taken not to arrange consecutively any two cards which 
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include an identical word. To make this arrangement easier, some 

dummy phrases were inserted every ten to fifteen phrases. 

Moreover, a half dozen dummy phrases were put at the beginning of 

the set so that the recording can be started without any practice 

session. The test phrases and dummy phrases thus prepared were 

read in the frame Sorewa ... 
desu. "It is ... " Each card was 

read just once, and all the recordings (except those of the dummy 

phrases) were subsequently analyzed. 

Dataset VIII 

This dataset consists of the four pairs of test phrases 

listed below, all of which are made up of three words or simplex 

phrases. The two test phrases of each pair have identical 

accentual structure and similar tonal structure, but differ in 

syntactic structure. These test phrases and some dummy phrases 

were written in one set of cards, and were arranged in a random 

order. Dummy phrases were inserted between two phrases which 

happened to share an identical word. Test phrases thus prepared 

were read in the frame sorewa ... desu "It is ... " a total of 

twelve times. The first recordings were discarded and the 

remaining eleven recordings were subsequently analyzed. 
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1. a) [ao'i [o'okina me'ron]] 

"blue" "big" "melon" = "an unripe big melon" 

b) [[ao'i re'monno] nio'i] 

"blue" "lemon-Gen" "smell" 

= "smell of an unripe lemon" 

2. a) [o'okina [omoi me'ron]] 

"big" "heavy" "melon" = "a big, heavy melon" 

b) ([o'okina mimino] o'okami" 

"big" "ear-Gen" "wolf" = "a wolf with big ears" 

3. a) [na'rano [yuumeina ryo'ori]] 

"Nara (placename)-Gen" "famous" "dishes" 
= "famous dishes of Nara" 

b) [[na'rano omiyano] eha'gaki] 

"Nara-Gen" "shrine" "picturecard" 
_ "a picturecard of a shrine in Narra" 

4. a) [ na'rano [yuumeina omiya]] 
"Nara n" "famous" "shrine" = "a famous shrine in Nara" 

b) [[na'rano omiyano] omamori] 

"Nara-Gen" "shrine-Gen" "amulet" 
= "amulet of a shrine in Nara" 

Detaset IX 

This dataset consists of thirty-four phrases, some typical 

examples of which are given below, all consisting of four 

accented words (or simplex phrases). These phrases fall into 

three types depending upon the the consituent structure they 

form. These test phrases as well as a some dummy phrases were 

written in one set of cards. These cards were arranged in a 

random order with a few of the dummy phrases placed at the 
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beginning of the set. The phrases thus prepared were read just 

once, in the frame sorewa ... desu "It is ... " All the test 

phrases were subseq%ntly analyzed. 

1. [[ a'ikono ne'esanno ][ u'uruno eri'maki ]] 

"Aiko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "wool-Gen" "muffler" 
= "Aiko's sister's woolen muffler" 

2. [ yu'mino [ ao'i [ yuni'ikuna eri'maki ]]] 

"Yumi-Gen" "blue" "unique" "muffler" 

_ "Yumi's blue, unique muffler" 

3. [[[ ma'rikoga no'nda ] wa'inno ] nio'i ] 

"Mariko-Nom" "drank" "wine-Gem" "smell" 

= "the smell of the wine which Mariko drank" 

Dataset X 

This dataset consists of the following six phrases. All 

these test phrase consist of four accented words (or simplex 

phrases) except the last one, which contains an unaccented word 

as the second word. Excepting this test phrase, all the other 

five phrases differ from each other primarily in the constituent 

structure they form. The first and last phrases have the same 

constituent structure, but differ in the accentedness of the 

second component. 

The six test phrases were written on three sets of cards, in 

each of which they were randomly ordered. They were read in the 

frame karewa ... to itta "He said (that)... " One set of cards 

were repeated five times and the others four times, yielding a 

total of thirteen blocks of recordings. The first block was 

discarded as a practice session, and the remaining twelve blocks 
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were analyzed. 

1. [[na'okono a'nino ][ao'i eri'maki]] 

"Naoko-Gen" "brother-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 

= "Naoko's brother's blue muffler" 

2. [ma'rikono [o'okina [ao'i eri'maki]]] 

"Mariko-Gen" "big" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Mariko's big, blue muffler" 

3. [[a'ikono [me'nno eri'makino]] iromo'yoo] 

"Aiko-Gen" "cotton Gen" "muffler-Gen" "design" 
_ "the design of Aiko's cotton muffler" 

4. [ao'i [[yu'mikoga a'nda] e-i'maki]] 

"blue" "Yumiko-Nom" "knit" "muffler" 
"the blue muffler (which) Yumiko knit" 

S. [[[a'ikoga a'nda] eri'makino ] iromo'yoo] 

"Aiko-Nom" "knit" "muffler-Gen" "design" 
= "the design of the muffler (which) Aiko knit" 

6. [[na'okono aneno][ao'i eri'maki]] 

"Naoko-Gen" "sister-Gen" "blue" "muffler" 
= "Naoko's sister's blue muffler" 

k 
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ON TIIE SYNTAX AND PROSODY OF JAPANESE COMPOUNDS' 

ffaruo Kubozono 

INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, I will discuss the prosodic 

rules governing complex compound nouns in Japanese and show how they 
are conditioned by their constituent structures or syntax. Second. I will 
discuss two other prosodic phenomena to argue that the crucial role syntax 
plays in the prosodic compounding is of a rather general nature in the 
prosodic phonology of Japanese. And lastly, I will point out some 
theoretical implications and problems which my analysis presents. 

Before going into the main argument, I will give a brief outline of 'accent' 
in Japanese2. Japanese is often classified as a `pitch accent' language as 
opposed to 'stress accent' languages like English (cf. Hyman 1975: 230ff). 
What this classification means is not, as has often been supposed. that 
lexical accent in Japanese and English is signalled largely by a change in 
pitch (or fundamental frequency: Fo) and a change in amplitude, 
respectively. But rather it implies that phonetically the Japanese accent 
functions somewhat independently of other acoustic parameters like 
amplitude, duration or vowel quality while the English counterpart does 
not (cf. Beckman 1984). To be more specific, Japanese pitch accent is 
phonetically realized as a sudden pitch drop. A second feature of Japanese 
lexical accent is that its location is not entirely predictable from the 
linguistic information of the word and, therefore, must be specified in the 
lexicon. Thirdly, every word can have at most one accent, and the pitch 
contour of a word (pronounced in citation form) can be derived by rule. 
given the location of the accent. A fourth feature of Japanese pitch accent 
lies in the presence of unaccented content words, a feature which can 
possibly differentiate Japanese from other pitch-accent languages like 
Swedish where all content words are lexically accented (cf. Carding 1977). 
In statistical terms, unaccented words account for more than half of the 
whole vocabulary of Japanese, both content words (cf. Yokoyama 1979, 
cited in Miyajima ct al. 1982: 331)' and function words, or the so-called 
'particles' (cf. NIIK 1966, Sanseido 1981: 1278). 

(1) describes these situations with three-mora nouns followed by a 
nominative particle 'ga' (1 denotes the presence and location of accent, 
while - denotes absence of accerit): 4 

, 
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(1) Lexical Accent in Japanese 

Acc, atedness: Accented Unaccented 

AceerKUation: INITIAL MEDIAL FINAL 

Uideriying 
ßepreaentatien: i otiga kok oga otokooka nezumga 

'life' 'heart' 'man' 'mouse' 

//Pitch/Tone Assignment Rules// 

Surface Pitch 
Representation: i otiga ko c oga r ok a nc umiga 

F. Contour 

1. COMPOUND ACCENT RULE 
Having looked at some major properties of lexical accent in Japanese, let 

us now consider the Japanese compound accent rule (CAR). Quite a few 
studies have been done on the accentuation of two-noun compounds, and 
they more or less agree on crucial points'. (2) shows the CAR proposed by 
McCawley (1977), with some typical examples in (3)- 

(2) Compound Accent Rule: McCawley (1977: 272) 
a, " In a noun compound X#Y, the accent of Y predominates. 

b,. If Y is long (i. e. more than two morae long--HK) and final accented 
or unaccented, put the accent on the first syllable of Y. 

C. If Y is short and final-accented, deaccent the whole compound. 

(3) a. mdnbu dalzin --º monbuddiiin min 'education minister' 

ookura d zin --º ookuradälzin kurad: zin `finance minister' 

b. inakä musume --> inakami3ume ia amt ume 'country girl' 

na'? ogyoo kumiai -* noogyooktMiai n gyoo u tai `agricultural union' _Tb 

roodoö kumiZ -* roodookt? miai r dooku iai 'labor union' 

c. huusen tams --> huusendamä h sen ama 'balloon bead' 

To be exact, the rules in (2) fail to account for some idiosyncratic cases 
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most of which are compounds with a short second element (cf. Higurashi 
1983)6. In what follows, however, I shall restrict our discussion to 
compounds whose last component word is more than two morae long for 
the following two reasons: (a) they are highly regular with respect to 
accentual behavior, and (b) they predominate in complex compounds, 
compounds whose accentual behavior we are going to consider in this 
paper. 

As (2) and (3) show, the Japanese CAR is essentially a mirror-image of 
the English compound stress rule: the lexical accent (if any) of the first 
element is deleted and that of the second noun survives as a compound 
accent. Interesting is the behavior of unaccented words: when the second 
noun happens to be lexically unaccented, which is quite usual, a new accent 
- compound accent - is added to its first mora so that the whole 
compound shows basically the same accentual pattern as others (cf. (3a) vs 
(3b)), 

2. COMPLEX COMPOUND NOUNS: SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE? AND 
ACCENTUAL PHRASING 

In contrast to the great interest in the accent rules of two-noun 
compounds, little work has been done on the accent of more complex 
compounds. In fact, the only work I know on this subject is IIayata (1969), 
who attempted to analyze complex compound nouns in the framework of 
the SPE model of generative phonology. 

I Iayata is correct, despite some methodological and theoretical flaws 8, in 
his implicit assumption that the accentual patterns of Japanese complex 
compound nouns are predictable by rule on the basis of their constituent 
structures. This basic assumption has been justified by my recent analysis of 
a few hundred complex compound " nouns collected from Japanese 
newspapers and magazines,. which has shown that complex compounds 
choose different accentual patterns depending on their branching 
structure?. 

2.1 By way of introduction, let us consider some examples from three- 
noun compounds: 

(4) Accentual Patterns of Three-Noun Compounds 

(a) Left-branching constituent structure i. e. 

'N 

ABC 
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i) ABC 0 accentual unit) 

syäticai hükusi zi yoo -p syakaihukusizlgyoo 
sa cai u cusizi oo 

`society-welfare-serviced' = social welfare service' 

kokuritü daigaku kyookäi -* kokuritudai akuky, }cokai 
ko uritu alga cu cy okai 

`state-university-association = 'Association of National 
Universities' 

kaku zikken mondai -' kakuzikkenm; 3ndai 
ka cuzikkenmo dai 

`nucleus-experiment-issue' = `nuclear experiment issue' 

(ii) A-BC (2 accentual units) 

ziy'uü minken undoö --i- ziyýi u minkenündoo 
zi mni en doo 

`freedom-civil rights-movement' = `movement for freedom 
and civil rights' 

.. ttyaa Megan kaidan -* 
satt as reeganklidan 

st as r -gan a dan 
`Thatcher-Reagan-talk' _ `Thatcher-Reagan Talk' 

nakasone er egan kaidan -i nakasone reegankäidan 
n< asone re gan " dan 

'Nakasone-Reagan-talk' = 'Nakasone-Reagan Talk' 

kkcomu sikkoo boogai -* köomu sikkooboogai 
emu si koobo) ai 

`official duty-execution-interference' = `interference with the 
execution of official duties' 

minzoku ziketu syugi --º 
m? nzoku z1ketus gi 

mi zoku zi etusyu 'i 
`race-self determination-principle' = 'principle of racial 

self-determination' 
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(iii) AB-C (2 accentual units) 

kokuritu daigaku kyoozyu -+ kokuritud igaku kyooz u 
ko curitud i aku k )zyu 

`state-university-professor' ='professor of a state university' 

sukottorä tdo tihoo an nbu 
--o sukottorandottAoo 

n nbu 
st cottoran iti 1oß n: ibu 

`Scotland-region-south' = `south of Scotland' 

tookyoo daigaku iga übu 
--* took oo äigaku i akubu 

Af- a hu to yoo jigaýku 

`Tokyp-university-medical department' _ edical 
Department at Tokyo University' 

minsyu kaka kcnsetu -* mins ukkc kka kensetu 
mi syu ka k isetu 

`democracy-nation-construction' _ `construction of a 
democratic nation' 

nihon rettoo kaizoo -, nihonreltoo kaizoo 

ni onr took zoo 
`Japan-islands-reconstruction' = 'reconstruction of the 

Japan Islands' 

(b) Right-branching constituent structure i. e. 

N 

A 13 C' 

(i) ABC (I accentual unit) --- optional 

tyuuka zinm? n kyoowaloku -+ ty imink oow: 
or u ikazmmmkyoowa oku 

`China-people-republic' _ `People's Republic of China' 

tihao kooky(ö dantai ti Q) ko fkyood itai 
or ti you coo cyoo ai 

`district-public-organization' = 'local public bodies' 
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(ii) A-BC (2 accentual units) 

kokuritu geizyutu kyookai ->kokuritu geiz utukýookai 
ko urTtu zyutu y kai 

`state-art-association' = `National Association of Art' 

m'libei anpo zyooyaku -> 
nitibei anpozv oau 

ni ibei a Iypony i aku 
`Japan/US-security-treaty' = `Japan-US Security Treaty' 

nitibei booeki masatn --* miibei booekimdAatu 
m ibei bo e coma atu 

`Japan/US-trade-friction' = `trade friction between Japan 
and U. S. A. 

(iii) AB-C (2 accentual units) 

(no example found) 

(4) shows that three-noun compounds can take three types of accentual 
patterns: in (a-i) and (b-i), compounds are pronounced as a single accentual 
unit with its compound accent on the last component. In the other cases, on 
the other hand, compounds are decomposed into two accentual units, one 
with a lexical accent (if any) and the other with a compound accent. For 
example, ziV; u minkenado 'movement for freedom and civil rights' 
consists of ziy `freedom' with its lexical accent on the second mora, and 
minkenundoo `civil rights movement' with a compound accent on the first 

mor-" 
äf its second component undoo. This accentual phrasing takes place 

even if the first word is unaccented (e. g. nakasone reegankäidan 
`r4akasone-Reagan Talk'), which suggests that accentual phrasing of 
compounds is independent both of the accentedness and accentuation of 
their component words. 

A glance at the fragmentary examples in (4) might suggest no direct 

relation between the constituent structures of compounds and their 

accentual behavior. In statistical terms, however, there is a clear 

correspondence 
between the two structures, syntactic and accentual. 

Namely, most of the compounds with the left-branching constituent 

structure show the accentual pattern in (i), whereas right-branching 

compounds show the pattern in (ii) in most cases. In other words, (i) is the 

acccntual pattern predominating left-branching compounds while the 

right-branching counterpart chooses (ii) as its unmarked accentual pattern. 
2.2 A question may arise at this point over the syntactic category of the 

examples 
in (4b). That is, some might argue against my generalization 

baled on branching structures, that what I treat here as right-branching 
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compound nouns are not compounds but noun phrases (NPs) consisting of 
an adjective and a compound noun: 

(5) 
NP 

/N 

ANN 

e. g. mtibei 
anpo 

zyooyaku `Japan-US Security Treaty' 

Although this interpretation may be appealing because of the adjectival 
function of the first component word (e. g. nitibei `Japan-US' modifies a npo 
z oo aku `security treaty'), there are several independent reasons to reject 
it in favor of my treatment. First, the first word in the `right-branching 
compounds' is morphologically distinct both from adjectives proper and 
from the genitive forms of nominals (e. g. nitibeino . Second, 'right- 
branching compounds' in question can undergo the CAR when 
abbreviated, which'suggests that the 'right-branching compounds' are 
semantically recognized as compound nouns, not as NPs: 

(6) nrtibei änpa CAR ni ibeia ö 

`Japan/US-security' = 
. 
'Japan-US Security Treaty' 

Third, the construction in question shows a syntactic behaviour as a noun 
in that it can be embedded in more complex compound noun structures: 

(7) nitibei anpo zyooaku mondai 
`Japan/US-security-treaty-issue' = `issue of the Japan-US Security 

Treaty' 

(a) 

N 

N 1. 'ýN tsl 

(b) 

NP 

NN. 

Thus, the syntactic analysis in (5) results in a syntactically anomalous 
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structure as in (7b), where the node NP is directly governed by the node N. 
In sum, all these facts seem to justify my treatment of the right-branching 

compounds as compound nouns, and hence the notion that two constituent 
structures, left-branching and right-branching, must be recognised for 
three-noun compounds. Given this theoretical basis, one may rightly ask 
how, then, we can formalize the observation that the two constituent 
structures prefer different accentual patterns. Before proceeding to this 
interesting question, however, let us go back to (4) and briefly consider the 
marked accentual patterns for each constituent structure. 

mpounds showing the marked accentual patterns are not entirely 
idiosyncratic in nature but can be differentiated from those showing the 
unmarked patterns by certain semantic/pragmatic principles. For example, 
compounds belonging to the accentual pattern (4a-ii) fall into two types: 
either the first two nouns constitute a coordinate structure, or the second 
word is a verbal noun, i. e. a noun derived from a verb10. Not surprisingly, 
the first two nouns of the compounds do not undergo the CAR when they 
are pronounced separately from the last noun: 

(8) ziyuu minken -+ zi um iken 'zi uumi ken 
`freed rights' 

sättyaa reegan sat as r-q an *s tyaare an 
hatcher-Reagan' 

köomu sikkoo -* ko mu si koo *k )musi koo 
`public duties-execution' 

One possible functional account of this phenomenon would be that 
verbal nouns are less likely to undergo the prosodic compounding rule 
because of their verbal semantic content, and that coordinate structures 
show the same tendency because of the equal weight between the two 
elements. Be that as it may, what deserves our attention as regards (4a-ii) is 
the fact that the prosodic compounding occurs between the last two 
elements despite the fact that the rule does not apply to its lower domain: 

e. g. minken undo; -ý mi ken doo `civil rights movement' 

sikkoö boogai -º si koobc ai `execution-interference'. 

Hayata (ibid. ) attempts to account for this by assuming the following 

syntactic structure for the compounds in question where, he argues, the 
CAR is blocked by the syntactic node NP in the lower domain but not in the 
higher domain, which is dominated by N: 
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(9) 

N 

P 

NNN 

This analysis suffers from the following criticisms. First, it involves a 
syntactically anomalous structure where NP is directly governed by N. 
Second, it does not reasonably account for the fact that the CAR applies 
between the second and third elements where the node NP intervenes. 
Third, it is not capable of correctly predicting the accentual patterns of 
more complex compounds involving such ̀ NPs': e. g. 

(10) 
N 

N NP 

n 
NNNN Ni NNN 

An alternative and more plausible account would be to assume a 
restructuring of the constituent structure as follows: 

(11) Restructuring 

N 

Alý\ 
lll-, 

Ni 

N 

N2 N3 Ni N2 N3 

Condition: if [ Ni N21 does not undergo CAR 

This alternative solution succeeds not only in avoiding the difficulties 
inherent in Ilayata's analysis but also in accounting for the fact that the 
compounds in question show the same accentual pattern as the unmarked 
right-branching compounds (i. e. (4b-ii)). 

Let us move on to the other marked accentual patterns in (4). (4a-iii) 
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seems to cover at least three types of compounds. In one type, the 
compound of the first two words represents an organization while the last 
noun represents a status in it. In another, the sequence of the first two 
nouns represents a spatial area or an organization and the last noun 
specifies it further. And in the last type, the third component word is a 
verbal noun. 

The marked accentual pattern for the right-branching compounds, i. e. 
(4b-i), is a variant pattern of the unmarked case (4b-ii). Namely, it was 
observed that right-branching compounds tend to be produced as a single 
accentual unit when uttered in fast speech and/or when they are totally 
familiar to the speaker. This tendency is shared by the left-branching 
compounds decomposed into two accentual units, i. e. (4a-ii), which 
reinforces my view that those compounds undergo restructuring as in (11). 
2.4 In summary, three-noun compounds in Japanese undergo the 
following accentual phrasing process: 

(12) Three-Noun Compounds: Summary 

NN 

Constituent Structure N 

ABCABC 

unmarked marked unmarked marked 

Accentual Phrasing 
I 

(I 1I 

ABC Aß-C A-BC ABC 

On the basis of this observation, we can postulate the following syntactic 
constraint on the Japanese CAR: 

(13) 
N 

N1 
\N2 

undergoes CAR unless N2 branches 

Given this constraint, we can now account for the unmarked accentual 
behavior of three-noun compounds and, in conjunction with the compound 

accent rules we saw earlier for two-noun compounds (cf. (2)), we can 

correctly predict where the compound accent falls in three-noun 

compounds. 
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It may deserve adding here that the syntactic constraint in (13) allows us 
to account for an accentual phenomenon which Hayata (ibid. ) observed but 
failed to explain. He reports (p. 67) th t there is an accentual difference 
between two similar borrowed words, bdsuton reddosakkusu `Boston Red 
Sox' and nyuuyooku y3nikiizu `New York Yankees': the former is 
decomposed into two accentual units while the latter is phrased into one. 
This accentual difference can be straightforwardly accounted for by our 
constraint in (13) if we consider the difference in constituent structure*" 

(14) 
bosuton reddosokkusu nyuuyooku yankiizu 

`Boston Red Sox' `New York Yankees' 

Constituent 
Structure 

Lexical bösuton reddo scýkkusu ny-u'u yyoku yänkiizu 
Representation 

//CAR (2)&(13)// 

Accent Pattern bösuton reddoschkkusu nyuuyookuy kiizu 

//PITCHITONE ASSIGNMENT RULES// 

Output uton r doso kusu nu yookuya kiizu 

3. PROSODY OF FOUR-NOUN COMPOUNDS 

3.1 Let us next consider more complex compound structures to see if our 
rules correctly predict their accentual phrasing patterns. (15) represents the 
five constituent structures four-word compound nouns can possibly take, 
and their unmarked accentual patterns predicted by the constraint (13): 

(15) 
a) b) c) d) e) 

NNNN 
Constituent 
Structure 

ACB 

BCD ABCD 

AC XCED 

Unmarked 
Phrasing 
Pattern ABCD A-BCD A-BCD AB-CD A-B-CD 
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As far as the about one hundred examples I have analyzed are 
concerned, the left-branching constituent structure, (15a), is no doubt the 
most common type of all, although other compound structures are also 
found. More importantly, the analysis has shown that most of the four- 
word compound nouns exhibit accentual patterns as depicted in (15), some 
examples of which are shown below: 

(16) (a) syaLai hukusi seisaku mondai --+ sa caihukusiseisakumo dai 
`society-welfare-policy-issue' _ 'issue- social welfare policies 

iryoo seido kaikaku hooan -p i yooseidokaikakuh an 
`medical-system-reform-bill' _ `medical system reform bill' 

(b) supöotu soogoo zyoohoö bangumi SC 

o goon o0 0o a umi 
'sport-synthesis-information-program' = `(TV/radio) program 

on all-round sport information' 

c) nilibei anzen hosyoo zyooyaku -ý ni ibei 
jzenhosyoozyo) aku 

`Japan/US-security-guarantee-treaty' = `Japan-US Security 
Treaty' 

d) keizai taisakü kakuryoö kaigg -k zait saku k uryook i 
`economy-measures-cabinet-meeting' = `Cabinet meeting on 

economic measures' 
1 

e) kindai nihan zyozyoo bungakü -' ki dai ni 
yoobu aku 

`modern times-Japan-lyricism-literature' = `modern Japanese 
lyric literature' 

In fact, the data analyzed can be accounted for almost exhaustively by 

our constraint if we additionally assume the restructuring we saw before for 

three-noun compounds, i. e. (ii): 

(17) Restructuring in Four-Noun Compounds 

NN 

ABCDABCD 

e, g. kanbozia nanmin kyuuen undoo -. k bozian min ku enu doo 
`Cambodia-refugee-rescue-campaign' `Cambo is refugees 

rescue campaign 
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kokünai sizyoo kaihoo mondai --> ko unaisi oc k" ihoom dai 
`home-market-opening-issue' _ `issue of the opening of domestic 

market' 

(the third words kyuuen and kaihoo are verbal nouns) 

ii) 
NN 

ABCD 

12A 

e. g. zenkoku zendo kooenka koosoo -a z koku ze do k oenkako otoo 
`whole country-whole land-parking-plan' = `plan to make the 

whole country a park 

(A and B constitute a coordinate structure, C being a verbal noun) 

beeka neage hantai undoo --p be ka n tge h: taiu doo 
rice price-raising-protest-campaign' _ `campaign protesting 

against the rise of rice price' 

(B and C are verbal nouns) 

The examples in (17-ii), which have undergone the restructuring twice, 
suggest that the restructuring takes place in a right-to-left order, not in a 
left-to-right or cyclic order: 

(1S) (a) right-to-left operation 

N, 

ACD 

N 

ABCDABD 

(b) left-to-right or cyclic operation 

NNN 

ABCDABCDABD 
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3.2 Besides this, the following words should be added as to the accentual behavior of four-noun compounds. First, it was observed that four-noun 
compounds share with the three-noun compounds the tendency towards 
optional accentual unification as they are uttered in faster speech and/or as 
they become more familiar to the speaker: 

(19) Optional Accentual Unification Caused by Pragmatic Factors 

e. g. zisyu kanri roodoo kumiai -o zi yuka ri r dooku iai 
Jai or zi yu " o0 d oo RI(m 

`autonomy-management-labor-union' = labor union with 
autonomous management' = `Solidarity Union' 

supobtu soogoö zyooho5 bangumi 
o Wr)gooz ohoob, " 

or SU ooootuussoogoozyoo oo umi 

`program on all-round sport information' 

Second, four-noun compounds can be optionally split into two accentual 
units in cases where our rule predicts that they are pronounced as a single 
unit: 

(20) Optional Accentual Split 

N 

-i. ABCD ----(optional) -+ AB-CD 
ABCD 

e, g. syaicai hukusi seisaku mondai -º sya caihukusiseisakum da 
ors 2 ai uis sa cumo idai 

`issue of social welfare policies' 

iryoo seido kaikaku hooan -º iryooseidokaikakuhooan 
or iryooseido kaikakuhooan 
`medical system reform bill' 

In the absence of sufficient data, it is difficult to say whether this is a 
general prosodic rule, or, if it is, why it should happen in the first place. It 

may be because of some rhythmic effect or it may be due to some cognitive 
constraint on excessively long prosodic units. u 

Finally, let us consider the prominence pattern of four-noun compounds 
which are decomposed into three accentual units. Ilayata (ibid: 56) reports 
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that beeka neage hantaiündoo `movement against the rise in rice price' 
exhibits the following Fo contour, which he analyzes as having a 
prominence pattern 1-3-2: 

(21) 

Fo 

?. oo 

loo- 

HZ bee ka he a3 P- G -%n, rai itnhao 

Similarly, my preliminary observation of the Fo contour of the right- 
branching compound in (l7e) has shown a similar Fo pattern where the Fo 
peak of the third accentual unit is realized slightly higher than that of the 
preceding one. These observations have a significant implication for 
intonational phonology of Japanese because of the inability of existing 
prosodic theories of Japanese to account for the observed prominence 
pattern satisfactorily. To be more specific, the prominence pattern 
observed cannot be adequately handled either by the tone-sequence model 
of intonation" where Fo contours are represented as sequences of tone 
associated with accents and boundaries (cf. McCawley 1968; Haraguchi 
1977; Poser 1984), or by the contour interaction model" which assumes that 
local accentual configurations are overlaid on a global slope (cf. Fujisaki & 
Sudo 1971). One account these previous models can possibly provide for the 
prominence pattern in question is that the second and the third Fo peaks are 
divided by an intonational boundary (or McCawley's major phrase 
boundary). This account is not intuitively preferred given the idea that 
major intonational boundaries generally coincide with major syntactic 
boundaries (cf. McCawley ibid: 177; Fujkisaki & Sudo ibid: 76; Poser 
ibid: 146ff). The only solution one can find, then, without invoking the 
notion of intonational boundary would be to assume independent, 
additional machinery by which the surface prominence pattern 1-3-2 is 
derived from 1-2-3. Interestingly, this is a process which is very similar, both formally and functionally, to what is generall called Stress Shift or Rhythm Rule in English (cf. Fudge 1984: 137): 
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(22) Rhythm Rule in English Compound Nouns 

NN 

24 nA wS5sws 

North Sea oil North Sea oil 

321231 

This line of research might give an extremely interesting insight into the 
abstract rhythmic structure of Japanese, which I shall discuss in another 
paper. 

4. RELATED PHENOMENON: ACCENT PHRASE FORMATION 
` From the discussion in the preceding sections, it is clear that the Japanese 
CAR is blocked by right-branching constituent structure. In the following 
two sections, I will show that the same syntactic constraint applies to two 
other prosodic processes of Japanese, both from the phrasal prosody of the 
language. One of them is a process called Accent Phrase Formation (APF) 
(cf. Fujisaki & Sudo ibid. ) whereb%two accentual units are unified into one 
if the first element is unaccented: ' 

(23) APF 

ano usi -ý ao usi `that cow' 

akai asialo -* ai asi o `red footprint' 

What happens to a sequence of three accentual units is exactly the same 

as we saw with three-noun compounds: if the phrase is left-branching, APF 

applies to it entirely to produce a single accentual unit, whereas its 

application is blocked if the phrase is right-branching (cf. Fujisaki & Sudo 

ibid: 79): 
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(24) APF 

(a) left-branching structure 

NP 

BC 

NP 

ABC 

e. g. anö usinö koyä -* a Jio usino koya 
`that-cow's-hut'=`hut of that cow' 

akai usino asiato -' : ai usino asia o 
'red-cow's-footprint' = `footprint by red cow' 

(b) right-branching structure 

NP NP 

ABCA 

ýC: 

) 

e. g. an; using koyä -* aou in kkoya 
'that-cow's-hut' _ that cowshed' 

akai using asi-alo -s -ai u ino asi o 
`red-cow's-footprint' = 'red footprint by a cow' 

To be precise, APF as described in (24) is not an obligatory rule in the 
strict sense of the term: the rule can fail to apply to the left-branching 
structure in deliberately slow speech, in contrastive contexts, etc. 
Meanwhile, the right-branching structure can be pronounced as a single 
accentual unit in fast speech and, moreover, pause can take the place of the 
phrase-media] pitch drop (cf. Uyeno et at. 1981) although it may slightly 
deteriorate the naturalness of speech. With all these provisos, however, the 
fact remains that APF can apply to any sequence of two accentual units in 
non-contrastive, normal-tempo speech if (a) the first element is 
unaccented, and (b) the second element does not branch. 

5. RELATED PHENOMENON: DOWNDRIFT 
A similar situation is to be found with another aspect of phrasal prosody 

of Japanese, this time in a sequence of accented words. When two or more 
accents compete with each other within a phrase, the nuclear accent rule of 
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the language predicts that the leftmost accent dominates the phrase and 
others are radically reduced (cf. McCawley 1968: 172ff; f laraguchi 
1977: 31ff; Poser 1984; Chapter 5) -- this is a mirror-image of the English 
nuclear stress rule. Thus, a noun phrase consisting of an accented adjective 
and an accented noun shows a Fo contour like (25): 

(25) Downdrift 

NP 

Adj 'N 

ro 

týýe 
This process is called variously by different researchers: accent reduction 

by McCawley (ibid); downdrift by Haraguchi (ibid); catathesis by Poser 
(ibid. ). Just like the two prosodic processes we have seen so far, this process 
is dependent on the syntactic structure of the whole phrase and does not 
apply over any right-branching syntactic node: 's 

(26) (a) 
3OC 

(b) 
3o0 

200 

too 

Hz 

(a) Taroono itokono okusan 'Taro's cousin's wife' 
(b) Taroono wakareta okusan 'Taro's divorced wife' 

in (26a), thheFo peak of the second word is considerably lower than that 

of the first word, while that of the third word is realized lower still. In (26b), 

by contrast, the Fo peak of the second word is not strikingly lower than its 

preceding peak but the third peak is evidently much lower than the other 
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two. The difference in Fo value between the two second peaks in (26) is 

statistically significant: P(T=4.72, df=18)(. 001. Thus, the two types of 
noun phrases show, despite the same accentual pattern, different pitch 
patterns depending on their syntactic structure: the left-branching NP 

undergoes the process of downdrift as a whole, while its right-branching 
counterpart shows a clear effect of the process only within its innermost NP. 

It should be noted, in this regard, that Poser (ibid) reports that down- 
drift (his catathesis) applies to the whole domain of right-branching NPs. 
Apart from the fact that he analyzes only right-branching structures in his 
work, it should be pointed out that his experimental result cannot be totally 
reproduced. (27) shows the result obtained from my experiment where the 
same NPs as Poser used in his experiment were analyzed: 

(27) (a) umäi namanurüi nom mono `tasty, lukewarm drink' 

averaged Fo values of peaks (in Hz) 

first peak second peak third peak 
252.7 (SD=14.1) 249.7 (SD=12.8) 190.3 (SD=4.2) 

(b) amäi namanurüi nom mono `sweet, lukewarm drink' 

first peak second peak third peak 
240.5(SD=17.1) 235.5 (SD=9.7) 177.1(SD=5.8) 

In (27a), we find that the Fo peak of the second word is not greatly lower 
than that of the first one, the difference being not statistically significant: 
P(T=0.499, df=18) >. 20. Moreover, a comparison of (27a) and (27b) 
weakens Poser's contention that "the rate of Fo downdrift is significantly 
greater following accented words than following unaccented words 
(p. 289). " 

In any case, it could be argued that the right-branching syntactic node in 
right-branching NPs prevents the process of downdrift or, at least, it 
weakens the effect of the prosodic process. 

CONCLUSION AND THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 
From the discussion so far, it will be understood that the same syntactic 

constraint is at work on several apparently independent prosodic processes 
in Japanese -the compound accent rule, the accent phrase formation rule 
and the process of downdrift. 

There seem to be two ways of incorporating this observation into the 
theoretical framework of Japanese phonology. One of them is to regard the 
syntactic constraint as a global constraint on prosodic processes, i. e. as a 
constraint that applies at any prosodic level, both lexical and post-lexical. 
An alternative treatment, which I am inclined to adopt, is to reinterpret the 
syntactic constraint in the framework of Metrical Theory in such a way that 
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the global nature of the constr' int is seen to derive from the prominence (or 
dependency) relations inherent in the syntactic structures of the language 
(cf. Liberman & Prince 1977; Selkirk 1984). On this view, the two syntactic 
structures, left-branching and right-branching, could be analyzed as having 
the following metrical tree structures: 

(28) Metrical Tree Structures of Japanese Compound nouns and NPs 

(a) NNN 

XX wswsssws 

(b) NP NP NP 

AA 
sw sýw w 

The strong-weak (s-w) relations in (28) can be defined by the following 
metrical prominence rule: 

(29) Metrical Prominence Rule of Japanese 

In a configuration [ABc]: 

(a) If C is a lexical category (compound noun in our present 
discussion), B is strong unless it branches. 

(b) If C is a phrasal category, B is weak unless it branches. 

From the metrical tree representations in (28), we can derive the metrical 
grid representations as in (31) by way of a certain well-defined relative 
prominence projection rule (RPPR) as in (30): 

(30) Relative Prominence Projection Rule (Liberman & Prince ibid: 316) 

In any constituent on which the strong-weak relation is defined, the 
designated terminal element of its strong subconstituent is metrically 
stronger than the designated terminal element of its weak 
subconstituent. 
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(31) Metrical Grid Representation of Japanese Compound Nouns and NPs 

(a) 

ws 

X 
xx 

(b) NP 

sw 

x xX 

NN 

wA 

n WSSSW9 

x xx 
xxx 

x xx 
xxx 

i 

n 
sww 

N^ 

wsw 
X 

x r: 

Despite the tentative nature of these representations, this line of metrical 
approach has far-reaching implications for the prosodic phonology of 
Japanese. It implies, in the first place, that metrical structures be treated 
independently both from syntactic and accentual structures. It means, in 
other words, that the metrical level should be regarded as an autonomous 
autosegmental tier, independent of other tiers such as segmental and 
accentual. Surface `pitch pattern' of a compound lexical item, phrase or 
sentence, therefore, is not exclusively determined by its accentual structure 
but reflects both the accentual structure and the metrical structure aligned 
with it. 

On this view, the prosodic phenomena discussed in the previous' sections 
could be restated and reformulated as in the following: 

1. The CAR is sensitive to the metrical structure of the compound noun, 
not to its syntactic structure. (13) should, therefore, be reformulated as 
(32): 

(32) [, ABj undergoes CAR 

Conditions: (a) if C is a compound noun 
(b) if B is metrically stronger than A 

2. Similarly, APF and downdrift are to be viewed as being sensitive to the 
metrical structure of a phrase, applying to a phrasal constituent [AB 
where B is NOT metrically stronger than A: 
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(33) [rABc] undergoes APF 

Conditions: (a) if C is a phrasal category 
(b) if A is unaccented 
(c) if B is not metrically stronger than A 

(34) [, AB, ] undergoes downdrift 

Conditions: (a) if C is a phrasal category 
(b) if A is accented 
(c) if B is not metrically stronger than A 

As is seen from the conditions in (33) and (34), APF and downdrift are in 
a complementary relation. Moreover, these two processes do not `compete' 
with the process of prosodic compounding because of the different prosodic 
levels at which they apply: the former rules apply at the post-lexical level 
while the latter applies at the lexical level. 

3. Four-noun compounds are given the following metrical tree and grid 
representations according to (29) and (30). respectively. It will be 
understood that the reformulated CAR (32) derives correct accentual 
phrasing patterns for compounds with different constituent structures (cf. 
(15)) 

(35) a) N (b) 

w 
/\w 

wsssswss 

xxx 
x. xx 
XXXxxxxx 

(c) N d) N e) 

ww 

A 
sW . 

\S 

swswsssws 

X R 
Xg xXx 

XXXXXxxxxxxxxxx 
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4. The restructuring I postulated as regards the marked left-branching 

compound nouns (i. e. (11) and (17)) is now seen not to involve a change in 

branching structure but to simply reflect a difference in prominence 
relation defined within the metrical structure of the compounds. Here, 

again, the reformulated CAR derives correct accentual phrasing patterns: 16 

(36) (e)( - (11)) (b)( .- (17-i)) (c)( +- (17-ii)) 

NNN 

w Kb' 

0s® sö 

ws 
xx 

ý\- 
x 

xXXX 

xxxxxxxX 

Likewise, the other marked left-branching compounds can be attributed 
to their deviation in metrical structure from unmarked ones: 

(37) (= (4a-iii)) 

N 

w 

ý% 

x 
xxx 

By contrast, the accentual variation caused by pragmatic factors, i. e. (4b- 
0, cannot be properly expressed in metrical terms: the metrical tree 
structure corresponding to the variant pronunciation results in a grid like 
(38), which produces two accentual units according to (32): 

(38) (_ (4b-i)) 

N 

s 

w/ w `s 

Xx 
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S. Lastly, the optional accentual split mentioned in (20) is to be expressed as follows: 

(39) ( E-- (20)) 

N 

w 

wss 

ý ýiW WSwS 
x 

xXXXX 
XXXXXXXX 

Seen in this light, the accentual split could be interpreted as a metrical 
change motivated by a certain principle of rhythmic alternation governing 
metrical structures. 

The metrical analysis I have proposed here is quite tentative in nature 
and limited in scope. Nevertheless, it seems tome that this line of approach 
will, if pursued further, enable us to generalize otherwise inexplicable 
relatedness among prosodic rules in Japanese. Furthermore, it will give us 
new insights into the prosodic system of Japanese and, hopefully, into the 
intonational phonology of language in general. 

Kotes 

1. This is a revised and extended version of the paper I read at the 
Postgraduate Conference in Edinburgh, on May 23,1985. I am 
grateful to Bob Ladd for much discussion and valuable comments on 
the issues dealt with here. I am also grateful to the participants in the 
Conference for their suggestions as well as to those who cooperated 
with me as informants of Tokyo Japanese. 

2. I am concerned only with Tokyo Japanese. By `Japanese', therefore, I 
refer solely to Tokyo Japanese throughout the paper. 

3. According to Yokoyama (1979), who analyzed the accentuation of 
54,187 words listed in the Sanseido Dictionary, 28,031 words (51.2%) 
are lexically unaccented words, or words involving no sudden drop in 
pitch when pronounced in citation form. 

4. There is a controversy in the literature over the location of lexical 
accent in Japanese, i. e. whether accent falls on vowels, morae, 
syllables or mora (or syllable) boundary. In this paper, I shall assume 
that lexical accent falls on morac, although I have no conclusive 
evidence to support it. Whichever view I may take does not have any 
bearing on the subsequent discussion in this paper. 

5, Cf. Martin (1975: 19); Akinaga (1966: 50-54); Higurashi (1983: Ch. 3). 
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6. Tq mention just a few examples: - kabuto musi -+ k ut usi huukei ga -* h keiga 
'helmet-insect' = 'beetle, - 'scene-picture' _ `landscape' 

asa yü a Fa u hayarT uta --* h alto 
`morning-hot water = `morning bath' `mode-song' = 'popular song' 

7. In this work, I will use syntactic structure and constituent structure 
interchangeably. As far as compound nouns are concerned, it seems 
that syntactic structure agrees with morphological and semantic 
structures. 

8. The most serious error of Hayata's work lies in his attempt to make a 
generalization on the basis of a handful of examples which, to make 
matters worse, represent more or less exceptional cases of complex 
compounds (i. e. the case in (4a-ii)). Apart from this methodological 
inadequacy, his analysis is subject to further criticisms which we will 
see in passing below. 

9. NIIK (1966) and other existing dictionaries are of little help for the 
purpose of the analysis developed in this paper because of the limited 
number of complex compound nouns they list. Consequently, the 
analysis was made on the, basis of the pronunciations by more than 
four native speakers of Tokyo Japanese. 

10. Note that this statement cannot be put the other way round. That is, 
not all of the compounds involving a verbal noun show the accentual 
pattern (4a-ii) but certain idiomatic compounds show the pattern 
(4a-i): e. g. 

bunka kooryuu zgyoo 
--º bt kakooryuuzi oo 

culture-exchange-scheme' = `culture exchange scheme' 

kinoo kaihukü kt! nren -. ki oo cal u cu c ren 
'function-recovery-training' = `rehabilitation' 

zidoo huyoo teate --* zi oohuyoote to 
'child-support-allowance' =`child allowance' 

By contrast, no such example was found with compounds involving a 
coordinate structure. 

11. Note that both reddo `red' and sokkusu `socks' exist in Japanese as 
borrowed words on their own. By contrast, nyuuyooku `New York' is 
ambiguous in that it can be interpreted both as a simple noun and as a 
compound noun. Whichever interpretation we may take, our rule 
derives the same accentual phrasing pattern for the whole compound, 
nyuuyooku yankiizu `New York Yankees'. 

12. It is interesting to note that a similar phenomenon is to be observed in 
English. According to Bob Ladd (personal communication), left- 
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branching four-noun compounds like travel expense discount voucher 
can get their main stress shifted on their third component word as if 
they had undergone a restructuring as follows: 

NN 

sA 

ws 

AA swwwswsw 

x xxx 
xxxxxxxx 

13. I owe these terms to Ladd (1983). 
14. Some caution must be shown here as we are apt to confuse the APF 

with the CAR. Compare, for instance, the accentual patterns of the 
two kinds of personal names, (a) foreign and (b) native Japanese, 
which are subject to CAR and APF, respectively. 

(a) mohamedö äri 
---, mo amedo ri 'Mohammed Ali' 

ronärudo re'cgan -, rc naru ore an 'Ronald Reagan 

15. 

16. 

(b) nakasone yaairo -), n: casone yasu iro 'Nakasone Yasuhiro' 
miur ' momor -s m jura momoe `Miura Momoe' 

As is clear from these examples, the CAR applies regardless of the 
accentedness and accentuation of the first component word, while 
the APF presupposes the absence of accent in the first component 
word and adds no new accent even if the second word is unaccented. 
In other words, the CAR is an accent assignment rule that applies at 
the lexical level, whereas the APF is a pitch (tone) assignment rule 
that applies at the post-lexical level. 

These diagrams are based on a spectrographic analysis of ten 
repetitions of each phrase by a female speaker. The phrases were read 
in the sentence frame /korewa..... desu/ This is...... in no contrastive 
context. 
Note as regards (36c) that the analysis based on the concept of metrical 
relation enables us to withdraw the condition we assumed for the 
restructuring rule (cf. (18)) since it involves no change in constituent 
structure. 
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THE STRESS OF BISYLLABIC WORDS IN DUTCH: A NEW 
APPROACH 

' Faul Nieuwenhuis and Scott Allan - 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Word-stress in Dutch has been puzzling scholars for many years. Various 

efforts have been made to discern a pattern of some sort in the mass of 
seemingly contradictory data with which the Dutch language presents us. 
Such attempts have left us with a legacy of well-intended but extremely 
complicated rules and descriptions. One problem which frustrates any 
attempt at finding the `basic' rules of Dutch word-stress is the large body of 
borrowed vocabulary with `deviant' stress, which effectively divides the 
lexicon in two. Booij (1977: 63) attempts to solve this problem by giving 
these non-conformist items a feature [+French), while van Marie (1980) 
proposes a number of different patterns of stress, all operating at the same 
time, but covering different parts of the lexicon. The problem is that - 
unlike his English-speaking counterpart - the average native speaker of 
Dutch displays a marked tendency to pronounce any word which to him 
looks foreign with the appropriate 'foreign' stress. Thus, while the French 
word bu'reau was borrowed by English as 'bureau, in Dutch it retains its 
French stress pattern. 

If only we could exclude these foreign words we would find the 'real' 
underlying rules that govern stress-assignment in Dutch. A few attempts in 
this direction have been made by presenting Dutch speakers with unknown 
data. Erne's (1949: 142) analysis of the pronunciation of Javanese words by 
Dutch speakers is useful in this respect as is van Marie (1980: 85-6) who 
gives examples of Turkish data pronounced by Dutch speakers. 
Unfortunately, neither of them develops this line of research and of course 
in both case's the informants are presented with distinctly foreign-looking 
data. In our study we have sought to avoid these problems. 

2. METHODS 
We realised at an early stage that in order to elicit any basic underlying 

rules of Dutch word-stress - if such rules indeed existed - informants had 
to be presented with Dutch-looking data. To avoid the problems of 
lexicalised stress-patterns the data could not be taken directly from the 
lexicon of Dutch. It was decided therefore to build the phonotactic rules of 
Dutch -- with some refinements - into a simple computer-programme, a 
task which was executed for us by Norman Dryden of the Linguistics 
Department at Edinburgh University, whose help was invaluable in this 
respect. The resulting output consisted indeed of a mass of Dutch-looking 
data and as expected a number of existing Dutch words were also 
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Speech Errors and Syllable Structure 

Haruo Kubozono 

0. Introduction 
"A slip of the tongue, " in the words of Boomer and Laver (1967/ 

73), "is an involuntary deviation in performance from the speaker's 
current phonological, grammatical or lexical intentions. " Tongue 

slips or speech errors (SEs) thus defined have drawn much cross- 
disciplinary attention as an important source of data for under- 
standing the mechanisms of the speech production process. Lin- 

guistic research on this subject has uncovered many regularities in 
SEs and, thereby, has successfully shown the psychological reality 
of many linguistic constructs-reality of various linguistic units 
from phonetic feature to word as well as that of some theoretical 

constraints and rules. However, previous research has dealt with 
only a few European languages like English, German or Dutch, 

and little or no work has been reported on other languages (cf. 
Fromkin, 1973,1950; Cutler, 1982). 

With this historical background, the present paper attempts to 
compare SEs of English and Japanese as regards (a) the psycho- 
logical reality of syllable-size units, and (b) the internal structure of 
those units. The paper also discusses, in passing, some controversial 
issues concerning the representation of complex vowels and 
consonants. 

1. Speech Errors and Syllable Structure in English 

1.1 The concept of syllable has a long history in linguistics and 
phonetics (cf. Allen, 1981), and its significance is now widely recog- 
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nized. l In the case of English, for instance, Kahn (1976) has con- 
vincingly argued against Chomsky and Halle (1968) that the concept 
of syllable is indispensable in generalizing linguistic phenomena 
in the language. 

While the linguistic significance of the syllable has thus been 

given wide recognition, the problem of its internal structure or 
organization has not been settled yet. 2 Models proposed in the 
literature fall into three broad types, as represented below, which 
have been put forward essentially for English and other European 
languages: 

(1) a) b) c) 
C.. CVC.. C SYLLABLE 

k or ONSET RHYME 
CiVCk PEAK 

CODA 
t 

e. g. Ii 
kilt = CVCC ki It sý t 
spit = CCVC sp it ýp 

(1-a) is a model whereby the syllable is represneted as a linear 

sequence of consonantal and vocalic elements. This notation, which 
is widely used in the literature (e. g. Abercrombie, 1967), provides 
a convenient means of simplifying phonological rules as well as 
of classifying languages in terms of their possible syllable types 
(e. g. English: CCCVCCCC or C(IVCo). Despite its practical use, 
however, this model says nothing significant about the internal 

organization of the syllable, possibly except that vocalic elements 

are central in the unit. 

The other two models, on the other hand, appear more refined 
in that they both assume the unit to be more or less hierarchically 

organized. (1-b), which is as widely adopted as (1-a) (e. g. Selkirk, 
1982), is capable of capturing the important distinction between 
'open syllable' and `closed syllable'. The last syllable structure model 
in (1), which seems the least known of the three, was proposed by 
Anderson and Jones (1977) as part of their dependency phonology. 
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This model is based on the notion that syllable internal structures 

are to be expressed in relational (dominant-dependent) terms among 
their component segments, on the basis of the putatively universal 
`sonority scale. ' 

While these three different syllable structure models are to be 
found in the literature, little serious discussion seems to have 
been developed on how they actually work in linguistic descriptions, 

much less on which model works better to that end. 

1.2 Having looked at the previous treatments and general problems 

regarding the syllable-size unit in English, we now examine SEs in 

the language to see what evidence they can provide for the pyscho- 
logical reality of the unit and its internal structure. 

By way of introduction to SEs in general, let us consider some 
typical errors in English. (English SEs cited in what follows are all 
from Fromkin (1973: 243-269), unless otherwise stated. ) 

(2) a) Substitution 
i) Anticipation: a reading list -± a leading list 

ii) Perseveration: she can see it --> she can she it 
b) Transposition (Reversal; `Spoonerism') 

Hockett or Lamb -* locket or ham 

c) Omission 

speech error -ý, peach error 
d) Addition 

optimal number - moptimal number 
e) Movement 

dinner at eight -; inner at date 
f) Blend 

Ross/Chomsky -º Romsky 
For a better understanding and characterization of SEs, it seems 

desirable to distinguish between a pair of concepts, `target' and 
`origin' of errors: The former refers to the element which is inter- 
fered with by the latter and, consequently, undergoes an error. In 
the example in (2-a-i), reading is the target word while list is the 
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origin word (cf. Boomer and Laver, ibid: 124). It must be noted, 
however, that the target-origin relation is not always definable 

on the actual utterance. Errors classified as `blend', for example, 
normally involve two words which are in a paradigmatic relation 
to each other. Besides these paradigmatically defined errors, 
we find instances, like the syllable addition/omission erros Cutler 
(1980) reports, whose motivation stems from the phonological 
context of speech. 3 In such cases, the target-origin relation is diffi- 

cult to define in the text despite the fact that the error itself is to 
be defined in the context of speech. 

1.3 As mentioned above, quite a lot of work has been reported on 
SEs in English, where we find at least two lines of evidence which 
suggest the psychological reality of the syllable-size unit. One of 
them is the fact that a whole syllable is involved in many errors 
(-denotes a syllable boundary): 

(3) 1. Mor-ton and Broad-bend point --i- Mor-ton and Broad- 
point 

2. tre-men-dous-ly --+ tre-men-ly 
3. pop-u-la-tion/pol-lu-tion --+ pop-u-lu-tion 
4. pub-lic/pop-u-lar -+ pop-lic 
5. sur-vey/re-view --j- sur-view 
6. com-pli-cate/sim-pli-fy com-pli-fy 

The claim that the syllable in English is a psychologically real 
unit can be further, and more conclusively, substantiated by the 
finding that "segmental slips obey a structural law4 with regard to 
syllable-place: that is, initial segments in the origin syllable replace 
initial segments in the target, nuclear replace nuclear, and final 

replace final" (Boomer and Laver, ibid: 126). This finding, exempli- 
fied below, has been confirmed by many other SE studies (cf. From- 
kin, 1973: 227): 

(4) 1. ma-ga-zine -+ ma-za-gine 
2. cor-ti-cal -+ cor-ki-cal 
3. Ro-man Ja-kob-son -+ Yo-man Ra-kob-son 
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4. to-nal pho-nol-o-gy --> fo-nal pho-nol-o-gy 
5. ad hoc --º odd hack 
6. group three --+ greep three 
7. gone to seed -> god to seen 
8. cup of cof-fee -* cuff of cof-fee 

While these two lines of evidence strongly support the view that 

the syllable in English is not simply a linguistic construct but a real 
behavioral unit in speech production, English SEs reported in the 

literature do not seem to provide any evidence on the internal 

structure of the syllable, except that the unit consists of three parts: 

onset, nucleus and coda. In other words, no evidence can be ad- 
duced in support of either of the hierarchical syllable analyses as 

against the linear model in (1) above. 

1.4 Apart from the evidence relating to the syllable, SE literature 

of English provide two interesting findings which have a crucial 
bearing on the discussion in what follows. One finding is that 

vocalic elements are never replaced by consonantal elements, or 

vice versa, which MacKay (1970/73) formalizes as 'Phonetic Simi- 

larity Hypothesis'. The other finding is that complex vowels of Eng- 

lish, i. e. the co-called `long vowels', `diphthongs' and vowels with 
`r-quality' (e. g. /ar/ far]), never split into two elements: 

(5) 1. first and goal to [ar... owl first and girl to go [ar... arj 
2. competing rules [ij... uw] -s computing rules [(j)uw... uw] 
3. feet moving [ij... uw] -+ [fuwt mijving] 
4. a pipe smoker [aj... owl --º a pope smiker [ow... ail 
5. fill the pool [i... uw] -* fool the pill [uw... i] 
6. available for exploitation [ej... aj] -+ avoilable for ... 

(3jj 
7. brain research [ej... ij] -r [brijin rejsartJ] 

These errors suggest that "the complex vowels are single units" 
in the speech production process of English (Fomkin, 1973: 223) 
and, moreover, could be taken as evidence to support Chomsky & 
Halle's abstract monosegmental analysis of complex vowels (e. g. /i/, /e/) as against Trager & Smith (1951)'s `nucleus+glide' analysis 
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(e. g. /iy/, /eh/) or Lass (1976)'s bimoraic analysis (e. g. /ii/, /ee/). 

2. Speech Errors and Syllable Structure in Japanese 

2.1 It is generally agreed that Japanese is among the languages 

which have an extremely simple syllable structure (cf. Abercrombie, 

ibid : 74-75). That this generalization oversimplifies the whole- 

situation over the syllable-size units in Japanese seems apparent in 

the light of the fact that the phonological theory of Japanese gen- 

erally recognizes two phonological units between segment and 

morpheme, which Pike (1967) termed `(phon)etic syllable' and 
('phon)emic syllable', respectively. (6) illustrates this situation with 

two-etic-syllable words consisting of a different number of emic 

syllables (- and . 
denote etic and emic syllable boundaries, respec- 

tively) : 
(6) [gak: o: ] [gengo] [fakai] [(? )asa] 

`school' `language' `society' `morning' 
/gak-koo/ /gen-go/ /sja-kai/ /a-sa/ 
/ga"k. ko"o/ /ge-n"go/ /sja. ka. i/ /a. sa/ 

As may be implicit in (6), Pike's `etic syllable' corresponds to the 

concept of syllable as is generally used in the linguistic/phonetic 
literature: namely, it is definable in the putatively universal terms, 
or on the concept of `sonority'. `Emit syllable', by contrast, is to be 
defined, as its name implies, within a particular language system. 
In the case of Japanese, it is defined as a temporal (i. e. putatively 
isochronous) unit, which many linguists refer to as `mora' (cf. 
Trubetzkoy, 1939/69; Ladefoged, 1975; McCawley, 1978; Beckman, 
1982). In what follows, I shall use, after this latter tradition, the 
terms `syllable' and `mors' for Pike's `etic syllable' and `emic 

syllable', respectively. 
The relevance of the mora thus defined has been discussed in 

considerable depth in Japanese phonology. Specfically, it is recog- 
nized as the standard for measuring length and distances in accen- 
tuation as well as a unit of meter in traditional poetry (cf. McCaw- 
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ley, ibid: I19). 5 
In classificatory terms, the Japanese mora is generally said to fall 

into two major types. /CV/, /CjV/ and morpheme initial /V/ form 

one class in that they can consitute a syllable on their own-I shall 

call this mora type `syllabic mora (SM)'. The other mors type, 

comprising /V/ and /CJ, cannot constitute a syllable by itself, and 

appears in positions following SMs-I shall refer to this type as 
`non-syllabic mora (NSM)'. 6 The quality of vocalic NSMs can 

either be the same as or different from that of its preceding vowel, 

constituting, respectively, what may be described as `long vowel' 
and `diphthong' in phonetics: e. g. /gakkoo/, /sjakai/. In traditional 

phonemic analyses (e. g. Kindaichi, 1967/81; Joo-o, 1977), they are 
represented as /R/ (or /H/) and /J/, respectively. Their consonantal 
counterparts are also of two subtypes: the so-called `moraic nasal' 
(e. g. /gengo/) and 'moraic obstruent', or the first part of a long con- 
sonant (e. g. /gakkoo/). The moraic nasal, often symbolized as /N/, 

can appear everywhere other than morpheme-initially, and is pho- 
netically realized as a nasal homorganic with the following con- 
sonant: e. g. [m, p, ri]. The moraic obstruent, traditionally symbolized 
as /Q/, occurs only in word-medial position and is realized as voice- 
less obstruent (or voiced stop in some borrowed words) homorganic 

with the following consonant with which it forms a long consonant. 
Of the two mora types just outlined, SMs are by far the more 

common. (7) represents the statistical result cited in Miyajima et at. 
(1982: 319), which shows the frequency of each mora type and 
subtype in written texts comprising 40,000 morae, arbitrarily selected 
from Japanese newspapers and magazines:? 

(7) /CV/ /CjV/ /V/ /N/ /Q/ 
71.8 3.2 18.0 4.7 2.3 (%) 

SM 75% NM 
5% 

Although an analysis of spoken forms of language might show a dit%rent result from that in (7), and for that matter, there might be 
a variation within different spoken forms (e. g. academic vs. non- 
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academic), 8 the result in (7) can be taken as a rough approximation 
of the frequencies with which SMs and NSMs appear in Japanese. 

Just as the mora is classified into two major types, so the syllable 
is generally categorized into two types: `long syllable' (LS), which 
consists of two morae, SM+NSM, and `short syllable' (SS) which 
comprises one mora, i. e. SM (cf. McCawley, ibid; Fujimura, 
1972) 910 Unlike the mora, however, the significance of the syllable 
has not been discussed in much depth. In fact, the only place where 
the unit has been given a status in Japanese phonology is in the 
descriptions of accentuation, where it is characterized as the `bearer 

of accent'. This characterization is based on several accentual facts, 

notably that LSs provide only one possible place for accent: 
#. . 

SM. NSM-SM.. # can contrast with #. . SM. NSM-9M ... #, 
but not with #.. SM. NSM-SM.. # (cf. McCawley, ibid: 119; 
Fujimura, ibid: 77). 

2.2 In contrast to the great interest in SEs in English, little work 
has been done on SEs in Japanese. To my knowledge, there are only 
two substantial publications on this subject: Kamio and Tonoike 
(1979) and Tabusa (1982), the latter of which reports more than 
1,300 SEs observed in TV speech. What I intend to discuss in what 
follows is based on an analysis of the data provided in these pub- 
lications as well as of some errors observed by myself. 

SEs in Japanese show the same regularity as those in English in 
that they do not violate the phonotactic rules of the language. They 
do show, however, the following features which have not been 

reported in English. 
(8) 1. Complex vowels-`long vowels' and `diphthongs'-can 

split into two components. 
2. `Long consonants' can also split into two parts. 
3. In errors involving the splitting of these complex vowels 

and consonants, vowels can be replaced by consonants, 
and vice versa. 

4. Long syllables are generally not replaced by short 
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syllables. 
The first three features can be exemplified by the following 

errors (- denotes a syllable boundary): " 

(9) a) Substitution 
1. kaa-taa dai-too-rjoo -º kai-taa dai-too-rjoo 

`President Carter' 
2. moo-taa bai-ku -º moi-taa bai-ku `motor-bike' 
3. koo-zui tjuu-i-hoo -º koo-zuu tjuu-i-hoo `flood 

warning' 
4. bei-tjuu kan-kei -º bei-tjuu kai-kei 'China-US 

relation' 
5. bon sai-ban-tjoo --, bon san-ban-tjoo 'Chief 

Justice Bon' 

6. zjuu-go paa-sen-to --º zjuu-go pan-sen-to `15 per 
cent' 

7. sai-sjuu dan-kai --o- sai-sjun dan-kai 'last stage' 
8. koo-tjan hu-ku-kai-tjoo -* koo-tjaa hu-ku-kai-tjoo 

`Deputy Chairman Korchan' 
9. kuu-bo mid-do-sei -r kub-bo mid-do-wei 'Aircraft 

Carrier Midway' 
10. zin-ken mon-dai de ko-mat-te iru --> ... ko-man-te 

iru `troubled with the problem of human rights' 
b) Transposition 

1, dan-gal sai-ban-sjo -* dai-gan sai-ban-sjo `Court of 
Impeachment' 

2. kan-kei kai-zen -º kai-ken kai-zen `improvement 
in relationship' 

c) Blend 
1. muu-do/hun-iki `mood/atmosphere' --. -mun-iki 
2. to-ma-re/su-top pu `stop (imperative)' --* to-map-pu 

A glance at these errors might give the impression that Japanese 
SEs are of a totally different nature from the English counterparts. 
Indeed, as long as we stick fast to the syllable structure models as 
in (1), we feel tempted to think that Japanese SEs occur in an un- 
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predictable, unstructured manner. Given the conception of the 
mora as a behavioral unit in the language, however, we can provide 
a principled and satisfactory account for all the errors in (9). (A dot 

represents a mora boundary while the target and origin of an error 
are denoted in italics and in bold face respectively): 12,13 

(10) a) Substitution 
1. ka-a"ta"a da"i"to"o"rjo"o --i- ka"i"ta"a da"i-to"o"rjo"o 
2. mo"o"ta"a ba. i. ku - mo"i"ta"a ba. i. ku 
3. ko"o"zu-i tju"u"i"ho"o -º ko. o. zu. u tju"u"i"ho"o 
4. be. i. tju. u ka"n"ke"i --> be. i. tju. u ka"i"ke"i 

5. bo"n sa"i"ba"n"tjo"o -º bo"n sa"n"ba"n"tjo"o 
6. zju"u"go pa"a"se"n"to -- zju. u. go pa"n"se"n"to 
7. sa"i"sju"u da"n"ka"i -+ sa"i"sju"n da"n"ka"i 
8. ko"o"tja"n hu"ku"ka"i"tjo"o --> ko. o. tja. a 

hu"ku"ka"i"tjo"o 
9. ku. u. bo mi"d"do"we"i -+ ku"b"bo mi"d"do"we"i 

10. zi"n"ke"n mo"n"da"i de ko"ma"t"te i"ru -> ... ko"ma- 

n"te i"ru 
b) Transposition 

1. da"n"ga"i sa"i"ba"n"sjo --º da"i"ga"n sa"i"ba"n"sjo 
2. ka"n"ke"i ka"i"ze"n -i. ka"i"ke"n ka. i. ze. n 

c) Blend 
1. mu"u"do / hu"n"i"ki --º mu"n"i"ki 
2. to-ma-re / su"to"p"pu -> to"ma"p"pu 

Under this analysis, the splitting of complex vowels and conso- 
nants is seen as a result of errors involving the substitution, trans- 

position, etc. of moraic units constituting those complex sequences. 
Likewise, vowel-consonant replacement errors are to be interpreted 

not as segmental errors but as moraic errors involving a moraic vowel 
and a moraic consonant. And this interpretation explains why 
errors like /a"t-ta/ `was, met' -->/ta-ta/ or /a-i-ro-n/ `iron' -+/ni-ro"n/' 
are not to be found in Japanese even though the resulting se- 
quences perfectly satisfy the phonotactic rules of the language. 

The claim that the mora is a psychologically real unit in Japanese 
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is further substantiated by the fourth finding in (8). Consider (11) 

and Table 1, which respectively show the three types of errors 
involving the substitution/transposition of a whole long syllable, 
and the relative frequencies with which they occurred: 

(11) a) se-kai ren-poo sin-bun -+ se-kai ren-bun sin-bun 
`World Federation Newspaper' 

b) kjoo-no ki-ku-ziroo -+ ku-ku-no ku-ku-zi-roo 
`Kyoono Kikuziroo (personal name)' 

c) kjo-nen .... rai-nen -+ kjo-nen 
... 

kjo-nen 

`last year ... next year' 

Table I 
Origin of LS Replacement Errors 

Type (a) Long Syllable 41 (64 %) 
Type (b) Two Short Syllables 14 (22 %) 
Type (c) One Short Syllable 9 (14%) 

Total 64 (100%) 

Table I provides two important facts to be considered concerning 
the relation between the two types of syllables. Firstly, it reveals 
that a long syllable is replaced by another long syllable more than 
four times as often as by a single short syllable (i. e. 41 errors vs. 9 
errors). In the light of the corollary mentioned earlier that short 
syllables occur twice as often as long syllables in Japanese (cf. Note 
10), this result seems to be sufficient evidence to state that long 

-syllables tend to be replaced by long syllables, and not by short 
syllables. 

The second and more important fact to be noted with Table I is 
that quite a few errors involve the replacement of a long syllable by 
two successive short syllables. In fact, errors of this type (i. e. type 
<b)) account for more instances than errors of type (c) in which a 
long syllable was replaced by a single short syllable. 14 

These two facts can be understood in a straightforward manner if the mora is recognized as a relevant temporal unit. Namely, a long 
syllable tends to be replaced by another long syllable or a sequence 
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of two short syllables rather than by a single short syllable because 

the `syllable weight' of a long syllable is double that of a short 
syllable : 

(12) LS SS 

MMM 

In sum, the few lines of evidence discussed so far strongly suggest 
that the mora is not simply a linguistic construct but is a psycho- 
logically real unit which plays a crucial role in regulating the tem- 
poral structure of Japanese utterances. 

2.3 While it seems plausible to conclude, then, that the mora has 
independent status as a behavioral unit in Japanese, this does not 
negate the possibility that the syllable is also a relevant unit in the 
speech production of the language. We have already seen errors, 
for instance, in which a whole long syllable is replaced (cf. (11)). 
In addition to these, we find errors involving the omission, trans- 

position, etc. of a whole syllable, both (a) a long syllable and (b) 

a short syllable: ls 

(13) (a) 1. ba-su-ket-to-boo-ru i ba-su-ket-to-ru 
`basketball' 

2. boo oo-ku-ra dai-zin --º boo-ku-ra dai-zin 
'Finance Minister Mr. Boo' 

3. sei-ken koo-tai -+ sei-ken tai-koo `(political) 

power change' 
4. min-kan kuu-koo -> min-kan koo-kuu 

`civil airport' 
(b) 1. kai-mo-no-kja-ku -> kai-mo-kja-ku `shoppers' 

2. ri-su -+ su-ri `squirrel' 
3. ti-ma-mi-re-ni nat-te --> ti-ma-re-mi-ni nat-te 

'smeared with blood' 
4. ka-ti-ku -º ka-ku-ti-ku 'livestock' 

The claim that the syllable is a psychologically real unit is further 

confirmed and reinforced by a structural law which moraic errors 
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are observed to obey with respect to syllable-place. Consider Table 

2 below, which shows the origin element by which the second mora 

of a long syllable, or NSM, was replaced in substitution and trans- 

position errors in our corpus-. 16,17 

Table 2 
Origin of NSM Replacement Errors 

NSM SM 

Substitution 75 8 
Transposition 41 

Total 79 9 
(90%) (10%) 

In 88 errors analyzed, only nine instances (10%) involve the re- 

placement of a NSM by a SM, the rest involving the replacement 

of a NSM by another NSM. Seen in the light of the statistical result 
in which NSMs and SMs are reported to appear by the ratio 1: 3 

(cf. (7)), it can safely be concluded that NSMs are replaced by NSMs 

much more frequently than would be expected by chance. 18 

Meanwhile, interaction between two SMs is common, regardless 
of whether they belong to (a) the same syllable type (i. e. long 

syllable-long syllable, short syllable-short syllable), or (b) dif- 
ferent types (i. e. long syllable-short syllable)-19 

(14) (a) 1. sai-kin no kei-koo --p sai-ken no kei-koo 
`current trend' 

2. sa-ku-bun-sjuu ... waa-ru-do kap-pu -+ sa-ku- 
wan-sjuu ... 'essays ... world-cup' 

3. muu-do/hun-iki -º mun-iki `moodlatmosphere' 
4. to-ri-ya-me-ru -+ to-ri-ya-ri-ru `cancel' 
5. bo-si hu-ku-si nen-kin --º bo-ku hu-ku-si 

... 
'welfare pension for (a family of) mother and child' 

(b) 1. si-ma-ne su-mon so-sjoo -+ si-ma-ne su-man ... 'Simane (placename) Sumon Lawsuit' 
2. ri-has-sa-ru ri-saa-ha-ru 'rehearsal' 
3. sei-zi si-kin -+ sei-zi ki-sin `political fund" 
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4. ta-ku-sii/hai-yaa --> tai-yaa `taxi/hire' 

5. to-da-na/hon-da-na -º ton-da-na `cupboard/ 
book-shelf' 

6. tai-da/tai-man -- tai-dan `laziness/neglect' 
The results in Table 2 and (14) show that the target and origin of 

an error belong to the same mora type: SMs (or segments consti- 
tuting SMs) in the origin syllable replace SMs (or segments consti- 
tuting SMs) in the target, NSMs replace NSMs. This structural 
law, which crucially resembles the English counterpart cited earlier, 

confirms that the syllable is a psychologically real unit for speakers 

of Japanese. 

In addition to this, the structural law with respect to syllable- 

place provides crucial insight into the internal structure of Japanese 

syllables, an implication that short syllables share with long syllables 
the bimoraic underlying structure, of which the NSM slot shows 

up unfilled at the surface : 
(15) LS SS 

SM NSM SM 
NSM 

COW 
ICI 

COW 
l 

This syllable analysis enables us not only to generalize the syllable 

structure of the language but also to handle the following NSM 

addition errors (or `lengthening' of a short syllable to a long syllable) 
in a straightforward manner: 

(16) 1. zjoo-yoo-sja ni not-te i-ta ik-ka yo-nin wa 
MMMM MM MMM MM MMM M MM M 

VVIIVIIIVIIV 
SSSSSS SS SSSSS 

-º ... not-te i t-ta i k-ka 
... M MM MM M MM M 

SSSSSS 
`a family of four travelling in a car ... ' 

2. ni-bjoo nii-rei --. nii-bjoo ni i- rei `2.20 seconds' 
M MM MMMM MM MMMMMM 

SSSSSSSS 
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Thus, given the syllable structure model in (15), these errors can 
be interpreted as cases where the empty NSM slot has been filled by 

a non-syllabic element due to some contextual analogy. 
Apart from these lines of evidence from SEs, there are a number 

of pieces of evidence in Japanese phonology that suggest that the 
bimoraic syllable structure is indeed the canonical syllable con- 
figuration in the language. 20 I shall discuss this issue in another 
article. 

3. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have discussed the evidence from SEs in English 

and Japanese in terms of the insight it can throw into the psycho- 
logical reality of syllable-size units and their internal structure. 
The following summarizes the main points discussed as well as some 
theoretical implications for future work. 

1. Evidence from the SE data both in English and Japanese 

suggest that the syllable is not simply a linguistic construct 
but is an independent behavioral unit in the production of 

speech, for speakers of the two languages. SE data of Japanese 

provide additional evidence that the mora has a pscyho- 
logical reality as a unit regulating the temporal structure of 
Japanese utterances. 

2. While SE evidence suggests that the syllable has a psycho- 
logical reality both for speakers of English and of Japanese, 
it makes a different suggestion regarding the internal structure 
of the unit. Evidence from English SEs, on one hand, supports 
the tripartite view of the unit, i. e. that the syllable consists 
of three subconstituents, onset-nucleus-coda, although it 

provides no implication for its hierarchical organization. 
The Japanese counterpart, on the other hand, suggests a 
hierarchical organization of the unit in which the mora forms 
an independent level between the syllable level and the 
segment level. Thus, evidence from SEs confirms that the 
internal structure of the syllabic unit can vary from one 
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language to another. 
3. Although we must assume different syllable internal structures 

for English and Japanese, it was observed that SEs obey a 
structural law with respect to syllable place in both languages. 

4. Evidence from SEs suggests that the two syllable types in 
Japanese, i. e. short (monomoraic) syllable and long (bi- 

moraic) syllable, represent two subcases of a single underlying 
structure, as schematized below: 

SYLLABLE 

SM 
A 

NSM 
v 

C (j) V o 1 J 
5. This syllabic analysis suggests that the Japanese syllable 

constitutes a rhythmic unit of some sort which is characterized 
by the alternation between a strong element (syllabic mora) 
and a weak element (non-syllabic mora). If this is the case, 
it means that Japanese utterances are temporally regulated, 
at least at the underlying level, by the principle of "syllabic 

rhythm' as well as by that of mora-timing. This hypothesis 
has an important implication for rhythm theory of Japanese 
in suggesting the possibility that Japanese morae might be 
hierarchically organized. 
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Notes 
1. Note, however, that there is no satisfactory language-universal 

definition of the unit. See Gimson (1968/80: 56-7) and Ladefoged 
(1975: 219-24) for the discussion of inadequacies of the two 
currently adopted syllable theories, `sonority theory' and `pulse 
theory'. 

2. See Selkirk (1982) and the references cited therein for metrical 
analyses of syllable internal structure. I shall not discuss the 
problem of syllabification in this paper, although it is admittedly 
unseparable from that of syllable structure. 

3. Cutler argues that certain kinds of SEs, notably syllable omis- 
sion and addition errors, tend to produce a more rhythmical 
utterance than the target one in such a way that the resulting 
utterance tends to have a more equal number of syllables be- 
tween stresses than the intended utterance (/ denotes a foot 
boundary) (Cutler, ibid: 186): 
1. Target (intended) utterance: 

/Next we/ hive this bicen /tenial/ rüg. 
Error (resulting) utterance: 

/Next we/ hive this bi /cential/ rüg. 
2. T: /That's trans/ äctional an/ älysis. 

E: /That's transan/ äctional an/ älysis. 
4. `Law' as used by Boomer and Laver is to be understood in a 

statistical sense, not in an absolute sense. In other words, it admits 
of some exceptions like the following: whisper -+ whipser, ask-* 
aks, fish -+ shift. 

5. Note that there is still a controversy over the phonetic reality 
of the mora. See Beckman (1982) and the references cited therein 
for a detailed discussion. 

6. It may deserve adding that NSMs were all introduced from 
Chinese (cf. Joo-o, 1977: 115). Accordingly, they are found in 
Sino-Japanese morphemes much more often than in native 
Japanese morphemes. 

7. This statistical study groups morpheme-initial Vs together with 
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vocalic NSMs, not with the other SMs. The rate of NSMs as 

against that of SMs should, therefore, be lower than the one 

given in (7). 

Since academic speech tends to employ Sino-Japanese mor- 
phemes more often than does non-academic speech, it is expected 
that the frequency of NSMs should increase as the speech becomes 

more academic or technical (cf. Note 6). 
Note that some scholars exceptionally admit of `overlong' 

(or `superheavy') syllables in (a) inflected verbal forms (b) onoma- 
topoeic words, and (c) borrowed words (cf. Joo-o, ibid: 114; 
Poser, 1984: 26-8) : 
(a) koot-ta `freeze' (past); hait-ta-ra `enter' (conditional) 
(b) oop-pi-ra `openly'; goot-to (a rubling sound) 
(c) gu-riin `green'; tjeen-su-to-a `chain store' 
I am rather reluctant to accept this analysis for two reasons. 
Firstly, at least some of these ̀ overlong' syllables are decomposed 
into two syllables (short syllable plus long syllable) in actual 
pronunciation by many people: e. g. /koot-ta/ -- /ko-ot-ta/, /oop- 

pi-ra/ -+ /o-op-pi-ra/. Secondly, there are several seemingly 
independent processes in Japanese phonology which `conspire' to 
convert an overlong syllable to a long syllable or to avoid the 
occurrence of an overlong syllable (cf. Note 20 below). 

8. 

9. 

10. Ulven the notion that Japanese does not generally admit of 
overlong syllables, a corollary from the statistical result in (7) 

would be that short syllables and long syllables occur at the 
approximate rate of 2: 1 in the language: 

i. e. LS SS SS SS: LS=2: 1 

SM NSM SM SM SM: NSM =3: 1 

11. In order to avoid complexity and subsequent confusion, 
phonemic transcriptions are employed here. Note, specifically, 
that archiphonemic representations as adopted in traditional 
phonemic analyses, i. e. /R/, /J/, /N/ and /Q/, are not used so that 
the argument might not become circular. Besides, [ei] is repre- 
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sented as Jei/, despite its monophthongal variant pronunciation 
[e: ]; since the former seems to be the more established pronun- 

ciation in careful speech. 
12. The errors in (10-a-4) and (10-b-2) give support to the inter- 

pretation of [ei]-le: ) as /ei/ as against /ee/ or /eR/ (cf. Note 11 

above. ) Moreover, the error in (10-a-8) provides a crucial insight 

into the mental representation of long vowels in Japanese. Namely, 

the fact that /ko"o"tja"n/ does not result in /ko-o-tja-o/ but in 

/ko"o"tja-a/ shows that when the second element of a long vowel 
(V2) is involved in a moraic error as its origin, it does not carry 

quality over to the target but just maps onto the latter its features 

as a vowel. This suggests that the quality of V2 is not specified at 
the stage where moraic errors occur, but is determined at a later, 
less abstract stage of speech production. This interpretation 

squares well with the observation (a) that V2 changes its quality 

whenever the quality of its preceding element is affected, or (b) 

that interaction between two long vowels always produces a long 

vowel, not a diphtong: 

(a) 1. do-ku-sjuu-sjo -+ do-ku-sjoo-sjo `teach-yourself book' 
*do-ku-sjou-sjo 

2. noo-be-ru hei-wa-sjoo -* 
nee-be-ru hei-wa-sjoo `Nobel Peace Prize' 

*neo-be-ru ... 
3. tjoo-sen sen-soo -+ tjoo-sen sen-soo `Korean War' 

*sen-seo 
(b) 1. ren-zo-ku yuu-sjoo --º 

ren-zo-ku yoo-sjoo `consecutive victories' 
*yuo-sjoo *you-sjoo 

2. si-zjoo ni kai-njuu -* 
si-zjoo no kai-njoo `intervene in the market' 

*kai-njou *kai-njuo 
3. Su-ree-pu hu-ruu-tu --+ 

gu-ruu-pu hu-ruu-tu `grapefruit' 
*gu-reu-pu *gu-rue-pu 
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All these phenomena support the view that the mental representa- 
tion of long vowels should be something like /VR/ (e. g. /iR/, /aR/) 

of which the second element is of an archiphonemic nature. It 

must be noted, however, that this argument does not necessarily 
imply that such an abstract element as //R// should be integrated 

as part of phonemic representation of speech, as was supposed 
by many linguists and phoneticians (e. g. Kindaichi, ibid; Fuji- 

mura, ibid; Joo-o, ibid, to mention just a few). Rather, it seems 
more plausible to assume that the speech production process 
involves a more abstract level than that of phoneme where //R// 

is characterized as a moraic unit, not as a segment. 
13. The error in (10-a-9) seems to suggest that at the level of 

speech production where moraic errors occur, the moraic con- 
sonant is specified simply as an obstruent, while other features 

like those for the place of articulation are specified at a later, less 

abstract stage. Alternatively, the error may suggest that errors 
that violate phonotactic rules are corrected after the substitution 

occurs, as in the following: 

/kuu-bo mid-do-wei/ -* /kud-bo mid-do-wei/ 

--+ [kub: o mid-do-wei] 
14. It is interesting to note that errors of (11-c) type mostly involve, 

as target and origin, two synonymous words appearing in the 

same utterance. This suggest that substitution errors between a 
long syllable and a short syllable can be explained on semantic 
grounds as well as on phonetic grounds. 

15. Needless to say, errors involving a whole syllable can also be 
interpreted as moraic errors. 

16. The following table shows the same result in more detail. (For 

notational convenience, I employ the archiphonemic representa- 
tions outlined in §2.1): 
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Table 3 
Origin of NSM Replacement Errors (details) 

a) Substitution Errors 

origin /R/ /J/ /N/ /Q/ /CV/ 
target 
/R/ 0 3 8 1 2 14 
/J/ 1 0 33 0 6 40 
/N/ 4 24 0 0 0 28 
/Q/ 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Total 5 27 42 1 8 83 

b) Transposition Errors 
/J/ t- º /N/ 4 
/N/ . --" /CV/ 1 

5 
17. It may be worth citing Joo-o's observation that the four types 

of NSMs show within them either (a) a morphophonemic alter- 
nation, (b) stylistic variation or (c) dialectal variation (Joo-o, 
ibid: 118): e. g. (a) /man-na-ka/ 'midst'/mak-ku-ro/ `deep- 
black', (b) /tei-nei/-/tee-nee/ `politeness', (c) /sjoo-ben/-/sjon- 
ben/ `piss'. 

18. Given this tendency, some may be inclined to think that it is 
due to the fact that NSMs are allowed to appear in restricted 
environments. This account can be easily refuted since Table 2 

analyzes only those errors where NSMs are involved as targets, 
i. e. errors in which NSMs are replaced by other elements. Since 

no environmental constraint is thus conceivable, we are led to 
believe that the result in Table 2 must be attributed to a structural 
reason of some sort. 

19. Errors in (14-b) can be interpreted either as segmental errors 
or as moraic errors. Whichever interpretation may be taken, 
however, the fact remains that these errors obey the structural 
law to be discussed below. 

20. While few, if any, processes in Japanese phonology have the 
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effect of turning a long syllable into a short syllable or an overlong 
syllable, there are a number of processes-morphophonological, 
or phonetic-which `conspire' to increase the number of long 

syllables at the expense of the other two syllable types. These 

processes fall into three major categories : 
(a) Short syllable lengthening (NSM insertion) process: 

SS 
--s 

MMM 

(b) Syllable unification (vowel/consonant deletion) process: 
SSS 
Ml M2 

C1 V1 C2 V2 C1 V1 c2 tV2 

(c) Overlong syllable shortening (NSM deletion) process: 
SS 

M1 M2 M3 Mi Ms 
A 

Cl Vi 
{V2} {Vg} 

Cl Vl 
{Vs} 

In other words, by recognizing the bimoraic syllable structure 
as a more preferred syllable shape in Japanese, we can capture 
the functional relatedness among various seemingly unrelated 
processes. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses several topics concerning what I call the 

,, semantic constraint" on Japanese compounds, a constraint which 

blocks the prosodic compound formation process in the language. The 

main discussion starts with the claim that there are two types of 

compounds in Japanese, "compounding compounds, " to which the 

prosodic compound rule readily applies, and "non-compounding com- 

pounds", which somehow fail to undergo the process. After justifying 

this position, I will attempt to make a detailed examination of the 

marked semantic structures constituting the "semantic constraint, " 

which are responsible for the second type of compounds. I will also 

show the fact that the compound formation process in English admits 

of exceptions which are significantly similar to those of Japanese. 

The second part of the paper focuses on the nature and role of the 

"semantic constraint" in "complex" compound nouns, or compound 

nouns consisting of three or more elements. It will be shown that this 

constraint enables us to uncover the regularities which these com- 

pounds exhibit in accentual patterning. 
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1. fý 

A gTEAfg (compound formation process, compounding process) 

1, M. 0OD jj +J ,2p 
(U ±) 0) AR 0": ip" 3UkA-7CI , -cit o) 

ýi - 4ý:. I, TI (main stress) oD U b, fi. Wf (stress pattern) 

- )` tt b t, "phrasal stress pattern"- , OD V` %t U, Ppltc E 

1xä hi 4t, *Rk pý-- fp]C<q po 01 -t- :5 rol 

L,; - 4) .5 4z: tc 6 (cf. Fudge, 1984). black board 

blackboard (; )L pý`p7"°ipýý3r, ýý14ý1ý 
-k 

oý> ýý ätz Lt L, (lb), (1a) 0) 15t. ýgl 
MM Ltz; a (*MZ'4IJ=: 1T, (p7Cxe2&-9Jl, 'xa)0 

(1) a) b) 

CBLACK board),, Cblack BOARD)NP 

OD' 

t L,, ý& Ä äJ (head) aý Ff1 Tý 

(subcategorize) L, # pfä] eäß ý5 kzitc6o ýJpx-C, 

W , 14,, '-`-7P j ; §1 very black board, black wooden board LL 

15 ýý 35} SÜ AP 17a %o)- n o)9*ODa tzi-T KI't L, I-&° AJ 

OD J'G11 *R pK. W`C, o)1 5 tgAi33)aftAz Äf"flG `very 
blackboard, *blackwoodenboard (cf. Bolinger, 1968; Fudge, ibid. ). 

p ÄP aýýtiz aLM. �LL7) x; ao fýUx4 , 
XE-WTI AJ ft OD R7P-hV FJDA 
(word accent pattern) (i. e. (2b)), 

16 äný rArl iJ 20' rJ 41,7 -t ih OD (4 . ýJp#lýl 
pp79 -tt ih NAIJ (Compound Accent Rule : CAR) -OD , At ý} 
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;5`ý- -KLI h, (IRA) 1-DOD 7 P-: v F Lb-bt,: 4rý'-VO)7 " -tom hi 

rý q 7P -t ih ID rrt. ' (compound accent pattern) : (2a) - . -. 

ýJ GýýýTao2 ( CGlq7 tih (`Lt ) "ý" Zo Fpm ä 

(2)a)71. '' (<71; i + =vr°ý) 

7>1.1// (<71* +i fi i i) 

b) 72 -f -mar°Y (<7t f 

7 1-1-f irii (<7*1-( 

6DIr-I OD i an 

q IL (nominalization) °) '1F x ýt4l (e. g. 7)1 -( >7 

7ý71>7 ), 7)', r''ip7ID +'t n7F-j ODrpÄ514 t-315 : tC 

L<o-2 ý3 Thj ýý ýt Eyk11 ', 1 ÄýLZý zýý 56ý. 

týýaas, 

iv 130 ý3 

6b1t il4n, o 
iýUzY (3a) 

(3a) ý' (2a) ýJ tý °q77-iF )i jkto 14 0) Yý. nf L, (3b) 4t, ju 

A h'M 4*L; 5 77F JD A-'p7 7ih Ff , 5k (phrasal accent 

pattern) - , moo 0. (3b) Ylj{ýk4ý oD jk b, 6 it , ä. 1 
-1- 

L -C 

!do 

(3) a) ýý=i1, ß T (fTýiýý) 

<=7= +7 -( 
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<- J+ 71 

vim ý-i) (ß(äz° c) 

(rI 3Z ft) 

-; /1v <: A - 3r + 

ÄÄ (r *# 1a j"simplex compounds") 
"complex compounds") K. ý, -C t Ak 6 

I'LL. 511x4 , (4)6`3: x'1 54c3 gbý6)5G -: RMÄ6l, if - M-E 

b4_4I 4 ipIL L'Coý ( zZL ýaoý C ýaßý, 0±a, %1 " 

M2 PM, -CC ARbtb, 75,5)T, -c-ODMR, #bý 2-)6»ý7 -tiFhJ(ac- 

centual phrase) K:. fi1 #L2L, I 5. t k, 4L'-, tt ' jj 

& W-1, MI 2 -M3 M9K. CARbäbýbý h, M1 -2 b' 4Z 

(constituent) t- rA - oýPý9Vý z ýý To 

(4)a) CCCCý/., ý-J] Ct-ß'f7) 

b) CCC-r 'J C3-Pc,,, 3) Cýý! 7)) 
-+'(1-/ F El -R y": fIf, ý? (, { %F" 3-u .yC 

äAc) 

'ý' S< °j ý'1 tL C -ýtz5(e. g. McCawley, 1968; Higurashi, 
1983; Abe, 1986), (2a)(3a)o)1 5 `. CAR v: I -, -CaM-e ät -*te 
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ýcODiPf t, LL,, (3b)CD I55a-CARS, SOD Or öIL 

"non-compounding compounds") V, FR05i tco qpI !t 

tc, (4 )CD 5t TZÄ FM}' i4 ýhýtý 'Ctýýto 

(prosodic compound formation process)VL E col 5 tj 1 ZIM, i (seman- 

ticconstraint)unbormat; 6ýý LODibKV_A-: 5 L*' t; 5o 

hYý2 l'CG , 
-Y 

rý 
ÄpÄäa ýf Ltý>tiý Ä7,7 -t: 

ih RA0 (CAR) ' *zC L, M3 'Si `C Vl, r4 q Th q1AgLLt 

7! X5 
RAYd TYo M4FIS141,4ýV MÄ ODV" 

C7JY 
3. # Lr 'fRAnpö"ILB Vý. 7rJýýJý ýý;: 

1ý LZ/. t Y ado &M, 

: ODI 

AeM Arr9 K:. Ax 6. L 6T (cf. (4)) bt4-D: Vý bf Sa o 
t: M, i.. A 1. ' r 

3Y'fý LA7 IýTrR Äq" TýýttTý Äö ýý'.. t3cl 9 ýJ 7L/. /G ýý. 

Q7lh Ad, ha rfpto u) i 0D 1ý T L'C l 

fflOPL-D L'_Cit, VTM-AT1]11-Ir VA b, S Iff OD IMAM W3 200 CD 4Etqft 

IL& pý_- , h300oD Äi ätr) XWL, 7c f. 5 le' ;ß ft 5AOD 

o»7ýih ää 1LtO 

ral - OD 211" 

U it, -7coDgA (variation) 75, Ed) .5 ;5C o) bý(e. g. 1L& , 
93 #tß, speech style cD I) -C %-111, z* Lt, 7o 

2. WA 7' -' F IJJýJ (CAR) 

_E -c- t' --< tz 15 n' iz 3K OD ß* Im mi -A ; -, E: g 0 11 Aýt4ým --u- 4Eme ingol-e 
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30fsi I&CD4 TC tGlLA, E-tk L -Cý,; aýÄxýo Qp 

aý tTý Q Ä1Er ý -fff 7 ,! U, 07 7 -L- 'h 09tRA(J(accent 

assignment rule) ýtýaW, 2 yL, 

9MTLtf., 1( ýý1) mää e4ýP Ltit o 3P:, 2 
A 'A ijL A b'ý 3 -7ÄÄ #Q>lJftoD L, 7ý 1 

vD 2 1ýtii" Yß ä äý7tih x ;5 (5a) Wo 

2VW fJ47)$ w 'J(medially accented)oO 7 -t h 3f 

oD Äi1, -coDM2 oý77-t hb, 7 -! 
LZ4 rf ..; 6 : (5b)Vf08'9> 

(5)a) irt -f -i -' 1 

<it It + ý1 1 

't, /7I - SC (Q7 7A-7. t) 

<=t11/ + -7ßi1,77, 

3- (rl s1-r /( (3 ") 

<3 '- (l +%3- t-I 

vfi tf rl (+t (aI; ZýIZ1IAT) 
<+ -E5 -r -v- ' 

71'i R (T%7 ("%) 

<7 ýý +7 (p 

b) TIYY J Iýsº9 (B, 71ß) 

< -f v 1,7 + 
x 7+ AýJL`"t F7() 

<9 -+ .th ýýf 

p Äýääý iýYýi ý ya 4iä ýý 2 geh*% 2- te lT 
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1-7bß2 
--e7)OD 

&Ä ff, 
Z: qY 1ý OD 1, 

Q) A, M2V 

OD it K. 1 h, 5OD3výYA--7ýv: t01 "L--7 , 
1 -IMOD ýMk,: & ap7l t'Y h 0-) C, O)1 r5 4C& or, 7 

-Ici FA t-7* ffi -M 2 McCawley(1968» r7 7 -r i 44116- 

)DOA j (preaccenting morpheme) L u. X. M27 ýL - -2'U -t iF All 

P01 j(deaccenting morpheme) P: _ I -:, -C kLx f1 ra A7 -t iF& 

q pZ, M3Y iL- i b! r q: 7 7 -t iF 3F IA j (initially accenting 

morpheme) GL h --::, -C 0 t, ý ' f. ; 6, M2V OD M 1ý iS GL q77 -r iF 

ÄT- Sao 4-L ±, (6a)-(6c)209 T-'; 6 ä 0T-k; ab,, It 7) 

(6a)3f f ýoýlY'ý / qÄ7 31: Ab'iR4T'<, (6b) 

47ýiýý AtG fkL "Cl'%ao 
(6) a) FAA i (b'. £; 

_rj') 
<7)17 F+1. i 

I-%3 (ýffSG7)<r'/3- + 

77i Al-% <77%A + _-IV 

b) < ;/t I)j -f +F I- 

7<7- -t /+ 4+ 

ý'%ll R IV + -{ al 

c)=7t 71", < =I7 + 71i 

fi *I= ) <-' II/t- r+ *'= 

v) I", «1$' + )VIA 

(5) " (6)y` 11i/l Lt,:: Ä7 '-4z v F#Q9IIJ , '0 friJ3$ L-7c Fý t 
ý, 30) man ýý 

d ý{=1r'C'CýR Cl Awn rýYTV d Nl: '/ fLý 
CD %% -4: %F Iýý 

CD 

cziýýa `ý--aDTýt- 6 t6D-CkZ. *M-CUT CAR ßt'5 G, 

(5) (6)ýýfýUý1111#ýý'ýýý`ýa)1) 

3. =oý#° 

Ä ÖYýýý. 
TJA 

ÄAmt %-% ý' 
IJJ' OUT. CAR sä-ß') 1)j ä)U 



32 -- [1 Aäf? C-, iAF0) (1: R*MiAd'-' W NU 

3t 't 64 OD (e. g. (3a)) ý-- x fit tt ýý COD (e. g. (3b)) C) 2 flMh', t; 6 

4i. §12XýtýiýT1h-cýao ývýo rý pý ýý ýýoýý(iýe" 

p `iüittý' L, l oý CSC LtýýoDtc6; 6 7), kU- L, 

&ýI eE"7 "-ý1 h CARODA#3 16 -C re 

äpi LJ '5 YQ4)% bh t-'6ltx0o 1ýlJxZ -Y-Ffl (1969)'C 

4i, CAR 0A le I ttL'ý, p., q,, r aJfiJj(noun phrase) A CL, 

(4)6D x 5frMJ¢`nL-CU (7)i-- r ä5ýlr il T- L ;6 

(7) CCCýT1)N Ct'1'flJN )NP C JN JN 

JNP CC15 IN IN (CC"1 '. )N 

7) x5tý ýýä h Yý 'ý< Ä oDT "b'cOY , CAR k 

< ýýý45of1zY, ý° =CAR oý; I1ýÄtfiýýý 

LL, ýA FI, 'CAR= (774ý, ' WO N-MiL 

�CAR"0)5UlOD , ,LL 
OD TAP 

ý;,, CAR"ý4'5 jU L-Ct'ýaoýt Sao 

xcfi64) 01) ý-- 10- ýfitcý14) oD6Drol `M tr X0 L- ýI <L c-hIT ZtcL, ý, 
5Cý,. ýUxY (3b)ß pý pä Yt ((1C11 'C 7 %a 5 Yom), 1 

ßt + Jpý1 (){i8aý) ý, 7+ jäýý l tý F Maj 

äfcL-Cý ýt: aýYý, VOWN'! O)AM)zl titZ0)Zk; 5 h%, PIC c 

, pý päO)gW. Yý, CAR; 5 vD 
< (e. g. (3a)), ºýlC$i1Yý, (Hhfý Y) G h, 

raI2.13) 0) it, äu a ý9( 
, 50* ft Compound Stress Rule : CSR) OD AM ý} PzR (e. g. (8a)) 
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at-t- 6 b'---g jL tc -, -C L-6 (cf. Fudge, 1984; Ladd, 1984). t" 

(8) (a) (b) 

LONDON Street London ROAD 

CHRISTMAS cake Christmas PIE 

FACULTY meening town MEETING 

APPLE cake apple PIE 

t1c, H* poD A, wJ--rZ%7)* Aru9,1JAP39AL L-C, A7 

!7 --- '/ h i'ALfJ e71-1-- JhiD AOD 2'D)7' 'h3f'i' 7) 

60 (e. g. (9)6z!: Gt 6 (a) vs. (b)), --ESäAM YEA 

ß`1ep es`Lkzntc--, `Cutýa)-Cit 6. 

(9)-&&-f -ii + () 

(b) ýý-f ' ý' 7iP 
() 

--(a) ý-- JJ- I- i- 

't, j, ä7 Vxärt[ qJý J1 . 5L 

`J Pý9oýýi < výý`C ýýt 01ý1J* , (10- i ), (10-ii)OD(a)v 

t, 12"3 oýPý9Y`4ý CAR ýýßß5ý', LOOt # 

bl 2 0) 7 -t: vF IN7ý,: 3. býi. -c L '1 5 bt, º®, *h vD#t t7rc %-(b) 
CAR ýý Pý9ýýý5"ýh, 1)c77-' hIUL L"C%. % 

'e*L; 60 (1 r-, CARAfO'AT L-cL 

(10a)-(10b)c x5 MFý7- fý1ý #ä. _. # ä ßº, r k)04AT, 

2ývý #3ý-- LV. t.. C-, CLt5O-CkZ0 
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(10) 

(i) 

a) ýý-. ZT 7/y)31. t'l (j) 

b) -f7lY9" 

(ii) 

a) 

h(ý '^t. X tt f 
. ý"MWI tl, SCAR c) =# ba0nJ Lbýr70 

ýýý"Ký+KY 
9ý ýi ý" 'l r '[7P J71ýL7 Cam] Y '^ý 

q'C7 
Pý'J 

yä 
'a7 ýtJ Ytfý3rc 

CAR aýoD #ýpfTYL +75 ̀ 1J (ID) + 'ipl (JJ1ä" 3f'i 

16 ý--3', CARýýxýTýÄ 
týÄ p Le ýß%, i T, 45 Ae 

4. *9*) 

j 6;. wC, CAR 'OAf 5", 3t-''PMOV:: 1 (7'Y tF) 

(11) 

+ý /fJR 
Ö 

If. TLý 
Ä RE 

ScR 
q 

qýiF7 `ý 
}ý / }g \\\ ýý'fý b 

"I 
ý 

TöC 
b 

AR 

71 ýXIi- x yam, 
'lK Oi 

N 
q'fi@ A 

t7L71Y1 71a ý'ý", 
YScR, 

b'I ý'fý b g' KZ 

ý053-(ýýp p6ýq 
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t,: 2 NM6D °n ö C)L 5 1,1--,: `f: tr t 4D`cYIts <, PäÄ MP, M OD 

ftMin Ae , ': l°c <ML, --C ;a ßßl 1 -D 7) 6. S1 `C Yt, 14 TOft Aßß 

CAR CDA) RLE L -C L'; 6 tOD L#ýz., ÄTLýääiý 

"' I-B. SJn'7i (semantic constraint) L Y-t 6. 

4.1.3? 

Ä p7ý n Ä, fAO (A+B)h', tJk) (12) - (18) 0: M t-fAti- 

Ä I, it'd, CAR ODAý3 x (3 ýÄ L& äpL tr 6 (`ý' Appendix 

I)018) 

(12) F#äß off (case relation)'s> : (3b) SJVj 

-1, Iv aAz (i T- 'A15) 

, ý-ýit'T a- (M Th) 

ýýý _ tJ Tt- (P9PP7 k) 
t-t II rri -ý /L' (L) 

(13) rq*j iF (coordinate relation) 

a)ýý, 7 f (--c ) 

ATV, (z 53) 
b) 

7,7 h- (71 1) 

t--vi% (c) 

C).. lrl %a "rý}'i (P) 

), ýýý /a/-N ( 
ýIl 

) 

(14) A-', : A=ft, B=', 

1ý 
. ýý1L7ý (E ) 

'3" 31- 
1J / (ICIi7 M) 
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, ý- I-r ---"-r 't ( Rix ) 
(15)A= ; t',, B=& >, 

(16) A= fkfi, B=tf1 " (R) R -t 
fish -3 -ice (ý1A1 () 

a ßf1 7 ý. l jj .ý( )1ll±) 

+I/i tli 

(17) A=11Iý'ipý, B=f cli 

5ý' -f h ý- 9a- (ýJC#CP) 

(-3- (17'f ß) 

(18) A=1, B=A t K#T-t 6, pl 

Rai hi- --"v (R F /Ni ) 

Pti am 

p7ý(e"S"ýi ý ý), ý p+ "'e( )pýý(ý ý> r,: 'IM d), 

kCý' ä ßr- , (13) ýfp7 Fý¬1L ýV , ß(7e_, (r#ä-º e_, rjzüýGt2 

7,4J1 i`C ö LýCLs75 i ÄýC, 'G ýAäü71 ßý5 

ý) (a)te Vý iPýi ýýa 1- *t (1975) ýý "C A CVd r 
W'AxRJ 

-ý! 1FP 
b>( )3 () 

6RJ1t 0i 
ýp RRJ-ý"r'TG b iStJ-ýA`LJ Lit 

(C) 
PNW 

) 

ßp7-ýý ý 
_j -oý p, 1ýtý 3 ýý Vý53 ý X50 

(14) Vý: r L tý C +' iýý Bý . Vý Vý, q*AA 'i ° (L Vom, (7 L' " 
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JI "( ýe)ßä7'c 4 A, A IýýA ä ýýý, C +k)o)° 

CAR oDAf4JRff1E iL 

; rLZý`l 

[_ : "IL i Vý- jJ % (< R 'i 1jL F+ Vý- fJ %) 

(15) (16) Pý -C M *OD : ßýÄ '>- ; ao -' h, «n- tim 751, WM 

oý ýi' L`Ctiýýý, f rH (15) (16)ýý 

hYLtý ýýhý5ýýýtý CAReigMeeV1 

(20) ri -s( 1ýf v (ýli i *ý) <t-=I+ ý-f vi 

v ýýý (ýCýfSe) <lý I+ 

'% -9 
1" 

I -- 3- (k] f t] TAa 
)<+ 

(21)' 4c eý3 -%- (e *e12) < d, 1 5+3-%a 

'ffil.. lfj (ýs ff)<I1b'l + ""lii-k 

4.2.913$ 

ý ÄTZ Ä uni eY,! Mt ßa53 f, k %a L, p goTa, o"t<< 

(12) - (18) 0D 7 ýý iäß'1 Ä Y"3WC CAR OigIJl'fPR 

CARYLt-P; a 9F90e fA k 

Ltýýa tc xYj, r ML 
-j 

r,. - ) l, 'Cn' (3b)(12)0). 5 

`C, E (3a)1' (22) cO 5 Ký CAR tIýt; 6& 
vip-Mt ýýý 0< 6k1.70 



-38- ýpýý 

(22)71 mal-9 z- (31)<i1/ ýi + . 1) 1. 

r1 Y 4Laý C üý U Chi, (13)-(16)V-%f L, W 

P-%hiäA it 6 (tea Appendix II). 

(23) 3=-h �ýý, e {ý} <3 =-h+ 

irli%ýý- (7 )<Yýfil 1+ 

(24) -1& - ý? 1,! 7 h-( 2V')<--E'- +9'h- 

=-*1,5i -f O *)<- + 

,)+ ýý= r P--ttIP--t (SVO-AM)«- 
(25)iz-#'Tv zVIl- (* r c) 

< -v - -f + ýý 

rýý t}tv {ýý)<rVlt-f + 
(26) 1-1>-'l- (ý }<l 1-f + -tv 

< x. '! }ýý. ZX+ 

(3a)2. O (22) - (26) 4.1L1 

ýaýýý 7a ýi f]t tit o L)»L, ý%tc{ ýýb ýý TGý oaf h, 

ýkt. G, o){glt(3b), (12) - (18) Pý7tj L, Ltycý#tý < tý C, äý < 

(3a), (22) - 
(26) 015 tI p äP'l rV: % `1. j LDI L -, ft'-, z Lt t CDT, INK-0b), 

(12) - (18) rCAR ^. ODfM jL *V , rrCAR oDVOi-j O'R jäz 
7D t0) tk; 5 5o 

(3a), (22) - (26) OD 1 LIP Ox' t 0) ., 
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(9)`C xL1 J 5fl2-: ) co7 v F3fi 'äfý" Ä äbt 6 ((27)-- 

(29))ozo) ýQy pF F oý iäýý5 ýa ý, ` ýl la) 

YH x, UL -C it, CAR o) ýt ýa xt tý ýa ý'C 7a bt, 

Pý7 L< Fý Fý7- I*] vý ý ý`C, (a)as ýý tý ý1 ÄQ) 7 -r 
Ä7 'l -vF 

MCI 6 

4'ý- ;a (4 Appendix III). 

(27) r#MW, 

99 a)- 1f .'r 
b)4 -f i v,. ýq r 

MÄ*" a)' IO -f --i- 

b)L -f- -i- 

(28) rr1IäPki 

b)h- -f 
a)3- 1 "Ii 

b)3-i-f itýJ i 
(29) Ai 

t-F týL a) rý- F ýý'ý 

b) 

b) 7ýF=ý - "k 

4.3. *$Uv70)#. Wi 

4LVl, 3 ýoD9 -f 1b'2, t 1 

ß"'b7"o 10) -r ýýý, (3b) (12) - (18) OD 15 yý iJ OD-Af tl- 
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fit, 0-4, -C it, CAR oDA)ý It -f, (2b) Ol 5 411PIPM L f7 C7 ' -t om 

h Af t1n-ckh, M2OD -Y -f -Y F-1, Vr*%1 6D, j9A 4t Eh 

M: e. g. (2a)(5)--ýfp7L'#°z7 ti h31%rý ýoý-Cäo 7c 

L'C, 31(27)-(29).,, : fLb24', 76DAi1z 

0: ) r 

5 ib IM1 -I 63. ts <, I7 Ä pot CAR 

< , L, % '7-j (Uý`ZVt CAR) oD, `tc . c-z 

t7 ±A, 3 -30P -f 
- pit *t tl )Ildt Lit ., `-'one-wordness' OD St 

ft Ff, F{7 PEýFÄ , p7ý A, 
(13) ,k (28) OD ROD b'ý'I '1 11 (familiarity)b'ýtN L, (28) 1 (23) OD)I ?l 

, 
CtLift 73 *Sqýo, 

>Ltý<0-)7 -r ihi (e. g. (27a)-(29a)) Ih 

&Ää IDA (e. g. (27b)-(29b)) Jftsf an blk 6 15 F"E, bil 

ýJýJý1ýLLýýý1Fý, `1F, 
pýýängGtfý171ý1C qýi7" 

F-tc6o --3t h, 71 J'7Pý1ý ý ýa x5 tc ' oD(marked) ä 

trm-'A MAR-C6o`C4), ýCOý `, 
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lexicon Y- L -C , 
CAR ° ii 

(1 30)0 

(30) C+ C-AM11 ) 

= C-CAR) = C+CAR) 

50 : (3b), (12)-(18) (27)-(29) (3a), (22)-(26) 

ý 6D 15 V`, "; 1 ODW Vt, # °n o r'afpt-, L 

.1-, -C t V,!:, 'LO, x.; ablý, -7coD-)5 , 
t*%-1 

n 03Mj, '-VIQxftj (1, U (3b)) 
, 

r"MWl TZ [Ti (15) V--%f L, 

r- f7')7 Tfj, r-2' r`ki, rf'f-t3M i (1; 1±(3a)) ,rM e-i (25) bt 

ffl t, rtJ v . -- 

V: 

-, ;5mý, Ä Pý9-c o-ß, *JiJ !3 ýt h%; 6,7), A *b*, Ae 7. ) OD 

r'u1la-i t-cE oD-m7),,, tnsov o&1 "ýýý 

OD 9, %iaii L, -C, "Iý 
Ä ÄG 

F"'CýLA7 "I L'fýGA 
ÄOD aTS+ýý OD ?ý Vý 

NTp7m ý- ÄbZ 6 ý: ItfsýIOD`(ý It ; a, 

4.4. k$C-PAII 

OD 

TS A 2, % Jtile Rýfiý q gtL)xL, 

; c2JAh 
OD&frl MÄ ä (e. g. (2a) " (5)) L oD i&L, yýýt,, -C x'C 7 a, 
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§4.1. Yti 0-Ctr*% J 7-DOD -M A-(12) -r (18)-YIC33I, t: OD 

6 bl' n LCD 15 tcDt'-In CAR ODAA tW 

L'5 5p( < ; 6a21) (12) - (18) dD0 Axa L, f9VM4, 'leätr iP7 
*CAR< <L, o)-C6ItcL, b,, 66L MIWlb', m2 

-WoDtziiL TJ TL(subcategorize) L tcL p it CAR btA)IJ L 

<tc; 6oD-cvttc0bb LL15ýp*tÄýfi6o 1lAoý xv`ýLI-Cvt, b), 
(14) (16) (18)co3-: )CDA -Q6 

0 -Vitb, k; 6 15 k6 or 

MÄ- CARODA f Rcfi6Ai'14M -ft $i11ýT- LJ ' jLL, 
iIM 6)bß- 

(31) 

a) r- 3- 'ý-ý f7 (*) 

b) _ '4 - ffl* -) 

g) F ý9 j (LP f fý) 

h) #3-hýýý- ( ß3+i-) 

fp] Y-, b, 5 Yý-A (12) - (18) 

gq-Cg7a 5Y`AxTao 11x6 
, 

rMtlT-Agi(15)Yý 

äi. ý`ra 4», 0ý oje ýý za 
JCý, 

etc r 

11 I tf±j (16), 1-fi, M rtj 

#ÄÄ (2a), (5}- t Yý, ZI h, 0)t e*7J*M 20 
Äý L Cýý tz, fp7L'1xi`C 
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4 (20) (21) Y`itý1kWIE (e" g" rl Wr ffj, rFK*t4-±j )M 2cODrA 

CAR -Ct, ̀; a L 

aý 5 trftt, ü b4Lr-1 O 4L-i l5b, CAR 6DAM ) nfl 

<L . -. Ltt, `bbt, 'coD--)M rjftm TLLL 

C j&fbl c$Yýä tUtc4`iý1J SCQ 6*L6,, Jx1f, Q$'', 

IN p «ý CAR OD AM "Ä & ft t 

(31)054b, SAiDbýZl5Y:., `OD154dÄ 

W-TODfIM, 042IL-P; 5 COT it 

-54--#-C6ýZtaGOO `ciltc o `Lteý: M°L-CL`; : CAR W)loh' 

(32), (33) W, & 

(32) 

bI 
L'Gý 

qq 

(CAR, f) 
ýh"E@ A 

ILT@AG 
q 

(CAR TAf) 

C+TftM TI) 6ý tý u 

c-Tampt) 60 

(33) 1C 7)IM 2 (ý1 L) T&M TL 

#° (ý AA (CAR 9); ) 
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4.5. At. t O) Qit 

1591 OD &Ä giZItM A 09911(CSR)ODAPr3tIVJ'6to)L ýt týc 

5Kingdom (1958) -lt' Fudge (1984) 
LO1Y17Lr- 1d qODryljJA 

4-7 
*2130DtAA FRJ a, b 

ICiWA 
qL 

YT$A 

6tODc ODOD(cf. ( 

5 L-7c5Tittzt, rG Pý9oý iF AA $ 0ý zeP`ý, -c 

V Cý Ä li dG 
L` 

Vp 

lipý`4u 1'Jý (T1ýJ lJýd l-I H'ý 
q'fýÄpt7 ý. '.. 

do 11 d %TT fpfJ AJ G'I: L 
Z7C 

i 
ýý 

cJcJ) ! 17r ^lý CA7 ILlaCq 
Ä 

! d. dp 

(34) king-EMPEROR (IT2; 6_QV) 

cook-HOUSEKEEPER (h z) 

historian-POLITICIAN (c C hC? ÄZ ý) 

producer-DIRECTOR ( {'- N I+ ) 

-Adams (1973) 

mar, r1 ', ß ' IWt + ßa7 Äp IIIýýi ýý ý'c 

Ä ýa ýýJý )ý ä�ýýC43-JCL-(35), (36)----, týý 

'VORAIJODA» lt fittt 
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(35) (vs. (14)) 

William SMITH, Mary BROWN 

-Fudge (1984: 145) 

(36) (vs. (16)) 

Professor HIGGINS, Colonel PICKERING 

President REAGAN, Doctor JONES 

(37) (vs. (15)) 

department CHAIRMAN, company EXECUTIVE 

team MANAGER, university PROFESSOR 

Fudge (pp. 144-9)53 ý L`C oaf h `C4ý, -- m pý 

Q Ä-CMCARoD&j3 RAT 

ýýýýýnä'Cý ý7 ÄL'1 ýuaxaýýý-ý2ý7a'ý4J71It ;6 

23' ýt Yý L `C (13) - (16) L. (34) - (37) K: -, R, I fit. I tr Hq 

CAR OD, "T- AM 5 Pp9iMb", A' L T15-73 P -: ý 'c 

Jtýýoý`Cb tý<, Äp býC %9ý ýL ý? < 1f L, U7 

1313 

5. **J 

HI M& -NI, 452Vb%5 fß 7a * 91 qq (simplex compounds) v:: ta 

#q . (complex compounds)24 aC. 4 s-c GSA 1,6. z -C 41, rS, 

ly alga 0) 



- 46 - Q* NAH. 25 OD V: *49 ALä it 19 s 

-C %a ý'pH9 L, iI e-Z:, &X tk p p4ý 7% -t / h'p3 7. e/ß, 
H* Äo 

ie 

ýý üý z Ya ,LC Xa o p ze dä am e_oý 1'GL`lm'. 4- E O)1 5 

5.1.3 -k A- ° 

3 ýý51 t* it, (38) P`rr 5 V`, M R$4b*ý CAR 

ODAf Äh3, *--OD7 1-t V r'blhIhrlcý> Ä C-*0h*4, 
§1OD (4)'C iýýýý 5tc2-)0D7'l h 5JM3 c'ýitZtoDtýVtc< 

(38) a) ir -f 7P -M"'t '{ ý# 1) 

< r')I-f+7', ý, /+-t11h 
b) t -'-W (ý ) 

C) 

<:: +;;; - 

L OD 5 to, MO) 7 -f-I Jh pJ YL 53 #L -C L 15 VO , -7c c MY`) 

't 53 rLt L, 2->oDP-fýYýSý ZLhlýbb,; ao- 7C OD 1 Dit, 
1-cf. (1Oa)- = oý ýý iä ýL 

tCARODAm M±L, -CL-i ýtza), WROOD7y-tvh'p7 fi1U 

-c L -j 5t -C 66o -Kubozono (1985)41, L i, "syntactic con- 

straint" ( pý1 iN7) L2 ti; Lo (I +ý L< Kubozono 

(forthcoming) tROD .= L) 

N CfRO)7: ' h'a7öýfi ¬U-(L-t 5t51--Do)"e -fýoý ää 

Vt, § 4.1. -C L' i`` oý est OD -C ,7 
(12) -V (18) °4, Y: (12) äIF (13) ý1 ýýi pý pý t' ýi 

(f(96) 5 

ýlýlýý(39), 
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(40) PLtýf Z15g:. SC' < _, ý'kt jt; 625) (-0 Appendix IV). 

(39) CCAB) C) : CAB)=gi fF. 

a) 7]''% -Z"( 3ý %a-i 1- J () 

b) &ýý ýi Tt- ýýý( it q (i9Pmtk cm) 
C) 1(77&T'VM-*) 

d) :r(( MalciiEMM) 

e) llvvp itr ý ist (ý ýi ) 

f) 71va t-ýý-ýi ((C fJ ) 

(40) [CAB) C) CAB) =RMM 

a) =ý- vorjt 1'j Fi lb) 

b) =i- 26) M FbR, Is'') 

c) -f1 f-; Zl1 h (_ ) 

d 

e) 

f) 

t5oý ä aVý# i LZt 7aß ýYt, 1ý '2 Fýý, ý1 
L, -7co)PT,, 2rý7Yýý ih 

(39), (40) Vc L1 ýý- 5}7 7i F'pJ äe L f#-L+ 

-C, . -7 VFJ (e. g. 

J <ýýýýý, OD7P-tom 
;t 4c L5% (e. g. (38) "ir ýý f If F) iz c°a 

1Ä Yý3öt`C r9n,, b"- 001 ýLýM§4.2. Tr ik 
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7) ort-, in 

yCCD $1)nJOD API let441, -7COD *T, J* -'0)7 -t! /h ýJ kýti 

(41) a) _z7 -(i a -f (-f 7)Y T 

b) -2» (2I) 

d) k>-f7 ýý' v' ( Cl lil ) 

5.2.41* 

4 ýUý ýlýýÄfGýa a Rena ý, ný 0ý ö 

(42) 

a) it ýi T7i ýf ýJ rý ý 3ý T (iýt`Pa9) 

b) r+-=ýý ri-zr (i) 

L `bbl, 9 `7Zý ýae ate` s oýG3, PMP -It CAR c1 

ýßýßýll 't, & OOD7 P A: ih pJVý *, äa f1z_Vä, (43), (44) OD 

0%LM2 ar°, -7cCD 23MMIr- 

tJ4 ft -7 -h `pU 0 tt ;a (=ý Appendix V 

(1))0 

(43) C(CAB) CJ D) : CABJ=t6M*, 

b) 1'a #3-ýi' ýf F ey3ýýf (ý c# ýJ Pa9 ) 

(44) CCCAB) C) D) : CAB)=r]* 1 

a) , ý, yý_ (aWýIA*k `) 

b1) ýý1L/JA V__-%%a , l/- 
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c) i=1- c v4-iýJi Fl-ý (ýýý J) 

M- VL, (45)ODI5V., M1 "M2R L 

tc A, MAO %9(,: 0D ö, M2WLM35 oDPo9)VZI -7 ,7 41ý 
tAt4'ß 7l -t / Appendix V(2)). 

(45) CCCAB) Cl D) CCAB) C)=OM%, 

a) t'v1ý i1-p i (q ýJ ýSiie ) 
b) Yv In -f M)M± Pa9M3) 

(Q*ýCfý Fýh-ý ' -) 
d) Iv F- 

()i V, )7 KftF, A b) 

: K, Ml1 on Ifp7- Ä 10F]-C 2 ftl; l±A)fl tkh 14; 6 gUif, 

1- M 2" M3V O)P ýF. K fp) (46)'x', 1" 

2 ýý#äý bCL, tc, ycäaßý ÄLZ 3ifj 

WÄ (47), M1 "M2ýý3aTý(7i1LüýCL, ýcoýÄiýý3 

LSM%, hC` * (48), t, 01 " T, 2 rH 2" 90 3 

; PajK:. 79-tv h't7W ' ýE 79 ' hIM At iA Tao 

(46) +3-f 

(47) 

(ý] 1VI rlCý7tJ) 



-5Q- QÄr oý c aäýa' ie 

(48)-' 4: / F (±l) 

5.3. ýý1]+#c p (33ýý)9] 

5.1. -5.2. Tit, #Ä pýý -Ctr*% - 7); Af 

Äp v`, ';, 6`LtL< 1ý1 *J ., (49) v-$sL-t I, M 

2"3 ýýfp7 äý Gý Lbý6, : -OD 2-VrlljYL7P-ý' w 
b1Abit, f7*Y,:, 9p ýJ , --C, M 1- M2W OP9M7 yr 

b; Nb* ; 6a " t:, (50) OD 15 Vom, 01 - 'M 2 W'* OD JVA 
tttL, M2 "M3O OA ( MPI4 , M1 "M2W C)i L3 

00 - 

Ate-Po 
(49) CA CCBC7 D)J 

a) 

*)'A AV -41- *i) 
M- 79 

a ulý-ý1h) 

(50) CCAB) CCD)) 

a) Evil ý, 1-1ý ý9 ýýý-_ý (A Iý l) 

b) 72vý; i TVA ýiýi fir (# t) 

5.4.64M AA vs al "7 iä 

r` *, OD 2 -)OD I] J 19 eÄ öOD7 L> / fii3 i, J: M MLäU 

i ru rl 7ý ý1ý ýV p pßä pýäa iý ýYýJCý = 

L OD T Ok 4C L 11-W 4C OD -C 6 bl, OD -")! -t ` o) 67__ 
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-10 Wb fl*2uTp DREPP 

z10 t. Q -1 5ý, ýf rf -: ) -Cý, 6. 
fl *J if, (39), (40) ZL" t- qpý+ýjjq, 1"M2 -Vr - CAR 0) 

Afflbltff 51.; 5-)it, M2"M3O PSG: CAR b, ti»bah, 0) , 
M2 "M30 b*, M199ý-- G , 9i10-) 71 -ti hýUI-MrALtL, t o 

-tfti'Y, Ä Aöai Ä" äeýG ,01" 
Mi 2 

i--tU, (7 -mv h'q7) ie'C41, M2 "V3IMF, 1-: )ODF5G 

TA-fff L(51)t . Lo). k J tI p" V% zeL iM A0)i'i. 

(discrepancy) U, 4q (J A±) ý ýý ýFcýqp Gý'ý ,<i Gýý 5 

. ; 6o (43) -- (50) oß ä Gý, (52) - (57) OD 1 

Tit -t VF W' "/" 2 t)a 
9ý653 MM) NZ IMMA 

(51) (= (39), (40)) CCAB) C) A/BC 

(52) (=(43), (44)) CCCAB) C) D) A/BCD 

(53) (=(45) CCCAB) C) D) A/B/CD 

(54) (=(46) (CABC) D) A/B/CD 

(55) (=(47), (48)) CCCAB) C) D) A/B/CD 

(56) (=(49) CA CCBC) D)) A/B/CD 

(57) (=(50) C[AB) CCD)) A/B/CD 

(51) - (57) kV; M-P; a Lbbý; 5 5Y:, `i. 6o)i'iJY` 5J. ß p" 

te Y, i Ta Lý OD ;5C OD `C Sao (51) p 

2 (AB)M9-C CAR btRBtL ft-C C, -7c t. J; l 

g$04 MUBC M) -c , 
CAR 4 i&)fl J*1Sb ý4t; 6 LL YltrL, 

c 
(52)- 

57)0ý11Yýýý`C ýýfp7Ll$ýýibýý`C3ah, ýcoý M 
äa' Ira trfitb* Cc L,; 6 CD --c"'t S. 

oýx tý -ý oýý' dtv, OD IT 'kYý:., t 7) 



- 52 -Q Äe A mozä`e 'ti`e 

.M4L< 4' t9MNAýJ(mapping rules) % 1.6 , 'ý 

i- x -C < ; 6. `a'tz t, CAR E ý, 57 -i va INJ M5 tY 4`, 7P: 

iF fJ ) #ýýlJ4 fiG p (V: *) ü fi i-K tt -C, Ff *t -f 1v 7) 
1; 1 f7 4- , )I(Lfk, frwk J (cyclically)AJJl *t. xa oD 4-itc <, 3rWa 

J AX elements)%9-C, C Ä "6Jý(hierarchy)Yý# 

-f AM oý oý'C ýo (51) - (57) 11 fl 1ý 

Jrßt. IE L4, L -Pt4 , i1 V3, SPE(Chomsky&Halle, 1968)W , Q: Jä q 

L'C1< ÄIr117', #t 6K'C4 ý30> E3 a#ýýýJa 

5o 
Kubozono (forthcoming) v`6 nL r- 

ý- 
, (51) - (57) OD 15 fcgG ä() äe ý äý ýý t4 13* 

iJ*M, q4ý L'l -f*. -' pv äYcAVK 4-C(58) 
ODI ýtq (v,: "c) a'9ä} (4 -' F* -- va 63) Z Pal ODT i't. b" 

. 
C; 60Tk7 /j:, `OD I: 5 tc% 4i (51) - (57) 
It ;a '--f KLR- oD LMM -6 t 0) °C ;5o (cf. Kubozono (forth- 

coming)) 

(58) a) CCC*'_-t-. t-J C; /)J C7 -f *t i)) ()( t 0)5-f *i) 

b) CCC-9-ý-: >) CC /) C7J)) C=/ ý)) 
(10)±0 t0) 
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6. US ä 

U ±l pOD >Ä 'ip7Yý$3 IýT; a 1 7ýf ý oOYýýbý CL 
ti 51, i: f*OD Ma 'zI Lab ;a &oD 5, iY` 7`C Sao 

M1M, Q eý Ä A1 ÄÄMA Aý1(CAR)17) Affl Rtfi7a 4) o) 
ý. ) 

-" Ä2bl 
7do'fR 

CSI 
ö (Tät 

iA7 IýTGýCAI Pß[7), 
Xr)%ý. COD() 

LCD::. mMOD&ftm :1 FH - 

(RU7 /J -z % A2) ODC211 " wau cý', 11a 

pYýLÄ ýYýYýT7hýýtc 7aot: OD 

`OD I ýYL -CA; 6 L, ß* 50DCARbt Am , 17 hý #ýlýJ-CYt 

tx <, p7P -t h oY { _K(deletion), 4t n(addition)K_1 --: >-, C, # 1tco 7 

AL5; 54o6DAI 0)77-t' AftS-ý' 
ýäHYi 

'Cfý 
xd-C 1ýJý4J ýý'do 

'fýq IL'fýÄ 
1; 0', 2 IN U±0) 7 /% -'he 

44 -0 ý. L YIiP2*L-', iir., CAR 0) flle'ICV bý -: 1 k4P&°nt1 Ä p7)'l, 

'7 I(phrase construction) rJ L<, & ROOD 7 -t' -DOD Yi 

ýCo25 :' Lý PEU-Yt, ý YI pbt CAR AflzÄýt, ý oý# b 09: 3 V_ f 

I YJ 4c 4) 0D -C YI tz <Ä Le 4 fAt ;5V rol I%19A -x-, -r 

ý` r ý1 JGG, ßýtý 7 0) 0i'ý1JS'i ßä'f L, t" oýiýf i: C27 ýC) 
CARo)ATh 

i7Yýz5ýýýhý#AIt75; c5tL; b J- L"ý Cct; b o Lila, Yom, Yz: 
3aýtZCSR oýYH"TAffl>3l, 9314 rp7 phf"crý9oýC11 
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pl-A 

Lt Igr. g- ODPa1P 

r` ý1 14ýP &%-ý4ý 
-AK - ö1%ý7JýýkýGýai °n A 

6D7: ß-* t7 -tom r`p7 ODMMcz -C, VE( fiýý(n) Oh 

A-z', Wä--6 L, 

&ftuo 

:, ÄäQ) 

#ä1iUk? 5, `#ý4 r7 iýPaiý #ýhý ýaýZ, etc, 

6D -c It 6, 

fit, Cý'-ýz # Lt:. i `t tot es? A7 MoD 

Pa1 C7ao r1ä pjý4`ý4ý 

qmm( VIdCA 
IC+&, 

p)' 
TdLFtt 

Q 01 9to Ali 

EtCý ', ý tßäÄ APr9ý äi "NVftI, it 5'Vu-cA6Z- 
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-a 

1) *Vý, p äiq pý ö; eý äälliäoýC1L'tcKubozono (1985) 
) býGi-4 C äo 1 C#pfiLtcApö ý] ö4ýeäý lý sý 

c Vý3at-Tat 1t EoMMI L"-CV., Kubozono(forthcoming)") 

( "Prosodic Compound Formation Process" ) in fýL ", 
2) 77 -tv F0 EThVýýU zr , M-j (sequential voicing) 5& 

MRtbI ,:; 5 : e. g. vt zv-- )v+vi, 7 /L--z- (pt) P'r- r, Lbl tcßt 

5)Zngjtil, Äiý`5üi4äi °n Fý 6ý ý7a t, ý$ ý pa ý& 

ý5ýýa äÄ ö'P3'F AÄ CVO ý SttL`ý ý ýý L: e. g. ti /-"" (4 

iý i, 77 ý" ((hd4)/ 9 ýo : oýtýý ý1ýý výVý xot rÄ iöý ýx 

3) ( 1f ) (1982 : 331) P Iý CLäW (1979) ý Vý xäý, qý 

dt (ý ýrý'#ý öla 0ý Lp 54,187 pý ýa 28,031 (=51.2%)) ßý 

X77ýý4 (9zi f)2 ýaýL"ýo 

4) z046 üML' 
. 
AII4t74-k+/' 4L'Ae'`5 kßtýts<tze. g. 7 -f>71; 

t, A Ma-1, Ä)DWIVc7)40)t5 tC ( 10 OD) $-3] 1f bIkl :3: e. g. 

5) QH^ POi qqqý 
an ý'ý1Jq ýIJLx ýtý jpýýNýýfi: I Xý7Jo I 

k. 2: rJJ`L 
`iA 

J ýL"ýt,: ýV,, ßt5} 

} oa#L8Ad p'fßß, ÄÄ A4t, 7C'Ltpcht"r c` J, *r'gý p 

ý` Jo 
6) n035A6DWV)iÄII'(3ft4A. #Ct lA)4ýL` }1 , tcL"LVý oý 7h 

(ý JU ) Vý t- 30-401 )H *AZ Sao 

7) Q öDä 7' 7FN5e äM*11Vt r ij (syfable) t ,thr. - 9j (mors) 
ctýL", ý 5iýýýý->ýoýf ßýJ, ötUrt yc#ýý 9hi t, -c it Mc Cawley 

(1978), Vance (1987), Kubozono (forthcoming)'d R *. tz L,, 
8) (5b)sý f ýý# p goýýp6ýVý(5a)9 ! ýý{ ° ýfa7L' 77 i h3(ii if 

(e. g. +iP+aaýa-"+tI' ' (ýL) ýI- +aaýa (itt'.? ))1'(5a) 

(too) 
9) Higurashi (1983)61, (5b)^ T yam? ° V3#-ý-t. 7c OM 2 -RZ7). -t , }t 914M 95 

-c 6 4'(e, g. {ii, "iýý <- 11+ 7 31 9) , 'cL ̀ ±, . 
4*135 (e. g. xFý ý4 +) -e 

Z. *tit, +F hý (<t 
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A), 7*A5i-n-+(<71*+1-ý 

10) 2 {-91; (T0)W E Lß g4ýLt ; °ýý43(6a)-(6c? ý#ýýý1 Co- C fit 
b"ý ýßý$t o ffl, d, rR-,, rý ßt" 52 5i no ht rv. t". J, r¬fj, 
r A. Et, "51-2-t- -> pLýc#i ÄLtt -. --: /jA 

-týýh-(-r+h1-), iý ß(i9+ ý=)ýic7, (6)IýTLtc#ý)goýý1lhfýtý, 

-C-'I Mio . oý15tcrat"iÄE5 Lß"# c, ftLk-COD U, Äg77 ti h 
#AAýJvDAR Ätttcý"x 5-0-66 : tk c(1966)9f0 

11) L 4hi )OD 9911 ,r Tl 1=ßt -042. McCawley (1968), Abe (1986)I-tt0 
12) t1CM C,; ra x a-, DP a'1#ýýJoýýti týý"fý1iýaY 

-D4" t(. 
OD ý- e ßt q k;. ')- (12) - (16) L (22) - (26) kiV;. t, _ ý "o 

13) M11 VK(4a), (4b) Lrc >cJ. fälL'i Ä" äe ýtýß 5, ÄpÄäa #ýýý1ý 
Mi-xHl3,6OD t4: i't; aLLß"5(45.1. OD (41)SM)riZoDkAAhIM -t, t; aL 

14) Mop g pý 2 UMODD, f(stress pattern)b*,, t ý5 Z: L Ft) )-ii Xh .k< In 5*. -t 
ý"6 WT-k 6-Sweet (1891), Kingdon (1958), Halle & Keyser (1971), Fudge 
(1984), Ladd (1984)SAR. ißt L F®4ýT x Vý. G, 2 ýý, } uý , 4ý 
A vz,.. 1 -! ) -c h -C i30 

(8a) 5T1 (8b) -f 1 
Kingdon single-stressed double-stressed 
Sweet uneven stress even stress 
Halle & Keyser falling stress rising stress 
Fudge initial(ly) stress(ed) final(ly) stress(ed) 

15) 
16) . #t it rp 11 i (Syntactic Constraint), $ý1 iý 5t ýO W7ý (Branching 

Constraint) 6--X -*fä5 5.3., Kubozono (1985), Kubozono (forthcoming) 
MoD 

17) El 7-ih -tU3R) Accent phrase formation) L 

7 Ff44-kAUJ(CAR))2ýoý71i0ýý' EO)MOa 

CAR Mb-bß; BVW1L4, ýxhtrLh77-tvhýj; i; 0#`Jý-Vcjbl 
Vrgi LZb !, b1, *fATfllMJZ± -02UMOD Rý1 E$U-L-r, r äpq(E rlMid 

=CARS ýý QÄ7 ýö ýTöäýxi ýo röS, q pOD A- MAIN! ýk -E22 
) ý1 aý5} Lx Yý tC it Kubozono (forthcoming :M2*"02 

18) ýO1ftr-b, 01 7ai; °a4-10i Ä1MR'Lträ: e. g. 
'Fl- 'f OP m t*), 9 ý1- iýY(IJýfiilÜ)o 1C ý qýi1 "np3ýtý7Jý4ý 
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h<5n), Yä ä'iäýJý( 4ý ý2Jýtý #ýýaoi4Ux4 , I9ý9 519(OD 6 
ODt 5 tc7%C) Ä" WE 

t 
äAR (Tdt Ä FUU-1) 

ýýrT 4i ( -ct' )f E* b1ý4 

d') z_ Ot: äbK CAR ODAffl 2-)O74-ti 4`AM #1. äC OD 

x5; ao 
19) I-M if , býC#1 Ä pý°j 2 4ý$ý 7'tF 

4l*tdäA ?' iltC<, %Jo7'jii8( J)a7N ý q4 X77 h/ Fppßý' 6`ýý4ýý 

ra- tl (1977: 133) 1>'i. 

4ýAýf t tý Ääoß 7tF ý7 äe4ýýý z4ý is7z tý h 20) (27)-(29) 

21) 4 ý6`z ýýPAq 4ýý ýaýfýh4ý tý<, iý4ýM tt7 ý4ýAxttý` 

-Ladd (1984) SM 
22) L Q)ll: 4z. 4 B 1156DSýÄP L- Ö6D 

L@G 
Ä4Z4: t7f'jM#dL 

ß+... 
6b' 

ýtC<t. C Lo 
17,1% 

4#p ppýt jg, ;, 5}ä40M. -(right-branching structure) I ýJO5}b4ti A 

(left-branching structure)O)C0)0)iß', 4t; abý4z:. '<, rý pYý3aL Nils 1CAROD 

1ý R1ý1E--ý0 t, J fiý" ;Äý 4` a Arý9 c ýý 
`-Kubozono (forthcoming)gJ 0 

23) PJx. VZ; " rit, $. aD Ä, ß* L4ti ' CAR0MA'kxF't3ßt_ 
(31)gf--, äC4ýýCoAffl x 67 1RýFplCIMMLtcja : e. g. Shaftes- 
bury AVENUE, Victoria STATION, 

24) tCD ibZ 1, tc 'OD V[ MA Ä4IrcOD -b` p7)F ; 6COD-C, fn911iM 

ti giCöýMA#ýa (e. g. r-: ) +7fl Yj,, ei1ti`i A 'Az tJ) Rll4 L 

VllJýVtc < (e. g. f_1 -A3k1; at hi, r_Li, c-j jj4: 4 6ffi1A± 6 hJcä#ý*4 

0-C4: tk-lL E o)LÄ)Ei' -CLß`M#'D#t. tcl`0 *31 OD öp. 1a+ FA 'crý 4"I 
b*iEt MiL--*ý`ý: Lit, ff1'i (1977) CDýfPL§'rL 

25) (39) (40) -l1W 617 7 -t -' h ö(accented word)T k3t0 tý Vt*: 26 4-1. 

71 b>$k 77-t ý qTc n° ý*kJ4`o1L79 tv F`p7 eekl 

e. g. ii ? t-'71' K-( Jý1 t11Cý 11) : i-iz i F'- 

74 ti h ýTi( 79-ß/ FPA) 

26) 27) rtjrlEj43# K: - Mc Cawley(1968)0)g 5 r7 -e VF MIJ M M(deaccenting 

morpheme)T 75-12 0)(6b) . WP_ 

28) Kubozono (1985)ß'W^LKubozono (forthcoming)it L-Cß`7D. 1 5r-, 4 
11ýoýßa6k1G311°n Ä4`4ý r SiJvhj, rE(r}ßý#ti)iý`Jý 4ý)JAx, 
51 D4AO(J (F-9 XA TW_j (Rhythmic Constraint)) ßlýbýb` h, 1- 79NiF 
ý7 r1Yc# ý ; $A ß2 -ýaJ4ýj4ý5}ý# # ýf Ilp7b>> 5 ýa : e. g. 91 7 ;ý7 

7ýa: 7 lliIVý- F-*>71.7 vaýlVIVj- 
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29) (51) - (57) oý ýLt äu Äýr 5} 
#rj(reanelysis) * V_t; 5 Ub, jjatxý,, TM, Poser (1984) VI- iO-f V'i 
f Výýt"C oDtx753 L-CL, 6b,, (51)-(57)0) 155tx . Vlq* paM 

#r-lýý"5*ýýýcýý ýaý4ýýaýtýý, o ýfiFrýýti"tcýoýfýýPai 
Výýt CV. Kubozono (forthcoming) S #1 t "o 

30) McCawley (1968), FEH (1969), Poser (1984) $¢ a 
** V:, ORfü62IFf1 MWt-*,, - Of tiýI -Aýüff ýný Äfiz Sao 

APPENDICES 

a) CTS+ j. ) 
Aft, t-, k nfAl A7r ý 

BtF. 59[lb, 1t, [ß , ä ('(b)? ) 
ýr#t , (fý$ St) 

b) CHe)7 + D 
ý V, Rn. WA-Elkl, 1*, roMM, 

C) C A+3ý'e (h) PýJ 

T7F '1ý9G, ^J Aýr 
C ýý, iý Wa'1, (l 

a) C®ua7+0311.3 
fElr-li7, mt (cf. n*R°n) 

2. rrpl 16 i *i 

a) f-PIA-i 
nmiJ, 5slj, sgilm, -t-ft 
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tri, --i1 (iýC) 

$i Y#C, SV DA (cf. ARV A) 
UP911A, TI-Ml 
VUWk . L lbl, ý IiL' 

#fi s, (ft c) 
c)ýi 

3. r)j () 

tfff ý, ý$ (cf. tit, ) 

a* ee. JArtot, iN®-nä (ftP ) 

5. CA$+ftf (ti )JMV 
TwI-MR, q. "Waf, *Stý 

bno -A, (cf., 9A) (ft? ) 

0914 - 
7 t-94fl, Al c 

7. [ JAS+f43TJ c 
cf. [+11J 

II. rgq*&9 '7, O)fpjp$ 

b) n; a, tT., ZTr,, ' 1tlf, ilk&V 
Mnn R5KA, AW) htt, PE? 
at A19 L'-W$101 Quatil, glZ fs 

TAWYA, () 
C)'T`'k. 
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d? EAJT, *iýWat 

2. 

i 4trý9¬ t(? ) 

5. Citt+ `t"()a 
X19 T, Vs` . -T-, fAf . 7i 

tu. t? I10)C FA 319 
1. ýC ff1 

2. rf7# M1*j 
TEARU, %-TTNlt, 

3.1iß: 
-i 

IV. c [q a$-*ý5? P'ý ti h'a7# i (A/BC} 
1. CAB) = 1-#i %j 

- .RÄ 
it, M±P&AD 

2. CAB) rnMML j 

'ýfý "'ýýý=ice, ýýýýýý 

cf. CC*§ gmff+' , ä. )+ iä7 
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1. A/BCD 
tuommAroll 

tmgR#t-j 7avx4 

2. AB/CD 

J, n )P+U. jR 'M r. 1 0, A 6TO 7 .7V: 
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